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1. Introduction
1.1. Preliminary thoughts and aims of this study
Language acquisition has been studied as a field of linguistic enquiry
during the last three decades. Experimental and theoretical studies have
yielded a huge amount of information and answers to several questions
regarding how language acquisition proceeds. The reason why language
development has been brought to the centre of attention is that child language and language acquisition form a window on Universal Grammar
(hereafter UG). Children acquiring different languages exhibit amazing
similarities and regularities in the order and the way of acquisition. For
example, no matter how simple or complex a language is, children will
produce monosyllabic -mainly CV- words in the earliest stages of their
phonological development. This has been shown for English and Dutch
child data, among many other languages. In more advanced stages, disyllabic CV.CV forms stressed on the first syllable consisting, not necessarily but preferably, of unmarked segments will be particularly frequent
before the target forms are fully and faithfully produced at the featural/segmental and prosodic level. On the other hand, child language is a
window on UG in the sense that core structures found in child speech
reflect the primitives of UG. In other words, a lot of insight into UG can
be gained by examining the way children acquire their native language, or
a second language. ‘Child grammars’ look more like UG than ‘adult
grammars’ do.
The main bulk of the acquisition literature focuses on English and
Dutch child data. This dissertation investigates how stress is acquired in
Greek L1. Its innovative characteristics consist in the following: First, it is
one of the very few studies of a language in which stress assignment is
morphology-dependent. As a result, my aim is to demonstrate the specific
difficulties that children have to overcome when they acquire a language
whose stress is lexically assigned, as well as to describe the order of the
acquisition process. With that as a given, the description of the data and
the analysis will be essentially comparative in nature. In order to show the
differences and similarities in the speech of children who acquire Greek
and the speech of children who acquire other languages, I will present a
detailed discussion of the way stress is acquired in English, Dutch,
French, Spanish, and Hebrew. The desired outcome of this dissertation is
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to demonstrate that, beyond the differences that the aforementioned systems as well as Greek exhibit, the process of their acquisition falls within
the limits of and is predicted by the theory of UG. Additionally, Optimality Theory, a framework which falls within the generative tradition and
which is adopted for the analysis, describes and explains the linguistic
behaviour that Greek children exhibit when acquiring the accentual system of their native language.
The second innovative characteristic is the child language database
that was set up at the University of Leiden Centre for Linguistics and used
in the present study, which is unique in its size and nature. The database
consists of naturalistic longitudinal data collected from eleven children
acquiring Greek as their native language varying in age between 1;7 and
3;6. The children were recorded on a weekly basis during a period of almost two years and the data were methodically and carefully transcribed
by at least two native speakers of Greek and well-trained linguists familiar with IPA transcription. A detailed description of the database and how
it is organized is provided in chapter 4.
1.2. Outline of the thesis
In this section I provide a brief overview of the chapters and the topics
dealt with in this dissertation. In chapter 2, I discuss the relationship between language acquisition and UG. A comparative consideration of issues supporting or challenging the existence of UG, such as the innateness hypothesis, on the one hand, and studies favouring the cognitive approach of language learning, on the other, is essential in order to explain
why I opt for a UG approach to acquisition. Then I move to a closer examination of the generative models (linear, non-linear and constraintbased) within which child data have been analysed, such as the Jakobsonian structuralist model, the rule-based account of SPE, Autosegmental
Phonology and Underspecification theories, Metrical Phonology, Principles and Parameters Theory, and, finally, Optimality Theory. Optimality
Theory is presented in detail, first, because it owes much of its success to
its status in dealing with learnability and, second, because it is the theory
that will be adopted for an analysis of the data under investigation.
Chapter 3 consists of a general review of the literature on the acquisition of stress. I will provide a discussion of the various generative studies
on the acquisition of stress in several languages. These studies are presented in chronological order. For example, Spanish, Dutch and English
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studies are presented first, because the acquisition of the stress systems of
these languages was the first to be discussed. These studies made a huge
contribution to the acquisition literature and prompted new studies of
other languages. French and Hebrew, on the other hand, are presented last
because these languages were the most recently studied. Dutch and English are studied together, since they seem to support the so-called trochaic
bias most clearly. An example of how stress is acquired in a moraic language, like Japanese will also be provided. Finally, a general discussion
of the conditions governing the accentual system of the input will be presented.
Chapter 4 is a detailed discussion of the database used for the study
of stress in Greek child language. The conditions of subject selection, data
collection, transcription and organization are laid out.
Chapter 5 provides most of the findings of this thesis. The chapter
starts with an overview of the questions that lie at the basis of the analysis
of the Greek child data. In a nutshell, my interests revolve around three
major issues; first, the emergent developmental patterns during the acquisition of a language characterized by a lexical accent system; second, the
existence and the sources of biases in child speech and, finally, the order
of acquisition, i.e. the learning process in Greek. It is important to mention that by defining a language as being lexically accented I mean that
stress is assigned on variable positions within a word. In Greek the restriction that holds for stress is that the language needs to respect the trisyllabic window, in other words, stress must fall on one of the last three
syllables of the word. Moreover, by using the term lexical accent I refer
to the role the morphology of the language may play in stress assignment.
In the same chapter, the Greek child data are described and discussed
in detail. The similarities and differences with stress systems and languages that have already been investigated are compared and issues such
as the validity of the trochaic bias hypothesis in Greek child language, a
stage-like progression as well as the order of acquisition of Greek per se
are focused on. The data may seem puzzling at first glance, especially
given the great variability of the emergent patterns. However, the unpredictable character of the Greek stress system justifies the contradicting,
overlapping trochaic, iambic and metrically ambiguous patterns. The basic claim with respect to this fact is that such inconsistencies found in
truncated forms are attributed to the difficulty Greek children have to
discover the foot structure of the ambient language.
The trochaic bias hypothesis has been considered to be very powerful
in child speech in the literature. As will become obvious from the Greek
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child data in chapter 5, the trochaic bias does not seem to be as powerful
as it appears to be in other trochaic languages. Interestingly, even though
the arguments for the trochaic bias come from trochaic languages, Greek,
a language, which is also considered to be trochaic in nature provides
evidence against the trochaic bias. My claims against such a bias basically
rely on metrically ambiguous forms, such as W1SW2, and longer target
forms stressed on one of the last three syllables, which surface as either
trochaic or iambic in the children’s outputs. It is further demonstrated that
the relative prevalence of trochees over iambs can be attributed to input
frequency effects rather than any predisposition imposed by UG. Such a
claim further implies that UG predicts but does not impose any biases.
Rather, input frequency explains the predominance of certain patterns in
child speech. Moreover, if we assume a bias, we would expect it to hold
for all languages, also those that are not clearly trochaic in nature. However, this is not at all the case for Greek, French or Spanish.
Subsequently, I present the ideas currently held regarding how language acquisition proceeds. As is evident from the literature on English,
Dutch and Hebrew, most researchers opt for a stage-like model of acquisition. This stage-like view of acquisition owes its success to the fact that
children exhibit extensive uniformity in their productions at certain stages
of their phonological development. For example, in the so-called subminimal word stage (cf. Demuth and Fee 1995), target forms tend to be
truncated to a monosyllable. In a more advanced stage, the minimal word
stage, children’s forms expand with respect to the number of syllables
they consist of and become more faithful to the adult forms, but target
forms still undergo truncation in order to conform to the disyllabic word
minimum. It is only in later stages that target forms are faithfully realized.
Transitional stages from one major stage to another have also been established. Researchers have roughly proposed three to four stages in the acquisition of stress before children reach the final state of the grammar of
the target language.
In this thesis, the emergence of trochaic and iambic patterns in truncated forms is attributed to the fact that children follow different developmental paths in the course of development. This leads them to the production of variable forms for the same inputs. In other words, the basic
idea concerning the order of acquisition is that language learning proceeds not in terms of developmental stages, which exhibit uniform behaviors with respect to the children’s productions, but, rather, by means
of multiple parallel grammars children have access to during their phonological development. The model of multiple parallel grammars was
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first introduced by Kiparsky (1993). That model dealt with variation in
terms of co-phonologies where constraints are totally ranked. In subsequent work by Anttila (1998, 2002a,b) variation is accounted for by
means of a single ranking where unranked constraints obtain. According
to Anttila (2002b:21-22), ‘grammars are partial orderings of optimalitytheoretic constraints [and] these partial orders within a language are the
possible subregularities (declensions, lexical exceptions, etc.) in that language.’ Here, I assume a version of the multiple parallel grammars similar
to that of Anttila and Cho (1998), where constraints may be unranked in
different grammars. However, it is the crucial ranking of even one constraint over others that forces the activation of distinct grammars in child
speech. In other words, multiple outputs corresponding to the same target
form are attributed to the different position of one and the same constraint
in different grammars. Put differently, children can have access to different grammars which make them consistently produce variable truncated
forms. Indeed, the data demonstrate that children acquiring Greek follow
different developmental paths in their goal to faithfully realize stress.
The notion of ‘stage’ is not completely abandoned but it is revised
and redefined. Here, a stage is not synonymous with a period of time in
which children’s productions are relatively uniform. Rather, it refers to a
phase in language acquisition, a chronological slot, associated with a set
of co-emerging grammars that share specific characteristics.
With chapter 6 I proceed to a discussion of the acquisition of stress at
the interface of Phonology with Morphology. More specifically, after
presenting the prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis, which underlines the
importance that prosody and rhythm play in the emergence of certain
structures in child language, I move to the description and analysis of the
phonology-morphology interface at the level of derivation (i.e. suffixation-prefixation) and compounding. Chapter 6 further discusses and
challenges the Headedness Theory or Theory of Head Dominance developed by Revithiadou (1999). This theory assumes that, in a language
whose stress system is morphologically determined, stress placement is
dependent on the morpheme which serves as the head of morphologically
complex, i.e. polymorphemic words. In other words, morphemes are
accented in the lexicon and the stress of the head morpheme ‘wins’ when
morphemes come into conflict.
The fundamental finding of this chapter is that the longitudinal production data used in this study do not provide sufficient evidence as to
whether morphology affects the emergence of stress in child speech. In
other words, I demonstrate that the subtle distinctions assumed by the
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Headedness Theory do not hold simply because morphology does not
seem to play a dominant or influential role in child productions. In the
same line of argumentation, children do not seem to be able to recognize
and split a morphologically complex word into its constituents. They
rather treat morphologically complex words as unanalyzed chunks (cf.
Goad (1998), for a discussion of adult SLI). Phonological principles only
seem to determine the position of stress in child Greek. Consequently, the
acquisition of stress can be accounted for on purely phonological terms.
Formally, it will be illustrated, that the same OT tableaux which accounted for the acquisition of monomorphemic forms can also account for the
acquisition of polymorphemic words. These findings further demonstrate
that lexical stress must simply be perceived of as ‘non-predictable’,
‘variable’ stress and not as stress determined by morphophonological
headedness or morphoplonological constituency.
Data from inflected (nouns) and conjugated forms (verbs) are not
considered in this study for two reasons. First, given that inflected forms
are considered to be more transparent than derived or compound forms, I
assume that data from inflection would not be more informative than data
from derivation and compounding. Second, nominal and verbal stress in
Greek is characterized by different properties, which cannot be dealt
within this thesis. This is a topic with important implications for the
theory of Greek stress that go beyond the scope of this study. Here, I only
want to give an idea of the degree to which morphology may be involved
in child speech. Chapter 6 provides further support for the model of multiple parallel grammars. To be more specific, polymorphemic words exhibit the same truncation patterns as monomorphemic words, which implies that children follow distinct developmental paths in the acquisition
of morphologically complex words too.
The discussion of the acquisition of stress in Greek L1 is completed
in chapter 7 where I present my conclusions as well as the implications of
this study for language acquisition in particular and phonological theory
in general. Issues left for further research are outlined.

2. The Study of language acquisition:
theory and data
2.1. Language acquisition and Universal Grammar
Karmiloff and Karmiloff-Smith (2001) define language acquisition as ‘a
journey that begins in the [children’s] fluid world of the womb and continues throughout childhood, adolescence and even beyond’. The study of
language acquisition received a strong impetus from Chomsky’s innovative work in the newly established area of Generative Grammar in the late
50’s; that is to say, language acquisition research is linked in the mind of
many linguists to the ‘birth’ of Generative Grammar. Within the generative tradition the study of language is guided by the following fundamental questions:
(1) a. What constitutes knowledge of language?
b. How does such knowledge develop?
c. How is such knowledge put to use?
In spite of possible individual differences, we assume that all members of the human species share a certain cognitive structure that we call
‘the language faculty’. This structure is considered to be the initial state of
the mind and a common human genetic endowment. Under the conditions
set by experience, the mind develops from the relatively poor initial state
through a succession of states of knowledge and finally reaches a steady
state, after which changes appear to be qualitatively different in character
from the transition from the initial to the steady state.
We assume that the state of knowledge attained is properly characterized as a system of rules that specify the properties of an unbounded set
of linguistic expressions, which is called in current usage ‘a (generative)
grammar’. This nativist view, articulated and developed by Chomsky
(1959, 1965, 1975, 1986, see also Jusczyk et al (2002), for an experimental point of view, and Kager et al. (2004), for production data analyses) suggests that the grammars of all the world’s languages share a basic
skeleton. Although specific grammatical principles vary from one language to another, they are all, according to Chomsky, based on certain
fundamental principles that correspond to innate properties of the human
mind. The term Universal Grammar is commonly used to refer to the
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initial state, and the linguist’s theory of the initial state. UG is the innate
starting point of language acquisition for each human being. It is a Jakobsonian concept in the sense that its elements are hypothesized also to appear as ‘universals’ in typological language studies.1 The child tries to
find its way through the data maze assisted by UG, and constructs an abstract system called a grammar. This grammar is an amalgamation of persisting elements from UG and acquired, language-specific components. It
is the linguist’s task to unravel the structure of these grammars, and the
role UG plays in their growth (Kager et al. 2004).
Another term often used interchangeably with UG is ‘language acquisition device’ (LAD) (Chomsky 1981b, 1986). We may think of LAD as
an input-output system of the sort described in the schema in (2):
(2) Experience ® LAD ® grammar
The major goal of Generative Linguistics regarding language acquisition has been to solve what Chomsky (1986) has termed Plato’s problem,2 according to which any speaker knows many things about the structure of his/her language, things whose internalization is difficult to understand if based solely on evidence from the linguistic environment. A traditional explanation of language learning is that it proceeds by analogy
from the most frequent or salient patterns and structures. It is easy to
show that analogy is incapable of explaining many such facts3, e.g. explain the transition from simple to complex sentences.
Seeing the logical problem of language acquisition as a driving force
in shaping grammatical theory is now commonplace in mainstream linguistics (Chomsky 1981a, Dresher 2000, Tesar and Smolensky 2000).
The logical question regarding language acquisition is how easily one can
learn the grammar G from a set of relevant input data D given UG. This is
what I have already referred to above as Plato’s problem.
Learning a grammar is difficult because there are so many conceivable grammars and the available data is so impoverished. Thus, a crucial
goal of a theory of universal grammar is to restrict the range of possible
grammars the learner must consider, so that impoverished data may suffice to determine a correct grammar. This notion of restrictiveness is often
1

For a discussion questioning the idea that knowledge of language means knowledge of
grammar, see Seidenberg (1997).
2
What Dresher and Kaye (1990) call the projection problem.
3
The text of this paragraph heavily draws on Kenstowicz (1994).
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reduced to the criterion that a satisfactory grammatical theory will delimit
a finite set of possible grammars, distinguished from one another by the
values of a finite number of parameters, for example. The fewer the possible grammars, the more learnable the grammar is, as Tesar and Smolensky (2000) claim.
The logical problem of acquisition pertains to the adult grammar, the
final state of knowledge attained by adult native speakers. UG represents
the initial state of the learner. What has also been argued in the generative
acquisition literature, especially in recent theories, such as Principles &
Parameters Theory (hereafter P&P) and Optimality Theory (hereafter
OT), is that children acquire their mother tongue or learn a second language on the basis of positive evidence only (see examples in Lasnik and
Uriagereka 2002, Legate and Yang 2002, Pulleyblank and Turkel 1998,
Sampson 2002).4
Further, Dresher (1999b) finds it essential to distinguish between the
logical problem of language acquisition (Hornstein and Lightfoot 1981)
and what can be called the developmental problem of language acquisition. The distinction is roughly the same as the one made by Ingram
(1989:60) between child language (the developmental problem) and language acquisition (the logical problem). The ‘logical problem of language
acquisition’ is connected to learnability issues that do not use actual data
in order to support their claims, while the ‘developmental problem of language acquisition’ is dealt with by means of actual data that facilitate the
establishment of developmental patterns, paths and stages.
2.1.1. The UG innateness hypothesis and the cognitive approach
The child, as Werner (1957, in Jakobson 1968) has argued, grows into an
alien world of adults. Its behaviour is the result of an interaction between
these two worlds. The so-called baby talk used by grown-ups when
speaking with infants, broadly known as motherese (cf. Fernald 1989,
Fernald et al. 1989, Gleitman et al. 1984, Kemler-Nelson et al. 1989), is a
kind of language where the addressers try to adjust themselves to the assumed verbal habits of their addressees and to establish a common code
deemed suitable for both interlocutors in a child-adult dialogue.
There has been a lot of discussion between linguists of the generative
tradition and those of the cognitive approach regarding the initial state of
language development. According to Chomsky (1959:57) ‘the fact that all
4

See Marcus (1993) and MacWhinney (in press) for a detailed discussion of the contribution of negative evidence in language acquisition.
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normal children acquire grammars of great complexity with remarkable
rapidity suggests that human beings are somehow specially designed to
do this, with data-handling ability of unknown character and complexity’.
The argument for innateness, which is based upon the notion of ‘poverty of the stimulus’, claims that the input that children are exposed to is
poor (or inadequate) when compared with structures found in the adult
language. The inadequacy of the input is due to either the rarity of these
structures in the adult language or to the type of speech directed toward
children, the motherese. However, children are capable of producing such
constructions at some point in their development. This fact led several
researchers to assume that we should rather talk about the biology of language.
An example of the fact that we should talk about biology of language
is the consistent way children command their motor system in early stages
of their language development.5 During the babbling period, for example,
the motor command system for the speech tract seems able to deliver only
a rhythmically repetitive sequence of identical syllables, each consisting
of a single pair of extremes of articulatory activity, e.g. CV_identical CV,
where C is a bilabial stop and V an open vowel (Drachman 1975).6 This
may also be seen in the deletion of final consonants, the breaking up of
clusters by simplification or vowel insertion, as well as reduplicating
forms, which are all patterns commonly found in child language crosslinguistically.
Another notion considered to be one of the fundamental components
of UG is the ‘Continuity Hypothesis’ (Pinker 1984). According to this
hypothesis ‘... the cognitive mechanisms of children and adults are identical; hence [continuity] ... is a hypothesis that should not be rejected until
the data leaves us no other choice. […] The continuity assumption should
apply not only to the child’s cognitive mechanisms but to his or her
grammatical mechanisms as well: in the absence of compelling evidence
to the contrary, the child’s grammatical rules should be drawn from the
same basic rule types, and be composed of primitive symbols of the same
class, as the grammatical rules attributed to adults in standard linguistic
investigations’ (Pinker 1984:7).
Rose (2000) assumes that the child’s grammar develops as a continuous process where the formal properties of the grammar, which are con5

For a critical evaluation on the relation between innateness and neurobiological approaches to languages, see Müller (1996).
6
I do not claim that babbling is only reduplicative. I assume that reduplicative babbling
is only one version of babbling.
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strained by universal linguistic principles, do not change. Only the structures that are allowed by the grammar change over the course of time,
which yields the patterns observed at each developmental stage. The continuity assumption thus implies that adult and child languages do not differ in nature, in the sense that early grammars, at every stage in their development, should reflect possible adult grammars (see Goad 2000, for
general discussion).
One of the important properties of Optimality Theory (OT, Prince and
Smolensky 1993) is that it reinstates continuity; given the initial and final
states of a language’s grammar and children’s developmental grammars
in the course of their phonological acquisition, OT assumes that all these
different grammars are governed by the same representations and the
same organizational units.
The leading idea of Tomasello’s work (2000a, 2000b), on the other
hand, is that the Continuity Hypothesis is not empirically supported. The
arguments that he provides against UG in general and the continuity hypothesis in particular consist in the following. First, children’s creativityproductivity has been overestimated, since language learners produce
novel utterances in only some fairly limited ways. According to Tomasello, lack of creativity/productivity suggests that young children do not
possess abstract and verb-general argument structure constructions into
which different verbs may be substituted for one another as needed.
Second, in experiments that he and others conducted (cf. Brown 1973,
Braine 1974), it was shown that young children, first, use at least some of
their language in item-specific ways, second, unmarked constructions are
overgeneralized, third, children have difficulty to transform structures,
e.g. active constructions to passive ones and vice versa, fourth, children’s
speech is imitative. He furthermore claims that, all in all, children’s productions do not resemble the adult language much. He considers this as
counterevidence for the continuity hypothesis. Consequently, he assumes
that children do not possess adult-like perceptual capabilities.
Instead, Tomasello (2000a, 2000b) suggests a usage-based cognitive
model of language development. Usage-based models of language focus
on the specific communicative events in which people learn and use language. In these models, the psycholinguistic units with which individuals
operate are determined not by theory but by observation of actual language use in actual communicative events. He argues for such a model
based on the idea that, first, the primary psycholinguistic unit of child
language acquisition is the utterance, which has as its foundation the expression and understanding of communicative intentions; second, early in
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their language development children attempt to reproduce not adult words
but whole adult words; 7 third, children’s earliest utterances are almost
totally concrete in the sense that they are instantiations of item-based
schemas or constructions; fourth, abstraction results from children generalizing across the type variation they observe at particular ‘slots’ in
otherwise recurrent tokens of the same utterance, and, fifth, children
create novel utterances for themselves via usage-based syntactic operations in which they begin with an utterance level schema and then modify
that schema for the exigencies of the particular communicative situation
at hand.
Tomasello grounds his argumentation on findings from the acquisition
of syntax alone. It is not against UG’s declarative principles that children
would not be able to master syntax fully before the age of three. But
hardly is phonology mastered by that age. Most research in the acquisition of phonology within the generative tradition has shed light on the
role of UG and innateness in language development. Developmental data
from English, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish, Hebrew, and Greek indicate
that children turn to certain mechanisms that facilitate phonological acquisition. 8 Children from different linguistic backgrounds opt for
processes, such as cluster reduction, coda deletion, vowel insertion, syllabic truncation, stopping, fronting, voicing and/or devoicing, assimilatory processes -mainly consonant harmony- and metathesis to facilitate
their linguistic maturation. It is also in line with UG’s fundamentals that
children generalize structures in the process of expanding their knowledge
of their mother tongue.9 But, interestingly, Tomasello is silent about these
cross-linguistic findings that compellingly motivate the postulation of
UG.
Finally, Karmiloff and Karmiloff-Smith (2001) argue that the truth
has to be found somewhere in between the nativist and cognitive approaches. In other words, they consider language knowledge to be the
complex product of the interaction between some initial, domain-relevant
predispositions and the rich structure of the linguistic input that is available to the child. Consequently, we cannot talk about the role that either
nature or nurture plays in the acquisition process. Instead, we have to in7

Unfortunately, Tomasello does not define the difference between adult words and
whole adult words is.
8
For English, see Smith (1973), Ingram (1974); for Dutch, see Fikkert (1994a,b); for
Portuguese, see Freitas (1996); for Spanish, see Faingold (1990); for Hebrew, see Faingold (1990); for Greek, see Kappa (2000, 2003), Tzakosta (1999, 2001).
9
See Vihman (1996) for a different approach to the data.
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vestigate the interaction between these two factors, which can ultimately
explain how the dynamic process of language acquisition takes place
from fetus to adolescent. The goal of this dissertation is to further test the
explanatory power of UG in the acquisition of stress, even when languages with different accentual characteristics are involved.
2.2. Theoretical approaches to language acquisition
2.2.1. Linear models
2.2.1.1. The Jakobsonian structural model
The precursor to the generative model of language acquisition is an approach proposed by Roman Jakobson (1968), which is based on the notion of phonological contrast. Jakobson claims that children’s speech demands simple, clear and stable phonemic contrasts, which, in turn, characterize the articulation of children’s first words. He indicates that the
regularity of the acquisition of phonological contrasts is very characteristic. Consequently, the unmarked syllabic shape is the CV syllable. The
advantage of Jakobson’s approach is that it manages to characterize and
regularize the phenomena in child language in terms of certain principles.
However, one disadvantage of his account is that babbling is not considered to be a separate stage/level of language development. Recent research has shown that not only is babbling not random but it is considered
to be a phonetic sub-stage, which facilitates phonological development
(cf. Vihman et al. 1985). Another fundamental drawback is that Jakobson
does not refer to the variation found in child speech. He is basically concerned with the generalizations rather than the individual variations that
are present during the process of language development. Nevertheless, his
model is still of value, because it was the first serious attempt at a theoretical approach to child language.
2.2.1.2. The Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky and Halle 1968)
The first attempt to study language acquisition within the generative
framework was made within SPE. This framework incorporates Jakobson’s main principles, such as the search for generalized patterns. The
first major issue which arises in connection with the learnability of SPE
phonology concerns the abstractness of underlying forms: SPE allows
underlying forms that may be quite distant from their corresponding surface forms. The disadvantage of such an approach is that it is not easy for
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the learner to acquire language given the complexity of rule learning
(Dresher 1999b).
In a rule-based theory, formal connections were made by arguing that
the phonological generalizations in child speech are best captured in
terms of mapping an Underlying Representation onto a Surface Representation, rather than simply in terms of statements of surface regularities,
and that this mapping is accomplished by ordered rules (e.g. Smith 1973,
Stampe 1973). Substantive connections were motivated by parallels
between the content of child language rules and those found in the languages of the world. For example, learners of English devoice syllablefinal voiced obstruents, in a stage that resembles adult languages like
Russian and German.
The main problem of SPE is not that it allows abstract grammars, but
that it does not sufficiently constrain the choices available to the learner.
Theories allowing opaque analyses present the learners with many superficial counterexamples that can be solved by positing further rules or abstract elements. It is not clear how learners could extricate themselves
from garden paths like these, for it is difficult to distinguish between superficial counterexamples, which a learner must see through, and genuine
ones. 10 One solution is to further constrain the types of rules that the
learners posit, stopping them before they progress too far in the wrong
direction (Dresher 1999b). As Dresher (1999b) points out, UG is too unconstrained to give a satisfactory account of universals and acquisition.
Consequently, the theory becomes too powerful.
The proponents of various versions of so-called ‘concrete’ phonology
(e.g. Braine 1974, Hooper 1976) took the position that abstract underlying
segments are unlearnable and that surface opacity makes a rule not only
hard to learn, but makes it impossible to learn. It was therefore proposed
to limit abstractness by ruling out certain kinds of derivations. Hooper
(1976) claimed that a rule cannot be learned if part of its structural description does not exist on the surface. Kiparsky (1973) mentioned some
other factors that could contribute to making a rule easy or hard to learn,
such as the naturalness of the rule. Theories incorporating some version
of the naturalness condition hypothesize that phonological rules are governed by cognitive principles and not just by articulatory or acoustic factors that apply only on the phonetic level. The easier a rule is to learn, the
more natural it is. Within the same tradition, Ingram (1976, 1989)
ascribes to the child an extra phonological level. In his model, there are
10

For further discussion, see Pulleyblank and Turkel (2000).
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three levels of child phonology, namely perception, organization and production. Constraints freely operate at each level. Perceptual constraints,
such as the inability to perceive coda consonants, may be translated into
the organizational rules or production rules that are available after the
child becomes able to perceive codas.
Stampe (1973), on the other hand, uses a two-level model like Smith
(1973), with adult-like inputs, but the outputs are derived by a set of innate natural processes, which serve to reduce markedness. In the earliest
stages of acquisition, these processes operate freely whenever their conditions are met. As the phonology develops, these processes are ordered
(and reordered), limited in application, or suppressed as needed to approximate more and more closely the adult grammar.
It has been claimed (Drachman 1973a, 1975) that Stampe’s approach,
though it closely parallels the generative model, fails to distinguish between the child’s passive advances in pronunciation due to increased
command over co-ordination in the vocal tract, and the creative (though
sporadic) efforts made by the child during development to undo some of
the worst results of his incompetence.
Ingram’s model is one in which constraints or rules operate on both
the input (organization) and the output (production). Smith’s model is one
in which a series of ordered rules operate directly on the input to derive
the output. Stampe’s model provides universal rules, but still relies on
serial derivation of the output from the input.
2.2.2. Non-linear models
Within non-linear phonology, a word or phrase is comprised of several
levels, tiers of representation. At the lowest level of the hierarchy, segments are organized into hierarchically arranged features, hence the term
‘feature geometry’. The mediating tier between segmental and prosodic
domains is the skeletal or CV tier. This tier plays a role in the timing aspect of speech. It is used to represent long vowels and geminate consonants, which have two slots on the skeletal tier and one slot on the segmental tier. It also provides a formal mechanism for characterizing compensatory lengthening, metathesis, epenthesis, and other phenomena.
Above the CV tier is the syllabic tier, above it the foot tier and so on. Two
main theories regarding the internal structure of prosody are the onsetrhyme theory (McCarthy 1979, Selkirk 1982) and the moraic theory
(Hyman 1985). At the level of syllable representation, syllables are labeled strong or weak according to notions of relative prominence and are
organized into units called feet. Feet are further organized into larger con-
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stituents called phonological words. In the following sections I review the
non-linear models adopted for acquisitional studies and provide a short
critique of each one of them.
2.2.2.1. Autosegmental phonology
An interesting comparison of the learnability issues raised in tiered phonology, as opposed to linear phonology, is provided by Marlett and Stemberger (1983, see also Dresher 1999b). They argue that a superior analysis
is available within the framework of a theory that recognizes different
tiers, specifically, a syllable structure tier, a segmental tier, and a CV
skeleton (Clements and Keyser 1983, McCarthy 1981) joined by principles of autosegmental association. That way, segmental and prosodic acquisition can easily be accounted for.
(3) Representation of the Syllabic Structure within AP
Syllable tier

σ

σ

σ

CV Tier

C

V

C

Segmental tier

x

x x

x

The advantages of Autosegmental Theory as a theory of language
learning are summed up in the following: the notion that tone, stress,
segments, and a syllable structure can be described as separate and potentially dissociable components is an important departure from most previous views of phonological structure. Autosegmental Theory may also
provide a coherent framework for describing certain phenomena of child
language, which escaped description by traditional means. Further, autosegmental and related theories provide representations for linguistic sequences in the adult language. In the case of child data, representations
may be less fully specified than those underlying adult speech. Autosegmental theory may also be useful for providing coherent approaches to
individual differences found in early language acquisition. Moreover, the
autosegmental framework may provide a means of conceptualizing the
general problem of how children determine what properties of the speech
signal are relevant in the particular language they are learning.
Stemberger (1988) also uses an autosegmental description to account
for various early word forms, including instances of consonant harmony
between a word and a preceding closed-class word. Echols’ (1993) model
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predicts that the child may extract and store, for a particular sequence of
speech, elements on only some of the tiers (for example, a syllable node
without some or all of the associated segments). The particular nature of
the child’s extractions may then be determined by perceptual tendencies.
2.2.2.2. Underspecification theory
One of the main tenets of theories of underspecification (see Kiparsky
1981, 1982c, 1985, Archangeli 1984, 1988, Pulleyblank 1986, Steriade
1987, Clements 1988, among others) is that some (or all) features of certain segments are predictable. The rise of tiered phonology and autosegmental representations led to a renewal of interest in underspecification as
a device for expressing observed patterns in phonological systems. Thus,
it is a natural consequence of autosegmental phonology that elements are
not represented on all tiers.
A number of theories of segmental underspecification have been proposed. In Radical Underspecification (hereafter RU), only one value of
each feature may be specified in underlying representation, and of those,
only unpredictable vales may be specified. For example, Avery and Rice
(1989) consider the coronal node to be unmarked and, in Underspecification Theory, to be underspecified.
In Contrastive Specification (hereafter CS), it is assumed that only
non-contrastive feature values are left blank, whereas features that serve
to distinguish segments are specified for both values. Archangeli
(1988:192) suggests that learnability considerations favour RU (see also
Stemberger 1991). She observed that the learnability of CS ‘requires
knowledge of the full specification of each segment’ so that CS is in this
sense segment-based, whereas RU is feature-based, in that in RU the set
of feature specifications forms the inventory of phonological primitives.
The argument is incorrect, however, according to Dresher (1999b), for
two reasons. First, it assumes, in the case of RU, that a learner already
knows the underlying feature values and the redundancy rules for filling
in feature values. Second, CS does not depend on the pairwise algorithm
which Archangeli herself showed to be incorrect, in that it fails in certain
configurations where pairs of segments are distinguished by more than
one feature.
Dinnsen (1996), on the other hand, in his study on the emergence of
voice contrasts in child speech, points out that neither CS nor RU can
account for the data he presents. This is due to the fact that the grammar
must account for the learners’ persistence of substitution patterns and, as
a result, requires wholesale changes in the Underlying Representation,
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where these changes do not match the observed phonetic changes or the
facts available to the learner. The facts that these two versions of Underspecification cannot account for in the acquisition of voicing contrast are:
first, the change in the contrastive status of voicing, second, the limited
extent of phonetic change after the contrast was first introduced, third, the
gradual diffusion of these changes, fourth, the persistence of the original
distribution pattern, and, fifth, the absence of certain logically possible
error patterns. Dinnsen concludes that it is only context-sensitive underspecification that can account for the observed phonetic and phonemic
changes and the transition from one developmental stage to the other. For
comparable accounts, see Gierut (1996) and Dinnsen (1998).
Goad (1997a) does not favor Underspecification as a theory of language development altogether, giving evidence from instances of Consonant Harmony. In the English examples she provides, she demonstrates
that coronals, which are considered to be placeless according to most accounts of underspecification, are often triggers rather than targets of assimilatory processes.11 This is unexpected given that it is the more specified segments underlyingly that can trigger spreading, and consequently,
harmony. Underspecification is unable to account for such facts. The evidence from Consonant Harmony in the Greek acquisition data is even
more overwhelming (cf. Tzakosta 2001, for relevant discussion).
2.2.2.3. Metrical phonology
In SPE, stress was considered a property of the segment. It was given
feature status similar to the distinctive features of segmental phonology.
In this approach, stress is conspicuous amongst other phonological phenomena because of its different behaviour. Liberman and Prince (1977)
argue that stress is better represented as a hierarchical relationship of
relative prominence. Words and phrases were depicted by binary tree
structures in which one node was labelled as strong and the other as weak.
Halle and Vergnaud (1987), and Selkirk (1980a,b) convincingly argued
against stress as a segmental feature and a relational treatment of stress
was fully developed. Finally, the goal of parametric metrical theory is to
characterize the stress systems of the world’s languages by positing a
small inventory of metrical parameters (cf. Hayes 1981, 1995). Different
parameter sets have been proposed, the most important of which are
summarized in the following:
11

McCarthy and Taub (1991) arrived at the same conclusion independently of acquisition data.
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(4) Representative Parameter Sets
A. Parameters of foot type
1. Size: (bounded/unbounded-ternary) (Hayes 1995)
2. QS: heavy syllables may/may not occur in the weak position of a foot
3. Headedness: (feet are strong on the left/right)
B. Parameters of foot construction
1. Direction of parsing: from left to right (LàR) or from right to left
(RàL)
2. Presence of extrametrical constituents: (yes/no)
C. Main Stress Parameter
1. Main Stress: the word tree is strong on the left/right
D. Other parameters
1. Iterativity: this parameter refers to whether only one foot is parsed at
the edge of a word (non-iterative) or whether feet are parsed
iteratively throughout the word creating secondary stress (iterative).
2. Defooting: this parameter refers to whether a monosyllabic foot loses
its foot status when adjacent to another stressed foot.
2.2.3. Constraint-based models
2.2.3.1. Principles and Parameters (P&P)
One of the innovations of modern generative grammar is the realization
that human languages are not infinitely and arbitrarily variable but are
unified in distinct and unique ways, namely on the basis of a universal set
of principles in order to account for differences between languages by a
small number of parameters. This type of thinking has led to a model of
language acquisition referred to as ‘the principles and parameters model’.
This model has been applied frequently to syntactic development but
rarely to phonological acquisition with the exception of stress development. Stress acquisition lends itself to parameter setting theories, because
the theory itself developed within a parametric framework. There has also
been considerable documentation of varied stress systems of the world
using a parametric approach (Hayes 1981, 1995).
In the early eighties, Chomsky (1981b) proposed what has become
known as the Principles and Parameters model of UG. Given this model,
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one has to assume that UG contains principles that are not entirely prespecified but that contain a series of open parameters that must be fixed
on the basis of experience. Acquisition of Grammar, in this case, becomes
largely a matter of correctly fixing the parameters for the grammar one is
acquiring.
There are two types of learnability research within P&P. The first is
cue learning, a non-data-based study proposed by Dresher and Kaye
(1990), Dresher (1996), Lightfoot (1997), Dresher (1999a, 1999b). According to cue learning, a specific learning algorithm must make use of
the structure provided by a specific P&P theory. Their analysis is limited
to a particular parametric system for metrical stress. A cue-learning approach to a parametric grammar for some other component of linguistic
theory, or even to an alternative parametric analysis of metrical stress,
would essentially require starting over from scratch.
The metrical theory which underlies Dresher and Kaye’s (1990)
model assumes tree representation and is similar to Hayes’ (1981) theory.
The central problem is how the child arrives at the grammar of the language (G), on the basis of the combined resources of the data of the language (D), the abstract principles of universal grammar (UG), and learning theory (LT). Dresher and Kaye assume that the most efficient way for
the child to arrive at the correct parameter entry is by associating certain
cues with given parameter values.
A deterministic learning strategy involves no backtracking and no
structure destruction. Once a parameter is fixed, it cannot be changed.
Therefore, it is crucial that parameters are fixed correctly at the beginning. The difficulty for the learner is that the setting of one parameter
may be influenced by the setting of another parameter. Therefore, an ordering of parameters is necessary.
Dresher and Kaye’s (1990) model was adopted by Fikkert (1994a) in
her study of the acquisition of Dutch stress and by Archibald (1995). Fikkert also assumes that the child’s learning strategy is deterministic, and
that, besides principles and parameters, UG contains a set of cues associated with each parameter. I will go into a more detailed discussion of this
issue in the presentation of the Dutch data in section 3.2.1.
Another approach to learnability within P&P, quite different from
cue learning, is represented in the work of Gibson and Wexler (1994) and
Niyogi and Berwick (1996).12 The triggering learning algorithm (and its
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variations) is designed to learn grammars from data overtly available to
the learner.
These learning algorithms are minimally informed by grammatical
theory. Triggering learning algorithms treat the grammar as a black box
evaluating learning data as either grammatically analysable or not; the
algorithms either randomly flip grammar parameters in order to render an
input analysable or randomly flip parameters without regard to immediately resulting analysability.
A drawback for the P&P model is that it predicts radical development
from ‘absent’ to ‘present’. However, most evolutions in the empirical data
go from ‘less’ to ‘more’, that is, language development proceeds gradually. P&P has difficulties capturing this idea of gradual development.
2.2.4. Connectionist models
The connectionist model is inspired by the way neural networks operate.
By neural network we mean ‘a collection of interconnected processing
elements, each carrying an ‘activation’ value that influences that of connected elements via connections with different numerical strengths. These
strengths or weights are the parameters that distinguish different networks
and determine which function they will compute, into output activation’
(Tesar and Smolensky 2000:129).
Connectionist Phonology (CP) appeals to the functionalist approach
by merging it with the idea that language is represented within a neural
system, and as such is best characterized as the result of the basic principles which govern such systems (Joanisse 1999, 2000). Connectionist
networks provide a formal mechanism in which the influence of phonetic
and auditory factors on phonological systems can be implemented and
studied in vitro. This approach has several benefits for studying phonology.
The connectionist framework suggests that rules and their analogues
are in fact not the ideal way of understanding linguistic processes. Instead, cognitive behaviour is best understood from the subsymbolic perspective, where probabilistic factors such as similarity and frequency interact in complex ways (Rumelhart and McClelland 1986, Seidenberg and
MacDonald 1999). Connectionist models do not predict the same degree
of predisposition to learning and recognizing all types of patterns. Conse-
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quently, inventories that cannot or are difficult to learn are predicted not
to occur (Joanisse and Seidenberg 1998).13
The main difference between Connectionism and Generativism is that
connectionist models do not treat the lexicon and grammar as separate
entries in a language. This is not an issue in these models. While generative approaches treat grammars as specific sets of rules or constraints, the
connectionist theory instead encodes them as generalizations drawn from
regularities in a language, which are then applied to unfamiliar and novel
forms. On the connectionist account, all these types of systems are simply
points along a continuum in which generalizations trade off with wordspecificity, and all such systems can be encoded with a connectionist architecture. Different ‘rules’ can apply to different words, because information is encoded probabilistically and not as a specific set of rules. Researchers tend to relate connectionist approaches to language with Optimality Theory (hereafter OT). The truth is that OT is the closest theoretical generative model to connectionism. However, contrary to OT, which
assumes that constraints are part of a language’s grammar, connectionism
does not assume constraints in advance. 14 Rather, they emerge in the
course of acquisition.15
2.2.5. Conclusions
Up to now I dealt with learnability issues developed within frameworks of
UG and cognitivism. Then I discussed why I opt for a UG account of the
Greek data and presented the basic principles of the structural and generative frameworks used to account for phonological acquisition. The
remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of Optimality Theory
as a model of Phonological Theory and learnability.

13

A sample of a connectionist approach to acquisition can be found in Stemberger
(1992a, and more references therein). Stemberger provides an interesting account of very
common child speech phenomena, such as regression, chain shift, consonant harmony
and fusion, and he shows that these phenomena occur due to the failure to access the
adult form properly.
14
In the OT version provided in work by Boersma (1998) the idea of a predisposed
universal set of constraints is abandoned.
15
For a comparative evaluation of OT and Connectionist approaches to language, see
Smolensky (1999).
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2.3. Optimality theory: The theoretical development of the ’90s
2.3.1. Basic tenets of the theory
Optimality Theory is a model of Generative Grammar which was developed in the last decades. The theory was introduced with the inspiring
manuscript of Prince and Smolensky (1993) and has dominated phonological theory and language acquisition theory ever since. The first characteristic that OT attributes to grammars is that they specify functions. A
grammar specifies a function that assigns to each input a structural description or output. What all languages have in common is a set of constraints on well-formedness. UG provides three functions necessary to
generate a grammar. First, it provides a function GEN that, given any
input I, generates GEN (I), the set of candidate structural descriptions for
I.
UG further provides a set CON of universal well-formedness constraints. This principle identifies the formal character of substantive
grammatical principles. A grammar ranks the universal constraints in a
dominance hierarchy. Languages differ only with respect to which constraints have priority in case of conflict. Constraints can be hard, i.e. inviolable, or soft, i.e. violable (see Burzio 2000, for relevant discussion).
Both hard and soft constraints apply to representations, but only the latter
interact in any real sense. Hard constraints will interact only in the sense
that grammaticality requires satisfaction of all. Soft constraints, on the
other hand, interact in the deeper sense that one can be violated for the
sake of satisfying another. Constraints were first introduced in Linguistic
Theory by Menn (1982). Finally, UG provides EVAL, a mechanism that
evaluates the possible outputs, and selects the optimal one.
In an OT grammar, the optimal candidate minimally violates the constraints relative to the constraint ranking. The notion of minimal violation
was extensively discussed in work by Pater (1998) on phonological development. One of the innovations of OT is its success in dealing with
variation. Cross-linguistic variation is attributed to variation in language
specific rankings of the universal constraints.16 Analysis of the optimal
16

A common approach to free variation in OT is to suppose that certain pairs of constraints may be ranked freely. Each variant outcome is obtained by fixing the free rankings of the grammar in a particular way. In this view, a grammar is not a monolithic
ranking, but rather a set of rankings, of which some are obligatory and some are free.
Hayes (2000) considers rankings not as simple arrangements of constraint pairs but
rather as a result of the constraints’ each taking on a range of values on an abstract continuum. See also Boersma (2000).
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forms arising from all possible total rankings of CON gives the typology
of all possible human languages. UG may impose restrictions on the possible rankings of CON. OT is inherently comparative; the grammaticality
of a structural description is determined not in isolation, but with respect
to competing candidates.
Another central principle of OT is Richness of the Base, according to
which the set of possible inputs to the grammars of all languages is the
same. According to the principle of Richness of the Base, the set of possible underlying forms is universal; all cross-linguistic variation arises
from the Grammar; the constraint ranking is all that needs be learned. The
claim of Richness of the Base connects the OT basis for adult typologies
with fundamental hypotheses underlying acquisition research. Thus, in
OT, Richness of the Base advocates the absolute absence of constraints
on the input forms. All inputs are possible.
Smolensky, Davidson and Jusczyk (to appear), based on experimental
evidence of the initial and final state of learnability, propose an extended
version of Richness of the Base. According to this hypothesis, it is not
sufficient that the ranking constituting, for example, the English grammar
derives the correct outputs from inputs drawn from a putative English
lexicon of underlying forms. The grammar must also ensure that any hypothetical input at all, even one that violates the systematic patterns of
English, produces an output that obeys these patterns. They show that the
final ranking of an English learner must filter out structures that are not
legal in English. Regarding the initial state, they demonstrate that markedness constraints must dominate faithfulness; since otherwise the final
state demanded by Richness of the Base could not be achieved in certain
problematic cases.
While it is true of phonology (and of syntax) that Richness of the Base
entails a universal input set, there is the further question of which of the
universally available inputs is paired with particular morphemes: this issue is the focus of Lexicon Optimization (hereafter LO). LO is a specific
theory trying to deal with the problem of learning the language-dependent
underlying forms of morphemes. According to LO, if a learner must
choose between alternative underlying forms for which the grammar
gives rise to the correct phonetic form, it will choose the one that yields
the most harmonic structural description for that phonetic form. In general, LO (in its simplest form) minimizes deep/surface disparities in its
selection of underlying forms (Prince and Smolensky 1993, Inkelas
1994). Thus in its bare formulation this principle is indeterminate in the
face of alternations: paradigm-level optimization in phonology proper is
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typically needed in cases where expected alternation does not occur. 17
Thus, when the learner has no evidence for positing one representation
over another, the input closest to the output should be selected (Kager
1999, Smolensky 1996b, Prince and Smolensky 1993).
So, concretely, what is stored in a speaker’s lexicon? Is it the case that
all possible inputs are actively present or only the most harmonic ones?
Revithiadou (1999:56) assumes that the speaker stores harmonic inputs as
active parts of the lexicon. Richness of the Base does not mean that there
are no fixed input forms in the Lexicon. Non-harmonic inputs are filtered
out and only those that best satisfy the constraints are stored as entries in
the lexicon.
2.3.2. Functional phonology
Functional Phonology gained ground due to the claims made about the
nature of OT constraints. Hayes (1998:268) takes the position that ‘constraints need not necessarily be innate, but only accessible in some way to
the language learner, perhaps by inductive grounding’. He further assumes that ‘a constraint can be justified on functional grounds. A wellmotivated phonological constraint would be one that either renders speech
easier to articulate or renders contrasting forms easier to distinguish perceptually. From the functionalist point of view, such constraints are a
priori plausible, under the reasonable hypothesis that language is a biological system that is designed to perform its job well and efficiently […],
a theory of phonetically driven Optimality Theoretic Phonology would
help close the long-standing and regrettable gap between phonology and
phonetics’.
Many other phonologists have argued for the phonetic grounding of
constraints, either implying or stating that such grounding provides a motivated and preferable alternative to hypothesizing their innateness (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994, Kaun 1994, Jun 1995, Casali 1997, Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998, Boersma 1998, Morelli 1998, Pater 1998,
2001, Hayes 2000, 2004, Kirchner 2000, Albright and Hayes 2003, see
also Bermúdez-Otero and Börjars to appear, Boersma and Levelt to appear, for discussion). However, the standard interpretation is that constraints are innate and that acquisition consists of constraint reranking and
not constraint construction (Gnanadesikan 2004, Barlow and Gierut 1999,
Rose 2000, Goad and Rose 2004, see also Kager 1999, for discussion).
This is not a necessary assumption, however. One might also claim that
17

See Inkelas (1994) for an account of underspecification in terms of optimization.
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constraints emerge in acquisition in response to articulatory and perceptual pressures.
Stemberger and Bernhardt (1999) cast doubt on the universality of
constraints and argue that universality cannot be proven. They claim that
there must a motivation for all constraints and add that if the constraints
are all or mostly functional, the argumentation for constraint nativism
cannot hold. According to Stemberger and Bernhardt constraints seem to
make sense when and if they are functionally grounded and they are imposed by any communicative system. In other words, except for phonetic
grounding, the second major motivation for constraints is cognitive, i.e.
deriving from constraints on information processing. Actually, they argue
that the constraints themselves emerge from communicative function and
information processing, and not from phonetics.
The universality of such phonetic and cognitive factors would then be
held to explain the observed activity of similar constraints across languages, and across developing grammars. It is difficult to tease these innatist and emergenist accounts apart empirically in terms of their predictions about child language. One source of evidence in favor of an (at least
partially) emergenist stance may be the occurrence of phenomena in child
speech that are not attested typologically, for example, consonant harmony.
Recently, we have seen a similar turn in syntax. For example, Bresnan
(1997) suggests that the grammatical constraints of OT are ultimately
based on the constraints on language users and provides a list of proposed
constraints from both phonology and syntax that seem to reflect userfunctionality. He also expresses the idea that constraints are functionally
motivated.
2.3.3. OT and language acquisition
Standard OT only requires that CON be universal. An OT-based acquisition theory in which significant components of CON are learned would
probably require methods like those developed here for analysing the part
of the learning problem requiring that constraints -irrespective of their
source- be correctly ranked for the target language. Such a theory would
also probably require methods for solving the problem of jointly learning
the grammar and the hidden structure in learning data (Tesar and Smolensky 2000:130). In the remainder of this chapter I discuss versions of OT
learnability algorithms. The focus is placed on the Constraint Demotion
Algorithm (CDA, Tesar and Smolensky 1993, 1998a,b, 2000) and the
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Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA, Boersma 1998, Boersma and Hayes
2001).
2.3.3.1. The Grammar learning problem
The grammar-learning problem is constructed as follows: given, first,
learning data in the form of full grammatical structural descriptions, second, the universal components of any OT grammar (the set of possible
inputs, the function GEN, the constraints CON), one has to find a language-particular OT grammar, consisting of a ranking (or set of rankings)
of the constraints in CON, consistent with all the given data (Tesar and
Smolensky 2000:31-32).
To begin an analysis of language learning, we also have to distinguish
three types of linguistic structure, that is, the overt part of grammatical
form, which is directly accessible to the learner, the full structural descriptions, which combine overt and non-overt (hidden) structure, and,
finally, the grammar, that determines grammaticality and well-formedness
of structural descriptions.
In an OT perspective on learnability, an algorithm is considered to
give a solution to an abstract, formal learning problem, and thus to any
particular problem that can be cast as an instance of the formal problem.
Thus, OT learning algorithms apply to any learning problem in which the
learner’s task is to find an unknown ranking of a given set of constraints
with respect to which a given set of structures is optimal. Because the
only known problem with this structure is that of learning grammars under OT, this algorithm can be said to exploit structure that is distinctly
linguistic in character. By contrast, generic P&P learning algorithms apply to any learning problem in which the search space is parametrized;
this weak structure is shared by a huge class of learning problems, in
which parametrized grammars have no distinguished status (Tesar and
Smolensky 2000:129).18
The learner is not informed about the correct ranking only by positive
data; the role of the competing candidates must be addressed. Each piece
of positive evidence, a grammatical structural description, brings with it a
body of implicit negative evidence in the form of the competing descriptions. Having received a positive datum p, the learner knows that, with
respect to the unknown constraint hierarchy of the language being
learned, the alternative parse of the same input p’, is less harmonic. Thus,

18

For relevant account, see Hayes (to appear).
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each single piece of positive initial data conveys a large amount of inferred comparative data (Tesar and Smolensky 2000).
The learning procedure that Tesar and Smolensky develop is nothing
but a way of making this observation precise and deducing its consequences. The challenge faced by the learner is to find a ranking such that
each winner is more harmonic than its corresponding loser, given a suitable set of such loser/winner pairs. Constraint Demotion (hereafter CD)
solves this challenge by demoting the constraints violated by the winner
down in the hierarchy so that they are dominated by the constraints violated by the loser. The learning algorithm works with a larger space of
hypotheses, the space of stratified hierarchies. Many constraints can comprise a stratum in a hierarchy. These constraints are not ranked with respect to one another, but they all dominate all the remaining constraints.
All constraints in a single stratum are collapsed together, and treated as
though they were a single constraint, for the purposes of determining the
relative harmony of candidates. Prior to demotion all constraints are unranked (Tesar and Smolensky 2000:33-43).
To sum up, according to Tesar and Smolensky (2000:43) learning
consists of constraint demotion and not constraint promotion. They argue
that all movement of constraints is downward in the hierarchy. One might
ask if this is an arbitrary choice, but the answer is no. The reason for this
is that demotion moves the constraints corresponding to the winner’s
marks. Thus, once the highest-ranked loser mark is identified, all winner
marks need to be dominated by it, so all constraints with winner marks
are demoted if not already dominated. A hypothetical promotion operation would move the constraints corresponding to the loser’s marks up in
the hierarchy. However, the loser’s marks are contained in a disjunction.
In other words, it is not clear which of the loser’s violations should be
promoted: perhaps all of them should be, or perhaps just one. Constraint
demotion solves this problem by demoting the constraints violated by the
winner.
A crucial assumption of learnability within OT is that all markedness
constraints outrank faithfulness ones in the initial stages of phonological
development. In that way, the subset problem in acquisition is avoided
and language development is considered to proceed gradually from unmarked to more marked and faithful forms. This claim has been empirically verified in a number of studies,19 and implies that language-specific
19

See Smith (1973), Demuth (1995), Demuth and Fee (1995), Gnanadesikan (2004),
Levelt (1995), Pater and Paradis (1996), Smolensky (1996a,b), Goad (1997a,b), Levelt
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effects should not be evident in the initial state. Some have taken the idea
that constraint rankings are themselves gradient (Boersma 1999, Boersma
and Hayes 2001, Boersma and Levelt 2000, Hayes and MacEachern 1998,
Hayes 2000, Hayes 2004). From an experimental point of view, Curtin
(2002), Jusczyk et al. (2002), Smolensky, Davidson and Jusczyk (to appear) argue that markedness constraints must outrank faithfulness constraints in the initial state, in order to account for the stage-like developmental progression found in the acquisition production data. Moreover, if
markedness constraints did not outrank faithfulness constraints, certain
languages would not be learnable. To be more specific, if faithfulness is
highly ranked from the beginning of the acquisition process, unmarked
structures that can be found in a language are not predicted by an ALLFAITH >> ALLMARKEDNESS constraint ranking. On the other hand,
learning cannot take place as smoothly as when we move from unmarked
to marked and/or fully faithful structures rather than vice versa. This assumption can broadly explain the discrepancy observed in language
learners’ early production and comprehension abilities. Additionally,
markedness constraints are initially more prominent in the grammar since
they are active in early word segmentation tasks and hence outrank faithfulness constraints in early production (cf. Curtin 2002, for experimental
results).
Hale and Reiss (1997a,b, 1998), on the other hand, propose that all
faithfulness constraints initially outrank all markedness constraints. It is
only due to articulatory reasons that unmarked structures surface in children’s produced forms. However, this theoretical claims does not explain
how learning proceeds and fails to explain the so-called subset problem.
From a different perspective and on the basis of production and experimental data, Bernhardt and Stemberger (1998), Stemberger and Bernhardt (1999), Velleman and Vihman (2003), and Tzakosta (2003b) argue
that neither markedness nor faithfulness constraints are found to consistently dominate in early phonologies, suggesting that, at the outset of
word production, it is more than probable that certain faithfulness constraints outrank markedness constraints. A first example is the consistent
preservation of the stressed syllable in child speech irrespective of the
prosodic template it fits in (see Tzakosta 2003a, for discussion of the
Greek child data). Preservation of the stressed syllable implies that a
faithfulness constraint specifically referring to the stressed syllable is
and Van de Vijver (2004), Rose (2000), Curtin (2002), Curtin and Zuraw (2002), Adam
(2002), Jusczyk et al. (2002), Kager et al (2004).
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highly ranked during the whole process of language development. Another example involves regression which is frequently found in developmental data.
For the moment I will follow the assumption that markedness constraints dominate faithfulness constraints and I will come back to this
discussion later. Starting with all constraints in CON ranked in the top
stratum, and applying constraint demotion of informative positive evidence as long as such exists, the process converges on a stratified hierarchy such that all totally ranked refinements of that hierarchy correctly
account for the learning data (Tesar and Smolensky 2000:43).
How does the learner arrive at a totally ranked hierarchy? At the end
point of learning, the hierarchy may not be fully ranked: the result is a
stratified hierarchy with the property that any further refinement into a
fully ranked hierarchy will correctly account for the learning data. A
stratum is a set of constraints. A stratified hierarchy is a linearly ordered
set of strata that partitions the universal constraints. A hierarchy distinguishes one stratum as the top stratum (Tesar and Smolensky 2000: 91).
Lacking any evidence on which to do so, the learning algorithm does not
commit to any of these.
It is often assumed in learnability theory that language acquisition operates within the limits imposed by UG, i.e. that hypothesized grammars
are always fully specified grammars admitted by UG. This assumption
has the potential disadvantage that the hypotheses all involve full commitment with respect to dimensions of grammatical variation, even
though no evidence may have been obtained to justify such commitments.
The most important accomplishment of OT is that it makes possible a
particularly strong union of the interests of language learnability and linguistic theory. OT assumes an interdependence of the core grammar and
the structural analysis of the overt linguistic forms: which grammar a
learner chooses depends on how they interpret the forms they hear, and
which analysis they choose for a form depends on what grammar they are
using (Tesar and Smolensky 2000).
The content of the following sections is a brief overview of the various versions of the Constraint Demotion Algorithm (CDA) and a short
criticism. Then, before I move to chapter 3, I turn to a discussion of the
alternative to the CDA, the Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA, Boersma
1998).
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Robust Interpretive Parsing (RIP/CD)

In this section I discuss the idea that a language learner uses the same
processes during learning. At any given time, the learner has a ranking;
this ranking is geared towards production-directed parsing when attempting to produce language, and it is geared towards interpretive parsing when the learner is interpreting the overt forms it hears. The effects of
specific starting hierarchies might suggest an alternative to randomly selecting starting hierarchies. An analysis of a particular system might reveal a small set of starting hierarchies, such that every possible language
can be learned when starting from at least one of them. The learner could
then try each of them in turn until a correct hierarchy is reached, using a
step count limit to decide when to abandon one hypothesis in favour of
the next initial hierarchy.
The possible systems learnable by Robust Interpretive Parsing (hereafter RIP/CD, Tesar and Smolensky 1993, 1998a,b) are the possible constraint rankings of the OT system in use. The combination of iterative
style learning and strong linguistic prediction does not come from free;
the success relies crucially on the fact that OT successfully defines
grammaticality in terms of optimization relative to strictly ranked, violable constraints. For RIP/CD the only possible role of interaction reanalysis is in the determination of an initial hierarchy. RIP/CD encapsulates knowledge of the substantive content of the constraints and the consequences of constraint interaction for specific forms within the language
processing mechanisms. Parsing, both production-directed and interpretive, mediates between the specifics of the data and constraint violations.20
RIP/CD does not need to give up on an overt form after one learning
step, since the idea behind RIP/CD is that one step is progress, and that
further steps would result in further progress toward the analysis of the
overt form. For the Triggering Learning Algorithm (TLA), if one step (the
change of one parameter) fails to permit the successful parse of the overt
form, it has no basis for believing that the parameter change is any kind of
improvement whatsoever.
2.3.3.1.2.

Error-Driven Constraint Demotion

The Error Driven Constraint Demotion (hereafter EDCD) converges on a
hierarchy consistent with all positive evidence from L(anguage), rather
20

For an account of Metrical Stress learning within the Robust Interpretive Parsing
theory, see Tesar (1998b).
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than a hierarchy generating L, for the following reason: if different
grammars have subset relations, where the language generated by one
grammar is a strict subset of the language generated by another, then
EDCD, when given positive evidence from a subset language, may converge on a superset language, consistent with all the positive evidence but
not generating the same language (Tesar and Smolensky 2000:100).
2.3.3.1.3.

Recursive Constraint Demotion

In the Recursive Constraint Demotion version and after mark cancellation, the remainder of the algorithm proceeds recursively, finding first the
constraints that may be ranked highest while being consistent with the
mark-data pairs, then eliminating those constraints from the problem and
starting over again to rank the remaining, lower, constraints. Conceived of
as a sequence of passes, the first pass through the data determines the
highest ranked constraints, the next pass the next-highest-ranking constraints, and so forth down the hierarchy. If the data provide enough information to completely determine the total ranking, each pass will return
only one constraint. In general, however, the result of the algorithm will
be a stratified hierarchy (Tesar and Smolensky 2000:101-102).21
2.3.3.1.4.

Criticism of the Constraint Demotion Algorithm

Most researchers dealing with learnability issues recognize that the Constraint Demotion Algorithm (hereafter CDA) is a good step toward a formal theory of language learning. However, it has certain limitations. Most
saliently, the CDA cannot learn any grammar that generates free variation. According to Hayes (2000), this is a general failure, not an isolated
difficulty. Moreover, CDA was designed to learn the final constraint
ranking through positive evidence. However, it was not designed to mirror the gradual progression found in child language. Thus, it transforms
from the initial state to the adult grammar in a near-instantaneous fashion.
21

Tesar et al. (2003) make another interesting suggestion; they propose that, given that
the learner has a hypothesized grammar in mind, and it fails to match the data, the
grammar needs to be changed in either of the two following ways: by modifying the
ranking or by modifying the lexicon. Tesar et al. suggest that the learner makes an attempt to modify the ranking first. If this attempt fails, and this happens in case no ranking modification will reconcile the learner with the data, the learner should then try to
modify the lexicon. Lexicon modification can only take place by means of altering an
underlying form. That is, in the case of the acquisition of stress that Tesar et al. examine,
by adding an accent to the underlying form of a morpheme. They further claim that,
whenever the lexicon is modified, each winner-loser pair must be adjusted so that it
matches the new underlying form. This process is referred to as surgery.
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Moreover, while it can learn the grammar, it makes no predictions about
intermediate stages and the child acquisition patterns or behaviour. In
other words, it does not express the progressive development found in
child language (Curtin 2002:125).
2.3.3.2. The alternative: The Gradual Learning Algorithm
The task of the learner is, first, to identify underlying forms from adult
outputs and, second, to determine the constraint ranking that results in the
correct output forms for the target language. As has already been claimed
(cf. Hayes 2000, Curtin 2002), CDA is able to achieve the final ranking
but does not explain the overlapping stages of acquisition, or why a particular markedness constraint is demoted before another. The solution to
this problem is given by the Gradual Learning Algorithm (hereafter GLA)
proposed by Boersma (1998). By elaborating the CDA, the GLA captures
the stage-like progression and variation in the child language data.
In standard OT, all candidates are evaluated simultaneously on the
constraint ranking. In Boersma’s OT model, the evaluation of all candidates is accomplished in the following way. If GEN generates a set of
candidates, the most harmonic one can be found by starting with comparison of the first two of these candidates. The more harmonic of this pair is
then compared with candidate 3, and so on. After having compared the
Nth candidate with the best one of the set, a winner will have been identified. The result of this evaluation procedure will normally be identical to
the result of the usual OT tableau evaluation. However, according to
Boersma, the algorithm uses less computational information and memory
resources than the batch algorithm used in OT (Boersma 1998:272).
For Boersma, acquisition starts with a stage of unlearned perceptual
categorization and articulatory coordination. The initial state is a pool of
latent articulatory (markedness) constraints at the top and a pool of latent
faithfulness constraints at the bottom. At this point the child cannot recognize or produce speech.
The GLA relies on the notion of stochastic constraints, that is, the
ranking of constraints is neither fixed nor freely variable, but probabilistic. Each constraint in a grammar has a ranking value, given in arbitrary
units.
(5) Effective Values = ranking value + noise *z
The ranking value is some arbitrary unit, the noise is some constant,
and z is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and standard deviation
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1. Essentially, the ranking value is the range over which a constraint is
positioned in the hierarchy. When ranking values are far apart (like C1
and C2) the constraint ranking is effectively fixed: inversions of the usual
ranking will be vanishingly rare. Since a probability density function
continues to approach zero until infinity, there is a very slight possibility
that a ranking value might be selected at a position farther away from the
centre of the curve (Boersma 1998). The use of stochastic constraints allows Boersma’s algorithm to model learning as gradual (ranking values
are adjusted only slightly on each learning trial), and to be sensitive to
errors in the data (if an error slightly moves a ranking value up, a subsequent correct datum will nudge it back down). In the CDA, on the other
hand, learning data suddenly and decisively set constraint rankings in a
way that cannot be undone.
The task of the GLA is to determine a constraint ranking that selects
the correct output for every input. The procedure involves adjusting the
ranking values of stochastic constraints in response to errors. The adjustment of ranking values takes place in a learning trial. In each learning
trial, the child compares her productions to her perception of the adult
target. If there is a mismatch, the child slightly lowers the rankings of all
constraints that are violated more in the adult form than in the learner’s
form, and slightly raises the rankings of all constraints that are violated in
the learners form more than in the adult form (the amount of adjustment,
or ‘plasticity’ is pre-set).
If all constraints begin with a ranking value of 100, the initial grammar will produce free variation among non-truncation, partial truncation,
and extreme truncation. The more truncated forms will gradually become
less frequent as MAX-σ is promoted. But in the child data, the progression
is from extreme truncation to variability to non-truncation. The procedure
works by promoting faithfulness constraints in the process of the acquisition of perceptual categorization, and demoting gestural constraints in the
process of motor learning. The first step is the emergence of faithfulness
constraints. The learner will create a set of faithfulness constraints,
against well-formedness phenomena. These constraints evaluate the relation between the underlying form (still the adult phonological output
form) and the child’s production. Any discrepancy will lead to the learning step of promoting the violated constraint.
The faithfulness constraints will percolate up from the bottom of the
hierarchy as required by the learning procedure. The child’s motor control
has not yet mastered the gesture that is relevant to the emergence of a
certain phonological phenomena, so the corresponding articulatory con-
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straint is still at the top of the grammar. This is considered by Boersma
(1998) to be the next stage in the acquisition process. Presumably, this
stage begins in early infancy once the child begins vocal play and is able
to meaningfully parse speech. These stages, however, do not necessarily
correspond directly to a particular stage in the child’s production data that
has been posited for a particular pattern.
As the child becomes more faithful to its input forms, MARKEDNESS,
or ART constraints in Boersma’s terms, will be demoted. The outcome of
this learning process is one where the child notices mismatches between
the adult form and her own productions, and based on these errors, adjusts
the constraint ranking gradually.
It is necessary for an acquisition model to compare the child’s production at a particular stage to the target form (adult model) in order for a
change to occur in the ranking. Since markedness constraints are ranked
much higher than faithfulness constraints, the child’s production is restricted to a single syllable. As the child notices a mismatch, the ranking
shifts gradually. A markedness constraint is demoted and a faithfulness
constraint begins to percolate up in the ranking. This will result in variation since the child will produce some instances of the truncated form as
well as a few fuller forms and some truncated productions. Eventually the
child will determine the language specific ranking, which will have faithfulness ranked above this particular markedness constraint.
The initial task of testing the GLA model was to see if it was able to
converge on a final ranking that would result in an adult-like output form.
The parameters of the algorithm that were manipulated are plasticity, initial state and frequency information. Curtin’s (2002) findings have shown
that a probabilistic, gradual learning procedure, like Boersma’s GLA, can
mimick the developmental behaviour of children acquiring polysyllabic
words, as long as markedness constraints initially outrank faithfulness
constraints. The probabilistic nature of grammar accounts for variability,
and the gradual nature of the learning procedure produces a stage-like
progression. The algorithm’s sensitivity to lexical frequencies determines
the order in which the markedness constraints fall in the ranking. The
initial ranking of markedness constraints over faithfulness constraints
accounts for the child’s progression from less marked to more marked
structure, rather than merely from variation to stability.
The use of stochastic constraint rankings in child languages models
the variability found in early production patterns. This suggests that incorporating probabilistic constraints into the theory is necessary. By using
probabilistic constraints that are sensitive to lexical frequencies, both the
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variability and pathway of development are accounted for in the child
data. Moreover, the same system can account for language change and
variation found in adult language (Boersma 1998). 22 What both algorithms have in common is that, on the one hand, they are error-driven and
shift constraint rankings in response to conflicts between the language
input data and the current ranking output forms, on the other.
Where these algorithms diverge is in their assumption about the nature of constraint rankings. More specifically, the CDA assumes a set of
discrete rankings whereas the GLA assumes a continuous ranking scale.
The GLA grammar is stochastic such that the ranking is probabilistic. The
CDA grammar on the other hand is deterministic. Moreover, the GLA
does not rely purely on demotion. Shifting of constraints in the ranking
can be either in the form of demotion or the form of promotion. The GLA
is intended as a more realistic model of phonological acquisition. It is
considered to be capable of learning grammars that produce stage-like
variation, and it is sensitive to speech errors (early output productions) in
the child’s learning data.23
The model suggested by Boersma (1998) and Hayes (2000) is adopted
by Velleman and Vihman (2002). Velleman and Vihman assume that
gradiency manages to deal with problems such as those regarding rankings both generally and specifically as well as systematic variability in the
grammar, something that is not easily illustrated in a standard OT tableau.
If the individual children’s variability includes error forms that violate
more universal markedness constraints than their targets and that demonstrate generalization to multiple word forms, then such violations can be
assumed not to be the result merely from articulatory impression but to
reflect more abstract phonological patterns.
2.3.4. Criticism of OT
The basic criticism on OT initially comes from Chomsky (1995, see also
McMahon 2000, and extended references on the criticism in McCarthy
and Prince 1994, also McCarthy 2002b) and it concerns the so-called
Fallacy of Perfection. Chomsky’s criticism moves along the following
lines: he argues that since there are relatively unmarked marked segments,
then all words should be as unmarked as possible according to OT. If the
unmarked syllable is the CV syllable why do not all syllables have the
same shape? Additionally, given that there are faithfulness constraints,
22
23

For a variant proposal of Boersma’s GLA for Stochastic OT, see Jäger (2003).
For a critique of the CDA and the GLA, see Cutillas-Espinosa (2001).
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why is the surface form not characterized only in terms of a mapping with
the underlying form, so that no change takes place? He uses examples
fron reduplication and prefixation to argue that if the perfect reduplicant
is a faithful copy of the base, then reduplication should always be full and
not partial as is widely found.
The basic problem with this kind of criticism is that it assumes that an
OT grammar aims at outputs that are as unmarked as possible. OT is not a
theory of unmarkedness, or at least, not only of unmarkedness. The fallacy of perfection holds from the moment we evaluate only the unmarked
candidate of a form, ignoring all the others, while in OT all possible dimensions, markedness and faithfulness, interact in order to arrive at the
optimal form. To put it in other words, optimal outputs are evaluated and
selected on the basis of the interaction of markedness and faithfulness
constraints. OT is based on a hierarchical ordering of constraints, which
reflects the different dimensions of the unmarked. OT is not looking for
the perfect form, but the best possible among a number of possible forms
(cf. McCarthy and Prince 1994, McCarthy 2002b, Yip 2003).24
Another line of argumentation stems from the nature of the constraints
(Newmeyer 2002). Newmeyer (2002) argues that, at least as far as syntactic constraints are concerned ‘Functionally based Optimality Theory’
(FOT) suffers from severe deficiencies. Furthermore, it seems incompatible with the standard OT assumption that constraints are universal. 25
Child-specific processes have led some to adopt a “constructivist” view of
constraint genesis; that at least some constraints are constructed in response to articulatory, perceptual or motor planning pressures (Pater
1998, 2001, Hayes 2004).26
Currently OT dominates phonological research (see representative
studies by Gnanadesikan 2004, Demuth 1996a,b, Pater 1998, Goad
1997a,b). According to Fikkert (2000), the disadvantage of OT is that it
does not restrict the possible constraint interactions. She also claims that
what triggers change has not been discussed in the literature so far27 (see
also relevant comments by van der Hulst 2000). I will come back to this
issue in chapter 5, see especially section 5.7.

24

This kind of criticism does not hold for a correspondence version of the theory of
faithfulness, since correspondence does not require identity between the input and the
output forms (van Oostendorp p.c.).
25
For an OT criticism, see Menn (2001).
26
For a discussion of the nature of constraints see section 2.2.3.2.
27
However, Fikkert (2000) does not clarify what she means by ‘change’ in acquisition.
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2.4. Conclusions
In this chapter I presented the major approaches to learnability issues. I
discussed the principles of UG and Cognitivism regarding language development. Then, I moved to a presentation of the structural and generative models that have been employed to account for phonological acquisition. Finally, the focus was placed on Optimality Theory, which has
been successfully applied as a model of learnability and acquisition. The
next chapter discusses cross-linguistic research findings on the acquisition
of stress. The goal of this chapter is to provide the ground for discussion
and comparison with the Greek data, in order to examine the principles
that hold in phonological acquisition cross-linguistically.

3.

Acquiring stress

3.1. Some general remarks on stress
Stress is an abstract linguistic property of a word that defines the position
of the strongest, that is, the most prominent, syllable in the word. It is the
linguistic manifestation of rhythm, which is the recurrence of events at
regular intervals (Hayes 1995). Stress is a mental phenomenon but is
strongly associated with a number of acoustic features. The stressed syllable is usually marked by increased magnitude of fundamental frequency
(F0), in the sense that there is a change in pitch, increased length, increased amplitude and changes in the quality of the vowel (Fry 1955,
1958, Lea 1977, Lehiste 1970, Lieberman 1960, 1967). Pitch change is
the most important cue for stress perception and is generally assumed to
outweigh duration and loudness effects (Fry 1955, 1958, Morton and Jassem 1965).
Van der Hulst (1999) makes a sharp conceptual distinction between
the notion accent, here conceived of as an abstract property of a unit such
as the word, and the phonetic cues (or phonetic exponents) that signal the
accent to the listener.28 Accentual marks do not provide information about
the phonetic cues. Roughly, accent systems belong in one of the following
major categories: Free accent systems, that is, systems with no specific
position of stress placement, fixed accent systems, where stress falls on a
fixed position, and lexical accent systems, which are characterized by
morphologically complex stress placement. If two accents are detected, a
word boundary is somewhere in between. In polysyllabic words only one
syllable is accented. When words are sufficiently long, even more than
one primary accent can be found in some systems. The desire to mark
non-primary accents stems from the fact that not all syllables lacking the
primary accent are felt to be equal in salience (van der Hulst 1999).
Stress is found in many languages of the world and plays a crucial
role in the phonological and morphological structure of languages. In
modern phonetics, the word ‘prosody’ is most often used to refer to those
properties of speech that cannot be derived from the segmental sequence
28

Sluijter (1995, and more references therein) goes one step further and suggests that
stress and accent are two different linguistic constructs with separate acoustic and perceptual correlates. For example, the phonetic domain of accent is the word, while the
phonetic domain of stress is the syllable (see next footnote).
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of phonemes underlying human utterances. Examples of such properties
are the controlled modulation of the voice pitch, the stretching and
shrinking of segment and syllable durations, and the intentional fluctuations of overall loudness. These properties lead, among other things, to
patterns of relative syllable prominences, coded in perceived melodic and
rhythmical aspects of speech (Nooteboom 1997).
Primary word stress potentially gives the listener an indication of the
number of words in an utterance, signals their relative locations, and also
distinguishes otherwise identical words. Stressed syllables (as opposed to
unstressed ones) may be signalled acoustically with higher pitch, greater
intensity, longer duration or some combination of these. The primary
stressed syllable functions as a reference point for intonational contours
(Selkirk 1984). According to Bailey, Plunkett and Scarpa (1999) linguistic theory has long recognized syllable stress as a reflection of underlying
rhythmic structure, and they use stress to investigate the learnability of
complex rhythm patterns.
3.2. Review of the literature on the acquisition of stress
The term ‘child phonology’ is often used to describe phonological phenomena found in child language, without consideration of theoretical issues of acquisition. Research into theoretical issues tends to be restricted
to the logical problem of acquisition and often ignores child language data
as such.
The first studies of child language took the form of parental diaries
(Preyer 1889, Stern and Stern 1907, Gregoire 1937, Velten 1943, Leopold
1939/1947). The goal of these works was mostly descriptive and often
had a larger focus than just language, because little was known about
children’s behaviour in general. Diary studies focus on the development
of very few children, usually just one. They are not very systematic, and
do not provide norms for acquisition. In reaction to this, new research
started to look for the emergence of rules and to describe the developing
grammar. Related to this is the question of how much grammar is innate
and how much is learned. With this shift in focus, the methodology also
changed; longitudinal studies as well as experiments were started to find
answers to specific questions.
In the last decades several different theoretical frameworks have been
employed in studies on the acquisition of phonology: Prague School phonology (Jakobson 1968), Natural Phonology (Stampe 1969, 1973),
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Firthian Prosodic Phonology (Waterson 1971, 1987), while Smith’s
(1973) work used the framework developed in SPE (Chomsky and Halle
1968).
In the eighties and early nineties of the previous century, non-linear
phonology and prosodic morphology were the dominant phonological
theories. They mainly paid attention to representations and hypothesized
that rules would follow from or be restricted by the representations. This
paved the way for a new impulse to phonological acquisition research (cf.
Spencer 1986, Iverson and Wheeler 1987, McDonough and Myers 1991,
Stemberger and Stoel-Gammon 1991, Stemberger 1991, Fee 1991, Fikkert 1994a,b, Levelt 1994). In the rest of this section I will review perception and production studies and I will discuss the biases prominent in
child language cross-linguistically.
A disadvantage of studies in stress in child language is that they
mainly address two questions: first, whether children learn stress lexically
(Klein 1984) or by rules (Hochberg 1988a,b) and, second, whether or not
children have a bias towards a particular foot type (Allen and Hawkins
1978, 1980, Hochberg 1988a,b). Only recently have a few studies become
available on how language development proceeds (cf. Fikkert 1994a,b,
1995, Demuth 1996a,b,c).
The idea that perceptual biases may assist in early language acquisition can be attributed to Slobin’s (1973) description of such factors in the
acquisition of Morphology. An increasing body of research now suggests
that perceptual biases may also assist in the identification of word level
units in the stream of speech. Thus, the children would identify words, at
least initially, by extracting particular salient syllables from the speech
stream rather than by segmenting an entire sequence of speech into word
level units.
Perceptual saliency models (cf. Kehoe 1995) have been mainly applied to children’s truncations patterns. They have less predictive power
when used to express other rhythmic processes such as stress shift and
epenthesis, but they have observed that children tend to omit non-final
unstressed syllables, and have suggested that this is due to the low perceptual saliency of these forms rather than a production problem (e.g.
Echols and Newport 1992, Echols 1993). Salient syllables, such as
stressed syllables, would provide the child with a useful starting point.
Echols, Crowhurst and Childers (1997) reported that English-learning 9month-olds who were trained with three-syllable sequences with WSW
stress patterns were significantly better at recognizing SW sequences
from these longer patterns than they were at recognizing WS sequences.
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The idea that stressed syllables will be particularly salient to the
young language learner follows quite readily from the acoustic characteristics of speech/stress, which can be (cross-linguistically) characterized by
one of the following: higher pitch, longer duration, greater amplitude and
non-reduced vowel quality. Then the question is: how is it possible that
syllables in final position within a word can be salient if the child has not
yet identified word boundaries? Syllables, which are word-final, do, however, have the potential for being sentence-final or at least phrase-final
(and there is more acoustic evidence in speech for phrase boundaries than
for word boundaries; Cooper 1983, Paccia-Cooper and Cooper 1981).29
Gleitman and Wanner (1982) argue that young children initially extract and store particularly salient syllables rather than attempt to identify
the word units in the speech stream. They argue that children initially
have the expectation that a word corresponds to a stressed syllable. The
preference for the production of stressed and final syllables in children’s
truncations has been captured in OT by constraints such as STRESSFAITH
and RIGHTANCHOR (Pater and Paradis 1996, Pater 1998).
Vihman et al (2004) examine the effect of accentual patterns on the
recognition of familiar words. They found that at 11 months of age accented syllables are more fully specified than unaccented syllables. The
greater accuracy of representation for the accented syllable is in agreement with longitudinal production studies too, since stressed syllables
have been thought to underlie word production in the single word period
once lexical acquisition is well underway (Waterson 1971, Ferguson and
Farwell 1975, Macken 1978, 1979, Fikkert 1994a, Pater 1998).
Words that occur in final position have more cues associated with
them, such as lengthening (Klatt 1976). These cues add to the saliency of
final syllables. Albin and Echols (1996) found that for unstressed final
syllables, and marginally for stressed final syllables, amplitude peaks
were greater in infant-directed speech. They also found that word-final
syllables were longer in duration, and for stressed final syllables there
was heightened pitch compared to adult directed speech. There is a recency effect for syllables in phrase or sentence-final position. This makes
final syllables more likely to be extracted and stored by a child than syllables in other positions (Echols 1996).

29

The role of prosodic cues, such as stress, in word identification has been described for
adults by Cutler and Norris (1988), Frazier (1987) Grosjean and Gee (1987), Nakatani
and Schaffer (1978) and has also been proposed for infants by Kemler-Nelson (1989).
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Comparable findings are provided in work by Echols and Newport
(1993) where it is claimed that word-final unstressed syllables are more
likely to survive than a medial unstressed syllable. However, Gerken
(1994a,b) shows that the preservation of the syllable adjacent to the
stressed one (either to the left or to the right) is a common pattern, too.
Moreover, Kehoe (1995) reports that both outputs are possible, namely
stressed and final syllables, and stressed and adjacent syllables. To account for these facts, she suggests positional faithfulness constraints.
Paradis, Petitclerc and Genesee (1997) report that, for French, the stressed
syllable almost always survives, and that the third syllable from the end is
the unstressed-syllable that is more likely to survive (cf. Vihman 1996
and more references therein). Interestingly, children tend to delete syllables more than they tend to insert them.30
Houston et al (in press) showed that Dutch and English children were
able to extract words from fluent speech in a language that is phonetically
different from their native one. However, their experiment further showed
not only that infants can tell the difference between, for instance, one language to another, but also that they actually prefer one to the other. For
example, when Dutch was the only language on offer, American infants
preferred to listen to passages containing words with which they had been
familiarized, in comparison to passages without familiar words. This
finding demonstrates that rhythmic structure is important for infants’ language development from the earliest period of acquisition.
Syllables generally fall within word boundaries. Thus, a tendency to
extract salient syllables would circumvent the problem of identifying
boundaries between words. An open class word in English has a single
primary word stress. If a child succeeds in extracting a stressed syllable,
particularly a syllable carrying primary word stress, that child has managed to extract one syllable of an open class word. In some cases, this
single syllable will correspond to the adult form, but if not, the child can
either build up its productions based on that syllable, perhaps with the
assistance of other perceptual-attentional biases, or on other distributional
cues, in order to achieve a unit corresponding to the adult word.
During phonological development, children exhibit a variety of prosodic processes in their productions of multisyllabic words: they delete
syllables, add syllables and alter stress patterns in systematic ways within
words. Child researchers have often noted that children’s word productions conform to a consistent size and rhythmic pattern (Archibald 1995,
30

Compare epenthesis, which is not a dominant repair stategy within consonant clusters.
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Demuth 1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c, Demuth and Fee 1995, Fee 1995,
1996a, 1996b, Pater 1998, Fikkert 1994a,b, Pater and Paradis 1996, Wijnen, Krikhaar and den Os 1994). According to many researchers, around
the age of two, for example, children’s productions are cross-linguistically maximally disyllabic and conform to a trochaic stress pattern (Demuth and Fee 1995, Pater and Paradis 1996, Pater 1998a, 2001).
The tendency of children to omit unstressed, especially non-final,
syllables from their earliest productions has been noted for English 31 ,
Dutch32, Quiché (Pye 1983, 1986), Hebrew (Berman 1977, 1981), Romanian (Vogel 1975), Mohawk (Feurer 1980), Hungarian (MacWhinney
1982, 1985) and Finnish (Bowerman 1973). 33 In Hungarian, in which
primary stress is initial, it appears to be the final parts of the word that are
likely to be omitted, although there may be some tendency to drop medial
syllables while retaining initial and final syllables (MacWhinney 1985).34
A similar pattern obtains in child Japanese (Ota 1998a,b, 2000, 2001).35
No matter what position they occupy in the target word, accented syllables tend to escape deletion. Syllabic position, on the other hand, does
influence the omission of unaccented syllables in multisyllabic targets.
Echols (1993) argues that filler syllables and reduplications that appear in child speech underline the fact that several problems arise for a
model dependent solely on tendencies to extract stressed and final syllables. First, these utterances demonstrate that children extract something
more than only the stressed and final syllables. Second, the suggestion
that children are biased to extract stressed and final syllables may seem to
presuppose that the syllable is a natural, coherent and isolable unit for the
child.
Carter (1999) also illustrates the fact that omitted syllables are more
likely to be unstressed than stressed, and weak syllables preceding pri31

Miller and Ervin (1964), Waterson (1971), Allen and Hawkins (1978, 1980), Gleitman
and Wanner (1982), Ingram (1978), Klein (1981), Gerken (1991, 1994a, 1994b, 1996),
Echols and Newport (1993), Echols (1993, 1996), Pater (1998), Carter and Gerken
(1998).
32
Fikkert (1994a,b), Wijnen et al. (1994).
33
See also Vihman (1996 and more references therein) with examples from five languages.
34
See Curtin (2002) for a detailed discussion of this issue.
35
Carter and Clopper (2002) examine adults’ word reduction in order to better understand childen’s reduction patterns. The participants in their experimental study reduced
the stimuli more often to the left-headed disyllabic or monosyllabic feet, retaining
stressed syllables and omitting unstressed ones. Moreover, adults showed a tendency to
preserve word-initial rather than word-final unstressed syllables.
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mary stress are more frequently omitted than those following primary
stress. The most likely types of weak syllables to be omitted are weak
syllables found at the beginning of polysyllabic words that precede main
stress and weak syllabic grammatical morphemes such as a determiner
preceding a noun. Carter further shows that there are phonological as well
as production factors which affect whether syllables are omitted or not,
and both components are necessary in an explanation of the phenomenon.
A long discussion concerns the degree to which language acquisition
is biased towards a specific stress pattern. Relevant to this discussion are
findings of Archibald (1995), Demuth (1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c), Demuth and Fee (1995), Fee (1995, 1996a, 1996b), Fikkert (1994a), Pater
(1998), Pater and Paradis (1996) and Wijnen, Krikhaar and den Os
(1994). Around the age of two, for example, children’s productions are
maximally disyllabic and conform to a trochaic stress pattern (Demuth
and Fee 1995, Pater 1998, Pater and Paradis 1996). Bailey, Plunkett and
Scarpa (1999) found that English speakers were biased more strongly
than Portuguese speakers against final stress.
A few proposals have been offered for why children’s early words
take the (often disyllabic) shapes that they do. One of these is the ‘rhythmic production constraint’; Allen and Hawkins (1978, 1980) proposed
that children’s early word forms universally take the shape of trochaic
(strong-weak) feet. Evidence from the acquisition of English (cf. Gerken
1991, 1994), Dutch (Fikkert 1994a, Wijnen, Krikhaar and den Os 1994),
as well as Greek (Kappa 2000) seems to support such a proposal.
In their study, Demuth and Fee (1995) argue that neither the perception nor the production proposals provide an entirely accurate account of
the shape of children’s earliest words. Most critically, the authors claim
that neither account provides a theoretical explanation for why this particular stage of development should exist, nor how children eventually
move beyond it. They attempt to remedy this situation by developing an
explanatory account for the shape of children’s early words. Drawing on
recent developments in Prosodic Phonology (Selkirk 1984, Nespor and
Vogel 1986), they show that children’s early words take the form of linguistically motivated units of the Prosodic Hierarchy, and that these units
become prosodically more complex over time. They propose that children’s early words are linguistically well-formed minimal words or binary
feet (Fee 1992, Demuth 1992, Demuth 1995, 1997). In this way, they
demonstrate how a more abstract/phonological account of children’s early
word shapes provides a natural explanation of both inter- and intra-
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speaker variation in the shape of early words, as well as a framework for
dealing with change over time.
The so-called Minimal Word Hypothesis that Demuth and Fee (1995)
propose receives empirical support for child English (Allen and Hawkins
1978, Echols and Newport 1992, Gerken 1994a,b, Ingram 1978) and child
Dutch (Fikkert 1994a, Wijnen et al. 1994). The disyllabic word size
maximum is widely documented in these languages. The pattern of truncation that disfavours finally stressed disyllabic outputs is also consistent
with the trochaic footing in these languages, and provides further support
for the hypothesis that the output restriction is a single foot (Demuth and
Fee 1995, Fikkert 1994a, Kehoe and Stoel-Gammon 1997a,b, Pater
1998). The difference between Echols and Newport’s (1992) and other
approaches is that Echols and Newport put forth a non-templatic account,
which states that the stressed syllable and the final syllable are preserved,
because they are more likely to be retained in the lexical representation
due to their greater perceptual salience.
3.2.1. Dutch
Dutch is considered to be a language with fairly predictable primary
stress. However, it does tolerate lexical variation in the sense that it occupies an intermediate position between fixed accent systems, like French,
and free accent systems, like Russian. This ‘middle’ position of Dutch is
illustrated by the fact that Dutch stress, except for a few exceptional
cases, does not function in a distinctive way. Stress respects the trisyllabic
window and is distributed in a quantity sensitive fashion.
The analysis of Dutch stress includes the assignment of quantity-sensitive trochaic feet from right to left. An End Rule Right determines main
stress. The language also has extrametricality.36 With respect to quantity
sensitivity, closed syllables count as heavy. When the final syllable is
open, main stress is on the prefinal (open or closed) syllable. When the
final syllable is closed, main stress is on the prefinal syllable if it is closed
and on the antepenultimate syllable otherwise.
As in English, the generalization indicative of quantity-sensitivity is
the fact that main stress is allowed to fall on the antepenultimate syllable,
unless the prefinal syllable is heavy. Final syllables are extrametrical except in the case of ‘superheavy’ syllables.

36

See Neijt and Zonneveld (1982), van der Hulst (1984), Kager (1989), Trommelen and
Zonneveld (1989, 1995), Zonneveld (1993), and Nouveau (1994).
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Fikkert’s (1994a) dissertation was the first extensive study of the acquisition of prosodic structure in Dutch. Like most acquisitionists, she
assumes that the child’s input is not the same as the input to the adult or
to the machine learner. Fikkert proposes that the input to the child’s
learning system consists only of a prosodically circumscribed unit, for
example, the trochaic minimal words. She argues that truncation, a very
common and systematic process in child speech, is not a deletion process
but the mapping of a melody to a template. Fikkert’s interpretation of her
results is strongly guided by a principles-and-parameters view of language development and, in particular, by the parametric metrical framework proposed by Dresher and Kaye (1990).37 She unites syllable omissions, misplaced stress patterns, and epenthesis all as examples of processes related to stress.
Fikkert suggests that phonological acquisition proceeds in a stage-like
fashion and children adopt certain strategies in order to acquire their
mother language. She claims that the acquisition of prosodic structure in
Dutch goes through four stages.38 However, she claims that children may
skip stages during their language development, and certain structures may
not appear in their speech. Thus, Fikkert adopts the so-called Trochaic
Bias Hypothesis and shows that trochaic templates are very powerful in
Dutch child speech. The emergence of stress errors and level stress39 are
two of her arguments for the existence of a trochaic bias in child speech.40
Fikkert’s (1994a) study makes an enormous contribution to the area of
stress acquisition by its detailed documentation of children’s stress development and also by its theoretical claims.41 However, there are certain
drawbacks: First, her study is essentially descriptive. Moreover, data
analysis is sometimes non-quantitative. Second, Fikkert strongly argues
for distinct stages in the acquisition of stress, yet it is apparent, and Fikkert (1994a:203) also points out the fact that ‘not all children go through
all stages’. One has to account for how children proceed further, if they
do not pass through each individual stage. Third, in addition to knowing
37

See also Lohuis-Weber and Zonneveld (1996).
Lohuis-Weber and Zonneveld (1996) assume three stages. However, their analysis is
based on data from only one child.
39
Unfortunately, Fikkert (1994a) and Wijnen et al (1994) who refer to level stress and
stress shifts do not provide us with any information about whether the error patterns
described occur in all of the cases found.
40
For a more detailed discussion on the Trochaic Bias Hypothesis see section 4.4.
41
Fikkert’s findings are further supported by those of Nouveau (1994), even though she
does not adopt a stage-like account of the data she investigates. For relevant discussion
see also Wijnen et al (1994) and Lohuis-Weber and Zonneveld (1996).
38
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how much variability occurs across children in the progression of stages,
it is also important to know how much variability occurs across stress
patterns and individual words, and whether additional error patterns are
present in the data.42
3.2.2. English
Like Dutch, English is a quantity-sensitive system. Consequently, heavy
syllables get stressed, as is expected in systems with a syllable weight
distinction.
Feet are left-headed, that is, trochaic, quantity-sensitive and built
from right to left. English has a relatively lexical stress marking in that
extrametricality is lexically marked (cf. Kager 1989, Hammond 1999).43
The language also has degenerate feet, which are also considered to exist
due to lexical marking and/or phonological effects. In other words, the
lexicon exercises an influence when a form has to be stressed on the final
syllable. Phonological factors, on the other hand, such as syllable weight,
are also responsible for stress assignment on heavy or polymoraic syllables. In disyllabic words stressed on the final syllable, for example, the
stressed syllable either contains a tense vowel or is closed by at least one
consonant. In general, stress assignment satisfies phonological/rhythmic
principles such as the Weakening Convention, which demands that the
assignment of strong syllables causes a contiguous previously assigned
S(trong syllable) to be converted to W(eak syllable), the Heavy Constraint/Initial Constraint, which requires the first syllable of a WW sequence to become S if it is heavy (Schane 1979).
When stress falls on the antepenult, the penult can only be heavy in
nouns when the final syllable is [i] or contains a syllabic sonorant. Tense
vowels are restricted in the penult in words stressed on the antepenult.
Antepenultimate stress is also possible if the penultimate syllable contains
a schwa followed by a single (intervocalic) consonant.
Klein (1984) was one of the first who dealt with the acquisition of
prosodic structure of English L1. She argues that there is lexical primacy
during the early stages of learning word stress i.e children are ‘tuned’ to
be sensitive to stress and learn it. Then, if children learn stress lexically,
systematic errors or deviations from adult stress patterns are not to be
expected. If, on the other hand, children learn stress by rule, as Hochberg
(1988a,b) concludes about Spanish, we expect to find systematic devia42
43

For a criticism of Fikkert’s model, see Kehoe (1995).
But see Burzio (1994) for an alternative view.
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tions from stress patterns. Klein investigated the patterns attested in English child language and explored whether stress is acquired lexically or in
terms of rules in English.
The author analysed polysyllabic utterances of a 2-year old boy
learning English for stress patterns. The largest proportion of the child’s
words was the same as in the adult target word (62%) and, since most of
the target words were disyllabic words with initial stress, the basic pattern
of the child’s production forms of these words was trochaic. This means
that it is difficult to draw any conclusions, because Klein did not consider
the child’s monosyllabic renditions of polysyllabic adult words. Other
attested patterns in Klein’s data concern, first, level stress for relatively
new words (23%), and, second, stress misplacement (15%). Klein’s data
can easily constitute an argument for a trochaic bias.
Demuth (1995) claims that children’s early word productions can be
best understood in terms of output constraints on surface forms. She argues that phonological development proceeds as the child moves from the
unmarked to the marked form of each unit of the prosodic hierarchy at
and below the word level. The hierarchy is motivated by the fact that each
unit serves to define a potential domain of application for phonological
processes. Demuth shows that children’s early grammars allow for the
emergence of the unmarked core syllables and minimal prosodic words
and that these can be thought of as different stages of prosodic development. She suggests that the acquisition of English takes place by means of
successive stages, which are more or less equivalent to the levels of the
prosodic hierarchy.
Demuth’s findings are further supported by the data of Salidis and
Johnson (1997), which indicate the relevance of the prosodic hierarchy in
the early grammar as well as considerable early knowledge of prosodic
structure below the word level. Minimal words appear to provide an upper limit on prosodic complexity for a period of development, but we
cannot rule out the possibility that a more general limitation on complexity is responsible for the simplified forms produced.
There are at least a couple of reasons that CV(V).CV(V) may require
less planning and production resources than other multisyllabic forms.
First, because it consists of two default or unmarked syllables, its production may be more automatic than the production of disyllabic forms composed of marked syllable shapes. Second, the CV(V).CV(V) word shape
may emerge as an extension of reduplicated babbling; MacNeilage and
Davis (1990, 1993) suggested that such ‘mandibular oscillation’ may be
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rooted in our evolutionary motivated linguistic constraints (such as one
promoting minimal words).
Demuth and Fee (1995) evaluate the predictions made by two theoretical models, namely the one established by Demuth (1995) and Demuth
and Fee (1995) and the other introduced by Fikkert (1994a). The biggest
difference between Fikkert's (1994a) and Demuth and Fee’s (1995) is that
the minimal word is an important concept for defining word shape in
Demuth and Fee’s account. Fikkert saw word shape as being constrained
by the default settings of syllable parameters rather than by the principles
of the prosodic hierarchy. Moreover, Fikkert offered an elaborate account
of stress development couched within a parametric framework. Demuth
and Fee (1995) offered a much less detailed OT account. They considered
two explanations for children’s restricted word shapes in development.
One is that children do not have access to all linguistic structure; they first
have access to the syllable but not to the foot, and later to the foot but not
the prosodic word. The other explanation is that children have access to
the entire prosodic hierarchy but exploit only part of it due to high-ranking constraints that yield unmarked prosodic forms (cf. Kehoe 1999/
2000).
Development in the shape of children’s early words is therefore a
principled, not random, process. Children’s early words seem to exhibit
an increasing ability to handle more complex prosodic structures over
time. Demuth (2001) argues that the theory of Prosodic Constraints may
be useful for investigating individual differences of children learning the
same language and in the early identification of children at risk for language delay.
The question also addressed is why children violate faithfulness to
such an extensive degree. The transition from babbling to first words involves an increase in cognitive complexity, where minimal linguistic
units are all that the child’s linguistic processor can output at the start of
the one-word stage. Only gradually does the child develop the cognitive
capacity and planning capability to faithfully parse all of the input into
output forms, creating larger prosodic words, and this is carried out in a
principled manner (Demuth 1995b).
Archibald (1993), whose main focus is on the acquisition of metrical
parameters in second language acquisition, proposed a model for the acquisition of stress in first language acquisition as well (Archibald 1995).
His approach adopts components of Echols and Newport’s (1992) perceptual salience hypothesis and of Fikkert’s (1992, 1994a) production
data analysis. His concern with Fikkert’s model is that it assumes the re-
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presentation that it is trying to create. That is, the child extracts a prosodic
unit, a foot, and maps this onto a prosodic template, which is also a foot.
Archibald instead proposes a parsing strategy for the child, influenced by
nonlinguistic cognitive abilities such as perception. The extracted elements are mapped onto UG structures such as metrical templates. His
model differs from Fikkert’s in that it does not assume a prosodic unit that
is circumscribed but rather a base, which includes the primary stressed
syllable and everything after it. His parsing process operates from right to
left and stops once the main stress has been detected. Unparsed material
to the left of the main stress will be susceptible to truncation.
One disadvantage of this approach is that Archibald does not explain
how the child incorporates components of the residue into its output. He
does not explain cases of disyllabic words stressed on the final syllable in
which the syllable to the left of the stressed one is incorporated as part of
the base. Moreover, he does not examine the interaction of phonological
and morphological categories, in order to explore the degree to which
phonology, morphology or both grammatical modules contribute to the
acquisition process. Furthermore, Archibald leaves unexplained the issue
of how syllables are mapped onto the prosodic template. An advantage of
his approach is that his parsing strategy, which extracts the main stressed
syllable as part of the base, is consistent with children’s one-syllable truncations.
Kehoe’s (1995) general findings, on the other hand, concern the fact
that children delete weak syllables in word initial position and weak syllables with sonorant onsets more frequently than other syllables. The
segmental effect was interpreted as reflecting children’s syllabification
tendencies: Children appear to syllabify an intervocalic sonorant with the
preceding stressed vowel leading to an onset-less medial syllable, which
is subsequently deleted.
In general, Kehoe observed considerable variation in children’s truncation rates across individual words. 44 However, some generalizations
44

In another study, Kehoe (1999/2000) argues that the essential finding of her database
is that children at the latter stages of prosodic acquisition display faithfulness to stressed
syllables and variable faithfulness to unstressed syllables. There appears to be a developmental period in which mainly stressed syllables and unstressed syllables at the right
edge of the word are preserved. There also appears to be a developmental period in
which some word-internal unstressed syllables (in particular those with obstruent onsets)
are preserved, but left edge unstressed syllables are not yet consistently preserved. The
final developmental state is one in which left-edge unstressed syllables are acquired, but
some word-internal unstressed syllables remain to be acquired, in particular, those with
sonorant onsets.
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still hold: for example, children’s two-syllable truncations consist of the
stressed syllable closest to the end of the word plus one other syllable.
Most of the time, the final weak syllable is chosen over the medial weak
syllable but sometimes there is conflation between the two final weak
syllables. Additionally, children expand their production by adding the
next stressed syllable to the left. In the case of WSWW words, where
there is no additional stressed syllable, children have the choice of creating a ternary SWW form or a WSW form, which are both notoriously
difficult rhythmic patterns. Finally, children expand their three-syllable
truncations in such a way that both SW metrical templates are satisfied.
The most recent extensive work on the acquisition of English stress is
that of Curtin (2002). Curtin explores how the content of early representations is built from the perceptual influences from early production patterns. Acquisition is assumed not to be divorced from adult phonological
theory. Implications of enriched representations for phonological theory
are reviewed in order to ascertain whether adult and child lexical representations diverge or whether adults also have enriched representations.
Her results demonstrate that children are sensitive to stress patterns.
Fourteen of the sixteen infants under investigation listened significantly
longer to the initially stressed repeated sequences of words in her experiment. The results suggest that infants encode all of the information from
the speech in their representations of potential words. The truncation patterns of polysyllabic words crucially depend on enriched representations
that encode the prominence of a syllable.
Curtin proposes that prominence information is crucially part of the
child’s lexical entry in order to explain the early production patterns. The
only way to predict that the medial syllable will be retained in the child’s
production is to appeal to the prominence of stressed syllables.
The early production patterns found in the data Curtin investigated
demonstrate a stage-like progression towards the adult target when acquiring the words and stress system of their language (see also Fikkert
1994a, Demuth and Fee 1995, Demuth 1997, Joanisse and Curtin 1999).
In the early stages these patterns involve truncation.45 Initially, the child
truncates polysyllabic words to a single syllable. The child produces disyllabic forms during the second stage but no truncated words emerge by
stage 3. Curtin (2002) argues that the choice of which syllable is retained
in children’s truncated productions crucially depends on the encoding of
45

See Fikkert (1994a) for Dutch, Roney (1981) for Polish, Hochberg (1988a,b) for
Spanish, Smith (1973) and Pater and Paradis (1996) for English.
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prominence information in the lexical representation of the word. If the
child a) perceives which syllables are stressed and b) uses stress to recognize patterns prior to successful producing adult-like forms, then it is important to determine the relationship that exists between perception and
production of such syllables.
Even though English and Dutch differ with respect to their syllabic
weight and their metrical structure, their acquisition is largely similar. For
example, both languages respect the trochaic bias and their development
follows more or less the same order. Now I move to the discussion of a
number of languages, starting with Spanish, which exhibit less predictable
patterns in their acquisition.
3.2.3. Spanish
In Spanish, stress mainly falls on the penultimate syllable of vowel-final
words and on the final syllable of consonant-final words. This pattern is
the most frequent and is thus traditionally considered to be regular. Generally, stress falls on any of the last three syllables of a word, that is, the
language respects the trisyllabic window for stress assignment. Stress
rules apply in similar ways in derived and underived forms. Finally, the
verbal stress system illustrates certain peculiarities compared to the nominal system
In addition to learning which stress types are regular and which are irregular children must learn which types are prohibited entirely – that is,
which stress types do not occur in Spanish. These are three such stress
types according to Harris (1983). First, stress located more than three
syllables from the end of the word to the left is prohibited. This is the
reason why an output form such as ‘*"catapana' is impossible. Second,
antepenultimate stress on words with a branching rhyme (such as closed
syllables) in a penultimate syllable, for instance, the ungrammatical
‘*"sosenga'’ and, finally, antepenultimate stress on words with a branching rhyme in the final syllable, for example, ‘*"panaquil' is impossible.
Harris (1983) and Garrett (1996) claim that Spanish feet are left-headed
quantity-sensitive (i.e. moraic) trochees, which are assigned from right to
left, with the main stress falling on the rightmost foot.
The aim of Hochberg’s (1988a,b) acquisitional study is to test the hypothesis that children learning Spanish as a first language learn rules for
assigning stress, as opposed to simply memorizing stress on a word-byword basis. Spanish is particularly well suited for a study of stress rule
acquisition, for, while regularities in the stress system can be observed,
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the system is not entirely uniform.46 The imitation data most clearly supported the rule-learning hypothesis. The more irregular a word was, the
more errors children made in a change toward regularity. Words with
irregular stress were more likely to show a change in regularity than
regular ones. For all but the four-year olds, prohibited types were more
likely to change than irregulars. For words with irregular stress, where a
change in regularity could result in either regular or prohibited stress
word, errors were much more likely to go in the former direction than in
the latter.
The spontaneous speech data also supported the rule-learning hypothesis, though less robustly so. Children made more structure changing
errors in irregular words than in regular ones. However, the children’s
spontaneous errors, unlike their errors in imitation, did not tend toward
regularization. As expected, children were more likely to regularize irregular words than they were to irregularize regular ones. The most likely
explanation of the difference between the imitated and spontaneous
speech data is that the children had mastered both the stress system and
individual exceptions to it. Thus, while they did find known irregular
words somewhat harder to say than known regular ones, their familiarity
with these words enabled them at least to stress them correctly. In contrast, when confronted with novel words in the imitation task, the children
were led by their rule knowledge to regularize irregulars.
In sum, this study of stress rule learning in Spanish could be seen as
an indication that the children’s tendency to hypothesize linguistic rules is
so strong as to take effect when rules are not only unnecessary for the
production of correct forms, but are also obscured by large numbers of
both real and apparent exceptional forms.
Hochberg’s assumption that children formulated rules in order to acquire the Spanish stress system led to two predictions concerning the data;
first, words with nonregular stress should be harder to pronounce, second,
these words should be regularized towards the Spanish norms. Furthermore, Hochberg’s findings favor the trochaic bias.47 The Spanish findings
indicate that children demonstrated rule knowledge both in their spontaneous speech and in their imitations, and the rule learning process was
essentially completed by age three.
46

The above description applies only to non-verbs. Unlike stress on non-verbs, verb
stress is morphologically governed: it is predictable not from the phonological shape of a
verb form but instead from its tense/mood/aspect affixes.
47
See discussion in section 4.4.
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There are certain disadvantages in Hochberg’s account, though. To
begin with, the data come from children living in the United States. Even
though the author claims that most of the children live in a Spanish community, which literally substitutes for a Spanish speaking country, there is
still the problem of the influence of American English on the acquisition
of Spanish stress. It’s highly likely that these children are bilingual to
some extent. Moreover, the imitation data most clearly supported the rulelearning hypothesis, because what the children were asked led to the production of regularized patterns. Finally, Hochberg excludes the very data
on which the trochaic hypothesis principally rests. Children more frequently use words with penultimate stress than words with final stress
(see similar discussion in Fikkert 1994a, and Kehoe 1995).
Garrett (1996, 1998), on the other hand, shows that the utterances of
Spanish speaking children support the claim that truncation is phonologically rather than syntactically or semantically driven. In the monosyllabic
truncations, the pattern that children exhibited was more or less the same.
The syllable bearing primary stress was maintained, and the other
prosodically less prominent syllables were deleted. This is true regardless
of which syllable bears the main stress:
(6) a. /"pasa/® [pa]
b. /e"sta/® [ta]

‘pass’
‘he/she is’

Interestingly, her examples provide evidence against the trochaic bias
hypothesis. Her paper shows that when children’s truncated forms are
slightly longer than the CV utterances, they are actually a foot long.
Striking proof that truncation by Spanish-speaking children is being
driven by phonology comes from words which bear main stress on a
functional morpheme rather than the lexical stem.
(7) a. /coche"cito/® ["ito]
b. /poquito/® ["tito]
c. /gra"nito/® ["ito]

‘little car’
‘little bit’
‘little grain’

Garrett (1998) recruits positional faithfulness constraints (cf. Beckman 1998) to account for the data. Positional faithfulness effects are the
result of pressure to be faithful to material in certain strong positions,
such as initial segments or syllables that occupy word edges. In all languages that Garrett discusses (Quiché Mayan, Dutch, Greek), it appears
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that the stressed syllable is always maintained when a child truncates a
word.
3.2.4. French
French is a language that consistently displays word-/phrase-final stress
(Rose 2000, and more references therein).48 More specifically, accentual
phenomena are organized around constituents larger than the word, since
words are very rarely produced in isolation. Function words, which are
typically unstressed elements, attract stress if they are phrase-final. Although eurhythmic principles induce destressing rules in French, the final
and strongest stress of an utterance is never reduced (Dell 1984). The
absence of lexical accent and, consequently, of a foot tends to attribute a
considerable role to the existence of an iambic bias. Charette (1991) proposes that the accentual system of French works as follows: first, a rightdominant foot is projected from the last vowel of the word, second, an
empty nucleus cannot be the head of a metrical foot, third, all the nuclei
of the word which remain metrically unorganized are incorporated into
the level of the prosodic word. French thus constitutes the mirror image of
the left-dominant foot shape found in English nouns.49
Rose (2000) studies the phonological development of two children
that acquire Quebec French. His data demonstrate that in the absence of
word-final schwa insertion, there is no evidence available to the Quebec
French learner for trochaic footing; the fact that stress always falls on the
last vowels of the word suggests iambic footing instead. Both of Rose’s
subjects have opted for iambic foot construction, as evidenced by the absence if syllable-initial truncation patterns in CV.CV(C) words, as well by
the absence of consonant harmony in one subject's CVC outputs, because
word final consonants are licensed outside the foot in French.
Braud (2003) studies three groups of children acquiring French aged
3, 4 and 5 years. Her corpus consists of both spontaneous speech and
elicitation task speech. Her material consists of four groups consisting of
18 words each; one group of words with a monosyllabic content word, 1
48

There is ample discussion about whether the stress domain is the word or the phrase in
French.
49
Van Oostendorp (p.c.) suggests that French does have a trochaic foot; however, the
demand that full vowels do not occupy dependent positions causes the foot never to be
realized, except in Southern French where the words end in a schwa. However, this
claim does not explain why truncations in French child speech always take an iambic
shape.
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group of words with a disyllabic content word, one group of words with a
trisyllabic content word and one group of words with a tetrasyllabic
content word. The truncated forms produced demonstrate a deformation
in the internal part of the word. In other words, word edges are faithfully
preserved. Monosyllabic words exhibit no truncations whatsoever. However, Braud (2003) argues strongly against iambic feet (or feet in general)
in French.50
Disyllabic words exhibit a small percentage of truncations to monosyllables, as shown in (7a). Trisyllabic words are prone to a higher percentage of truncations but the highest percentage of truncations is exhibited by tetrasyllabic words. The predominant pattern demands preservation of the two final syllables. When words longer than three syllables are
attempted, the three final syllables are produced. French children never
truncate the final syllable, or determiners. The penultimate syllable of the
word may be preserved, but the first syllable of the content word is and
prone to deletion.
(8) a. “un oreillé” /E)norEje/ ® [E)rEje]
b. “un escargot” /E)nEskargot/ ® [E)kago]
c. “un rhinoceros” /E)rinoserOs/ ® [E)noserOs]
d. “un helicopter” /E)nelikOptEr/ ® [E)nekOktEr]
Finally, Wauquier-Gravelines (to appear), based on the data from two
children, explores the idea that the similarity that truncated and reduplicated forms exhibit in child French is driven by a bias that demands a
certain number of syllables to be produced. Her findings are similar to
those of Braud presented above. Indeed, the children have no problem
whatsoever in producing monosyllabic and disyllabic words given the
disyllabicity (not necessarily trochaic) bias that is predominant (cf. Fikkert 1994a, Demuth and Fee 1995, among others). As for the words that
exceed two syllables, children turn to truncation in order to keep the disyllabic template in the first stage of their phonological development. In
later stages, they produce forms which are more faithful to the adult’s
form segmentally and prosodically. Later on, they become fully faithful to
the input form.

50

Paradis (2001) argues for iambic feet builtfrom right to left, even though this is against
theoretical and empirical findings.
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3.2.5. Hebrew
Most studies on the accentual system of Modern Hebrew focus on the
verbal system of the language, which relies on templates. Nominals, on
the other hand, are characterized by a lexical accent system, where main
stress assignment depends on the interaction between lexical properties of
the stem and the affix (cf. Bolozky 1982, Bat-El 1990, Graf 2000). In
other words, it is not purely phonological demands that require certain
forms to surface. In the nominal system of Modern Hebrew suffixes are
mostly relevant to stress assignment. When no lexical properties are in
play, default stress is assigned to the rightmost syllable.
Adam (2002) is the main study on the acquisition of prosodic structure of Hebrew. She is concerned with the intermediate grammars and the
variability that emerges in the course of linguistic change. Adam deals
with variation as a consequence of change. With respect to the issue of
whether constraints are demoted or promoted, Adam adopts the rationale
of Tesar and Smolensky (1998, 2000) that violable constraints are demoted (cf. above).
Among the first words that the children under investigation produce,
there are monosyllabic words whose faithfulness to the target forms is
prosodically indeterminate. In some words, the children produce the
stressed syllable; in other words, they produce the final (unstressed) syllable, and in others still, neither the stressed nor the final syllable surfaces. Adam argues that there is no prosodic contrast in the children’s
initial grammar. The child is faithful to one of the target syllables, but this
may be either the stressed syllable, for example, ["ba] for ["bambi], the
final unstressed syllable, for example, ["bu] for ["otobus] ‘bus’ or the initial
unstressed syllable, for example, ["ka] for [ka"dur] ‘ball’. The only consistency observed at this stage is segmental: the only vowels the children
produce are /a/ (low), and /u/ (high rounded) and these vowels are consistently faithful to those of the target syllables they choose to produce.
Adam (2002) argues for a stage-like development and establishes three
stages in the acquisition of prosody in Hebrew.
The grammar of the final state is almost the mirror image of that of
the initial state. The crucial comment is that constraint interaction in the
final state does not reflect the grammar of Hebrew, but rather the childadult relation, where the child’s outputs are finally identical to the adult’s
forms. Adam (2002) discusses the nature of the children’s input. She argues that in the course of language acquisition, where changes continuously occur, the child’s input is not always straightforward. In the course
of acquisition, reranking is an ongoing process, so it is likely that an on-
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going process of lexicon optimization is also required throughout the acquisition path. She assumes that the child ‘uses’ the adult’s output as input all along the acquisition path while building the lexicon. This process
continues until the child attains the final state grammar.
3.2.6. Japanese
In the moraic approach to sub-syllabic constituency, the mora is seen to
play two major roles (Hayes 1989, Hyman 1985, Itô 1989, McCarthy and
Prince 1986, van der Hulst 1984, Zec 1988). Moras function as phonological positions and are units of weight. Three-mora clusters are considered super-heavy. Avoidance of trimoraic syllables gives rise to a phenomenon known as closed-syllable shortening, by which an underlying
long vowel shortens in a closed syllable to make room for a moraic coda
which otherwise would not fit in the bimoraic space. To show that shortening in child production is an effect of moraic phonology, what must be
demonstrated is that the size restriction is defined in terms of mora count.
Evidence for moraic structure may be found in the generalization that
consonants that can bear moras are more sonorous than those that cannot.
Japanese has both contrastive vowel length (short vs. long vowels)
and consonant length (singletons vs. intervocalic geminates). These add to
the variety of rhyme structure through which the nature of syllable internal prosody can be examined. The phonetic realization of moraic structure
in Japanese is isomorphically temporal. Furthermore, underived lexical
items of the language contain monomoraic words, which can verify
whether there is a bimoraic lower size restriction in early production. The
lack of a stress system makes Japanese a suitable case to examine whether
children’s early phonology shows evidence for feet even without phonetic
cues from an intensity-based system of prominence.
Like many other languages, Japanese enforces a bimoraic upper limit
on syllables contained within a native morpheme, banning tautomorphemic (C)VVC syllables. However, morphological concatenation can
provide a context for (C)VVG syllables (a syllable with a long vowel or a
diphthong, closed by the first half of the geminate). The marked syllables
in the output forms undergo prosodic adjustment.
Even though lengthening of vowels triggered by coda deletion has
been observed in child English (Stemberger 1992a) and child Dutch (Fikkert 1994a), which are not moraic languages (cf. Ota 1998a,b, 2000,
2001), vowel lengthening demonstrates the predicted asymmetry between
onset deletion and coda deletion for child Japanese. This leaves room for
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the possibility that the lengthening in child language is caused by loss of
any segment, not only by that of a mora-bearing segment. The predictions
that Ota makes consist of the following: If moraic conservation occurs in
early language, what is predicted is an onset/coda asymmetry in the compensatory lengthening (CL) of child Japanese production. To test this, Ota
compares the consequences of coda deletion and onset deletion.
His findings demonstrate that marked segments, such as /h/ and /|/,
are omitted in intervocalic positions. The data further exhibit two more
patterns of lengthening: first, deletion of a coda consonant is accompanied
by gemination of the following consonant, second, a singleton onset in the
target is geminated when the preceding vowel is shortened. These patterns
follow from the hypothesis that Japanese is a moraic language.
Children’s initial productions of the target monomoraic lexical words
frequently undergo lengthening. Vowel lengthening is first applied to
almost all monomoraic targets, although it diminishes rapidly over the
following few months. This analysis receives independent support from
another prosodic phenomenon in Japanese: pitch accent. When monomoraic targets undergo lengthening in children’s productions, they exhibit a
H(igh)L(ow) contour.
The comparison of omission rates between accented and high-unaccented syllables reveals a main effect of accent, but only when there are
three or more syllables in the target word. The omission rates between
accented and unaccented and high-unaccented syllables are significantly
different in multisyllabic targets for three of the four children. Accent
protects a syllable from deletion in long targets. The preservation effect of
accented syllables depends on target size but cannot be reduced to the
effect of pitch itself. This excludes accent (and pitch) as a cause of early
word truncation in child Japanese.
The minimal size effect becomes relevant when the prosodic word is
monosyllabic. Since a monosyllable must satisfy Foot Binarity at the moraic level, it must contain two moras. The maximal size effect obtains
because the earliest words are the minimal structures that fulfil the structural requirements of the prosodic word. Any structure that contains more
than two syllables will exceed the maximal size of a well-formed binary
foot. These early words are not prosodically ‘minimal’ at all levels of
representation. Ota’s findings illustrate that early phonological grammar
does not differ fundamentally from mature grammar with respect to the
set of constituents that make up prosodic structures and the ways in which
those constituents are organized within a particular structure.
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3.3. Theoretical approaches to the accentual system of Greek
In the following subsections I briefly review some theoretical approaches
to Greek stress assignment, given that Greek is the ambient language in
this study. To understand the process of acquiring a grammar, it is essential to know what grammar is acquired. These studies are presented in
chronological order.
In the Philippaki-Warburton (1976) approach, stress rules are related
to specific grammatical categories. Philippaki-Warburton recognizes the
lexical nature of Greek accentuation. Stress falls on one of the last three
positions of the word, because Greek is a three-syllable-window language. In addition to marking, two rules that trigger stress shifts are employed in nominal accentuation. The first stress shift rule is phonological:
it applies when the addition of a suffix violates the three-syllable-window
as in ‘timimatos’ (GEN.SG) from ‘timima’ (NOM.SG) ‘price’. The second
stress shift rule is related to specific morphological cases: it moves stress
one syllable to the right in specific morphological environments. This
accentual allomorphy resulted from the loss of vowel length in Post-Classical Greek, the original conditioning factor in the ancient language. The
value of this proposal centers on the recognition of the lexical character of
Greek accent and the dichotomy in the accentual behaviour of nouns and
verbs.
In the theoretical approach pursued by Ralli (1988) and Ralli and
Touradzidis (1992), stress seems to be influenced by morphological principles. They propose that all morphemes are listed in the lexicon as being
inherently accented, unmarked or triggers of stress shifts. Primary stress
is assigned by means of the Righthand Head Rule (RHR) (Williams 1981)
and the Percolation Principle (Selkirk 1982). According to the RHR and
the Percolation Principle, when morphemes come together in word formation, stress is determined by the accentual properties of the rightmost
head node, and, more precisely, by the metrical information specified in
the inflectional or derivational suffix depending on the construction.
When the head node is marked to trigger an accentual shift, percolation
guarantees that the property of the head defines word stress.51
According to Malikouti-Drachman (1989), Drachman and MalikoutiDrachman (1999), feet in Greek are bound, binary, trochaic and quantity-

51

For further discussion and criticism, see Revithiadou (1999).
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insensitive.52 Foot construction goes from right to left. Malikouti-Drachman and Drachman (1989) and Drachman and Malikouti-Drachman
(1999) argue that the default algorithm favors the antepenultimate syllable
and analyze this pattern with a syllabic trochee and extrametricality of the
final syllable at the right edge of the word. They account for the ‘deviant’
(pen)ultimate stress by means of morphological levels. Inherently accented words, resulting either from marking or from stress shifts are
grouped in the first level of the grammar. Words stressed by the default
rule occupy the second, more productive level. Drachman and MalikoutiDrachman (1999) propose an account for Greek stress in terms of OT.
They employ feet, extrametricality, alignment and lexical marking to derive Greek stress.53
Mobility of stress is a fundamental characteristic of Greek stress.
Stress shift is ‘opaque’ in the sense that it takes place in specific morphological environments. The analysis develops as follows: all inflectional endings are extrametrical leaving the root as the main domain of
stress assignment. A binary trochaic foot is aligned at the right edge of the
root in words that surface with antepenultimate stress and a unary (monosyllabic) foot is aligned at the right edge in words with penultimate stress.
Final stress arises when the root is post-stressing. In this case the root is
marked to assign an accent to the following inflectional ending which
then loses its extrametrical status.
To summarize, in this model the basic unit for stress is the root. A
trochaic foot is aligned to the right edge of the root. Whether the foot is
binary or unary is an idiosyncratic selection of a specific root. Endings are
most commonly extrametrical. Extrametricality of the final constituent is
cancelled either when the root is post-stressing or when the suffix is
specified as non-extrametrical or is stressed itself. However, following
Revithiadou’s (1999) criticism of this model, Drachman and MalikoutiDrachman’s account presupposes a complicated theory of marking, since
different tools are used to mark idiosyncratic metrical information to roots
and suffixes. Roots are lexically listed with a binary or unary foot,
whereas suffixes are listed as being stressed or exceptions or prone to
extrametricality. Moreover, the same stress pattern is derived by more
than one marking mechanism. The analysis does not offer a clear-cut po52

According to Hayes (1995:73), ‘the syllabic trochee is the basic mechanism available
for quantity insensitive alternation, whereas its mirror image is excluded from the inventory of the basic foot types’.
53
These notions will be referred to in more detail when I discuss Revithiadou’s (1999)
work (see section 3.3.1).
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sition as to which pattern of marking represents the default case for Greek
stress.
Arvaniti (1991), on the other hand, in her study of Greek stress from
a phonetic point of view shows that the acoustic correlates of primary
stress are amplitude and F0. The fundamental frequency of stressed syllables is higher than that of unstressed ones; the difference is usually due to
both longer duration and higher average amplitude. Arvaniti (1991)
claims that her findings provide very little evidence in support of rhythmic stress. She uses evidence from stress clashes and lapses in order to
argue against the existence of rhythm in Greek. When a stress clash is
eliminated by phonetic lengthening the first syllable is likely to ensure the
full acoustic realization of both stresses rather than the creation of a more
eurhythmic pattern, since the stresses remain very close to each other.
Arvaniti further argues against foot structure in Greek. An argument
against foot structure in Greek is that each Greek word has only one
stress. Therefore, foot structure is not necessary in Greek for stress purposes (cf. Ussishkin 2000, for a comparable view of Modern Hebrew). If,
however, there are other rules which use the foot as their domain, then
foot structure should be retained. In short, rhyming in Greek is not necessarily based on stress, but rather on syllable structure. As there are no
other rules in Greek that have the foot as their domain, Greek does not
need foot structure.
The most recent work on stress assignment in Greek is that of Revithiadou (1999). I devote a separate section to this study for two reasons;
first, her claims about the accentual system of Greek as well as her theory
on morphological headedness, discussed in detail in section 6.3.2, are
relevant to the analysis and the ideas developed in this thesis. Second, I
consider this study the best account to date for the Greek accentual system.
3.3.1. Revithiadou (1999)
With her dissertation on the Modern Greek nominal system, Revithiadou
(1999) showed that there is a split in the accentual characteristics of unmarked and marked morphemes. Unmarked nouns have fixed antepenultimate stress but a variable prosodic pattern and a mobile paradigm, as in
ánthropos (man-NOM.SG) – anthópou (man-GEN.SG), whereas marked
nouns have a strictly binary prosodic shape and fixed stress within the
paradigm but variable stress across the vocabulary, as in ‘fadáros’ (soldier-NOM.SG) – ‘fadárou’ (soldier-GEN.SG).
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Extrametricality occurs at the right edge of the word. Unmarked
words have predictable stress on the antepenultimate syllable as in
astrágalos ‘ankle’, ánthropos ‘man’ but mobile stress within the paradigm. Accentual alternations take place when the inflection has an inherent metrical specification. Marked words are always binary at the level of
the prosodic word. Revithiadou shows that three-syllable words display
all possible accentual patterns. Nevertheless, there is only one accentual
possibility for longer words, and this is penultimate stress. This implies
that stress is not completely ‘free’. It is restricted by word-form constraints as well as the trisyllabic window limitation of the language.
What is also demonstrated by Revithiadou’s work is that marked
words share paradigmatic stability. Stress is on the same syllable
throughout the paradigm when the root has a lexical accent e.g. fantár-os,
fantár-u, fantár-o ‘soldier’, etc. Moreover, marked words have ‘free’
stress but a restricted pool of prosodic shapes. On the contrary, unmarked
words (stressed by default) have fixed stress but invariable prosodic
structure. The window restricts the freedom of marking, in the sense that
stress cannot fall on a syllable beyond the third syllable from the right.
The variable stress of servitóros ‘waiter’, fantáros, uranós ‘sky’ is balanced by the templatic structure of these words, whereas the fixed stress
of astrágalos is hampered by its templatic shape.

3.4. Conclusions
The purpose of this chapter was to provide insight as to how stress is acquired in various languages. This is necessary in order to understand how
stress is acquired in languages that differ with respect to their stress systems. The Greek findings presented in chapters 5 and 6 will further contribute to the phonological acquisition research. Similarities and differences between Greek and other languages will reveal the dynamics of UG
and provide evidence for the order of acquisition. Chapter 4 provides the
reader with some information on the database used for the present study.

4. The database
As already discussed in section 3.2 of the previous chapter, the first studies of child language were diary notes that parents kept (Preyer (1889),
Stern and Stern (1907), Gregoire (1937), Velten (1943), Leopold
(1939/1947)). Aside from the fact that such studies are mostly descriptive
and focus on the development of very few children –usually just one- they
are not very systematic; phonetic transcriptions are just broad, given that
not all parents are familiar with the IPA, and, consequently, a lot of crucial information may be missing. In reaction to this, new research started
to describe the developing grammar. In this chapter I view previous and
current methods of data collection, and then I introduce the Greek database and its architecture.
4.1. Current experimental methods
Studies in language acquisition can be classified into three major areas,
namely language perception, comprehension and language production.54
Speech perception investigates how sounds are processed. Language
comprehension studies focus on what children understand, while production research is concerned with what children say.
Well-known perception studies are the High-Amplitude Sucking
Technique (cf. Eimas and Miller 1981) and the Head-Turn Preference
Procedure (cf. Jusczyk, Friederici, Wessels, Svenkerud and Jusczyk
1993). The former technique is used with the youngest infants because it
capitalizes on the reflex action of sucking, which is what children do best
at a very young age. The latter technique tests infants’ abilities to discriminate contrasting types of auditory stimuli, but demands the involvement of children that already have good control over their head movements. This means that children should be 4 months old at least.
Methods for studying language comprehension are the preferential
looking technique, off-line and on-line techniques, and questionnaire
studies. Like the head-turn preference procedure, the preferential looking
technique uses natural infant behaviour, that is, children’s differential
looking behaviour. Off-line techniques test comprehension by getting
54

For an in-depth discussion of the experimental paradigms of studying language
acquisition see, for instance, Karmiloff and Karmiloff-Smith (2001).
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children to produce language after they hear a linguistic stimulus. On-line
techniques, on the other hand, measure language processing as it occurs in
real time. Brain Imaging Techniques, for example, are among the latest
technological advances of recent years. Of the various imaging techniques, namely Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI and fMRI), Magnetic
Encephalography (MEG), Event Related Potentials (ERP’S), and Positron Emission Tomography (PET), only ERPs are generally used with
infant experimentation, because they are completely non-invasive and
much cheaper than other techniques. An even easier method, involving
questionnaires, measures both comprehension and production. The main
advantage of this method is that one can get a wide sample quickly, especially if the resources are limited.
Finally, production studies basically focus on observing and transcribing spontaneous language data. Production data were collected initially as
parental diary notes, but after the 1960s audio recordings gradually replaced written records. The advantage of such studies is that it is possible
to record many children at regular intervals and for a long period of time,
to keep track of the developmental patterns and paths children follow in
the process of acquiring their language.
Another production method, as opposed to naturalistic data, is elicited
production using nonce words. With this method, individual experience
and knowledge are tested. One of the pioneers of this approach was Berko
(1958) who introduced the famous Wug test. In this test, subjects were
prompted to produce the missing part of a sentence in which a critical
grammatical rule is called for.
MacWhinney and Snow (1985) set up a computerized database, known
as CHILDES, which consists of production data made available to the
linguistic community. The system contains developmental data from over
twenty different languages and, even though the data are not always characterized by narrow or consistent phonetic transcriptions, this undertaking
is a major contribution to language acquisition studies.
4.2. Research design
The database used in this study relies on longitudinal production. The
reason for choosing this method is simple: given that the study of phonological acquisition of Greek as a first language has only started very re-
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cently55 and we, the researchers, are interested in all aspects of phonological acquisition and its comparison with other systems, we decided to begin with the collection of production data, which would give us fast results and answers to our questions.56 There is an additional reason for this
decision, however. Production data may provide evidence not only with
respect to how certain sounds are produced, but also with respect to how
they are perceived. Systematic substitution of certain segments for others
in environments of consonant harmony, for example, show which segments are unmarked in terms of production, and lead us to make assumptions as to which segments may be more prominent in perception. Moreover, I argue that production analyses provide the necessary ground for
the execution of purely experimental studies. I hope that this dissertation
poses questions and brings up challenging issues that call for experimental studies.
4.2.1. Subjects and ethics
The database comprises data from eleven Greek children, five girls and
six boys, who came from a middle class, monolingual Greek-speaking
background. For each child at least one of the parents held a university
degree. The children vary in age between 1;7.5 (one year; seven months,
five days) and 3;5.29 (three years; five months, twenty-nine days). They
were brought up in Crete and were recruited from day-care schools that
responded positively to our appeal. They were recorded in a quiet room of
the day-care centers that was kindly offered to us, in order to be alone
with each child during our recording sessions. One child, Sofia, was the
niece of one of the experimenters who also recorded her at home.
According to the parents, the caretakers and our own observations, all
children had normal cognitive, auditory, visual, motor, linguistic and social development. This assessment was not measured by formal assessment scales, but was in line with the criteria of normal development that
can be found in Nadelman (2004).
Before we started our recording sessions, we obtained the parents’
permission in order to interact with their children. The parents’ were fully
informed about the content of our interactions with their children as well
as the results of our sessions. In the database, we use the children’s real
55

The first formal study of phonological acqusition in Greek was my M.A. thesis on the
acquisition of Greek prosodic structure (Tzakosta 1999), followed by Metaxaki’s (2001)
M.A. thesis on the acquisition of codas in Greek.
56
At that point it was my MA thesis supervisor, dr. Ioanna Kappa (University of Crete),
who made that decision.
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names, since the parents did not insist on anonymity. During the first few
sessions, we spent time with the children without recording them, in order
to become familiar with them. We were introduced to them in class and
then the experimenter and each child spent time together playing and interacting in the recording room. We used a Panasonic DAT recorder for
our recordings. A small microphone was pinned on the child’s t-shirt.
The database consists of three corpuses. I collected the first corpus of
data during my M.A. studies (1996-1999) at the University of Crete and it
consists of the children recorded in Rethymno, namely Bebis (Tzakosta)
(hearafter Bebis T), Melitini, Marilia, and Dionisakis. Evangelia
Metaxaki collected the second corpus of data during her M.A. studies
(1998-2001) at the University of Crete and it consists of the children recorded in Heraklio, namely Bebis (Metaxaki) (hearafter Bebis M), Felina,
Ioanna, Konstadinos, Stefanos and Stefanoulis. Dr. Ioanna Kappa collected the third corpus during roughly the same period of time, which
consists of the data of Sofia, the child who was being brought up and recorded at her home in Hania. Table 1 below provides the children’s data
regarding their names, whether they were first-borns or not, their sex, the
city of residence, the first and last session of the recordings, the total
number of sessions we had with each child, the duration of the recordings,
the number of tokens, the number of utterances for each child and, finally,
the totals of the number of tokens and utterances as well as the children’s
mean age in table 1.

Table 1: Survey of database contents and personal characteristics for each of eleven children.

Name

Sex

City

Melitini (1st)
Bebis Μ (1st)
Bebis Τ (1st)
Konstadinos (1st)
Felina (1st)
Dionisakis (2nd)
Sofia (2nd)
Stefanos (1st)
Stefanoulis (1st)
Ioanna (1st)
Marilia (3rd)
Mean age

Female
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female

Rethymno
Heraklio
Rethymno
Heraklio
Rethymno
Rethymno
Hania
Heraklio
Heraklio
Heraklio
Rethymno

First Session
1;7.05
1;9.22
1;10
1;11
1;11.07
2;1
2;2.28
2;3.03
2;5.23
2;4.03
2;7.06
~1;9

Last
Session
2;4.17
2;.23
2;1.05
2;1.21
3;2.12
2;8.29
3;5.29
2;5.23
2;7.21
3;4.26
3;5.23
~2;9

Nr. of
sessions
25
32
7
10
43
32
17
11
19
27
27

Duration of
recordings
9 months 12 days
4 months 1 day
3 months 5 days
2 months 21 days
15 months 5 days
8 months 29 days
15 months 1 day
2 months 20 days
1 month 29 days
12 months 23 days
12 months 17 days
Total

Nr. of
tokens
12757
12041
3096
4582
16628
14443
10703
4759
8486
11967
14473
113935

Nr. of Utterances
4858
5509
1277
1715
14112
5786
4330
1741
4038
5461
3746
52573
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As table 1 shows, the period of the recording ranges between two and
sixteen months. In other words, not all children were recorded for the
same period of time or during the same age. The reasons for this were
basically practical. For one, there were not enough children covering the
same age range that we could record, nor were all children available for
recordings for a long and continuous period of time. We do not think that
this is problematic for the description and the analysis of the data or the
claims we wish to make regarding the developmental patterns followed
by the children. We expect that data of different ages account for the
same developmental patterns. 57 Data from the youngest and the eldest
children account for earlier and advanced stages, respectively.
As can be observed from table 1, the children’s ages cover two major
categories. Children that started being recorded between the age of 1;7
and 2;1 fall within the first category, while children being recorded
between the age of 2;2 and 2;7 fall within the second major category. We
expect children of each category to exhibit more similarities and regularities in their production with respect to each other. We believe that with
an age range between 1;7 and almost 3;6 and a mean age between 1;9 and
2;9 we cover an extensive period of Greek children’s production/ phonological development.
Graph 1 presents a count of the absolute number of truncations found
for each child, in eight equal time periods across all children. These time
intervals are eight equal-sized periods. To establish these time intervals
the lifetime of each child at the time of recording was computed in number of days after birth. The range of relative recording dates (i.e. relative
to each child’s date of birth) was then computed across all children, and
divided into eight equal periods.
What is evident from this graph is that, first, not all children exhibit
the same percentage of truncations in their data, and, second, not all children were recorded for the whole period in which data were collected.
Felina’s data cover all time intervals, while Bebis T covers only two time
intervals. Melitini (all) stands for a recording session in which four children were participating and covers only one time interval.

57

I do not use the term ‘stage’, which has been used extensively in child language, for
reasons that will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Graph 1: Absolute number of truncations found for each child at each of the eight time intervals.

Graph 2 provides the first and last day of the recording session defining the period of recording per child in terms of number of days since
birth. What is shown is that some children were followed longer than
others. What is further demonstrated is that recording sessions started at
different ages per child.
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Graph 2: First and last day (in number of days after birth) defining recording period per child.
Note that the recording period for ‘Melitini all’ comprised a single day.

4.2.2. Procedure of data collection
Our sessions with each child lasted between 25-40 minutes depending on
each child’s willingness to talk and interact with us. They took place
every week at the same day and time, unless unexpected circumstances,
such as illness on the child’s part, did not allow us to meet with them. We
tried to transcribe the data immediately after the recordings, but this was
not always possible. Due to the large amount of data and the different
timing of the recordings, the data transcription was completed in late
2001. The data selection had started in late 1997.
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4.2.3. Data transcription and reliability
The data were transcribed by at least two people. A graduate student of
Linguistics at the University of Crete trained at phonetic transcription and
I transcribed the first corpus of data. Metaxaki, a graduate student of Linguistics at the University of Crete and I transcribed the second corpus. Dr.
Ioanna Kappa, a graduate student of linguistics at University of Crete and
I transcribed the third corpus. We made broad data transcriptions using
the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA).
During the transcription process, transcribers were in full agreement
regarding what should and should not be included in the transcribed corpus and what should not be. The transcribers provided a broad transcription of the child tokens as they heard them in the tape. Given that there is
no official pronunciation dictionary for Greek, transcriptions are consistent with the International Phonetic Alphabet as established by the International Phonetic Association (1989, 1996). Child and adult forms were
transcribed with the same set of IPA symbols. The vowel and consonant
phonemes of Greek with their IPA symbols and the symbols that were
eventually used in the SPSS database are provided in tables 1 and 2 of
appendix 1, respectively. Each phoneme in the Greek inventory was assigned to a single character, adhering to established linguistic conventions
as much as possible. Syllable boundaries were inserted in the database by
hand. 3 degrees of stress were indicated in the transcriptions and later in
the database; number 1 for primary stress, number 2 stands for secondary
stress, and 0 indicates unstressed syllables.
In the very few cases that the transcribers could not reach full
agreement on what was produced by the child the data were omitted. In
general, we tried to be fully consistent with the criteria of reliability posited in Bennett-Kastor (1988) and we believe that our database is mostly
reliable.
4.2.4. Organizing the data58
The basic unit of analysis is the word token. The database comprises as
many records as there are word tokens in the materials. The next higher
unit is the turn, which is defined as a sequence of word tokens produced
by the child without an interruption by the adult with whom the child interacted. Turns finally combine into sessions, which term refers to all the
58

I am grateful to Maarten Hijzelendoorn and Rob Goedemans for their technical expertise without which this database could never have been set up.
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materials recorded during one meeting of the child with the researcher.
Contextual information is hierarchically preserved in the database through
(i) identification numbers of the word token in the turn, (ii) by the sequential turn number within the session, (iii) by the session number per
child. More specifically:
· The ID field attributes a unique number ID to each token.
· The second field is the Name column, where the name of the
child whose data are presented is given.
· The Age field, which indicates the age of the child at the time a
specific token was produced in number of years, months and
days.
· The fourth field, the Tape field, lists the identification number of
the tape a specific token was recorded on.
· Next is the Session column, which indicates the session during
which a token was recorded.
· The Turn field refers to the sequence number of the turn the token belongs to.
· The Word field lists the word type in roman alphabetical
orthography.
· ChildIPA provides the child’s produced form in computer-readable broad phonemic symbols.
· AdultIPA provides the adult/input form.
· CSyl refers to the number of syllables of the child’s produced
form. This number was determined automatically by counting the
number of syllable boundaries and adding 1.
· ASyl refers to the number of syllables of the adult/input form.
· CPat provides the emerging stress patterns in terms of numbers.
0 refers to weak syllables, 1 refers to syllables bearing primary
stress, 2 refers to syllables bearing secondary stress.
· The APat field is the equivalent of the CPat column for the
adult/input forms.
· The Lemma field provides the lemmatic forms, which in practice is equivalent to the adult forms. Nevertheless, stress marks
are ignored in the lemmas.
With a total umber of 113,935 tokens and 5,273 utterances, the Greek
child language database is one of the biggest existing production/longitudinal databases in the world.

5.

Acquiring stress in Greek

5.1. Introduction
Greek child language started being studied in a systematic way only recently with work on segmental and prosodic acquisition by Kappa (2000,
2003), Tzakosta (1999) and Metaxaki (2001). Most research in the acquisition of Greek has focused on the study segmental and syllabic structure.
Less has been said about the acquisition of stress. Kappa (2000) argues
that minimal words in Greek child language are trochaic. Her claims are
based mainly on the trochaic disyllabic truncation patterns that her one
subject exhibits. Kappa’s findings are comparable with those of work by
Tzakosta (1999, 2003a). However, both Kappa and I based our conclusions on target words that exhibit SW1W2, W1SW2 stress patterns.
Cases of W1W2S or longer words with various stress patterns were not
examined. For this reason, the data discussed in these previous works do
not provide a definite answer to the question whether children acquiring
Greek L1 clearly perceive and produce Greek as being trochaic in nature.
In the present study we examine a large variety of words with variable
and metrically ambiguous stress patterns.
5.2. Topics addressed in this dissertation
This study focuses on the acquisition of stress in Greek L1. However, it is
not restricted to its examination on purely phonological grounds; it also
includes a brief discussion of stress assignment at the interface of phonology with morphology, given the important role morphology plays in the
adult Greek system. Consequently, the questions that will be addressed
are relevant to two major word categories: one that concerns monomorphemic target words and the other concerning polymorphemic target
words.
The major issues discussed in this dissertation are, first, the acquisition of stress in a lexical accent system like Greek (cf. Revithiadou 1999),
second, the existence of biases in child language and, third, the order of
acquisition and the nature of language development. My basic claim regarding child speech in lexical and non-lexical accent systems is that the
former exhibits systematic variation and unpredictable stress patterns.
Within this scope, I examine whether the so-called trochaic bias
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hypothesis is as powerful in Greek as it is considered to be in child
language cross-linguistically. The Greek child data demonstrate that in a
language which is considered to be trochaic in nature but with multiple
positions for stress the trochaic bias (cf. Fikkert 1994a) is not as dominant
as it has proved to be for other languages. However, trochees remain the
preferred pattern during certain periods of language acquisition. I argue
that this preference for trochees is not attributed to any kind of bias but is,
rather, related to input frequency effects. To put it differently, trochaic
forms seem to emerge more frequently than iambs in the input children
are exposed to. The major issues regarding the purely phonological
aspects of acquisition are advanced in sections 5.1. through 5.7.2.
The main characteristics of the Greek data are, first, the extensive
preservation of the stressed syllable in child productions irrespective of
the prosodic template stressed syllables fit in. This results in variable
stress patterns. What is crucial to keep in mind is that various word types
are targeted at the same time. Second, regression to previous,
chronologically speaking, developmental patterns is observed in advanced
stages during which regressions would not be expected or predicted by a
stage-like model of acquisition. Given these observations, I will challenge
the stage-like model of language acquisition, which assumes uniformity
in child productions and, instead, propose a model of multiple parallel
grammars for acquisition. According to this model, child production is
governed by the emergence of multiple co-existing grammars, which
shape the acquisition process and justify the emergence of variable
overlapping patterns. I provide exhaustive statistics (throughout the text
and in appendix 2) from all children for each word category discussed and
for all developmental time intervals, in order to show that the extent of
variation and overlapping patterns that emerge throughout language
development point to a multiple parallel grammars account. I will
extensively elaborate on this issue in section 5.7.2.
The fact that I adopt a model of multiple parallel grammars does not
imply that certain structures are not prevalent or more frequent at specific
developmental phases. Children eventually do better by expanding their
productions and being more faithful to their target forms. The model of
multiple parallel grammars simply means that children follow various
ways in order to produce the adult forms.
The study of Greek child data is divided into two parts. The first part
of the data description and analysis examines purely phonological aspects
of the acquisition of stress. I present data from many types of target words
which are examined for each child as well as the attested patterns. For
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instance, I look into the possible truncation patterns that S(trong)W(eak)
words can surface with, namely W or S as well as the faithful SW form.
The same is done for all word types.
In SW1W2 target forms, the possible truncation patterns are monosyllabic S, W1, W2, disyllabic SW1, SW2, as well as the faithfully produced form. The SW1 and SW2 patterns are truncation patterns expected
on the basis of two dominant accounts concerning weak syllable preservation; first, Echols and Newport’s (1992) model, according to which
stressed and rightmost syllables are preserved and, second, Gerken’s
(1994) model, according to which the weak syllable adjacent to the
stressed one is maintained. Greek children tend to exhibit both strategies,
but are especially consistent with Gerken’s model, even though it is not
considered to be the most common one cross-linguistically. This issue
will be discussed in detail in subsequent sections.
I do not consider patterns such as W1S, W2S, W2W1, W1SW2, and
W2SW1, namely truncation patterns where syllable are metathesized,
since such patterns do not appear in the Greek database, not even as exceptions to the attested patterns. Trisyllabic W1SW2 and W1W2S target
forms, and tetrasyllabic W1SW2W3, W1W2SW3, and W1W2W3S are
treated in the same way. Five-syllable target forms will be discussed
rather briefly, since such forms, as expected, are not targeted or produced
frequently, at least by the age of 3;6 when the recordings ended.
There are certain side issues related to the topics discussed in this
study, which will be referred to but will not be dealt with in detail. First, it
has been argued that the segmental composition of the input syllables
plays an important role in their (non-) preservation (cf. Kehoe 1995, Pater
and Barlow 2003, Revithiadou and Tzakosta 2004a,b). It is true that segmental and prosodic structure should not be studied in isolation. Nowadays, it is generally admitted that segmental development may affect
prosodic development and vice versa. Cases where the stressed syllables
are not always faithfully realized with respect to their segmental make-up
have also been reported. Generally, a syllable that carries stress in the
output forms may, first, consist of selected unmarked segments, because
of its prominent character, second, tend to force its segments to survive,
no matter how marked they are, and, third, unmarked segments or segments occupying edges tend to survive irrespective, again, of their degree
of markedness.
In the Greek child database, what has been reported is that monosyllabic truncations may consist of segments that occupy different syllables.
In other words, the stressed nucleus may be surrounded by segments be-
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longing to syllables other than the stressed one or segments, which, in
some cases, are not even present in the input form. In other cases, monosyllabic truncations may not even preserve the stressed nucleus. Rather,
the constituents of the surviving syllable are filled in by segments that
occupy word edges or respect the sonority scale. I refer to such syllable
types as ‘constructed’ syllables. To give an example, the input form
/ti."le.fo.no/ ‘telephone’ is reported to have been produced as [toÉ], consisting of the leftmost consonant and the rightmost vowel. I will not go
into a detailed discussion of segmental effects on truncated forms, as long
as the emergent stress pattern is not influenced. I only wish to give an
impression of the relation between the segmental and prosodic level in
language acquisition (cf. Revithiadou and Tzakosta 2004a,b and Tzakosta
to appear, for further research on this topic).
Additionally, certain vowels seem to attract stress. For example, [a],
as the most sonorous vowel, tends to be the preferred vowel regarding
stress, followed by [e]. The preference of certain vowels over others satisfies the fixed hierarchy of vowel strength as proposed by Prince and
Smolensky (1993). An examination of stress attraction by vowels that
survive in truncated forms goes beyond the scope of this thesis. This is
one of the issues considered for future research addressed in the concluding chapter.
Finally, there are cases where only weak syllables are produced. The
question then is why this happens and which syllable attracts stress.
Again, in these cases the prediction would be that the marked segmental
make-up of certain syllables or their position in the word (medial or
edgemost) forces them to delete, while others are allowed to be retained
and become stressed. I will only discuss cases of disyllabic truncations of
any type of target form preserving only unstressed syllables. Again in
these cases, it will become obvious that the segmental composition of the
produced syllables as well as their position in the word determines their
being preserved or not. To be more specific, sonority, markedness scales,
and positional faithfulness are crucially involved in the produced forms.
These notions will be advanced and put forward shortly.
In the second part of this discussion, in which interface relations are
treated, I delve into the interaction of phonology with morphology
(Chapter 6). Regarding the phonology-morphology interface, I am interested in derivation and compounding, as well as the rules or conditions
that govern the realization of derived and compound words. I focus on
target polymorphemic words of the following form:
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(9) Root + Root (compounds)
Prefix + Root (derived)
Root + Suffix (derived)
I examine whether suffixes are learned first, whether compound
structures are acquired before affixed structures and so on. The major
finding is that there is hardly any evidence to assume that morphology
plays an influential role in stress assignment at least by the age of 3;6.
Apart from the fact that children preserve the stressed syllables in both
iambic and trochaic patterns, they do not seem to be capable of dividing a
polymorphemic word into its morphological constituents. For instance,
suffixes remain intact in child productions as long as their segmental
and/or prosodic shape is unmarked. If they are not, they undergo the same
repair strategies (such as deletion or insertion) as monomorphemic forms
do.
Inflection does not seem to shed more light on the acquisition of
morphology. The data demonstrate that inflection is exceptionally transparent as a process, and consequently, inflected forms are produced because they are stored as unanalyzed chunks in the lexicon and not because
they are morphologically recognizable. However, I do not discuss inflection (verbal or nominal inflection), since this constitutes a separate issue
that goes beyond the scope of this thesis. This is one of the issues for
further research outlined in chapter 7.
5.3. Foot construction and word minimality
The assumption generally held in the acquisition literature (cf. Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998), which follows the fundamental conditions
characterizing the prosodic hierarchy is that syllables may never combine
directly into prosodic words (cf. Nespor and Vogel 1986, Selkirk 1996).
Child speech respects the prosodic hierarchy; syllables, for example, are
grouped into feet. Foot structure is also determined by which syllables are
stressed; the head of the foot is stressed, and all non-head syllables are
unstressed. I follow Hayes (1995) in stating that the basic aspects of foot
structure are minimality, maximality and headedness (left-prominent vs.
right-prominent).
Phonologists often assume that feet are not present in underlying
forms. However, Levelt (1989) argues on the basis of psycholinguistic
evidence that they are present underlyingly in English and French. In
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other words, he considers stress to be stored lexically for young children.
Foot construction is subject to a great deal of variation in child speech (cf.
Demuth and Fee 1995), they can be iambic or trochaic (see for instance,
Demuth (2001) on the acquisition of Spanish).
Phonologists have found that binarity plays an important role in the
structure of words, and that this holds cross-linguistically. Specifically,
content words must contain at least one binary foot (McCarthy and Prince
1986, 1990, 1991, 1994, 1995a,b, 1999). Words must minimally contain
two syllables or two moras to be prosodically well-formed. If a language
has monomoraic syllables only, then minimal words must be disyllabic.
Lexical items that conform to this shape are called minimal words. This
template defines the unmarked prosodic word.
In English child speech, words must be at least bimoraic, that is, they
must be minimal. Demuth and Fee (1995) invoke the concept of the
minimal word to explain the form of children’s early words.
CV(V).CV(V) productions are considered minimal words until the child
demonstrates that he or she controls vowel length. Even though the
CV(C).CV(C) stage, that is, the minimal disyllabic word stage, is very
robust cross-linguistically, it is not expected that the earliest words are
minimal words. Researchers agree on this issue and report on the existence of an earlier CV stage (Fee 1992, Fikkert 1994a). Consequently, the
minimal word stage of development must be understood in the larger
context of developing prosodic structures, in accordance with the Prosodic Hierarchy (Demuth and Fee 1995).
Demuth and Fee (1995) and Goad (1997a) assume that subminimal
words, such as monosyllabic feet, must reflect a stage at which the child
does not include feet in phonological representations. Indeed, if children’s
early words reflect aspects of language-particular instantiations of foot
structure, as suggested in Demuth (1995a), rather than a default trochaic
foot (Allen and Hawkins 1980), then we might expect a pre-foot stage of
early word production where children could be agnostic as to languageparticular details of foot structure. That is, children’s early words might
take the unmarked form of syllables (‘core syllables’, cf. Demuth and Fee
1995) as an early strategy for avoiding the issue of how to construct early
binary feet (Demuth 1995b). This behavior is also observed in the Greek
data. Children acquiring Greek truncate disyllabic target forms stressed
on either the final or the prefinal syllable to the stressed syllable. I take
this behavior to be attributed to the fact that children have difficulty discovering the metrical structure of the target language.
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Nevertheless, what has been reported in the literature is that most
children learning English (or Dutch, Spanish, Sesotho in that respect)
begin with a foot of two syllables. Children seem to primarily delete
segments rather than create a foot or prosodic word with three syllables.
However, feet with three syllables are tolerated if, first, an additional
monosyllabic foot is allowed and, second, underlying segments cannot be
deleted.
No child produces feet of three or more syllables given that initially
all children seem to reduce feet to two syllables. Eventually, larger forms
emerge, as the faithfulness constraints come to be ranked higher than the
Binarity constraints that strive towards strictly binary outputs. Kehoe
(1995), however, found that words with two contiguous unstressed
syllables tend to be mastered first, however. Initial unstressed syllables
attach directly to the Prosodic Word node, and are not part of the foot that
contains the stressed syllable.
Dutch also has monosyllabic bimoraic minimal words (Fikkert
1994a). In Japanese (cf. Ota 1998a,b), on the other hand, there is evidence
that monomoraic adult target words are initially produced with a bimoraic
structure. This provides a stronger argument for bimoraic minimality than
the claim that English-speaking children do not produce monomoraic
structures. Bimoraic minimality is a property that derives from the principles of Headedness and Foot Binarity along with the need for the size of
lexemes to be equal to the size of prosodic words.
5.4. The Trochaic bias hypothesis
Feet can be iambic or trochaic, quantity-sensitive (QS) or quantityinsensitive (QI). However, in the literature discussion of sections 3.2 and
5.4, what has been assumed for child language cross-linguistically is that
child data conform to a trochaic bias; that is, trochees tend to be the unmarked stress pattern when children start producing disyllabic and longer
words. Hayes (1995) claims that, given the fact that trochaic languages
are more frequent than iambic languages, the foot structure of any language contains a markedness component, which predicts that a bias towards the trochaic foot shape should be found in child language. This
section provides a short review of studies that are in support of the
trochaic bias hypothesis in child speech. Section 5.7.1 challenges this
view.
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In addition, perceptual studies have shown that English infants
demonstrate a trochaic bias at nine months of age (Jusczyk, Cutler and
Redanz 1993), suggesting that at some point between 6 and 9 months,
infants become sensitive to the predominant stress pattern(s) of English
(see section 4.4). This bias requires syllables to be organized into larger
units (i.e. feet). Processing the speech stream thus results in the use of
various prosodic constraints. Gleitman and Wanner (1982), Gleitman et
al. (1987), in the same line of argumentation as Jusczyk (1993), had
already suggested that prosodic structure is the dimension which infant
listeners exploit to accomplish speech segmentation. Jusczyk and his
colleagues showed that infants are sensitive to prosodic marking of
syntactic structure, with sensitivity to clausal prosody emerging by 4 to 5
months of age (Hirsch-Pasek et al. 1987) and sensitivity to phrasal
prosody by nine months (Jusczyk et al. 1992). Jusczyk et al. interpret this
pattern as evidence for the infants’ ability to exploit utterance prosody to
structure speech into interpretable units.
Klein (1984), Fikkert (1994a), Archibald (1995) and Kehoe (1995)
report that young children, on occasion, do construct left-prominent feet
on words such as ‘balloon’ and ‘giraffe’. Kehoe (1995) reports that this is
a minor option and provides evidence for a SW metrical template, which
only comes from examining children’s productions of long words with
stress patterns such as SW1"SW2W3 and "SW1W2S. The weak syllables that
are selected are those that fit the SW template. However, her subjects’
productions are characterized as the emergence of trochaically biased
forms.
For Dutch child speech, Fikkert (1994a) argues that the trochaic bias
comprises a certain stage in language acquisition. She claims that WS and
SW"S words are extensively produced with stress shift in earlier stages,
when a stress rule is not yet acquired, and stress falls on either the initial
syllable or an unstressed syllable is circumscribed to the right of the
stressed syllable, so the produced form conforms to the trochaic template.
Moreover, W1SW2 words seem always to be truncated to trochees and not
to iambs. Given the model of P&P Fikkert adopts, it is expected that
children produce trisyllabic "SWS, SW1W2, W1SW2 and longer forms
such as tetrasyllabic SW1"SW2 words, which are not stressed on the final
syllable, truncated to trochees. The idea of a trochaic bias for English
production has been revived in work by Gerken (1994a, 1994b, 1996),
Demuth (1996), Echols (1996).
An argument for the trochaic bias hypothesis connected to the above
stems from the behavior children exhibit with respect to disyllabic target
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forms characterized by an iambic pattern. More specifically, children tend
to truncate disyllabic forms stressed on the final syllable to the stressed
syllable, while they faithfully produce disyllabic words that are stressed
on the initial syllable. This is evident from data of children acquiring
English (Pater 1998) and Hebrew (Adam 2002).
There is more evidence in the literature that English and Dutch listeners tend to perceive stress on the word-initial syllable. The distribution of
stress in the lexicon of the listener’s language is obviously a major cause
for the perceptual stress bias. It is possible, however, that there are additional factors that govern the direction and strength of the perceptual
stress bias that reside in the speech signal itself. This bias is most easily
seen in the perception of nonsense words containing repetitions of identical syllables. Van Heuven and Menert (1996) discuss this issue.
Additionally, the data Vihman et al. (1998) investigated showed that
neither English nor French infant vocalizations were exclusively trochaic.
The iambic productions of American infants were traced to the presence
of iambic phrases in the input. Differences between English and French in
the acoustic realization of accent in infant vocalizations were also traceable to adult patterns. However, the almost bipolar distribution of trochaic
and iambic patterns in the data from English-learning infants were ultimately traceable to the integration of prosodic and segmental patterning
in individual child word production templates, themselves arguably the
product of an earlier articulatory filter. The model that Vihman et al.
(1998) propose assumes that the natural tendency for duration is for the
second syllable to be longer than the first.
Polish has fixed stress that falls almost consistently on the penult
(Lehiste 1970, Comrie 1976, Booij and Rubach 1985, Hayes and Puppel
1985). This is an important test case for final syllable preservation, since
one might not expect the child to retain the final unstressed syllable due to
the consistency of main stress. The penultimate syllable would therefore
be a likely choice for production over the final syllable. However, preference for both final and stressed syllables can be seen in Polish child
speech (Roney 1981).
Finally, there are researchers who relativize their claims, and argue
that there is no universal bias towards left-prominent feet (Hochberg
1988a,b, Archibald 1995, Gennari and Demuth 1997, Demuth 1996a,
Paradis, Petitclerc, and Genesee 1997, Vihman 1996). Such a bias cannot
explain French acquisition data, where target words are massively truncated to iambs (see Rose 2000 and Braud 2003).
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Regarding foot shape in English and French speaking children, Paradis (2001) sheds new light on the trochaic bias issue. In an experiment on
truncation patterns in English-learning, French-learning, as well as English-French bilingual two-year old children, Paradis demonstrates that
French children follow an ‘iambic’ template and W1W2W3S target words,
for example, are produced as WS words. This pattern is expected, since
when building binary syllabic feet, a word final stressed syllable forces, in
essence, iambic foot construction. When facing W1SW2S target words,
the English-French bilinguals showed a greater tendency to build WS,
that is, iambic, words than the English-only children, who generally produced a SW, i.e. trochaic, word.
Rose (2000) argues that in the absence of word-final schwa insertion,
there is no evidence available to the Quebec French learner for trochaic
footing; the fact that stress always falls on the last vowels of the word
instead suggests iambic footing. Both of Rose’s subjects opted for iambic
foot construction, as evidenced by the absence of syllable-initial truncation patterns in CVCV(C) words, as well as by the absence of consonant
harmony in Clara’s #CVC# outputs, because word final consonants are
licensed outside the foot in French.
In order to reconcile the French facts with the universal trochaic bias
suggested by Hayes (1995), Rose (2000) accepts that there is a trochaic
bias at the earliest stage, but it disappears quickly in languages where the
child is exposed to evidence in favour of iambic footing. Such an early
mastery of the target language’s foot shape presumably results from the
fact that, in foot construction, the structural head corresponds to the phonetic head (the most salient syllable); as a result, children have enough
evidence in order to determine the right- versus left-headed foot shape of
the language they are acquiring. Unfortunately, Rose does not provide
any data supporting his assumption for a trochaic bias at such early stage.
The above hypothesis suggests that, at the stage where the first words
are produced by the child, the predominant stress pattern of the target
language (e.g. left- vs. right-headed feet) is already acquired. This is consistent with the findings of Jusczyk, Cutler and Redanz (1993) and Morgan and Saffran (1995). This hypothesis is also consistent with the standard position in the generative literature that the child can only use positive evidence to acquire the Grammar of its language: despite the trochaic
bias provided by UG, positive evidence in favour of a different foot construction yields patterns such as the ones found in Paradis (2001). Quantity Sensitivity does not represent the unmarked case, i.e. the first option
available to the child. Therefore, the learner of French should never de-
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velop quantity sensitivity, because, since codas are rarely found in French
stressed syllables, the child starting with a quantity insensitive system is
not exposed to positive evidence for quantity sensitivity.
Both iambic and trochaic feet are frequently produced in Greek child
speech, as will be observed in the discussion of the data that follows,
something that challenges the idea of the trochaic bias. To be more specific, the Greek child data do not provide sufficient support for a trochaic
bias. Interestingly, Greek children’s productions exhibit high percentages
of both trochees and iambs during crucial stages of their phonological
development and the acquisition of stress. If a universal trochaic bias
held, this behavior is not expected. Consequently, I argue that the emergence of a larger number of trochaic forms at initial stages is due to the
frequency of trochaic forms in the input; children are mainly exposed to
trochees and this is the reason why they produce trochees. I will present
extensive data in support of this claim in section 5.6.1.
5.5. Phonological development as a stage-like progression
Another notion commonly found in the acquisition literature is that of the
developmental stage.59 A stage is defined as a period of time in language
development during which children exhibit uniform linguistic behaviors.
For example, in an early stage, which is better known as the subminimal
word stage, children produce open syllables with simple onsets. Only in
advanced stages do closed and complex syllables emerge. The stage following the subminimal word stage is the minimal word stage, during
which children consistently produce disyllabic forms usually trochaic in
shape. Transitional stages signify the movement from one stage to the
other and forms that characterize both the abandoned and the following
stage emerge. As a result, both unmarked and marked, or at least relatively marked, forms are realized. In Ingram’s (1989) definition, a stage is
assumed to be continuous when a single dimension of behavior is observed and the differences between stages are only between the points
along the continuum that are being selected for observation.
In her analysis of the Dutch child data, Fikkert (1994a) suggests that
children go through four stages of phonological development. For WS
words, for example, she proposes that in the first stage the child reproduces the stressed syllable only; this results in the production of mono59

See Ingram (1989), Fikkert (1994a), Demuth (1995a,b), Demuth and Fee (1995),
Kehoe (1995, 1999/2000), Adam (2002), Curtin (2002), among others.
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syllabic forms. Fikkert observes that sometimes an extra syllable is added
to the stressed syllable to form a canonical trochaic template. In the second stage of the development of WS words, the child reproduces segmental material from both syllables, but the first syllable receives stress,
in contrast to the adult target, where the second syllable receives stress. In
other words, stress shift resulting in trochees instead of iambs is the main
characteristic of this stage. In the third stage of the acquisition of WS target forms, the child produces both syllables of the input but with level
stress. Finally, during the final stage, the child produces WS words with
the correct adult stress placement, that is, final stress.
Fikkert documents similar developmental stages in longer words
stressed on the final syllable or words with ambiguous stress patterns,
such as SW"S, "SWS, SW1W2, W1SW2, SW1"SW2 forms. Children truncate
these to trochaic disyllabic forms, before they fully acquire and produce
them. Fikkert claims that these patterns emerge in the data of all children
examined. Interestingly, she does not report on cases exhibiting marked
stress patterns, that is, other than trochaic or variable co-emerging forms
exhibited by her subjects, as have been reported for English and, in this
thesis, for Greek.
Lohuis-Weber and Zonneveld (1996), on the other hand, establish
three stages in the acquisition of Dutch. Their findings are not as absolute
as those of Fikkert. More specifically, Lohuis-Weber and Zonneveld
demonstrate that stress is perfectly relevant from the first stage and the
one child under investigation basically selects a stressed syllable. The
trochaic template is not as powerful as in Fikkert’s data and in the cases
where the stressed syllable is not produced segmental factors are involved. For instance, in cases where the syllable favoured by the child
does not carry main stress, it is stressed because it is closed; in other
words, it is heavy for the Dutch stress system. The generalization that
holds is that the child does not focus on the foot, but rather on the syllable.
For the acquisition of English, Demuth (1995a,b) introduces four
stages.60 In the first stage, the subminimal word stage, children produce
only core CV syllables. Their productions are not characterized by vowel
length distinctions. In the second stage, disyllabic forms (or minimal
words/binary feet) are realized. Except for these forms, closed syllables
(CVC) and vowel length distinctions (e.g. CVV) are correctly realized. In
the third stage, prosodic words larger than a binary foot are produced,
60

See also Adam (2002) for a comparable account of Hebrew.
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while in the final stage the produced forms are faithful to the target
words.61
With respect to the early production patterns, Curtin (2002) investigated a stage-like progression towards the adult target when acquiring the
words and stress system of their language (see also Joanisse and Curtin
1999). In the early stages, these patterns involve truncation (cf. above for
Dutch, also Roney 1981 for Polish, Hochberg 1988a,b for Spanish, Smith
1973 and Pater and Paradis 1996 for English). According to Curtin’s data,
the child produces disyllabic forms during the second stage but no truncated words emerge by the third stage. Curtin (2002) argues that the
choice of which syllable is retained in children’s truncated productions
crucially depends on the encoding of prominence information in the lexical representation of the word. If the child, first, perceives which syllables
are stressed and, second, uses stress to recognize patterns prior to successfully producing adult-like forms, then it is important to determine the relationship that exists between perception and production of such syllables.
Curtin reaches an interesting conclusion, which is relevant to the
Greek acquisitional data discussed in this thesis. Namely, while defining
discrete stages is a useful generalization, in reality there is a great deal of
variation in child data.62 Consequently, a child language analysis should
be able to account both for variation as well as the stage-like behaviour.
This is a reason why variation patterns found in her data are explained in
terms of probabilistic constraints and by means of the Gradual Learning
Algorithm (Boersma 1998). In the discussion of the Greek data, it will
become apparent that variation is also very common. Interestingly, it will
be shown that variation is not only observed among children (inter-child
variation) but also in the speech of one and the same child (intra-child
variation, cf. also Karmiloff and Karmiloff-Smith 2001). This is the main
reason why, even though I assume that acquisition develops gradually, I
argue that the acquisition of Greek phonology is not characterized by distinct, clear-cut developmental stages. Rather, Greek children follow more
than one developmental path in their task to acquire the stress system of
their mother tongue.
Variable patterns are considered to constitute distinct developmental
paths due to specific criteria; first and statistically speaking, several, if not
all, children should follow them; second, variable patterns should appear
61

See also Demuth and Fee (1995), and Demuth (1997).
Ferguson and Farwell (1975) were among the first who reported extensive variation in
child speech.
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consistently in child speech; third, they should clearly differ from each
other and fourth, they should emerge for a sufficient period of time, in
other words, they should not constitute an accidental deviant behavior.63
In their phonological analysis of the speech of three children acquiring English, Stoel-Gammon and Cooper (1984) demonstrate that each
child follows a unique pattern of acquisition.64 They argue that variation
implies linguistic processing during the period in which the first words
are being acquired. Stoel-Gammon and Dunn (1985:64) argue that the
sequence of acquisition among children is not universal; rather, it is at
best probabilistic. In another paper, Stoel-Gammon (1985) claims, first,
that extensive variation may be most evident during the acquisition of the
first fifty words and, second, that individual variation may decrease when
data are collected less frequently and sample sizes are small.65
Faingold (1990) in his study of the acquisition of prosodic structure
in the speech of bilingual and trilingual children indicates that a universal
constraint on word-initial and word-final consonants is active, despite the
different strategies and the multilingual input and acquisition setting. He
argues for the co-existence of universal processes and individual patterning in early phonological development, prior to stages where children
produce more adult-like forms.
Demuth (1997) relates the emergence of variation with three
phenomena appearing in the course of acquisition; first, the absence of
contrasts, second, the emergence of multiple optimal outputs generated by
the same grammar and, finally, the occurrence of different inputs for
different outputs.
To sum up, my proposal is that acquisition does not proceed in an absolute stage-like fashion. The Greek child data reveal that there is exten63

Ingram (1989) recognizes three types of individual variation; first, performance variation, which arises from genetically determined differences among children resulting in
different preferences or faculties for different types of learning. Second, environmental
variation, which is caused by differences in the input to different children. Finally, linguistic variation caused by the number of different choices that the language acquisition
device allows in the acquisition of a particular type of structure. The last type of variation is highly restricted, given that the child is born with a language acquisition device
that limits what a possible human language is.
64
However, Goad and Ingram (1987) provide a reanalysis of Stoel-Gammon and
Cooper’s (1984) data and reveal that the children exhibit much more similarities in their
phonological acquisition.
65
See also Vihman and Greenlee (1987) and Vihman, Kay, de Boysson-Bardies, Durand
and Sundberg (1994) for English phonological development and crosslinguistic analysis
of some aspects of phonological development, respectively.
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sive variation throughout children’s phonological development. The rate
of variable forms emerging during the same period of time is so high that
a purely stage-like account is rendered problematic. Here, it is pointed out
that it is not wise to consider variable patterns, such as co-emerging iambs
and trochees, as random and accidental deviations from the uniform behavior that children are expected to exhibit during a certain stage. On the
other hand, I do not take the extreme position of Stoel-Gammon and
Dunn (1985) that learning is probabilistic. Rather, I claim that variable
patterns are predicted by the theory of Universal Grammar 66 and a
theoretical model such as Optimality Theory can capture the behaviour
evidenced in child speech, as the analysis of the remaining sections will
show. The linguistic behavior Greek children exhibit is interpreted in
terms of distinct developmental paths corresponding to multiple coemerging grammars.
5.6. The realization of adult forms in Greek child speech
In this section I present data from all eleven children for a variety of target word types. Since this chapter accounts for the acquisition of stress on
purely phonological grounds, I provide examples of monomorphemic
target forms attempted and produced by each child (examples from (11)
to (290)).67
One way of presenting the data is by outlining the word types and the
possible outputs for all children throughout phonological acquisition. This
is mainly the type of data presentation adopted in studies that follow a
stage-like model of acquisition. However, since the aim of the current
study is to show that data variation renders the establishment of clear-cut
stages difficult, I prefer to present the possible output forms attested in the
data of each child for all target forms separately. This way, variation and
co-emerging patterns at the same age will be revealed.
The data from each child are presented chronologically starting with
the youngest child (Melitini) at the point when data started being collected and ending with the oldest one (Marilia). The types of target forms
and the possible output patterns in child speech are provided in (10)

66

See Lieven (1997) for relevant discussion from a different theoretical perspective.
Following Ralli (1988), I consider inflection to be a more transparent process than
derivation or compounding. For this reason, I assume inflected forms to be monomorphemic. For further discussion see chapter 6.
67
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below. It is worth mentioning that child directed speech is considered to
be the input forms.
I focus on target forms consisting of up to five syllables. The fivesyllable target forms will be dealt with briefly and as one group in the
discussion of their emergence rates, given that they do not occur very
often. In general, W stands for weak syllables, while S for strong/stressed
syllables. If there is more than one weak syllable in the target or the attempted forms, syllables are numbered. Given that Greek is a quantityinsensitive language, S stands for the stressed syllable only. In quantitysensitive languages such as English or Dutch, S also stands for a heavy
(or ‘strong’) syllable. Stress marks are omitted for monosyllabic forms
since such forms are considered to be inherently stressed.
(10) Types of Target forms and Possible Output Forms
a. SW ® S
® SW
b. WS ® S
® WS
c. SW1W2 ® S
® SW1
® SW2
® SW1W2
d. W1SW2 ® S
® W1S
® SW2
® W1SW2
e. W1W2S ® S
® W(1,2)S
® W1W2S
f. W1SW2W3 ® S
® W1S
® SW(2,3)
® W1SW(2,3)
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® W1SW2W3
g. W1W2SW3 ® S
® W(1,2)S
® SW3
® W1W2S
® W(1,2)SW3
® W1W2SW3
h. W1W2W3S ® S
® W(1,2,3)S
® W(1,2)W3S
® W1W(2,3)S
® W1W2W3S
i. W1W2SW3W4 ® S
® W(1,2)S
® SW(3,4)
® SW3W4
® W(1,2)SW(3,4)
® W1W2S
® SW3W4
® W1W2SW(3,4)
® W(1,2)SW3W4
® W1W2SW3W4
j. W1W2W3SW4 ® S
® W(1,2,3)S
® SW4
® W(1,2,3)S4
® W1W2S
® W2W3S
® W1W2W3S
® W(1,2)W(3,4)S
® W1W2W3SW4
k. W1W2W3W4S ® S
® W(1,2,3,4)S
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® W(1,2)W(3,4)S
® W1W2W(3,4)S
® W(1,2)W3W4S
® W1W2W3SW4

In the above forms, the numbers in parentheses indicate that one of
the numbered unstressed syllables is expected to surface in the children’s
productions. Instead of examining each type of target form and the alternative ways it surfaces in the data of all children, I examine the data of
each child and the attested patterns in its data separately.
5.6.1. Description of emergent stress patterns
The data provided in this section are not exhaustive in the sense that for
some cases only one datum is provided, rather, they are representative
data that cover all attested production patterns. This does not mean that
the given piece of data is the only one found in the database. It may
indicate, however, the lack of extensive data, especially in the case of
truncated forms. The frequency rates of the attested patterns are provided
in the text as well appendix 2 and will be discussed in this section as well
as in section 5.7.
It is also of major importance to keep in mind that I do not make a
distinction between nominal and verbal stress. I assume, following the
acquisition literature, that children perceive a raw sequence of syllables
(cf. Jusczyk 1997 and more references therein), which they, in turn, try to
produce. Of course, there are word segmentation tasks that have revealed
the importance of prosodic categories in word segmentation (cf. Cutler
1994, 1996, Cutler and Norris 1988). To my knowledge, there are no
studies that highlight the different role that nouns and/or verbs may play
in phonological development.
In Greek, most nominals tend to be stressed on a syllable other than
the final, while a lot of verbal forms are stressed on the final syllable.68
The basic difference children must tell between nouns and verbs is the
difference in their stress patterns. Consequently, I claim that nominals and
verbs are simply perceived as ‘words’ with different stress patterns, rather
then words differing in their morphological constituency.69
68

There is no frequency list regarding the unmarked stress patterns in Greek verbal
forms.
69
This does not mean that these words do not have a meaning for the children. Here,
however, I only refer to their phonological and morphological status.
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5.6.1.1. Melitini
Melitini, who was the youngest child at the time when the recordings
started (1;7), systematically targets disyllabic trochaic and iambic forms
in earlier phases of her development. Throughout this dissertation by
using the terms trochaic and iambic I do not refer to strict metrical structures; rather, I consider trochaic forms to be disyllabic and trisyllabic
forms stressed on the initial syllable, that is, forms characterized by the
default stress pattern, and iambic forms to be forms stressed on the final
syllable. Any other word type that respects the trisyllabic window, for
example, W1SW2, or W1SW2W3 etc. is considered to be ambiguous with
respect to its metrical structure. In other words, such forms can be
perceived as being either trochaic or iambic. In actual data, this is
exemplified by the fact that they are truncated to both iambic and trochaic
forms.
With respect to disyllabic forms, Melitini truncates SW words to a
monosyllable (examples in (11), while WS forms are faithfully produced
from the very beginning (examples in (13)). According to the trochaic
bias hypothesis, only WS target forms are expected to be truncated to
monosyllables, while SW words are expected to be faithfully produced.
However, in Melitini’s data this process goes the other way around. In
order to check whether this behavior appears randomly or not, I will come
back to this issue when discussing the data from more children.
Generally speaking, two crucial observations can be made; first, iambic forms emerge very early, that is, even from the first recording session.
This would also be difficult to explain by means of the trochaic bias hypothesis. Second, SW targets are both truncated and fully produced
around the same age. To be more specific, SW words are truncated at the
age of 1;8.31, faithfully produced at the age of 1;9.17 (see (12)) and again
truncated at the age of 1;10.18. Such observations have important implications for the order of the acquisition of stress in Greek.
(11) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"ku.kla/® [ku]
‘doll’
(1;8.31)
b. /"pa.ro/® [paÉ]
‘take-1 PRES.SG’ (1;10.18)
(12) SW faithfully produced target words
a. /"ku.kla/ ® ["ku.kÉa]
‘doll’
(13) WS faithfully produced target words

(1;9.17)
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/ku."ti/ ® [ku."ti]

‘box’

(1;7.5)

In an OT analysis the basic tools provided by the theory are enough
to account for the data. The analysis will further promote the idea of multiple parallel grammars model introduced in this study. No ad-hoc or phenomena-specific constraints are required. This has important implications
for GEN; UG has the capacity, first, to predict and explain all unexpected
or ‘strange’ patterns attested in Greek child language or the child speech
of other languages and, second, to activate distinct constraints which account for the emergence of distinct patterns in different languages.
The widely accepted view is that constraints are universal and universally present in the grammars of all languages (Prince and Smolensky
1993, McCarthy 2002, for adult language; Goad 1997a, Rose 2000, for
child language). Nevertheless, there are researchers who argue that constraints are not strictly innate/-universal, but rather functionally grounded
(Boersma 1998, Hayes 2004, Pater 1997a, Levelt and van de Vijver
2004). In this study, I adopt the claim that constraints are universal and,
consequently, emerge in the grammars of all the languages of the world.
Whether the constraints are of crucial importance in the language is an
issue decided by the grammar. If constraints were learned, a problem that
would arise is how and at which point constraints emerge and how and
when they are suppressed, especially in acquisition (see Pater 2001 for
discussion).
The main goal of this dissertation is to demonstrate that learning proceeds in terms of multiple parallel co-grammars that children employ
during the acquisition process. For the current analysis, constraints will be
drawn from the pools of markedness, alignment and faithfulness constraints.
There has been a lot of discussion regarding the importance of the
unmarked minimal (i.e. disyllabic or bimoraic) prosodic word (cf.
McCarthy and Prince 1994) for both child and adult speech. Minimal
words are considered to be the crucial domain where phonological processes take place. The unmarked prosodic word is the product of the interaction of the constraints in (14):
(14) minimal word constraints
FTBIN: Feet are binary at some level of analysis (moras, syllables)
(Prince and Smolensky 1993)
ALIGN-FT-L: Align the left edge of a foot with the left edge of a prosodic
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word (McCarthy and Prince 1994)
PARSE-σ: All syllables must be parsed into feet (McCarthy and Prince
1994)
Two of these constraints will be relevant to my analysis; FTBIN and
Alignment. FTBIN will not exclusively refer to feet. Generally, I consider
FTBIN to be violated in monosyllabic forms. Alignment refers to stressed
syllables and not feet. Alignment constraints referring to both edges will
be employed (as shown in (15)).
(15) Alignment constraints
ALIGN-‘σ-L: Align the left edge of the stressed syllable with the left edge
of the prosodic word.
ALIGN-‘σ-R: Align the right edge of the stressed syllable with the right
edge of the prosodic word.
Both ALIGN constraints are vacuously satisfied by monosyllabic output forms. The constraint, which refers to the preservation of the accentual head is the one given in (16) below:
(16) STRESS FAITH
An input stressed element must have as its output correspondent
a stressed element (Pater 1998, also adopted by Kehoe
1999/2000).
STRESSFAITH requires the preservation of the stressed syllable irrespective of the template the truncated form fits in. 70 The decision of
where the stressed syllable lands is left to the interaction of STRESSFAITH
with alignment and faithfulness constraints. Depending on which alignment constraint STRESSFAITH interacts with, iambic and/or trochaic
forms surface. STRESSFAITH is violated by any form where stress errors
occur. Positional faithfulness constraints will also be relevant, since
Greek child speech exhibits positional faithfulness effects. Two conLike the STRESSFAITH constraint, the constraint MAXPITCHPROM that Curtin
(2002) proposes demands preservation of the stressed syllable. Curtin further assumes
the constraints MAXFINALPROM and MAX-#σ. MAX constraints are part of the positional faithfulness family constraints that Beckman (1997, 1998) introduces. Adam
(2002) uses a FAITH-΄σ constraint to refer to the preservation of the stressed syllable.
70
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straints, depending on which syllables are faithfully realized, will also be
relevant. These are depicted in (17) and (18), respectively.
(17) ANCHOR-RIGHT I-O: Elements at the right edge of the input word
and the output word stand in correspondence (Pater 1998, also
adopted by Kehoe 1999/2000). This constraint is violated by
monosyllabic forms not preserving the rightmost syllable.
This constraint is mostly relevant to Echols and Newport’s (1992)
model, which requires preservation of the stressed and rightmost syllables. CONTIGUITY, on the other hand, is the constraint that favors
Gerken’s (1994, 1996) model, according to which stressed and adjacent
syllables are maintained. This constraint is schematized in (18) below:
(18) I-O CONTIGUITY: Elements standing in correspondence in the
input must also stand in correspondence in the output. In other
words, no elements should be ‘skipped’ (McCarthy and Prince
1994).
According to the multiple parallel grammars model, depending on
which strategy children employ, or else, which developmental path they
follow, one of the ANCHOR-R-IO or CONTIGUITY constraints will become
crucial.
Except for CONTIGUITY and ANCHOR-R, I make use of another positional faithfulness constraint, MAX-#σ (cf. Beckman 1997, 1998). This
constraint demands preservation of the leftmost initial syllable. ge of
ANCHOR-R-IO. MAX-#σ is needed in cases where CONTIGUITY is not
enough to appoint the winning candidate, for example, when, given an
input form W1W2SW3, the optimal output form is W1S. This constraint is
stated in (19) below:
(19) MAX-#σ: Preserve the input initial syllable (not necessarily its
featural composition)
Except for the specific CONTIGUITY, MAX-#σ and ANCHOR-R-IO faithfulness constraints, a general MAX-IO constraint is also complained. This
constraint and its position and interaction with other constraints will be
responsible for templatic effects. More specifically, it will determine
whether an input form will be truncated, what the degree of truncation is,
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or whether an input form is accurately produced as an output form. This
constraint is formulated in (20) below:
(20) MAX-IO: Elements of the input must be preserved in the output. In
other words, deletion is disallowed (McCarthy and Prince 1995b)
For reasons of space limitations, not all constraints will be used in the
tableaux. They will appear in the rankings, though. In most of the cases,
only crucial rankings will appear in the tableaux.
All target forms realized as monosyllabic forms are accounted for
through the same ranking. This is depicted in tableau 1 that follows.
Monosyllabic truncations suggest that the only thing that matters, at least
in early development, is the preservation of the stressed syllable. As
shown in tableau 1, in OT this is translated with ranking STRESSFAITH
above FTBIN. As long as a candidate violates STRESSFAITH, it is fatally
excluded from the rest of the evaluation process. FTBIN has no efect on
the winning candidate.
In monosyllabic productions, faithfulness to the overall prosodic
structure of the intended word also plays a lesser role. This is interpreted
with the low ranking of MAX. The monosyllabic winner vacuously satisfies both ALIGN-R and ALIGN-L constraints. However, these constraints
are ranked in the higher stratum because they play a crucial role for the
exclusion of the rest of the candidates. The ALIGN constraints, irrespective of their position in the hierarchy, are always of crucial importance,
since one of them always rules out one or more of the candidate forms.
The winner also minimally violates one of them as long as the children’s
productions become disyllabic and longer. Monosyllabic truncations of all
types of target words respect the same ranking provided in (21) and tableau 1 below.
(21) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, ALIGN-L >> FTBIN, MAX-IO71
Tableau 1
/"Va.ta/
STRESSFAITH
["Va.ta]
[Va."ta]
F [Va]
71

*!

ALIGN-R
*!

ALIGN-L FTBIN MAX-IO
*!
*

*

ANCHOR-R and CONTIGUITY and are also ranked in the lower stratum.
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At the time when SW target forms are truncated to monosyllables,
SW and WS are also faithfully and systematically realized. This implies
that such forms conform to the ranking of the adult/final state of the
grammar where faithfulness constraints outrank markedness constraints.
This is depicted in tableaux 2 and 3. Apparently, both grammars of (21)
and (22) are available to the child during intermediate stages of language
development72 and constitute distinct developmental paths children adopt
in the course of development.
(22) STRESSFAITH, MAX-IO >> ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R
Tableau 2
/"tsa.da/
STRESSFAITH
[tsa]
F["Ga.da]
[da]

MAX-IO ALIGN-L ALIGN-R
*!
*
*!

Tableau 3
/kra."si/
[ka]
F[ka."Ti]
["si]

STRESSFAITH MAX-IO
*!

ALIGN-R

ALIGN-L
*

*!

Already from the second recording session trisyllabic words are targeted. SW1W2 targets are dicussed first. Melitini does not truncate this
type to monosyllables. She reduces them to disyllabic trochees,
preserving the first or second unstressed syllable. In other words, her
forms take the shape of SW1 and SW2 forms, as shown in (23) and (24)
respectively.
(23) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"a.lo.Vo/® ["a.la]
‘horse’
b. /"a.ro.sti/® ["a.ro]
‘sick-FEM’
72

(1;7.14)
(2;.26)

I assume that children are already going through the second major phase of language
development. For detailed discussion on the phases of language devlopment see section
5.8.
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/"pra.si.na/® ["pla.ce]
/"ko.ci.no/® ["ko.ci]

‘green-NEUTR.PL’
‘red-NEUTR’

(24) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /"e.va.le/® ["e.vle]73
‘put-3 SG.PAST’
b. /"ci.tri.no/® ["ci.to]
‘yellow-NEUTR’
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(2;1.1)
(2;1.24)
(2;1.1)
(2;1.24)

These data conform to both accounts regarding the way SW1W2
words surface as truncated forms. The first is proposed by Echols and
Newport (1992), according to which stressed and rightmost syllables are
preserved, and the second is introduced by Gerken (1994a,b), according
to which stressed and adjacent syllables are maintained. The Greek data
are compatible with both models. This issue will be further discussed in
the general discussion section 5.7. Surprisingly, Melitini does not produce
SW1W2 words faithfully, not even later in her development.
Depending on which form is preferred, children employ one of the
rankings in (25) and (26). These rankings differ with respect to the type of
faithfulness constraint that is promoted to the highest stratum. 74 In the
case of SW1 truncations, CONTIGUITY is considered to become more crucial, while in SW2 truncations ANCHOR-R is of major importance. It is
worth mentioning that CONTIGUITY is vacuously satisfied by monosyllabic truncations and disyllabic truncations that respect input contiguity.
These data and the ones described above provide further evidence for
the fact that children employ minimally different co-grammars in order to
reach different outputs. The co-grammars corresponding to SW1W2 truncated forms are illustrated in (25) and (26), respectively. It is important to
keep in mind that these co-grammars are not total constraint rankings, as
the multiple grammars approach would assume. In the version adopted
here, multiple grammars assume unranked constraints too. Notice also
73

A schwa is not inserted in such cases.
It is not of crucial importance whether constraints are demoted or promoted after the
initial M>>F ranking. I suggest that both demotion and promotion take place in phases
following the initial state of the grammar (see also Tzakosta 2003b for relevant discussion). This can be proved by cases where highly markedness constraints of the initial
ranking keep being highly ranked in intermediate rankings, this time co-existing with
faithfulness constraints (as illustrated in the rankings below). Such facts can only be explained by constraint promotion.

74

M1, M2, M3 … Mn >> F1, F2, F3 … Fn (initial ranking)
M1, M2, M3, F1, …Mn >> F2, F3, … Fn (intermediate ranking)
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that ALIGN-L and ALIGN-R are not both highly ranked, as they were in
the grammar that accounted for monosyllabic truncations. ALIGN-R is
crucially violated and needs to be demoted to the next stratum.
(25) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-L, CONTIGUITY, FTBIN >> ALIGN-R,
MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
Tableau 4
/"pra.si.no/
STRESS
FAITH
F ["pa.ti]
["pra.si.no]
["pa.no]
[pa."no]
[pa]

*!

ALIGN-L

*!

CONT ALIGN-R

*!
*!

*
**!
*

MAX- ANCHORIO
R
*
*
*
*
**!

*

The picture is more or less the same in ranking (26) as it was in
ranking (25) in the sense that ALIGN-R is crucially violated. Moreover,
ANCHOR-R seems to take over from CONTIGUITY. Preservation of the
rightmost syllable is more important than preserving syllables adjacent to
the stressed one. Consequently, SW2 forms surface. This is illustrated in
tableau 5.
(26) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R >> ALIGN-R >>
CONTIGUITY, M AX-IO
Tableau 5
/"ste.fa.nos/
STRESS
FAITH
["te.fa]
["ste.fa.nos]
[te]
F ["te.to]

ALIGN- ANCHOR- ALIGN- CONT MAXL
R
R
IO
*!
*
*
** !
*!
*
**
*
*
*

With respect to W1SW2, there are two main characteristics in Melitini’s speech; the fact that, first, W1SW2 words are faithfully produced
(see examples in (29)), and, second, they are never truncated to monosyllables but they are truncated to both iambic W1S and trochaic SW2 forms,
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as exemplified in (27) and (28) respectively. On the other hand, Melitini
never produces W1W2S forms.
(27) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /ku."ta.li/® [ku."tal]
‘spoon’
(1;7.14)
b. /ma."e.ri/® [ma."e]
‘knife’
(2;1.1)
(28) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /ku."ku.la/® ["ku.la]
‘hood’
(1;7.14)
b. /ar."ku.Dos/® ["ku.do]
‘bear-MASC’ (2;1.24)
(29) W1SW2 faithfully produced target words
a. /ku."ta.li/® [ku."ku.li]
‘spoon’
(1;7.14)
b. /xar."ta.ci/ ® [xa."ja.ci] ‘paper-DIM’ (2;0.6)
The fact that trisyllabic W1SW2 target forms surface truncated to both
iambs (W1S) and trochees (SW2) again underlines the fact that two distinct grammars are used by the children. The crucial difference lies in the
ranking of CONTIGUITY, ALIGN and ANCHOR-R. More specifically, it is
ANCHOR-R that decides the selection of the optimal output, as shown in
ranking (30) and tableau 6, respectively. In the case of W1S truncations,
ANCHOR-R and ALIGN-R are low ranked, while for SW2 ANCHOR-R and
ALIGN-L ranked in the higher stratum. These facts are illustrated in ranking (31) and tableau 7 respectively.
(30) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, ALIGN-R, CONTIGUITY >> ALIGN-L,
MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R
Tableau 6
/ku."zi.na/
STRESS
FAITH
F[ku."Di]
["ku.na]
["ku.zi]
[ku."zi.na]
[zi]

FTBIN

*!
*!

ALIGNR
*!
*!
*!

*!

CONT

*!

ALIGN- MAX- ANL
IO
CHOR-R
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
**
*

(31) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R CONTIGUITY >>
ALIGN-R, MAX-IO
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Tableau 7
/kre."va.ti/
STRESS
FAITH
[kre."va.ti]
[kre."va]
F ["ba.ti]
[va]

ALIGNL
*!
*!

FTBIN

*!

ANCHOR- CONT ALIGN- MAXR
R
IO
*
*!
*
*
*
*!
**

Tableau 8
/Da."ska.la/
STRESSFAITH
[ja."ka]
F[ja."ka.la]
["ka.la]

MAX-IO ALIGN-R
*!
*
*!
*

ALIGN-L
*
*

When Melitini starts producing tetrasyllabic forms, she, naturally,
truncates them. In case W1SW2W3 words are targeted, the attested truncation patterns are trisyllabic W1SW(2,3) words where either the second or
third posttonic unstressed syllable is preserved. Apparently, W1SW2W3
words are perceived as being ambiguous and they are produced as such.
In other words, one cannot tell whether children impose a trochaic or
iambic structure on the attempted words. Moreover, the decision of which
syllable is retained is made on the basis of whether the rightmost syllable
or the syllable most contiguous to the stressed one needs to be retained
(see (32)). 75 Interestingly, W1SW2W3 are never truncated to minimal
disyllabic prosodic words nor are they faithfully produced.
(32) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to W1SW(2,3)
a. /ma."ri.li.a/® [ma."li.li]
‘Marilia-PR.NM’

(2;2.3)

Such outputs conform to the ranking in (34) and tableau 9. In this
ranking ANCHOR-R needs to be lower ranked than CONTIGUITY, since
otherwise we could not obtain the optimal fifth candidate and exclude the
non-attested fourth candidate from being the winner. MAX-#σ also
becomes crucial; forms not satisfying MAX-#σ are dropped. MAX-IO also
75

I only provide statistics regarding which one of the unstressed syllables is retained in
SW1W2 target words, not W1SW2W3 or longer words. I assume that the same results
would hold for words longer than SW1W2 target words.
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becomes crucial, even though low ranked, because it excludes the
disyllabic candidate from being selected.
What is observed in this ranking is that the optimal output is not generated through a ranking where the constraints used up to now are involved. An essential constraint is one which requires only trisyllabic
forms to surface. More specifically, such a constraint requires output
forms to be maximally trisyllabic. The importance of this constraint is
that it restricts word maximality and demands relative faithfulness; just
like there are restrictions on word minimality, there must be the mirror
image constraint on word maximality (cf. de Lacy 2004, for an account of
the Maori passive). This constraint is presented in (33).
(33) *2-podPrWd: output forms maximally consist of one foot.
This constraint allows prosodic material to surface as long as it is not
footed. The constraint is violated by tetrasyllabic and longer words. 76
Given that some forms are perceived as metrically ambiguous, the syllables of the faithful form are considered to be fully footed providing an
iambic form that carries primary stress and an extra iambic foot non-carrying stress. This constraint also explains why compound forms, which
usually consist of at least two feet, are almost never faithfully realized.
(34) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, *2-podPrWd, CONTIGUITY, MAX-#σ >>
MAX-IO >> ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R, ANCHOR-R
Tableau 9
/ma."ri.li.a/
CONT MAX- MAX- ALIGN- ALIGN- ANCHORSTRESS
*2FAITH

[ma."ri.li.a]
[ma."ri]
[ma."li.a]
["li.li]
F[ma."li.li]

PODP
RWD
*!

IO

#σ

*!
*!

**!
*
**
*

L

R

*
*
*
*

R

**
*
*
*
*

*
*

Tetrasyllabic words stressed on the penultimate syllable have been
shown to be truncated to disyllabic trochaic and iambic words as well as
trisyllabic forms stressed on either the prefinal or the final syllable (see
76

De Lacy (2004) makes use of the *FT constraint which is violated for every non-head
foot.
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examples in (35) through (37)). In the case where W1W2SW3 forms are
truncated to disyllabic forms stressed on the final syllable, it is either the
initial leftmost syllable (W1S forms) or the syllable adjacent to the left of
the stressed one that is retained (W2S forms). This depends on which constraints are more dominant and drive children’s speech. W1W2SW3 start
being produced faithfully quite early, even when disyllabic forms keep
being truncated (example in (39)).
(35) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /Di.o."ni.sis/® [jo."ni]
‘Dionisis-PR.NM’

(1;10.18)

(36) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /a.je."la.Da/® ["la.la]
‘cow’

(1;7.14)

(37) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /pe.ta."lu.Des/® [te."tu.le]
‘butterfly-PL’

(2;1.24)

(38) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W1W2S
a. /me.Va."lo.so/® [me.Va."lo] ‘grow up-1 SG. SUBJ’
b. /ar.ku."Da.ci/® [a.ku."Da]
‘bear-DIM’

(1;7.14)
(1;11.13)

(39) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /ko.ko."ra.ci/® [ko.ko."la.ci]
‘rooster-DIM’

(1;8.10)

To produce either or both of these forms means that children employ
one or more co-grammars available to them. These two grammars differ
in the ranking of MAX-#σ and CONTIGUITY. For the rest, the constraints
of the higher stratum of both grammars are unranked. However, ALIGN-L
needs to be demoted in order to ensure that an iambic form will surface.
To sum up, to get the W1S result, children have to follow the grammar in
(40). To obtain the W2S forms children have to adopt the ranking in (41).
I show how the ranking for W2S surface forms works in tableau 10.
(40) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> ALIGN-L >> MAXIO, ANCHOR-R, CONTIGUITY
(41) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, CONTIGUITY >> ALIGN-L >>
MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R, ΜΑΧ-#σ
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Tableau 10
/ksi.la."ra.ca/
STRESS
FAITH
F[kla."ra]
[ksi.la."ra.ca]
[ksi.la."ra]
["ra.ca]

ALIGN- CONT ALIGN- ANCHOR- MAX-#
R
L
R
σ
*
*
*
*!
**
**!
*
*!
*

MAXIO
**
*
**

In the case of trochaic SW3 disyllabic truncations, the ranking differs
with respect to the ranking of the ALIGN constraints. In other words,
ALIGN-L takes over ALIGN-R. Examples such as these indicate that Greek
children build their ‘feet’ from either the left or the right edge. Again, to
get this effect, children have to have a distinct developmental grammar at
their disposal. With unranked constraints anything should be accepted;
however, certain patterns are not attested. This is further exemplified in
the ranking in (42) and tableau 11.
(42) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, ALIGN-L, CONTIGUITY, ANCHOR-R >>
ALIGN-R, MAX-IO
Tableau 11
/o.me."le.ta/
STRESS
FAITH
[o.me."le.ta]
o.me."le]
[me."le]
F["le.ta]

ALIGN- CONT
L
** !
** !
*!

ANCHOR- ALIGN- MAXR
R
IO
*
*
*
*
**
*
**

The same word type is reported to be reduced to trisyllabic W(1,2)SW3
where either the leftmost or the adjacent to the stressed syllable survives
as well as W1W2S words. W(1,2)SW3 forms are derived from the ranking
in (43), while W2SW3 originate from the ranking in (44). A representative
example of the grammar in (43) is provided in tableau 12.
(43) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, *2-podPrWd, CONTIGUITY, MAX-#σ >>
MAX-IO >> ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R, ANCHOR-R
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(44) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, *2-podPrWd, ANCHOR-R, ΜΑΧ-#σ >>
MAX-IO >> ALIGN-R, ALIGN-L, CONTIGUITY
Tableau 12
/Vu.ru."na.ci/
STRESS
FAITH
[Vu.ru."na.ci]
[Vu.ru."na]
F[Vu."na.ci]
["na.ci]

*2PODP
RWD
*!

ANCHORR

ΜΑΧ MAX- ALIGN- ALIGN- CONT
IO
L
R
-#σ

*!
*!

*
*
**

**
**
*

*
*
*

Finally, trisyllabic W1W2S truncations stressed on the final syllable
are due to the ranking in (45) and tableau 13. In this ranking MAX-IO,
even though low-ranked, has an impact on the selection of the optimal
form. The faithful form is attributed to the ranking of the final state which
children have also access to.
(45) STRESSFAITH, MAX-#σ, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, CONTIGUITY >>
ALIGN-L, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R
Tableau 13
/pa.ra."mi.Ti/
STRESS
FAITH
F[pa.ra."mi]
[pa.ra."mi.Ti]
["mi.Ti]
[ra."mi]

MAX- ALIGN- CONT ALIGN- MAX- ANCHOR#σ
R
L
IO
R
**
*
*
*!
**
*!
*!
**
*!
*
**
*

Tableau 14
/xa.li."na.ri/
STRESSFAITH MAX-IO
F[xa.ni."na.li]
[xa.li."na]
[li."na.ri]
["na.ri]

*!
*!
**!

ALIGN-L
**
**
*

ALIGN-R
*
*
*
*

Tetrasyllabic W1W2W3S iambic target forms are mostly truncated to
trisyllabic W(1,2)W(2,3)S forms, as illustrated in (46). Such forms do not

*
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undergo stress errors, but they are not faithfully produced before the age
of 2;8.10, as shown in (47). The grammar that gives rise to the truncated
forms is illustrated in (48).
(46) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
a. /ku.zi.ni."ka/® [ku.ji."ka]
‘kitchen utensil-PL’
b. /por.to.ka."li/® [pa.xa."li]
‘orange color’

(1;10.4)
(2;0.6)

(47) W1W2W3S fully produced forms
a. /por.to.ka."li/® [po.to.ka."li] ‘orange color’

(2;8.10)

(48) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >>
ALIGN-L >> MAX-IO, CONTIGUITY
Tableau 15
/por.to.ka."li/
STRESS ALIGN ANCHOR ΜΑΧ- ALIGNFAITH -R
-R
L
#σ
**
F[po.ka."li]
***!
[por.to.ka."li]
*!
*!
*
[ka."li]
*!
**
[to.ka."li]

MAX- CONT
IO
*

*

**
*

Tableau 16
/Va.ri.fa."´a/
[li.fa."´a]
[fa."´a]
F[Va.li.fa."´a]
[Va.fa."´a]

STRESSFAITH MAX-IO
*!
**!
*!

ALIGN-R

ALIGN-L
**
*
***
**

Of the five-syllable target forms, the only attempted type is
W1W2W3SW4 words, which are faithfully produced by the age of 2;0.6.
However, such cases could easily be characterized as reduplicated rather
than faithfully produced forms (see (49)). Here, I consider them to be
faithfully produced, given that the number of syllables of the input form is
accurately preserved in the output. It is also worth mentioning that no
stress errors are reported in tetrasyllabic and longer words. The number of
syllables may not be accurately produced, but stress is accurately assigned.
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(49) W1W2W3SW4 faithfully produced forms
a. /vi.vli.o."Ti.ci/ ® [vo.vo.vo."vi.ci]
‘bookcase’

(2;0.6)

Tableau 17
/Te.sa.lo."ni.ki/
STRESSFAITH
[sa.lo."ni]
F[Te.Ta.lo."ni.ki]
[sa.lo."ni.ki]
["ni.ki]

MAX-IO ALIGN-R
**!
*
*!
*
***!
*

ALIGN-L
**
***
**

Next to its faithful production, the same word type is truncated to the
metrically ambiguous W(1,2,3)SW4 template, as demonstrated in (50). Such
data bear more evidence to the fact that lexical accent systems are perceived as having ambiguous metrical structure. Any of the unstressed
syllables preceding the stressed one may be preserved in the output form.
The decision of which syllable is retained is made on the basis of the degree of influence of certain constraints. If MAX-#σ is dominant, W1 will
surface. If CONT is prevalent then W3 will be preserved. In case none of
these constraints is crucial, W2 is allowed.
(50) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)SW4
a. /vi.vli.o."Ti.ci/® [vli."li.i]
‘book case’
(1;10.31)
*2-PodPrWd remains decisive when trisyllabic rather tetrasyllabic words
is the output of five-syllable target words, as is in (51) and tableau (18).
(51) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, *2-podPrWd, ANCHOR-R, CONTIGUITY
>> MAX-IO >> MAX-#σ, ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R
Tableau 18
/fo.to.Vra."fi.a/
STRESS
FAITH
[fo.to.Vra."fi.a]
F[ka."fi.a]
[to.Va."fi.a]
["fi.a]

*2PODP
RWD
*!

CONT

MAX- ALIGN- ALIGN- MAXIO
L
R
#σ
*

*!
**!

***
*
**

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
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Generally, Melitini produces both iambic and trochaic words of various length throughout her phonological development. Naturally, the
longer the target words are, the more prone they are to truncation. Disyllabic truncations to iambs or trochees as well as trisyllabic truncations
stressed on any of the three syllables demonstrate Melitini’s difficulty to
discover the metrical structure of the input language.
Apparently, Melitini produces more trochees than iambs because she
is mainly exposed to trochees rather than iambs. Consequently, she basically produces more trochaic than iambic forms. Table 2, which is a
crosstabulation of Melitini’s input-output forms, describes this very fact.
For example, she truncates W1SW2 forms to both iambs and trochees.
Apparently, such forms are perceived as metrically ambiguous. The fact
that they are more frequently truncated to trochees is due to the fact that
she is exposed to trochees more often. However, the picture is confusing
with respect to W1SW2W3 and W1W2SW3 forms where it is not clear
whether trochees or iambs are preferred. Stress errors in SW and WS
target forms are not statistically significant in the sense that they do not
provide clear evidence as to which pattern is observed. However, trochees
are slightly preferred.
As for disyllabic SW truncations of SW1W2 words, Melitini produces
both SW1 and SW2 forms, with SW1 forms being more frequent than SW2
forms. Such forms have important implications for perception. Apparently, Melitini perceives SW1W2 words as such, but produces either SW1
or SW2 due to her production limitations. Accurate perception is further
proved by the fact that it is both weak syllables that are produced in distinct forms.
The learning paths that Melitini follows in her stress development are
illustrated in (52) below and further support the fact that trochees are
more prevalent in her productions. However, iambs or ambiguous forms
are not missing. Notice that the developmental paths of word patterns that
are not discussed yet, such as the ‘constructed’ syllables, are also provided. Melitini employs 22 distinct developmental paths during her acquisition of stress.
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Table 2: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Melitini.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw
3070
63
78
138
61.1% 3.7% 12.5% 9.2%
99 1077
2.0% 63.8%

Sww

49
1.0%

wSw

41
.8%

wwS

1
17
.0% 1.0%

wSww

2
.0%

wwSw

2
.0%

1
78
6
.2% 5.2% 9.7%
466
74.8%

10
.6%

wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
3
18
17
3387
2.2% 1.9%
4.5% 32.6%

10
1
.7% 1.6%

5
3.6%
6
4.3%

3
.5%
14
2.2%

10
1
90
.7% 1.6% 65.2%

412
489
12
223
3
8.2% 29.0% 1.9% 14.9% 4.8%
1327
24
38
46
26.4% 1.4% 6.1% 3.1%
7
.1%

Ss

6
.1%

7
.4%

1
.0%

Sws

87
.8%

3
.3%

24
6.3%

144
1.4%

2
236
1.4% 24.5%

23
6.1%

285
2.7%

1
.3%

8
.1%

42
11.1%

55
.5%

2
1.4%

8
.8%

3
2.2%

69
7.2%

19
1230
5.0% 11.8%

1
455
.7% 47.2%

1
216
2108
5.6% 56.8% 20.3%

2
.1%

15
.1%

1
.2%

2
.1%

12
1.2%

2
.5%

17
.2%

1
.2%

2
.1%

2
.2%

2
.5%

8
.1%

1
.2%

1
4
.1% 6.5%

2
.2%

8
.1%

2
.1%

SwSw

Total

16
1179
4.2% 11.3%

7
.1%

Swsw

Other

6
.1%

540
5.2%

2
.5%

1
6
.1% 33.3%

ww

Ssw

1
5.6%

8
8
.8% 44.4%

3
.2%

8
1291
2.1% 12.4%
4
1.1%

5
43
.3% 69.4%

1
20
1
.2% 1.3% 1.6%

> 4 syll.

Nil

4
.4%

5
956
2
24
124
.8% 63.8% 3.2% 17.4% 12.9%

wwwS

w

15
2
1.6% 11.1%

1
.1%

2
.3%

1
1
.1% 1.6%

2
.0%
2
1.4%

6
.6%

4
1.1%

23
.2%

5023 1688
623 1499
62
138
963
18
380 10394
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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(52) Melitini’s attested learning paths
(/xxx/77® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1SW(2,3)])
- SF, FTBIN, *2-PodPRWD, CONT, MAX-#σ >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
ANCHOR-R
(/W1W2SW3/® [W2S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-L MAX-#σ, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W(1,2)SW3])
- SF, FTBIN, *2-PodPRWD, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO >> AL-L,
AL-R, CONT
(/W1W2W3S/® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S])
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> AL-L >> MAX-IO, CONT
(/W1W2W3SW4/® [W(1,2,3)SW4])
- SF, FTBIN, CONT, *2-PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, ALR, MAX-#σ
77

/xxx/ stands for any kind of target forms.
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Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO, ANCHOR-R-V#
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, FTBIN, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R,
ANCHOR-R-V#, {M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Stress Errors to an edgemost syllable
- MAX-IO, AL-L >> SF, AL-R
Faithful Forms
-SF, MAX-IO >> AL-R, AL-L

5.6.1.2. Bebis (Metaxaki)
Bebis M produces input SW words faithfully (examples in (53)) as well
as truncated to monosyllabic forms (examples in (54)) even during the
same recording session. SW targets keep being truncated even at the age
of 2;4, when other types of target forms, such as W1W2SW3, are already
faithfully produced. Interestingly, WS words are never realized. The
emergence of more trochaic than iambic words in BM’s data may be related to the fact that the child tries to produce only forms with the higher
frequency rate in its input, that is, trochees.
(53) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"vVa.le/® [vVa]
‘take out-2 IMP’
b. /"be.ni/® [be]
‘enter-3 PRES.SG’
c. /"pa.o/® [paÉ]
‘go-1PRES. SG’

(1;9.22)
(2;2.5)
(2;4)
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a. /"vle.po/® ["va.po]
‘see-1 SG.PRES’
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Trisyllabic SW1W2 target forms are never truncated to monosyllabic
forms, but they are reduced to both SW1 (55) and SW2 (56) forms. Bebis
M’s data further support both Echols and Newport’s as well as Gerken’s
models for child speech. Strangely, he never reaches the stage of being
faithfully produced, at least during the period he was recorded.
(55) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"e.vVa.le/® ["e.Val]
‘take out-3 SG.PAST’
b. /"e.ka.ne/® ["e.ka]
‘do-3 SG.PAST’
c. /"Ta.la.sa/® ["Ta.la]
‘sea’
d. /"Ta.la.sa/® ["ta.la]
‘sea’
e. /"ka.Te.se/® ["ga.Te]
‘sit-3 SG.PRES’

(2;2.25)
(2;9.12)
(2;10.23)
(2;10.23)
(2;10.23)

(56) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /"va.le.tin/® ["po.ti]
‘put her-2 IMP’
b. /"te.se.ra/® ["te.DaÉ]
‘four’

(1;9.22)
(2;7.09)

Metrically ambiguous W1SW2 forms are truncated to both disyllabic
W1S and SW2 forms as exemplified in (57) and (58), respectively. They
are not faithfully produced, though. Moreover, W1W2S target forms are
never attempted. However, it is not the case that target forms stressed on
the final syllable are not produced at all, as is evident from the examples
of tetrasyllabic target forms discussed below.
(57) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /ka."ra.vi/® [ka."raÉ]
‘ship’
b. /ku."ba.ci/® [ku."ba]
‘button-DIM’
c. /lu."lu.Di/® [lu."lu]
‘flower’
d. /pa."pu.tsa/® [pa."pu]
‘shoe-PL’

(1;11.14)
(2;0.14)
(2;4.27)
(2;8.26)

(58) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /pe."xni.Dja/® ["bi.da]
‘toy-PL’
b. /ka."ra.vi/® ["a.vi], ["va.vi]
‘ship’
c. /pu."la.ca/® ["pla.ca]
‘bird-PL’
d. /lu."lu.Dja/® ["lu.ja]
‘flower-PL’

(1;10.18)
(1;11.14)
(2;4.27)
(2;4.27)
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Of the tetrasyllabic word types, only W1W2SW3 and W1W2W3S
targets are attempted. The first type is produced as SW3, W(1,2)SW3 and
W1W2S truncated forms. They are also faithfully produced forms, as
shown in the examples (59) through (62). The latter type is produced as
W(1,2)W(2,3)S truncated forms, as shown in the examples in (63).
(59) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /ko.ri."tsa.ca/® ["ta.ta]
‘girl- PL.DIM’
b. /tra.Vu."Da.ci/® ["Da.ci]
‘song-DIM’
c. /a.lo."Va.ci/® ["ka.ci]
‘horse-DIM’
d. /por.to."ka.li/® ["ka.li]
‘orange’

(1;9.29)
(1;10.18)
(1;9.22)
(1;10.26)

(60) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /ma.ri."le.na/® [ma."ne.ma]
‘Marilena-PR.NM’
b. /pe.ta."lu.Da/® [e."lu.Da]
‘butterfly’

(1;9.29)
(1;11.14)

(61) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W1W2S
a. /pe.xni."Da.ca/® [pe.di."daÉ]
‘toy-DIM.PL’
b. /ba.ta."ri.es/® [ba.la."li]
‘battery-PL’

(1;11.01)
(2;4.20)

(62) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /ka.li."me.ra/® [Va.li."me.la]
‘good morning’
b. /skar.fa."lo.no/® [xa.fa."lo.no], [ka.fa."lo.no]
‘climb-1 SG. PRES’
(63) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
a. /por.to.ka."li/® [po.ka."li]
‘orange color’

(2;3.4)
(2;5.7)
(2;8.10)

No five-syllable target form is ever faithfully produced. This is expected given the length of the target forms. This is the reason why compound forms are rarely attempted, as will be shown in chapter 6. Production of compound forms depends on prosodic restrictions. For five-syllable words, two types are targeted; W1W2SW3W4 and W1W2W3SW4
forms. Words of the first type are realized as trisyllabic SW3W4 and
tetrasyllabic W(1,2)SW3W4 words, respectively (see examples in (64) and
(65), respectively). Words of the latter type occur as W(1,2,3)SW4. Both
word types are metrically ambiguous and they are produced as such.
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(64) W1W2SW3W4 target forms truncated to SW3W4
a. /zo.Vra."fi.zu.me/® ["vi.ju.me]
‘draw-1 SG.PRES’
b. /a.fto."ko.li.to/® ["po.li.to]
‘sticker’

(1;10.26)
(2;2.18)

(65) W1W2SW3W4 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3W4
a. /a.fto."koli.to/® [to."ko.li.to]
‘sticker’

(2;4)

In the case where W1W2SW3W4 targets surface as SW3W4 forms,
ANCHOR-R and CONTIGUITY are unranked, as demonstrated in ranking
(66) and the analysis in tableau 19. It is worth noting that this does not
happen because variable forms occur, but simply because in the optimal
candidate both contiguous syllables as well as the rightmost syllable survives. Such findings and those discussed above point to three distinct cogrammars, those provided in (66), (67) and (69).
(66) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-L, FTBIN, CONTIGUITY, ANCHOR-R >>
MAX-IO, ALIGN-R
Tableau 19
/a.fto."ci.ni.to/
STRESS
FAITH
F["ci.ni.to]
[a.fto."ci.ni.to]
[fo."ci.ni.to]
["ci.to]

ALIGN- CONT ANCHOR- MAX- ALIGNL
R
IO
R
**
**
**!
**
*!
*
**
*!
***
*

In the cases where W1W2SW3W4 target forms are truncated to
W(1,2)SW3W4, PARSE becomes crucially ranked. This means that *2PodPrWd is demoted, since trisyllabic forms are not optimal outputs.
MAX-IO is also promoted. The optimal candidate arises due to ranking
(67) and tableau 20. It is important to notice that footing is ambiguous
given that the ALIGN-L and ALIGN-R constraints, which demand a trochaic and iambic footing respectively, are low ranked.
(67) STRESSFAITH, PARSE, FTBIN, CONTIGUITY, ANCHOR-R >>
ALIGN-L, MAX-IO >> ALIGN-R
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Tableau 20
/a.fto."koli.to/
[a.fto."koli.to]
["koli.to]
F[to."ko.li.to]
["ko.to]

STRESS PARSE CONT
FAITH
*!
*!
**!

ANCHOR- ALIGN MAX- ALIGN
R
-L
IO
-R
**!
**
**!
**
*
*
**
***
*

(68) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to SW4
a. /fo.to.Vra."fi.a/® ["tiÉ.a]
‘photo’

(1;11.1)

Finally, W1W2W3SW4 target forms are produced truncated to SW4
disyllabic forms. Ranking (69) displays the last of the attested co-grammar regarding W1W2SW3W4 target forms. All these forms constitute distinct developmental paths.
(69) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-L, FTBIN, CONTIGUITY, ANCHOR-R >>
MAX-IO, MAX-#σ, ALIGN-R
Tableau 21
/fo.to.Vra."fi.a/
STRESS
FAITH
F["fi.a]
[fo.to.Vra."fi.a]
[to.Va."fi.a]
[to.Va."fi]
["fo.a]

ALIGN- CONL
TIGUITY

ANCHOR- MAX- ALIGNR
IO
R
***

***!
**!
**!

*!

*
**

*
*
*

*!

(70) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)SW4
a. /por.to.ka."la.Da/® [la."la.Da]
‘orange juice’
b. /fo.to.Vra."fi.a/® [ta."vi.ja]
‘photo’

(1;10.9)
(1;10.18)

Generally, Bebis M’s data exhibit comparable frequencies as those of
Melitini. Evidence comes from table 3 provided below. In this table, trochees are more frequently attested in the input and, consequently, in the
output. It is also shown that metrically ambiguous forms are truncated to
both iambs and trochees. Finally, stress errors occur in both trochaic and
iambic forms.
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Table 3: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Bebis M.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
3137
77
83
193
3
6
51
1
19
3570
82,7% 3,6% 11,5% 11,3% 1,9% 2,7% 8,0% 4,2% 4,3% 36,3%
135 1489
8
74
19
3,6% 69,9% 1,1% 4,4% 11,8%

Sww

41
1,1%

2
548
33
,1% 76,1% 1,9%

wSw

49
1,3%

10
12 1191
,5% 1,7% 70,0%

wwS

1
33
,0% 1,5%

wSww

1
,0%

wwSw

2
,1%

1
,1%
17
2,4%

1
,0%

12
,7%

w

1
26
3
,1% 1,5% 1,9%

Nil

2
,3%

264
453
7,0% 21,3%

16
7,2%

4
,6%

1
4,2%

3
,7%

150
1,5%

4
,6%

27
6,1%

167
1,7%

1
314
,5% 49,3%

85
19,1%

433
4,4%

2
,4%

21
,2%

1
115
4,2% 25,8%

129
1,3%

1
,5%

13
54,2%
7
1,1%

3
83
17
61
69
,4% 4,9% 10,6% 27,6% 10,8%
1
,6%

659
6,7%

45
1432
10,1% 14,6%

8
5
1,3% 20,8%

3
1,4%

103
35
16
38
2,7% 1,6% 2,2% 2,2%

27
1762
6,1% 17,9%
15
3,4%

17
107
7,7% 16,8%

106
48,0%

5
3,1%
1
,0%

7
1,1%

3
96
,2% 59,6%

wwwS
> 4 syll.

1
,6%

2
,9%

4
1,8%

13
2,0%

51
1001
11,4% 10,2%
15
3,4%

225
2,3%

1
,2%

26
,3%

2
,3%

3
,7%

56
,6%

Ww

20
,5%

4
,2%

1
,1%

Ss

19
,5%

18
,8%

1
,1%

8
3
,5% 1,9%

Swsw

1
,0%

5
,7%

2
,1%

26
4,1%

11
2,5%

45
,5%

Ssw

2
,1%

3
24
,4% 1,4%

10
1,6%

6
1,3%

45
,5%

2
,3%

4
,9%

29
,3%

3
,5%

1
,2%

4
,0%

16
3,6%

82
,8%

3795 2131
720 1701
161
221
637
24
446
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

9836
100%

2
7
,1% 1,0%

Sws

1
12
,1% 7,5%

2
,9%

1
,5%

SwSw
Other
Total

19
,5%

7
12
,3% 1,7%

13
,8%

1
,6%

1
,5%

10
3
1,6% 12,5%
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The variable patterns attested in Bebis M’s data and given input frequency effects imply that Bebis M adopts the learning paths provided in
(71) below. Like Melitini, Bebis M adopts 22 distinct developmental
paths.
(71) Bebis M’s attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, CONT, MAX-IO
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2W3S/® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S])
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> AL-L >> MAX-IO, CONT
(/W1W2SW3W4/® [W(1,2)SW3W4])
- SF, FTBIN, PARSE, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R
(/W1W2W3SW4/® [W3SW4])
- SF, FTBIN, CONT, *2-PodPrWd, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ
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(/W1W2W3SW4/® [SW4])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, MAX-#σ, AL-R
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO, ANCHOR-R-V#
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, FTBIN, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R,
ANCHOR-R-V#, {M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Faithful forms
-SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R

5.6.1.3. Bebis (Tzakosta)
Bebis T is one of the youngest children that were recorded, but he is, together with Konstadinos, a child who was recorded for the shortest period
of time. Consequently, he only provides evidence for the structures occuring during the initial stages of acquisition.
Bebis T truncates SW words to monosyllabic S words (examples in
(72)). He faithfully produces them during the same age, 1;10 (examples in
(73)). WS words are also truncated to monosyllables (examples in (74)
but they are not produced faithfully.
(72) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"Va.ta/® [Va]

‘cat’

(73) SW faithfully produced target words
a. /"De.dra/ ® ["de.da]
‘tree-PL’
b. /"mi.lo/ ® ["mi.lo]
‘apple’

(1;10)
(1,10)
(1.11.29)
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(74) WS target forms truncated to S
a. /e"Do/ ® [Do]
b. /a"vVo/ ® [vo]

‘here-ADV’
‘egg’

(1,10)
(1,11.15)

Tableau 22
/a"vVo/
STRESSFAITH
[a."vVo]
F[vo]
["a.vVo]

*!

ALIGN-R

ALIGN-L FTBIN MAX-IO
*!
*
*

*!

Of the trisyllabic target forms only SW1W2 and W1SW2 are attempted. As also attested in the data of Melitini and Bebis M, Bebis T
reduces SW1W2 input forms to both SW1 (examples in (75)) and SW2
disyllabic forms (examples in (76)). It is obvious that Bebis T follows two
different grammars that lead to the production of SW1 and SW2 words,
respectively. The grammar that leads to the production of SW1 forms is
one in which CONTIGUITY takes over, while the grammar that leads to
the production of SW2 forms in one where ANCHOR-R is highly ranked.
Faithfully produced (examples in (77)) and reduced SW1W2 target words
(examples in (75) and (76)) are overlapping in the sense that they emerge
at the same time intervals (examples in 75).
(75) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"e.ka.ne/® ["e.ka]
‘do-3 SG.PAST’
b. /"fi.la.kse/® ["fi.la]
‘put aside-2 IMP’

(1;11.07)
(1;11.10)

(76) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /"pra.si.no/® ["pa.to]
‘green-NEUTR’
b. /"e.ka.ne/® ["e.te]
‘do-3 SG.PAST’
c. /"a.lo.Vo/® ["a.Vo]
‘horse’

(1;10)
(1;11.07)
(1;11.28)

(77) SW1W2 faithfully produced target words
a. /"ko.ko.ras/® ["ko.ko.ras]
‘rooster’

(1;11.07)
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Tableau 23
/"ko.ko.ras/
STRESSFAITH
["ko.ko]
F["ko.ko.la]
["ko.las]

MAX-IO ALIGN-L ALIGN-R
*!
*
**
*!
*

W1SW2 input forms are always faithfully preserved in Bebis T’s outputs (examples in (78)). This is surprising given that Bebis T is one of the
youngest children. W1W2S never occur in his data in any form, truncated
or faithful.
(78) W1SW2 faithfully produced forms
a. /vi"vlio/ ® [vi"vio]
‘book’
b. /ku."lur.ja/® [ku."ju.ja]
‘bread roll’
c. /lu"luDja/ ® [lu"luja]
‘flower-PL’

(1;11.7)
(1;11.28)
(1,11.29)

Of the tetrasyllabic word types, W1SW2W3, and W1W2SW3 forms are
targeted but not W1W2W3S forms. W1SW2W3 forms are only faithfully
produced (see (79)), while W1W2SW3 forms are truncated to trochaic
SW3 forms being faithful to the unmarked template (see (80)). W1W2SW3
targets start being faithfully produced at a later age, though (see (81)).
(79) W1SW2W3 faithfully produced target words
a. /na."ni.ksu.me/ ® [na."ni.tu.me] ‘open-1st PL.SUBJ’

(1;11.15)

Tableau 24
/pa."re.la.si/
STRESSFAITH
F[va."le.la.i]
[pa."re]
["le.la.si]
[pa."le.la]

MAX-IO
**!
*!
*!

ALIGN-L ALIGN-R
*
**
*
**
*
*

(80) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /por.to."ka.li/® ["ka.li]
‘orange’

(1;10)

(81) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /fe.ga.'ra.ci/® [ma.ma."ga.ci]
‘moon-DIM’

(1;11.11)
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As already mentioned, given that Bebis T was recorded for a short
period of time and at an early age, his data provide evidence for initial
stages of his phonological development. Trochees are predominantly
produced. However, iambs emerge consistently but in lower percentages.
Faithfully produced forms are rarely realized. Information regarding
Bebis T’s productions rates is provided in table 4 below. Bebis T is the
most representative example of the children who prefer trochees to iambs.
Bebis T produces massively trochaic forms (69,3%) over iambic (9,1%),
as is evident in the case of SW and WS target forms. This provides solid
evidence for the preference for trochaic forms. However, we should also
keep in mind that input forms are massively trochaic. Bebis T’s learning
paths reflecting his word patterns are provided in (82). In total, he adopts
11 distinct developmental paths.
(82) Bebis T’s attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >>SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ,
FTBIN, MAX-IO
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Faithful Forms
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R
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Table 4: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Bebis T.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw wwS wSww wwSw >4 syll Total
1309
76
38
271
1
3
42
78 1818
93,5% 17,4% 23,5% 62,7% 14,3% 12,0% 60,0% 83,9% 69,3%
9
212
,6% 48,6%

Sww

4
,3%

wSw

6
,4%

1
9
2
,6% 2,1% 28,6%
112
69,1%

2
,5%

4
16,0%

129
29,9%
2
28,6%

wwS

62
144
8
15
4,4% 33,0% 4,9% 3,5%

Nil

7
,5%

3
3
5
2
,7% 1,9% 1,2% 28,6%

Ww

2
,1%

1
,2%

3
4,3%

5
5,4%

130
5,0%

9
12,9%

5
5,4%

149
5,7%

1
1,4%

1
1,1%

4
,2%
15
,6%
6
,2%

1
7
4,0% 10,0%

237
9,0%

2
8,0%

22
,8%
3
,1%
1
1,1%

Swsw

Total

238
9,1%

6
8,6%

wwSw

Other

3
3,2%

15
60,0%

wSww

w

2
2,9%

1
,1%

1
,2%

1400
436
162
432
7
25
70
93
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

1
,0%
2
,1%
2625
100%

5.6.1.4. Konstadinos
Even though Konstadinos was one of the children who were recorded for
the shortest period of time, he exhibits multiple patterns in his data.
Konstadinos truncates both SW and WS target forms to S monosyllabic
forms, as illustrated in (83) and (85), respectively. He starts producing
them faithfully at relatively the same age, as the examples in (84) and
(86) illustrate.
Konstadinos also reduces trisyllabic SW1W2 forms to monosyllabic
ones, as shown in the examples in (87) and disyllabic SW1 forms (see
(88)). Apparently, CONTIGUITY plays a more important role in Konstadinos’ data rather than the preservation of the rightmost syllable. SW1W2
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input forms start being faithfully realized at an age 1;11 during which
Konstadinos also truncates his targets to monosyllabic and disyllabic
forms, as displayed in (89).
(83) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"ko.sta/® [ko]
‘Kostas-PR.NM.VOC’
b. /"me.sa/® [me]
‘in’

(1;11)
(2;0.09)

(84) SW faithfully produced target words
a. /"tsa.da/® ["ta.da]
‘bag’
b. /"e.la/® [e.la]
‘come-2 IMP’

(1;11.11)
(2;1.21)

(85) WS target forms truncated to S
a. /a."fta/® [ta]
‘that-PL’
b. /ma."´a/® [la]
‘hair-PL’

(1;11)
(1;11.11)

(86) WS faithfully produced target words
a. /ma."´a/® [ma."la]
‘hair’

(2;0.1)

(87) SW1W2 target forms truncated to S
a. /"ko.ci.no/® ["kot]
‘red-NEUTR’

(2;0.15)

A representative example of monosyllabic truncations of SW1W2 target forms is provided in tableau 25.
Tableau 25
/"ko.ci.no/
STRESSFAITH
["ko.ci.no]
F [ko]
[ko."ci]
["ko.ci]

ALIGN-R
*!*

ALIGN-L FTBIN MAX-IO
*

*!

*!
*!

**
*
*

(88) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"e.va.la/® ["e.va]
‘put-1 SG.PAST’

(1;11)

(89) SW1W2 faithfully produced target words
a. /"pra.si.no/® ["pla.ci.no]
‘green’
b. /"ko.ko.ra/® ["vo.ko.ra]
‘rooster-ACC’

(1;11)
(2;0.1)
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Trisyllabic W1SW2 words exhibit many possible patterns. They are
truncated to disyllabic W1S and SW2 forms, as shown in (90) and (91).
Words of this type are correctly realized even by the age of 1;11.11, when
the same targets are systematically reduced (see examples in (92). Obviously, the ambiguous metrical structure of the adult form reflects on Konstadinos’ productions.
Konstadinos further produces W1W2S forms correctly from the age
1;11 (see examples in (96). However, he also reduces words of this type
to W(1,2)S disyllables (examples in (95)). All in all, Konstadinos provides
evidence that all trisyllabic word types examined are produced variably
even at the same period of time.
(90) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /me."Va.lo/® [me."Va]
‘big’
b. /Da."go.ni/® [Da."ga]
‘bite-3 SG.PRES’

(2;0.22)
(2;1.6)

(91) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /a."fta.ca/® ["ta.ca]
‘ear- PL.DIM’

(1;11)

(92) W1SW2 faithfully produced forms
a. /bu."zu.ci/® [bu."ru.ci]
‘bouzouki’
b. /a."ma.ksi/® [a."ma.ci]
‘car’

(1;11.11)
(1;11.17)

(93) W1W2S target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /ci.mi."To/® [ci."vo]
‘sleep-1st SUBJ’
b. /for.ti."Vo/® [ti."Vo]
‘lorry’

(1;11.11)
(2;0.15)

(94) W1W2S faithfully produced forms
a. /pa.Vo."to/® [pa.Vo."to]
‘ice cream’
b. /mu.si."ci/® [bu.ci."ci]
‘music’

(1;11)
(2;0.1)

TrisyllabicW1W2S target forms exhibit the mirror image patterns of
SW1W2 target forms. More specifically, this type can be truncated to W1S
and W2S iambs. The decision of the optimal candidate depends on the cogrammar that is selected; if the child or children pick up the grammar that
demands contiguity to be satisfied, they produce W2S forms. This is illustrated in ranking (95) and tableau 26.
If children produce W1S forms, this implies that they opt for the
grammar that requires the leftmost syllable to be preserved. This is further
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shown in ranking (96) and tableau 27. The ranking in (96) differs from
the ranking in (66) in that in the latter the constraint MAX-#σ becomes
crucially relevant. In (66) the optimal output was selected on the basis of
CONTIGUITY and ANCHOR-R. In the case of W1S output forms, the mirror
image of ANCHOR-R, namely MAX-#σ, becomes more crucial.
(95) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, CONTIGUITY, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R >>
ALIGN-L >> MAX-IO
Tableau 26
/zo.Vra."fes/
STRESS
FAITH
[zo]
F [Vra."fe]
[zo.Vra."fes]
["Vra.fes]

*!

ALIGN- CONT FTBIN ANCHOR- ALIGN- MAXR
R
L
IO
*!
*!
**
*
*
**!
*!
*

(96) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R >> ALIGN-L
>> MAX-IO, CONTIGUITY
Tableau 27
STRESS
FAITH
[To]
F [ci."vo]
[ci.mi."To]
[mi."To]

ALIGNR

FTBIN
*!

*!

*!

MAX- ANCHOR- ALIGN- MAX#σ
R
L
IO
*!
**
*
*
**!
*!
*

All faithfully produced forms targeting all word types conform to the
same constraint ranking, that is, the ranking of the final state of the adult
grammar. This does not imply that variation is not involved in the adult
speech. Here, I simply want to demonstrate that the final/adult state of the
grammar is one where faithfulness outranks faithfulness constraints. For
example, STRESSFAITH, and MAX-IO take over the ALIGN constraints. In
the ranking of the final state, schematized in tableau 28, MAX-IO absorbs
the functions of CONTIGUITY, ANCHOR-R and MAX-#σ, MAX-#C.
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Tableau 28
/zo.Vra."fa/
STRESSFAITH MAX-IO
F[Vo.Va."fa]
[Va."fa]
[zo."Va.fa]

ALIGN-R

*!
*!

*

ALIGN-L
**
*
*

In contrast to Bebis T, who favors trochees in his productions, Konstadinos’ data provide evidence for exactly the opposite fact. To be more
specific, we saw that both disyllabic SW and WS forms are reduced to S
forms and trisyllabic target forms are reduced to both iambic and trochaic
forms. In Konstadinos’ data, W1SW2W3 input forms are truncated only to
iambic W1S, as demonstrated in (97). They start being correctly realized
even earlier, that is, by the age of (2;0.1), as exemplified in (98).
(97) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /pri."Gi.pi.sa/® [bi."Gi]
‘princess’

(2;0.30)

(98) W1SW2W3 faithfully produced target words
a. /Dja."va.sa.me/® [va."va.ca.me] ‘read-1 PL.PAST’
b. /po."Di.la.to/® [po."Di.la.to]
‘bicycle’

(2;0.1)
(2;1.21)

The ranking in (99) and tableau 29 ensure that only [bi."Gi] will surface as the optimal candidate. Such facts exemplify the reasons why one
sole ranking with unranked constraints cannot account for the data described above. More specifically, the crucial ranking of certain constraints
in distinct grammars leads to the establishment of different developmental
paths that children adopt in their phonological development. On the other
hand, distinct co-grammars are activated when various forms surface in
child speech.
(99) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, CONTIGUITY, FTBIN >> ALIGN-L,
MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R
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Tableau 29
/pri."Gi.pi.sa/
STRESS
FAITH
F[bi."Gi]
["Gi.pi]
[pri."Gi.pi.sa]
pri."Gi.pi]

ALIGN- CONT ALIGN-L MAX-IO
R
*
**
*!
**
**!
*
*!
*
*

ANCHOR-R
*
*
*

Moreover, W1W2SW3 input forms are reduced to S forms, a pattern
that was not attested for the children discussed before (see examples in
(100)), to disyllabic SW3 forms at around the same age (examples in
(101)) and trisyllabic W1W2S words (examples in (100)). Interestingly,
the trisyllabic truncations of W1W2SW3 targets occur before the equivalent monosyllabic and disyllabic truncations. Actually, the faithfully produced forms are produced even earlier, at the age of 1;11, as exemplified
in (103). W1W2SW3 emerge in a non-orthodox way; put in a nutshell,
they are faithfully produced even before trisyllabic truncations arise.Only
later do disyllabic ones appear. Apparently, after the age of 2;1 all expected patterns emerge simultaneously.
(100) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to S
/ku.ku."va.ja/® [ku]
‘owl’

(2;0.22)

(101) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /ma.ka."ro.a/® ["o.a]
‘pasta’
b. /a.lo."Va.ca/® ["ra.ca]
‘horse-DIM’

(2;0.9)
(2;1.21)

(102) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W1W2S
a. /ka.ro."ta.ci/® [ka.bo."la]
‘carrot-DIM’
b. /ma.ri."le.na/® [ma.li."le]
‘Marilena-PR.NM’

(1;11.11)
(2;0.15)

(103) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /tra.pe."za.ci/® [ta.pi."ta.ci]
‘table-DIM’
b. /ma.Vu."la.ca/ ® [ma.Vu."la.ca] ‘cheeks- PL.DIM’
c. /ba.la."ri.na/ ® [ba.la."li.na], [ba.ba."ri.na]
‘ballerina’

(1;11)
(1;11)
(2;0.22)
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Tetrasyllabic target forms stressed on the final syllable emerge
truncated to trisyllabic W(1,2)W(2,3)S forms (see (104)). Shorter truncations
or faithfully produced forms are not attested. In general, Konstadinos has
no problem producing forms stressed on the final syllable.
(104) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
a. /por.to.ka."li/® [lu.la."li]
‘orange color’

(1;11.11)

All types of five-syllable target forms are also found in Konstadinos’
data; W1W2SW3W4, W1W2W3SW4 and W1W2W3W4S occur in various
patterns, as shown in (105) and subsequent examples. However, five-syllable forms are never produced correctly.
(105) W1W2SW3W4 target forms truncated to SW(3,4)
a. /a.fto."ci.ni.ta/® ["ti.ta]
‘car-PL’

(2;0.30)

W1W2SW3W4 target words realized as SW3 conform to the ranking in
(106), while SW4 outputs satisfy the ranking in (107). A representative
example of SW4 is provided in tableau 30. It is worth mentioning that I
employ co-grammars rather than one ranking with unranked constraints to
illustrate that variation can be inter-child and intra-child. Konstadinos, for
instance, truncates W1W2SW3W4 only to SW4 and not to SW3 forms.
ANCHOR-R cannot be unranked with CONTIGUITY in ranking (107) and
tableau 30, because the fourth candidate should also surface as optimal.
However, this is not the case, since he produces the form that arises as optimal in tableau 30. In general, the chosen stress pattern is the same in
both grammars, i.e. trochaic, but the selection of the syllables that fill in
this template varies. This is an indication that children adopt distinct
grammars to produce variable forms.
(106) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, ALIGN-L, CONTIGUITY >> ANCHOR-R
ALIGN-R, MAX-IO
(107) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, ALIGN-L, ANCHOR-R >> CONTIGUITY,
ALIGN-R, MAX-IO
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Tableau 30
/a.fto."ci.ni.ta/
STRESS
FAITH
[a.fto."ci.ni.ta]
[a.fo."ci]
[fo."ci.ni]
F["ti.ta]
["ti.ni]

ALIGN- ANCHOR- CONT ALIGN- MAXL
R
R
IO
**!
**!
**
**!
**
*!
*!
*
**
*
*
***
*!
*
***

W1W2W3SW4 target forms are truncated to trisyllabic W(1,2,3)SW4,
that is, retaining either of the unstressed syllable (examples in 109). They
are also truncated to disyllabic (examples in (108) and tetrasyllabic forms
(examples in 110). Here I present one possible co-emerging grammar, in
which there is a necessity for edges to be preserved. This grammar is depicted in (111) and tableau 31. Notice that the optimal candidate is decided on the basis of the second stratum in the hierarchy. The rest of the
grammars would demand the preservation of the leftmost syllable and one
adjacent to it, or the rightmost syllable and its adjacent, and so on.
(108) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to SW4
a. /fo.to.Vra."fi.a/ ® ["fi.a]
‘photo’

(1;11.17)

(109) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)SW4
/fo.to.Vra."fi.a/ ® [ka."fi.a]
‘photo’

(2;0.1)

(110) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)SW4
a. /fo.to."Vra."fi.a/ ® [fu.a."fi.a]
‘photo’
(1;11.17)
b. /stra.ti.o."ta.ci/ ® [a.ti."a.ti]
‘soldier-DIM’
(2;0.9)
(111) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ >> ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R
>> MAX-IO, CONTIGUITY
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Tableau 31
/fo.to."Vra."fi.a/
STRESS
FAITH
[fo.to.Vra."fi.a]
F[fu.a."fi.a]
["fi.a]
[a."fi]
[a."fi.a]

ANCHOR- MAX- ALIGN- ALIGN- MAX- CONR
#σ
L
R
IO
TIGUITY
***!
*
**
*
*
*
*!
***
*!
*
***
*!
*
*
**

Finally, five-syllabic forms stressed on the final syllable are truncated
to trisyllabic forms still stressed on the final syllable. Any unstressed syllable may be preserved depending on the adopted grammar but in Konstadinos’ data it is CONTIGUITY that is satisfied. As a result contiguous
syllables are preserved, as shown in (112).
(112) W1W2W3W4S target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S
a. /o.li.bi.a."kos/® [bi.a."ko]
‘olympiakos-ACC.SG’ (1;11.11)
The optimal form W3W4S that arises in tableau 32 targeting
W1W2W3W4S input forms demands a ranking in which CONTIGUITY,
ANCHOR-R and *2-PodPrWd are more important than MAX-#σ. This
ranking is depicted in (113). Constraint permutation further produces the
rankings that account for optimal forms such W1W2S, W1W3S or W2W3S.
(113) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, *2-PodPrWd, FTBIN, CONTIGUITY,
ANCHOR-R >> ALIGN-L, MAX-IO
Tableau 32
/a.ne.mo.vlo."ja/
STRESS
FAITH
F[mo.vlo."ja]
[vlo."ja]
[ne.mo.vlo."ja]
[a.ne.mo.vlo."ja]

ALIGN- *2-POD CONT ANCHOR- ALIGN- MAXR
PRWD
R
L
IO
**
**
*!
*
***
*!
***
*
*!
****

Even though Konstadinos is recorded for a small period of time, he
provides data of almost all the possible patterns. Table 5 provides information regarding the frequency rates of input and output forms in his
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data. There, it is again shown that trochees exhibit almost double percentages compared to those of iambs in the input as well as the output forms.
As was also observed in the data of the rest of the children, ambiguous
W1SW2 forms exhibit higher percentages compared to the non-ambiguous
SW1W2 and W1W2S forms. Such behaviors underline the fact that
children prefer to produce ambiguous forms because they have difficulty
figuring out the metrical system of the target language.
The learning paths followed by Konstadinos are provided in (114). In
general, Konstadinos employs 25 developmental paths in his acquisition
of stress.
(114) Konstadinos’ attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2S/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L >> MAX-IO
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, CONT, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ >> AL-L, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1S], *[SW(2,3)])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-L, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
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Table 5: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Konstadinos.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw
1171
29
48
64
82.5% 4.5% 11.0% 9.8%
66
403
4.7% 62.4%

wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
13
9
1334
3.8%
12.9% 36.5%

4
19
6
.9% 2.9% 11.3%

2
5.0%

1
.3%

5
506
7.1% 13.8%

1
203
8
1
.2% 46.6% 1.2% 1.9%

2
5.0%

1
.3%

1
1.4%

1
2.5%

16
4.7%

5
466
7.1% 12.7%

12
1
3.5% 100.0%

1
1.4%

71
1.9%

6
8.6%

47
1.3%

19
27.1%

186
5.1%

4
5.7%

5
.1%

12
17.1%

20
.5%

Sww

15
1.1%

wSw

12
.8%

5
.8%

4
421
2
.9% 64.8% 3.8%

wwS

2
7
.1% 1.1%

2
7
39
.5% 1.1% 73.6%

1
.1%

2
.5%

wSww

1
.2%

6
.9%

31
77.5%

wwSw

10
1
1.5% 1.9%

wwwS

1
1.9%

> 4 syll.

3
.5%

w

131
183
6
88
9.2% 28.3% 1.4% 13.5%

nil

156
45.3%

3
7.5%

2
.6%
5
1.5%

13
11
162
17
1
.9% 1.7% 37.2% 2.6% 1.9%

133
38.7%

232
6.3%

1
414
1.4% 11.3%
3
4.3%

340
9.3%

Ww

4
.3%

1
.2%

1
.2%

6
.2%

Ss

2
.1%

4
.6%

2
.3%

8
.2%

1
.2%

Swsw
Ssw

1
.2%

1
.2%

Sws

4
.9%

1
1
.2% 1.9%

Total

4
1.2%

2
2.9%

2
.1%

1
.2%

8
.2%
2
.1%

1
1.4%
1
.3%

SwSw
Other

1
2.5%

1
1
.2% 1.9%

1419
646
436
650
53
40
344
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

7
.2%
1
.0%

1
1.4%

6
.2%

1
70
100% 100%

3659
100%
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(114) (continued)
(/W1W2W3S/® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S])
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3W4/® [SW(3,4)])
- SF, FTBIN, AL-L, CONT >> ANCHOR-R, AL-R, MAX-IO
- SF, FTBIN, AL-L, ANCHOR-R >> CONT, AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2W3SW4/ ® [W(1,2,3)SW4])
- SF, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT, *2PodPRWD >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ

(/W1W2W3SW4/ ® [W(1,2)W(2,3)SW4])

- SF, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, PARSE >> AL-R, AL-L >> MAX-IO,
CONT
(/W1W2W3W4S/® [W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, *2-PodPrWd, CONT, ANCHOR >> AL-L, MAX-IO
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO, ANCHOR-R-V#
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, FTBIN, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R,
ANCHOR-R-V#, {M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Faithful Forms
-SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R
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5.6.1.5. Felina
Felina is the most representative child of all children in the database with
respect to the number of different word types she exhibits in her productions. Being recorded between the age of 1;11.7 and 3;2.12, Felina covers
all time intervals the database is divided by. SW and WS target forms are
reduced to monosyllabic S forms, as shown in the examples in (115) and
(117), respectively, as well as being faithfully produced (examples in
(116) and (118)). Although, SW and WS forms seem to be established
and realized faithfully by the age of 2;2, they, surprisingly, start being
reduced to monosyllables at the age of 2;9.19 onwards.
(115) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"ta.ksi/ ® [dats]
‘classroom’
b. /"kli.so/ ® [kli]
‘close-1st SUBJ.SG’
c. /"ska.la/ ® [ska]
‘ladder’

(2;9.19)
(2;10.6)
(2;11.1)

(116) SW faithfully produced target words
a. /"spi.ti/ ® ["pi.ci]
‘house’
b. /"e.ri/ ® ["ce.li]
‘hand’

(2,0.4)
(2;9.5)

(117) WS target forms truncated to S
a. /a."fta/® [ta]
‘that-PL’
b. /a."fto/ ® [fto]
‘that’

(2; 9.19)
(3;1.25/3;2.12)

(118) WS faithfully produced target words
‘button’
a. /ku."bi/ ® [ku."mbi]

(2;1.4)

The situation is comparable for trisyllabic SW1W2 target forms. More
specifically, SW1W2 targets are produced as S and SW1, as well as faithfully produced, as illustrated in (119), (120) and (121), respectively. Apparently, the grammar that demands the preservation of contiguous syllables in the child’s outputs is more dominant (cf. Gerken 1994) than the
grammar demanding the preservation of the rightmost syllable (cf. Echols
and Newport 1992). All these patterns are clearly overlapping in Felina’s
speech; in other words, truncated and correctly realized forms co-occur
during the same time intervals, sometimes even during the same
age/recording session.
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(119) SW1W2 target forms truncated to S
a. /"me.li.sa/® [meÉ]
‘bee’
b. /"ko.ci.no/® [ko]
‘red’

(2;0.13)
(2;9.5)

(120) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"me.li.sa/® ["me.i]/["me.li]
‘bee’
b. /"va.tra.xos/® ["fa.xa]
‘frog’
c. /"e.fe.re/® ["e.fe]
‘bring-3 SG.PAST’
d. /"te.se.ra/® ["te.Te]
‘four’
e. /"ci.tri.no/® ["ci.ti]
‘yellow’
f. /"e.pe.se/® ["e.pe]
‘fall-3 SG.PAST’

(2;0.13)
(2;5.9)
(2;5.16)
(2;6.7)
(2;10.6)
(3;0.12)

(121) SW1W2 faithfully produced target words
a. /"ko.ko.ras/ ® ["ko.ko.la]
‘rooster’

(2;0.27)

Correspondingly, W1SW2 forms are truncated to monosyllabic (see
examples in 122), disyllabic W1S (see (123)) and SW2 (see examples in
(124)) forms. Around the same period, faithful forms also occur (see
(125)). Accordingly, W1W2S input forms are truncated to monosyllabic
(see examples in (126)) and disyllabic W(1,2)S forms (see (127)), while
also being correctly realized (see examples in (128)).
(122) W1SW2 target forms truncated to S
d. /ku"tali/ ® [ta]
‘spoon’

(1,11.21)

(123) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /pa."pa.ci/® [pa."pa]
‘duck-DIM’
b. /ku."ba.ci/® [ku."ba]
‘button-DIM’
c. /ji."ri.zi/® [ji."li]
‘turn-3 SG.PRES’
d. /ko."ro.na/® [ko."ron], [ko."ro] ‘crown’
e. /o."bre.la/® [o."be]
‘umbrella’

(1;11.28)
(2;0.13)
(2;2.17)
(3;0.19)
(3;1.9)

(124) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /ka."re.kla/® ["te.ca]
‘chair’
b. /a."sti.os/® ["ti.o]
‘funny’
c. /ji."ri.zi/® ["li.ji]
‘turn-3 PL. PRES’
d. /bu."bu.ci/® ["bu.ci]
‘bud’

(1;11.21)
(2;0.27)
(2;7.17)
(2;4.15)
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(125) W1SW2 faithfully produced forms
a. /me."Va.li/® [me."Va.li]
‘big-FEM’

(2;9.19)

(126) W1W2S target forms truncated to S
a. /va.Ge."´o/® [´o]
‘Vagelio-PR.NM’

(2;1.4)

(127) W1W2S target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /va.Ge."´o/® [ve."´o]
‘Vagelio-PR.NM’
b. /zo.Vra."fes/ ® [Vra."fe]
‘drawing-PL’

(2;4.15)
(2;10.6)

(128) W1W2S faithfully produced forms
a. /zo.Vra."fa/ ® [Vo.Va."fa] ‘drawing’
b. /sxo.li."ko/ ® [sxo.li."ko]
‘school bus’

(2;5.16)
(2;11.1)

Tableaux 33 and 34 further show that the monosyllabic optimal candidates arise due to the same ranking irrespective of what the input forms
are.
Tableau 33
/ku"tali/
STRESSFAITH
[ku."ta.li]
[ku."ta]
["ku.ta]
F [ta]

*!

ALIGN-R ALIGN-L FTBIN MAX-IO
*!
*!
*!
*
*!
*
*
**

Tableau 34
/va.Ge."´o/
STRESSFAITH
F[´o]
[va.Ge."´o]
[Ge."´o]
["va.Ge]

ALIGN-R

ALIGN-L
**!
*!

*!

*!

FTBIN MAX-IO
*
**
*
*

Tetrasyllabic targets are primarily realized truncated, but never to
monosyllables. As a result, W1SW2W3 targets surface as W1SW(2,3) (examples in (129)), apart from being fully realized (examples in (130)).
Moreover, W1W2SW3 target forms surface as disyllabic SW3 and W(1,2)S,
as shown in the examples in (131) and (132), and trisyllabic W1W2S
forms (examples in (135)). At the same time W1W2SW3 start being accu-
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rately realized (examples in (134)). W1W2W3S intended forms appear
truncated to trisyllabic W(1,2)W(2,3)S forms (examples in (135)), but not
monosyllables or disyllables. Words of this type are never faithfully realized, at least during our recording sessions with Felina.
(129) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to W1SW(2,3)
a. /po."Di.la.to/® [po."Di.la]
‘bicycle’
b. /xa."ru.me.na/ ® [xa."ru.me]
‘joyful-PL’

(2;8.15)
(3;2.12)

(130) W1SW2W3 faithfully produced target words
a. /ti."le.fo.no/® [ti."le.fo.no]
‘telephone’
b. /pa."ra.Ti.ro/® [pa."ra.Ti.ro]
‘window’

(2;10.06)
(2;11.1)

(131) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /ma.ri."le.na/® ["ne.na]
‘Marilena-PR.NM’
b. /Va.lo."pu.la/® ["pu.la]
‘turkey’

(1;11.8)
(2;0.27)

(132) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /pro.va."ta.ci/® [pa."ta.ci]
‘sheep-DIM’
b. /a.ste."ra.ci/ ® [te."ra.ci]
‘star-DIM’

(2;0.20)
(2;9.19)

(133) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W1W2S
a. /Da.xti."li.Di/® [Da.xti."li]
‘ring’
b. /pa.ra."mi.Ti/ ® [pa.ra."mi]
‘fairy tale’

(2;9.5)
(3;1.25)

(134) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /pla.ste."li.ni/® [pa.te."li.ni]
‘plasticine’
b. /xa.li."na.ri/® [xa.ni."na.li]
‘rein’
c. /ka.la."Ta.ci/® [ka.la."Ta.ci]
‘basket-DIM’

(2;9.19)
(3;0.19)
(3;1.25)

(135) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
a. /por.to.ka."li/® [po.ka."li]
‘orange color’

(2;7.3)

Of the five-syllable intended forms, only W1W2SW3W4 and W1W2
W3W4S are attempted. They surface always as trisyllabic truncations, as
illustrated in (136) through (138), but they never surface correctly, metrically speaking. Ambiguous patterns, both trochaic and iambic emerge.
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(136) W1W2SW3W4 target forms truncated to SW3W4
a. /a.fto."ko.li.ta/® ["ko.li.ta]
‘sticker-PL’

(2;6.24)

(137) W1W2SW3W4 target forms truncated to W1W2S
a. /a.fto."ko.li.ta/ ® [a.ko."ko]
‘sticker-PL’

(2;11.21)

(138) W1W2W3W4S target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S
/a.ne.mo.vlo."ja/ ® [mo.vlo."ja] ‘chicken pox’
(3;0.12)
Apart from trisyllabic truncations stressed on a syllable other than the
final, W1W2SW3W4 targets forms truncated to W1W2S iambic forms.
These forms conform to the ranking in (139) and tableau 35.
(139) STRESSFAITH, FTBIN, ALIGN-R, CONTIGUITY, MAX-#σ >> MAXIO, ALIGN-L, ANCHOR-R
Tableau 35
/a.fto."ko.li.ta/
STRESS
FAITH
[a.fto."ko.li.ta]
F[a.ko."ko]
[to."ko.li.ta]
[to."ko]

ALIGN- CONT MAX- MAX- ALIGN- ANCHORR
#σ
IO
L
R
** !
**
**
**
*
** !
*
*
*!
***
*
*

An input/output crosstabulation for Felina’s data is provided in table
6. There, it is illustrated that trochees remain the preferred forms, irrespective of whether they are faithfully produced or truncated, but iambs
also display a significant percentage. Metrically ambiguous W1SW2 target
forms retain a higher percentage compared to non-ambiguous SW1W2 and
W1W2S target forms in the input as well as the output.
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Table 6: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Felina.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww WSw wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
3823
263
164
157
21
2
31
24
4485
61.6% 11.3% 19.3% 6.9% 5.7%
.7% 5.3%
9.5% 34.1%
265 1715
4.3% 73.8%

Sww

21
.3%

wSw

6
.1%

637
74.9%

8
.4%

2
9 1725
.1% 1.1% 76.2%
3
.1%

wwS

4
299
28
.5% 13.2% 7.7%

wSww

1
.1%

4
.2%

nil

203
74.9%

3
.8%
1
.0%

230
1.7%

386
66.6%

27
10.7%

427
3.2%

5
2.0%

35
.3%

97
38.5%

102
.8%

1
26
.2% 66.7%

11
1.9%

804
29
12
13.0% 1.2% 1.4%

1
.4%

2
.3%

2
.1%

Ss

10
.2%

1
.0%

1
.0%

6
2.4%

11
.1%

6
.7%

2
.1%

1
.2%

1
.3%

1
2.6%

5
2.0%

8
.1%

1
.4%

12
.1%

1
.2%

SwSw
12
.2%

2
.1%

863
6.6%
10
.1%

2
.7%

Sws

3
1638
1.2% 12.5%

1
.0%

Swsw

Total

20
7.9%

1
.4%

7
.1%

other

2
.3%

1258
306
14
41
4
20.3% 13.2% 1.6% 1.8% 1.1%

ww

10 1860
4.0% 14.1%
392
3.0%

3
.5%

3
.8%

692
5.3%

8
3.2%

1
.4%

6
.3%

9
2347
3.6% 17.8%
23
9.1%

64
10
11.0% 25.6%

14
.6%

> 4 syll.

2
5.1%

2
41
65
.5% 15.1% 11.2%

3
303
.1% 82.8%

wwwS

12
2.1%

3
1.1%

1
.1%

wwSw

w

13
4.8%

3
.4%

4
.2%

1
.3%

4
1.5%

1
.2%

1
.0%
14
5.6%

41
.3%

6206 2325
851 2264
366
271
580
39
252 13154
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Felina’s learning paths are illustrated in (140). In total, Felina adopts 22
different developmental paths.
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(140) Felina’s attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2S/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L >> MAX-IO
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1SW(2,3)])
- SF, CONT, *2PodPRWD, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
ANCHOR-R
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W(1,2)SW3])
- SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, MAX-#σ >> MAX-IO >> AL-R, ALL, CONT
(/W1W2W3S/ ® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S])
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> AL-L >> MAX-IO, CONT
(/W1W2SW3W4/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3W4/ ® [SW3W4])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, AL-R
(/W1W2W3W4S/® [W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN, *2-PodPrWd, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, AL-L
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Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, FTBIN, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R,
ANCHOR-R-V#, {M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Faithful Forms
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R

5.6.1.6. Dionisakis
Dionisakis was recorded between the ages of 2;1 and 2;8. He is representative of intermediate stages of language development. His data describe
what is happening during periods of time when unmarked structures are
supposed to start being suppressed and more marked and faithful to the
input structures emerge.
Dionisakis truncates SW and WS targets to S forms, as exemplified
in (141) and (143), respectively. Accordingly, the same types are correctly realized (examples in (142) and (144), respectively). Surprisingly,
truncations of SW forms emerge very late in his development. Even if
these cases are random regressions to previous stages of phonological
development, -which I do not believe given comparable behaviors by the
rest of the children- Dionisakis has access to and makes use of different
OT grammars (for further discussion, see section 5.8). Dionisakis’ data
verify my claim (further developed in section 5.8) that possible grammars
are available to the child throughout its phonological development. Therefore, forms of all types are expected to emerge during all periods of acquisition, resulting in variation as well as regressions.
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(141) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"kse.ro/® [gzer]
‘know-1st PRES.SG’
b. /"ma.vro/® [ma]
‘black-NEUTR’

(3;0.19)
(3;0.19)

(142) SW faithfully produced target words
a. /"cre.as/ ® ["ce.aT]
‘meat’

(2;4.1)

(143) WS target forms truncated to S
a. /Vli."ko/® [Vo]
‘sweet’

(2;1.9)

(144) WS faithfully produced target words
a. /kra."si/ ® [ka."Ti]
‘wine’

(2;4.27)

Moreover, all types of trisyllabic words are targeted by Dionisakis.
However, they are never truncated to monosyllables. More specifically,
SW1W2 words are truncated to both SW1 (examples in (145)) and SW2
forms (examples in (146)), but they are also accurately realized, when
truncated forms start diminishing (examples in (147)). W1SW2 forms are
reduced to both iambic and ambiguous forms (examples in (148) and
(149), respectively). During the time truncated forms are performed,
faithful W1SW2 also surface (examples in (150)).
(145) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"prasi.no/® ["pa.ti]
‘green’
b. /"ko.ko.ras/® ["ko.koT]
‘rooster’
c. /"a.si.mi/® ["a.Ti]
‘ugly’
d. /"ko.ci.ni/® ["ko.ci]
‘red’

(2;2)
(2;3.28)
(2;4.27)
(2;5.15)

(146) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /"ko.ci.no/® ["ko.no]
‘red-NEUTR’
b. /"ma.ji.sa/® ["ma.´a]
‘witch’
c. /"ko.li.se/® ["ko.Te]
‘glue-3 SG.PAST’

(2;1.16)
(2;3.7)
(2;4.5)

(147) SW1W2 faithfully produced target words
a. /"ka.sta.na/ ® ["ka.ta.na]
‘chestnuts’

(2;4.27)
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(148) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /po."di.tsa/® [po."li]
‘apron-DIM’
b. /ku."zi.na/® [ku."Di]
‘kitchen’
c. /xti."pa.o/® [ti."ka]
‘hit-1 SG.PRES’

(2;1)
(2;5.8)
(2;5.8)

(149) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /sxo."li.o/® ["li.o]
‘school’
b. /pi."sto.li/® ["to.li]
‘gun’
c. /vi."vli.a/® ["vi.a]
‘book-PL’
d. /ka."re.kla/® ["te.kla]
‘chair’

(2;1)
(2;1)
(2;2.6)
(2;6.29)

(150) W1SW2 faithfully produced forms
a. /tra."Vu.Dja/ ® [te."Vu.ja]
‘song-PL’

(2;4.17)

Finally, W1W2S words are reduced to disyllabic W(1,2)S forms, but they
are never accurately produced (examples in (151)).
(151) W1W2S target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /for.ti."Vo/® [Vu."vo]
‘lorry’

(2;2.6)

In trisyllabic truncations of the same word type, ALIGN-R has to be
low ranked in order to obtain the optimal output. With ALIGN-L and
ALIGN-R ranked in the same stratum, it would be more likely that a
disyllabic form would surface as optimal, since the actual optimal form
violates ALIGN-R twice. MAX-IO cannot be highly ranked because, then,
the faithful form would have to compete with the actual optimal form.
Generally speaking, the cancellation marks assigned in the higher stratum
would not facilitate the evaluation process.
The only way to remedy the situation would be a grammar/ranking
where certain constraints would be ranked; ALIGN-R should be the lowest
ranked constraint and MAX-IO should be ranked in an intermediate stratum so that ‘semi-faithful’ but not fully faithful forms would be selected/produced by the children. The ranking in (152) and tableau 36 further support my argument.
(152) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONTIGUITY >>
MAX-IO, ALIGN-R
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Tableau 36
/te."tra.Vo.no/
STRESS
FAITH
[te."tra]
["ta.no]
["ta.Vo]
[ta]
F ["ka.Vo.no]
[te."tra.Vo.no]

ALIGN- FTBIN ANCHOR- CONT MAX- ALIGNL
R
IO
R
*!
*!
**
*!
**
*
*!
**
*
*!
*!
*
**
*!
**

All types of tetrasyllabic words are attempted. They are all truncated to
disyllabic and trisyllabic forms, but never to monosyllables. Additionally,
they are accurately realized, except for the W1W2W3S type. The realizations of tetrasyllabic forms do not exhibit any uniformity, whatsoever.
Truncated and accurate productions occur at the same time. Moreover,
iambic, trochaic and ambiguous forms emerge. The described facts are
exemplified in (153) through (161) below.
(153) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /ti."le.fo.no/® [ti."le.T], [ti."le]
‘phone’

(2;9.19)

(154) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to SW2W3
a. /ko."to.pu.lo/® ["o.u.lo]
‘chicken’
b. /te."tra.Vo.no/® ["ka.Vo.no]
‘square’

(2;1.16)
(2;2)

(155) W1SW2W3 target forms produced as W1SW(2,3)
a. /ma."ri.li.a/® [ma."liÉ.a]
‘Marilia-PR.NM’

(2;7.14)

(156) W1SW2W3 faithfully produced target words
a. /si".ne.xi.san/ ® [i."ne.i.Dan]
‘continue-3 PL.PAST’ (2;6.15)
(157) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /a.lo."Va.ci/® ["Va.ci]
‘horse-DIM’
b. /pa.na."ji.tsa/® ["i.ta]
‘virgin Mary-DIM’
c. /mi.xa."nu.la/® ["ku.la]
‘motor bike-DIM’
d. /a.je."la.Da/® ["a.la]
‘cow’

(2;1)
(2;1)
(2;1.16)
(2;7.27)
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(158) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /ko.ri."tsa.ci/® [e."la.ci], [e."a.ci]
‘girl-DIM’
b. /Vu.ru."na.ci/® [Vu."na.ci]
‘pig-DIM’
c. /kar.na."va.li/® [caÉ."va.li]
‘carnival’

(2;2)
(2;3.14)
(2;5.15)

(159) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /ma.ji."re.vi/® [ma.ji."re.vi]
‘cook-3 SG.PRES’ (2;5.8)
b. /por.to."ka.´a/ ® [po.to."ka.´a]
‘orange-PL’
(2;4.27)
(160) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)S
a. /e.fxa.ri."sto/® [tiÉ."to]
‘thank-1 SG.PRES’(2;3)
b. /por.to.ka."li/ ® [ka."li]
‘orange color’ (2;7.3)
(161) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
a. /xar.ta.e."tos/® [pa.e."toT]
‘kite’

(2;4.5)

Tetrasyllabic target forms stressed on the final syllable (W1W2W3S)
are truncated to iambic disyllabic and trisyllabic forms. Such forms are
derived by distinctly activated rankings that demand one of the unstressed
syllables to be preserved. Therefore, it is a matter of which position in the
hierarchy, MAX-IO, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R and CONTIGUITY occupy. Representative examples of these grammars and the evaluation process are
provided with the rankings in (162) and (163) and tableaux 37 and 38,
respectively.
(162) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONTIGUITY >>
ALIGN-L >> MAX-IO, MAX-#σ
Tableau 37
/por.to.ka."li/
STRES ALIGN- ANCHOR- CONT
SFAITH R
R
[por.to.ka."li]
F[ka."li]
[po."li]
[to.ka."li]

*!

ALIGN- MAX- MAXL
IO
#σ
***!
*
*
**!

**
**
*

*

(163) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, *2PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN,
MAX-#σ >> ALIGN-L, MAX-IO, CONTIGUITY
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Tableau 38
/por.toka."li/
STRESS ALIGN *2-POD ANCHOR- ΜΑΧ- ALIGN- MAX- CONT
FAITH -R
PRWD R
L
IO
#σ
**
*
F[po.ka."li]
*!
***
[por.to.ka."li]
*!
*
**
[ka."li]
*!
**
*
[to.ka."li]

The only five-syllable targeted forms are W1W2SW3W4 and W1W2
W3SW4 ones. W1W2W3W4S forms are never attested. Five-syllable targets are truncated to iambic disyllables (examples in (164)) and trisyllabic
trochaic and ambiguous forms (see examples in (167) and (168)), but they
are never accurately produced. Interestingly, five-syllable words do not
appear uniformly. In other words, they do not appear only in advanced
stages. They occur throughout development, but more specifically after
the age of 2;2.
(164) W1W2SW3W4 target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /a.fto."ci.ni.to/® [fo."ci]
‘car’

(2;7.27)

To obtain W(1,2)S output forms out of W1W2SW3W4 target words the
children have to conform to the same ranking as when targeting
W1W2SW3 words that also surface as W(1,2)S words. The relevant rankings are those in (165) and (166) below. The ranking in (165) derives
W1S forms, while the ranking in (166) derives W2S forms. A representative example of W1W2SW3W4 surfacing as W2S forms is provided in
tableau 39.
(165) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> ALIGN-L >> MAXIO, ANCHOR-R, CONTIGUITY
(166) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, CONTIGUITY >> ALIGN-L >>
MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R, ΜΑΧ-#σ
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Tableau 39
/a.fto."ci.ni.to/
STRESS
FAITH
["ci.ni.to]
[a.fo."ci]
F[fo."ci]
[a.fto."ci.ni.to]

ALIGN- CONT ALIGN- MAXR
L
IO
**!
*
*!
**
***
**!
***

ANCHORR
**
*
**

Finally, five-syllabic target forms stressed on the antepenultimate
syllable also surface as trisyllabic trochaic SW3W4 and ambiguous
W(1,2,3)SW4 forms as exemplified in (167) and (168) below.
(167) W1W2SW3W4 target forms truncated to SW3W4
a. /a.fto."ci.ni.to/® ["ci.ni.to]
‘car’

(2;7.27)

(168) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)SW4
a. /a.NGe.li."ku.la/® [ka."ku.la] ‘Aggelikula-PR.NM.DIM’ (2;2.24)
b. /fo.to.Vra."fi.a/® [Va."fi.a]
‘photo’
(2;4.5)
Table 7 provides a input/output crosstabulation of Dionisakis’ data.
Dionisakis’ results are similar to the data of those of the children discussed above.
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Table 7: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Dionisakis.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
WS Sww wSw wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
2982
182
153
270
3
8
62
22
3682
81.6% 7.0% 12.4% 12.9% 1.9% 3.0% 10.0%
8.4% 33.8%
117 1977
15
149
21
3.2% 76.2% 1.2% 7.1% 13.5%

Sww

17
.5%

wSw

45
1.2%

10
.4%

wwS

3
.1%

16
.6%

wSww

1
.0%

1
.0%

5
.4%

1
.0%

1
41
.1% 2.0%

wwSw

2
625
.1% 50.7%

9
.4%

13
4.9%

27
4
4.3% 16.7%

13
2336
5.0% 21.4%

24
9.1%

6
1.0%

13
5.0%

11 1448
8
32
157
.9% 69.4% 5.2% 12.2% 25.3%
9
106
.4% 68.4%
1
.0%

6
2.3%

5
1.9%

171
1.6%

2
.3%

32
12.2%

199
1.8%

3
309
1.1% 49.8%

1
42
4.2% 16.0%

399
3.7%

157
59.7%
1
.6%

6
25.0%

> 4 syll.
468
388
31
134
15
12.8% 15.0% 2.5% 6.4% 9.7%

698
6.4%

39
1750
14.9% 16.1%

17
9
2.7% 37.5%

wwwS

w

2
8.3%

1
.4%

5
.8%

14
5.3%

23
3.7%

3
1.1%

5
.8%

3
1.1%

9
.1%

2
71
8.3% 27.1%

79
.7%

12
1085
4.6% 10.0%

nil

11
.3%

12
388
.5% 31.5%

15
.7%

ww

8
.2%

1
.0%

1
.0%

11
.1%

Ss

1
.0%

1
.0%

2
.0%

Swsw

1
.0%

1
.1%

2
.3%
1
.0%

Ssw

1
.4%

SwSw

Total

1
.0%

5
.2%

2
.2%

6
.3%

1
.6%

1
.4%

437
4.0%

3
.0%
1
.4%

Sws

other

3
1.1%

2
.0%
1
.0%

1
.2%

2
.8%

3
.0%

5
.8%

4
1.5%

25
.2%

3655 2595 1232 2085
155
263
621
24
262 10892
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Dionisakis’s distinct developmental paths are displayed in (169). Out
of the total grammars that the constraint permutation provides, Dionisakis, employs 24 distinct developmental paths.
(169) Dionisakis’ attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2S/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L >> MAX-IO
(/W1SW2W3/ ® [W1SW(2,3)]
- SF, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, CONT, MAX-#σ >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R
ANCHOR-R
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [W(1,2)SW3]
- SF, ANCHOR-R *2PodPRWD, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> AL-L, AL-R >> MAXIO, CONT
(/W1W2W3S/® [W3S])
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2W3S/® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S]
- SF, AL-R, *2PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> AL-L >> MAXIO, CONT
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(/W1W2SW3W4/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, CONT, MAX-IO
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3W4/ ® [SW3W4]
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, AL-R
(/W1W2W3SW4/® [W3SW4])
- SF, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, ANCHOR=R-V#,
FTBIN, MAX-IO, {M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Faithful Forms
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R

5.6.1.7. Sofia
The major characteristic of Sofia’s data is that, even though we started
recording her at a relatively late age, at 2;02.28, she exhibits most of the
truncation patterns in her data. While Sofia produces truncations as well
as accurate SW words, as shown in (170) and (171), respectively, there
are no instances of targeted WS words in her data. Surprisingly, she
reduces disyllabic forms even at a very advanced stage in her development.
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(170) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"pa.no/® [pa]
‘above’

(2;10.15)

(171) SW faithfully produced forms
b. /"ka.li/ ® ["a.li]
‘Kali-PR.NM’
c. /"ko.la/ ® ["ta.la]
‘glue’

(3;0.18)
(3;4.2)

Accordingly, she truncates SW1W2 to both SW1 (examples in (172))
and SW2 (examples in (173)) forms at an age (after 2;10.15) during which
she would be expected to produce them faithfully. Strangely, there are no
instances of faithful realizations of SW1W2 forms. The same is observed
with W1SW2 targets. More specifically, Sofia truncates them to both iambic W1S and trochaic SW2 forms, but never produces them accurately.
This is further illustrated in the examples in (174) and (175), respectively.
(172) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"e.ka.na/® [".eka]
‘do-1 SG.PAST’
b. /"fi.Vu.me/® ["fi.u]
‘leave-1 PL.SUBJ’

(3;5)
(3;5.29)

(173) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /"pra.si.no/® ["pa.to]
‘green-NEUTR’
b. /"te.se.ra/® ["te.la]
‘four’
c. /"ste.fa.nos/® ["te.to]
‘Stefanos-PR.NM’

(2;9.13)
(2;11.15)
(2;11.27)

(174) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /kli."Do.so/® [ci."do]
‘lock-1 SUBJ’
b. /pa."pu.tsi/® [pa."pu]
‘shoe’
c. /me."Va.la/® [mi."Val]
‘big-PL’

(2;5.10)
(2;11.27)
(3;5.29)

(175) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /ko."i.li/® ["ti.li]
‘shell’
b. /kre."va.ti/® ["ba.ti]
‘bed’
c. /bi."fte.ci/® ["pe.ci], ["fe.ci] ‘hamburger’

(2;2.28)
(2;9.13)
(2;11.27)

The only type of intended tetrasyllabic target words is the W1W2SW3
type, which she always truncates to disyllabic and trisyllabic forms at
different ages, as displayed in (176) through (177). Her disyllabic
truncations take the shape of both iambs ( examples in (176)) and
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trochees (examples in (177)) and her trisyllabic reductions take the shape
of W(1,2)SW3 words. Five-syllable target forms are never attempted.
(176) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /Da.xti."li.Di/® [ti."til]
‘ring’
b. /ku.ku."va.ja/® [va."va]
‘owl’

(2;11.27)
(3;0.18)

(177) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /ma.ka."ro.a/® ["pa.na]
‘pasta’
b. /po.di."ka.ci/® ["pa.ci]
‘mouse-DIM’
c. /o.me."le.ta/® ["le.ta]
‘omelet’
d. /an.Dro."ma.i/® ["ma.i]
‘Andromachi-PR.NM’

(2;05.10)
(2;09.13)
(2;11.27)
(3;02.27)

(178) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /na.ta."li.a/® [a."li.a]
‘Natalia-PR.NM’
b. /ma.ka."ro.a/® [pa."pa.na] ‘pasta’

(2;02.28)
(2;05.10)

Generally, Sofia targets more trochaic forms, like SW and SW1W2
words. Iambic input forms are rare and, consequently, less frequently
produced. This is illustrated in the input/output crosstabulation in table 8
below.
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Table 8: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Sofia.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS
Sww
wSw
wwS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
3059
170
112
459
5
12
119
1
32
3969
63.0% 11.0% 22.2% 29.1% 7.5% 13.8% 30.5% 16.7% 13.7% 42.8%
262
953
13
68
35
5.4% 61.9% 2.6% 4.3% 52.2%
25
.5%

2
297
21
.1% 58.9% 1.3%

1
.0%

8
.5%

1
.2%
6
1.2%

1
.0%

1
.1%

9
10
.6% 14.9%
7
.4%

2
.4%

1
.1%

383
365
32
109
11
7.9% 23.7% 6.3% 6.9% 16.4%
1035
18
8
21.3% 1.2% 1.6%

ww

4
.1%

Ss

9
.2%

3
.2%

2
.4%

1
.3%

12
5.2%

57
.6%

1
88
1.1% 22.6%

8
3.4%

111
1.2%

1
.4%

2
.0%

6
2.6%

12
.1%

1
1.1%

2
.5%

3
3.4%

34
8.7%

66
1003
28.3% 10.8%

4
1.0%

2
1072
.9% 11.6%

4
1
.3% 1.5%

5
.1%

4
.3%

3
1.3%
1
.3%

1
.2%
1
.0%

Total

9
.6%

2
.1%
19
.4%

2
.5%

1
.2%

SwSw
5
.3%

4
.8%

5
.3%

401
4.3%

55
1144
23.6% 12.3%

1
.1%

Ssw

other

27
11.6%

36
.4%

Swsw

Sws

16
1372
6.9% 14.8%

2
.9%

1
1.5%

> 4 syll.

nil

4
1.0%

1
4
.3% 66.7%
31
35.6%

12
.8%

wwwS

w

25
28.7%

22
1
5.6% 16.7%

60
15
25
869
4
11
105
1.2% 1.0% 5.0% 55.0% 6.0% 12.6% 26.9%

wSww
wwSw

2
2.3%

1
1.1%

21
.2%
1
.0%

1
.4%

13
.1%

2
.5%

4
.0%

2
.5%

5
.1%

3
.8%

2
.9%

38
.4%

4859 1540
504 1580
67
87
390
6
233
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

9266
100%
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Sofia’s attested learning paths are provided in (179) below. In total, Sofia
adopts 20 distinct developmental paths in her acquisition of stress.
(179) Sofia’s attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, CONT, MAX-IO
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [W(1,2)SW3]
- SF, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, MAX-#σ, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO >>
AL-L, AL-R
- SF, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ >> AL-L, AL-R, CONT
MAX-IO,
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, ANCHOR-R-V#,
FTBIN, MAX-IO, {M}
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‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Faithful Forms
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R

5.6.1.8. Stefanos
Stefanos is also one of the children who started being recorded at a relatively late age. However, his data exhibit monosyllabic, disyllabic and
trisyllabic truncations, and some accurately produced word types. Stefanos produces WS forms accurately, without truncating them first (examples in (180)). Surprisingly, there are no instances of truncated or faithfully produced SW forms. He exhibits monosyllabic truncations of
SW1W2 targets, as shown in (181). SW1W2 target forms are truncated to
SW1 but not to SW2 disyllables, as shown in (182).
(180) WS faithfully produce forms
a. /po."li/ ® [po."´i]
‘much-ADV’

(2;4.9)

(181) SW1W2 target forms truncated to S
a. /"fe.vVa.ne/® [fe]
‘leave-3 PAST.PL’

(2;5.16)

(182) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"ko.ci.no/® ["ko.ci]
‘red-NEUTR’
b. /"ti.po.ta/® ["ti.pot]
‘nothing’

(2;3.26)
(2;5.8)

W1SW2 target forms are reduced to trochaic SW2 but not iambic W1S,
as illustrated in (183). Stefanos does not attempt any other trisyllabic
word type. Of the tetrasyllabic word types he only attempts to produce
W1W2SW3, which he realizes as W1SW3 (see 184)) as well as faithful
W1W2SW3 form (see (185)). None of Stefanos’ forms are reduced to iam-
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bic forms. Finally, he never attempts five-syllable target forms. The basic
characteristic of Stefanos’ data is the emergence of overlapping truncated
and accurately produced forms between the ages of 2;4.9 and 2;5.16.
Even though, Stefanos provides less data compared to other children in
the short time he was recorded, he displays considerable variation in his
speech.
(183) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /a."ni.ksi/® ["ni.ci]
‘open-3 SG.FUT’

(2;3.12)

(184) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /Va.lo."pu.la/® [Va."pu.la]
‘turkey’

(2;3.26)

(185) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /fe.ga."ra.ca/® [fe.ga."ra.ca] ‘moon- PL.DIM’

(2;5.16)

An input/output crosstabulation of Stefanos’ data is provided in table
9 below. Stefanos’ results are similar to those of the children discussed
above in the sense that disyllabic trochaic forms exhibit higher
percentages compared to iambic ones. However, metrically ambiguous
W1SW2 forms exhibit higher percentages than non-ambiguous SW1W2
and W1W2S forms.
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Table 9: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Stefanos.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw WwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
1197
49
39
75
2
13
4
1379
73.1% 5.6% 13.7% 11.4%
5.4% 6.8%
3.3% 35.8%
78
466
7
30
6
4.8% 53.3% 2.5% 4.6% 13.0%

1
2.7%

3
1.6%

4
595
3.3% 15.5%

2
1.1%

3
2.5%

Sww

26
1.6%

1
215
9
1
5
.1% 75.7% 1.4% 2.2% 13.5%

wSw

19
1.2%

8
.9%
10
1.1%

wwS
wSww

1
.1%

wwSw

2
448
1
.7% 68.1% 2.2%

3
26
8.1% 13.7%

3
510
2.5% 13.2%

1
.4%

1
37
.2% 80.4%

1
2.7%

4
1
2.1% 25.0%

2
1.7%

57
1.5%

2
.7%

3
.5%

2
1.1%

4
3.3%

31
.8%

1
.4%

6
1
.9% 2.2%

1
124
2.7% 65.3%

9
7.5%

142
3.7%

19
51.4%

1
25.0%

wwwS
3
8.1%

> 4 syll.
w
nil

131
315
8
74
8.0% 36.0% 2.8% 11.2%
180
20
5
11.0% 2.3% 1.8%

ww

2
.1%

Ss

2
.1%

29
.8%

8
2
54
592
4.2% 50.0% 45.0% 15.4%

4
.6%

2
1.1%

3
2.5%

214
5.6%
2
.1%

2
.2%

2
.7%

6
.2%
1
.2%

2
1.1%

Ssw

4
.6%

2
1.1%
1
.5%

4
3.3%

7
.2%
6
.2%

1
.8%

2
.1%

1
.8%

2
.1%

2
1.7%

14
.4%

1638
874
284
658
46
37
190
4
120
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

3851
100%

Sws
1
2.7%

SwSw

Total

1
.0%
26
21.7%

Swsw

other

262
6.8%

2
.1%

3
.3%

2
.7%

3
.5%

1
2.7%

1
.5%
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Stefanos’ attested learning paths, which are 9 in total, are provided in
(186) below.
(186) Stefanos’ attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R >> AL-R >> MAX-IO, CONT
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [W(1,2)SW3]
- SF, ANCHOR-R, *2PodPRWD, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> MAX-IO, AL-L, AL-R,
CONT
- SF, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, FTBIN, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R,
ANCHOR-R-V#, {M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Faithful Forms
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R

5.6.1.9. Stefanoulis
Stefanoulis, on the other hand, truncates SW words to monosyllabic S
forms, but does not produce them accurately (example in (187)). Moreover, iambic forms WS are not produced.
(187) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"ba.la/® [ba]
‘ball’

(2;3.17)
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Of the trisyllabic target forms, he attempts to produce trochaic
SW1W2 and metrically ambiguous W1SW2 word types but not iambic
W1W2S. SW1W2 words are reduced to both SW1 and SW2 truncations
(examples in (188) and (189), respectively). W1SW2 words, on the other
hand, are realized as iambic W1S (examples in (190)) and trochaic SW2
words (examples in (191)). Like in Stefanos’ data, Stefanoulis does not
produce trisyllabic forms stressed on the final syllable. Surprisingly, his
disyllabic truncations go on until after the age of 2;11.
(188) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"e.pe.se/® ["e.pe]
‘fall-3 SG.PAST’

(2;6.23)

(189) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /"ko.ko.ras/® ["to.pa]
‘rooster’

(2;1.8)

(190) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /ka."pe.lo/® [ta."pe]
‘hat’
b. /pa."pu.tsa/® [pa."pu]
‘shoe-PL’

(2;3.29)
(2;6.23)

(191) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /ka."pe.lo/® ["peÉ.lo]
‘hat’
b. /ci."Ta.ra/® ["Ta.ra]
‘guitar’
c. /pe"ta.kso/® ["pa.co]
‘throw away-1 SUBJ’

(2;0.3)
(2;5.8)
(2;5.8)

Of tetrasyllabic target forms, Stefanoulis targets W1W2SW3 and
W1W2W3S word types. The former type is either truncated to W(1,2)SW3
(see ( examples in 192)) or is faithfully produced (see examples in (193)).
W1W2W3S target words, on the other, hand are truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
words (see examples in (194)), but are not faithfully produced.
(192) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /Va.lo."pu.la/® [pu."pu.la]
‘turkey’
b. /bu.fa."na.ci/® [tu."fa.ci]
‘jacket-DIM’

(2;1.25)
(2;3.17)

(193) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
a. /pe.ta."lu.Da/® [te.ta."u.Da]
‘butterfly’

(2;5.24)

(194) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
a. /xar.ta.e."tos/® [pa.e."toT]
‘kite’

(2;4.5)
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Generally, Stefanoulis exhibits more trochaic forms in his outputs.
However, ambiguous forms clearly demonstrate a high percentage.
Evidence is provided in table 10 below. Stefanoulis’ attested patterns, 16
in total, are given in (195).
(195) Stefanoulis’ attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W(1,2)SW3])
- SF, CONT, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, *2-PodPrWd >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ
(/W1W2W3W4S/ ® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S]
- SF, FTBIN, AL-R, CONT, *2-PodPrWd, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L, MAX-IO,
MAX-#σ
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-IO,
ANCHOR-R-V#, {M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
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Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Faithful Forms
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R
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Table 10: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Stefanoulis.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
2406
87
41
183
2
2
24
29
2774
74.6% 5.9% 9.9% 13.9% 1.2% 1.7% 6.5%
10.5% 37.7%
138
961
4.3% 65.5%

Sww

18
.6%

wSw

24
.7%

1
.2%

2
66
.2% 39.8%

3
.7%

2
.2%

1
.1%

149
348
22
134
35
4.6% 23.7% 5.3% 10.2% 21.1%
456
42
13
14.1% 2.9% 3.1%

ww

9
.3%

Ss

14
.4%

11
4
.8% 2.4%

393
5.3%

32
1073
11.6% 14.6%
89
1.2%

3
.8%

41
14.9%

117
1.6%

1
167
.8% 44.9%

30
10.9%

226
3.1%

1
1
.3% 20.0%

3
.0%

2
1.7%

7
1.9%

47
17.1%

2
1.7%

10
2.7%

36
736
13.1% 10.0%

1
.8%

5
1.3%

13
4.7%

56
.8%

545
7.4%

1
.3%

2
.7%

28
.4%

6
.4%

1
.2%

3
.2%

1
.6%

20
5.4%

2
.7%

25
.3%

2
.5%

1
.4%

27
.4%

1
.3%

1
.4%

27
.4%

2
.5%

1
.4%

4
.1%

13
4.7%

41
.6%

3224 1467
416 1316
166
120
372
5
275
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

7361
100%

1
.1%
1
.0%

SwSw

1
.0%

other

8
.2%

2
1.7%

3
20
.7% 1.5%
6
1.4%

Sws

Total

22
8.0%

9
.1%

Swsw
Ssw

5
1.3%

2
.7%

1
.6%

> 4 syll.

nil

3
1188
1.1% 16.1%

7
2
1.9% 40.0%
68
56.7%

25
2
1.9% 1.2%

wwwS

w

5
1
1.3% 20.0%

13
13
859
10
15
107
.9% 3.1% 65.3% 6.0% 12.5% 28.8%

wSww
wwSw

3
2.5%

311
17
3
17
74.8% 1.3% 1.8% 14.2%

9
.6%

wwS

2
53
22
.5% 4.0% 13.3%

1
17
.1% 10.2%

5
3
.4% 1.8%

1
.8%

6
5.0%

5
1
1.3% 20.0%
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5.6.1.10. Ioanna
Ioanna started being recorded at the age of 2;4.3. Her data and the emergent patterns are interesting because of their variability and because they
occur at unexpected points in time. For example, Ioanna truncates SW to
monosyllabic S forms (examples in (196)) long after the same forms were
accurately produced (examples in (197)). The same is evident for WS
target forms; they are truncated to monosyllables way after they are faithfully produced, as can be seen from the examples in (198) and (199), respectively.
(196) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"vle.po/® [lep]
‘see-1 PRES.SG’
b. /"pa.re/® [pal]
‘take-2 IMP’

(3;3.28)
(3;3.28)

(197) SW faithfully produced forms
a. /"tsa.da/ ® ["Ga.da]
‘bag’
b. /"stro.ni/ ® ["to.ni]
‘lay-3 SG.PRES’

(2;9.22)
(3;3.15)

(198) WS target forms truncated to S
a. /ka."fe/® [fe]
‘brown’

(3;2.13)

(199) WS faithfully produced target words
a. /pe."Dja/® [pe."Da]
‘child-PL’
b. /ma."´a/® [ma."´a]
‘hair-PL’

(2;9.22)
(3;0.24)

What holds for disyllabic target forms also obtains for trisyllabic target forms. More specifically, SW1W2 forms are truncated to S, SW1 and
SW2 forms, as illustrated in the examples in (200), (201) and (202), respectively. Surprisingly, S truncations emerge long after disyllabic truncations or faithfully produced forms are realized (examples in (203)).
(200) SW1W2 target forms truncated to S
a. /"pi.Va.me/® [bi]
‘go-1 PAST.PL’

(3;3.8)

(201) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"pra.si.no/® ["pa.ti]
‘green’
b. /"te.se.ra/® ["te.Te]
‘four’

(2;6)
(2;6.15)
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(202) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /"va.fti.ce/® ["va.te]
‘color-3 SG.PAST’
b. /"e.fi.je/® ["e.Te]
‘leave-3 SG.PAST’
c. /"fo.re.ma/ ® ["foÉ.ma]
‘dress’

(2;6.15)
(2;11)
(3;0.24)

(203) SW1W2 faithfully produced target words
a. /"pi.Da.ros/® ["pi.Da.r«]
‘jumb-AUGM’
b. /"ka.la.da/® ["ta.ta.da]
‘carols’
c. /"e.fi.je/® ["e.fi.je]
‘go-3 SG.PAST’

(2;11)
(2;11.10)
(3 ;3.8)

Ioanna further produces W1SW2 and W1W2S target forms as truncated (examples in (204), and (205)) but also accurately produced forms
(examples in (206)). However, she never truncates them to monosyllabic
forms. W1W2S forms are only faithfully produced (examples in (207)),
which happens already at the age of 2;9.7, while she is still reducing other
types of words. Overlapping patterns can be seen in the examples in (208)
through (209).
(204) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /o."bre.la/ ® [o."be]
‘umbrella’
b. /ku."Du.ni/ ® [tu."Du]
‘bell’

(2;8.28)
(3;1.3)

(205) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /me."Va.lo/® ["va.lo]
‘big’

(3;4.26)

(206) W1SW2 faithfully produced forms
a. /pa."pu.tsi/® [a."pu.ti]
‘shoe’
b. /o."bre.la/® [o."be.la]
‘umbrella’
c. /za."ce.ta/® [da."te.ta]
‘jacket’
d. /ba."lo.ni/® [ma."lo.ni]
‘balloon’

(2;9.7)
(2;9.22)
(2;11)
(3;3.15)

(207) W1W2S faithfully produced forms
a. /fai.ji."to/® [ta.di."to]
‘food’
b. /ji.to."a/® [zi.to."a]
‘neighborhood’
c. /va.Ge."´o/® [va.de."´o]
‘Vagelio-PR.NM’
d. /sxo.li."ko/® [to.li."to]
‘school bus’

(2;9.7)
(2;11.10)
(3;1.3)
(3;3)
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Ioanna additionally targets tetrasyllabic and five-syllable target
forms. W1SW2W3 are truncated only to iambic forms (examples in (208)),
before being truncated to trisyllabic trochaic ones (examples in (209)).
Faithfully produced W1SW2W3 forms occur while they still undergo truncation (examples in (210)).
(208) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /pa."ra.Ti.ro/ ® [pa."ra], [pa."la]
‘window’

(2;7.1)

(209) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to SW2W3
/te."tra.Vo.no/® ["ka.xo.no], ["ta.Vo.no] ‘square’

(3;4.26)

(210) W1SW2W3 fully produced target words
a. /pe."ta.ksu.me/® [pe."ta.cu.me]
‘throw away-1 PL.SUBJ’
(2;7.1)
b. /i."ro.te.ro/® [fi."lo.te.lo]
‘worse’
(2;11.25)
c. /po."Di.la.to/® [po."li.la.to]
‘bicycle’
(3;0.24)
d. /te."tra.Vo.no/® [ti."to.xo.no], [e."ta.Vo.no]
‘square’
(3;4.26)
Tetrasyllabic W1W2SW3 target forms are truncated to disyllabic
W(1,2)S (examples in (211)) and SW3 forms (examples in (212)) as well as
trisyllabic W1W2S (examples in (213)) and W(1,2)SW3 forms (examples in
(214)). Interestingly, the iambic disyllabic and trisyllabic truncated forms
occur before the trochaic or ambiguous ones, as a comparative observation of the examples in (211)-(214) demonstrates. Iambic disyllabic and
trisyllabic truncations of W1W2SW3 targets occur during the same recording at the age of 2;4.3. Disyllabic and trisyllabic truncations emerge a
little later, with trisyllabic ones preceding the emergence of disyllabic
ones at the age of 2;4.29. Finally, the faithful production of the same target arises at the age of 2;4.29 (examples in (215)), together with disyllabic truncations. This linguistic behavior can effectively be captured in a
multiple parallel grammars model.
(211) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /ku.ku."va.ja/® [ku."va], [vu."va] ‘owl’
b.

/ku.ne."la.ca/® [ne."la]

‘rabbit-DIM’

(2;4.3/
2;5.19)
(2;6)
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(212) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to SW3
a. /stra.ti."o.tes/® ["taÉ.te]
‘soldier-PL’
b. /por.to."fo.li/® ["fo.li]
‘wallet’

(3;0.24)
(3;3)

(213) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /ku.ku."va.ja/® [fu."va.ta]
‘owl’
b. /ko.mo."Di.no/ ® [to."Di.no]
‘dressing table’
c. /sa.li."ga.ri/® [a."da.ri]
‘snail’
d. /ar.ku."Da.ca/® [du."da.ca]
‘bear- PL.DIM’

(2;4.29)
(2;5.19)
(3;4.26)
(3;4.26)

(214) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W1W2S
a. /ku.ku."va.ja/® [ku.ku."fa]
‘owl’
‘milk-PL’
b. /Va.la."ta.ca/ ® [a.la."taÉ]

(2;4.3)
(2;5.24)

(215) W1W2SW3 faithfully produced target forms
b. /ko.ri."tsa.ci/® [a.li."ta.ti]
‘girl-DIM’

(2;4.29)

Finally, tetrasyllabic target forms stressed on the final syllable are
reduced to disyllabic W(1,2,3)S and trisyllabic W(1,2)W(2,3)S target forms
and faithfully produced forms, as illustrated in the examples in (216)
through (218). Even though disyllabic truncations emerge at the age of
2;5.11 and trisyllabic ones at the age of 3;0.24, accurate productions
emerge already at the age of 2;11.10.
(216) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)S
/por.to.ka."li/ ® [o."li]
‘orange juice’

(2;5.11)

(217) W1W2W3S target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
a. /por.to.ka."li/® [ku.ta."li]
‘orange color’
b. /por.to.ka."li/® [pa.ka."li]
‘orange color’

(3;0.24)
(2;5.11)

(218) W1W2W3S faithfully produced forms
a. /pro.to.xro."a/® [to.to.to."a]
‘new year’s day’

(2;11.10)

Of the five-syllable target forms, Ioanna produces W1W2SW3W4 and
W1W2W3SW4 word types. W1W2SW3W4 targets are attested only being
faithful realized (examples in (219)). W1W2W3SW4 targets are reduced to
disyllabic SW4 (examples in (220)) and four-syllable W(1,2)W(2,3)SW4
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forms (examples in (221)) before they are faithfully produced (examples
in (220)). Tetrasyllabic truncations occur before disyllabic truncations.
(219) W1W2SW3W4 faithfully produced target forms
a. /a.fto."ko.li.ta/® [a.to."to.li.ta]
‘sticker-PL’
b. /ji.mna."sti.ri.o/® [ji.na."ti.ri.o]
‘gym’
c. /xar.to."ma.di.la/® [xa.to."na.di.la] ‘handkerchief-PL’

(2;8.28)
(2;11.25)
(3;1.3)

(220) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to SW4
a. /e.fi.me."ri.Des/® ["mi.j«]
‘newspaper-PL’

(2;11.25)

(221) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)SW4
/pe.ta.lu."Di.tsa/ ® [pa.lu."ji.ca]
‘butterfly-DIM’
(2;9.7)
(222) W1W2W3SW4 faithfully produced forms
a. /pe.ri.vo."la.ci /® [te.r«.vo."la.ti] ‘field-DIM’

(3;1.3)

An input/output crosstabulation of Ioanna’s data is provided in table
11. The results are comparable to those of the children discussed above.
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Table 11: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Ioanna.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
3173
123
78
158
4
3
29
38
3606
79.7% 6.1% 9.5% 10.7% 2.1% 1.6% 4.9%
10.6% 37.4%
177 1231
4.4% 61.5%

5
58
19
.6% 3.9% 10.1%

9
4.8%

Sww

35
.9%

2
652
18
8
23
.1% 79.7% 1.2% 4.3% 12.3%

wSw

37
.9%

9
.4%

5 1045
4
.6% 70.6% 2.1%

24
1.2%

5
113
.3% 60.1%

wwS

7
.9%

wSww
wwSw

3
.1%

1
.0%

3
.2%

132
70.6%

1
.1%
425
552
8
115
13
10.7% 27.6% 1.0% 7.8% 6.9%
77
38
43
33
1.9% 1.9% 5.3% 2.2%
10
.3%

3
.1%

1
.1%

1
.1%

Ss

28
.7%

8
.4%

2
.2%

4
2
.3% 1.1%

Swsw

1
.0%

1
.1%

Ssw

1
.0%

2
.2%

1
.3%

160
1.7%

1
.2%

35
9.8%

178
1.8%

313
52.4%

54
15.1%

394
4.1%

2
.6%

13
.1%

89
24.9%

108
1.1%

2
1.1%

16
2.7%

2
1.1%

42
7.0%

1
52
1210
5.0% 14.5% 12.6%

10
1.7%

14
3.9%

216
2.2%
15
.2%

4
.7%

2
.6%

50
.5%

1
.5%

16
2.7%

2
.6%

21
.2%

1
.5%

1
.2%

2
.6%

19
.2%

2
1.1%

2
.3%

3
.8%

32
.3%

3
.5%

1
.3%

5
.1%

16
4.5%

64
.7%

3981 2001
818 1480
188
187
597
20
358
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

9630
100%

3
10
.1% 1.2%

Sws
SwSw

1
.0%

other

13
.3%

Total

751
7.8%

31 1262
8.7% 13.1%

10
50.0%

1
.5%

ww

8
1526
2.2% 15.8%
8
2.2%

12
5
2.0% 25.0%

1
.5%

> 4 syll.

nil

5
.8%

9
122
4.8% 20.4%

20
3
1.4% 1.6%

wwwS

w

17
2
2.8% 10.0%

7
.3%

4
.5%

12
.8%
1
11
.1% 5.9%

6
9
.4% 4.8%

3
1.6%

4
2
.7% 10.0%
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The learning paths that Ioanna follows in her phonological development are provided in (223) below and are 25 in total.
(223) Ioanna’s attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1S], *[SW(2,3)])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R
(/W1SW2W3/® [SW2 W3])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W2S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/® [W(1,2)SW3])
- SF, MAX-#σ, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, *2-PodPrWD >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, ALR, CONT
- SF, CONT, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, *2-PodPrWd >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R
(/W1W2W3S/® [W3S])
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- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2W3S/ ® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S])
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, *2-PodPrWd >> AL-L >>MAXIO, CONT
(/W1W2W3SW4/ ® [SW4])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, MAX-#σ, AL-R
(/W1W2W3SW4/® [W(1,2)W(2,3)SW4])
- SF, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, PARSE>> AL-L, AL-R >> MAX-IO,
CONT
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-IO
>>{M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Faithful Forms
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R

5.6.1.11. Marilia
Marilia was the oldest child when we started the recordings. Even though
one would expect her to faithfully produce most of her target forms by
that age, she exhibits unexpected truncation patterns. For example, she
truncates SW words to S forms (examples in (224)) after the age of 2;8.7,
while she had already started producing them correctly at the age of 2;7.6
(examples in (225)). WS targets are accurately produced at the same time
SW faithful forms are produced (examples in (226)).
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(224) SW target forms truncated to S
a. /"pa.no/ ® ["pa]
‘up’
b. /"ka.to/® ["ka]
‘down’

(2;8.7)
(2;11.12)

(225) SW faithfully produced target words
a. /"kli.no/ ® ["ci.no]
‘shut-1 SG.PRES’
b. /"tsa.da/® ["ca.nda]
‘bag’

(2;7.6)
(2;8.7)

(226) WS faithfully produced target words
a. /mo."ro/ ® [mo."lo]
‘baby’
b. /Du."´es/ ® [Vu."je]
‘job-PL’

(2;7.6)
(2;8.15)

Marilia further attempts all types of trisyllabic targets. SW1W2 targets are
faithfully produced (examples in (229)) before being truncated to S
(examples in (227)), and SW1 forms (examples in (228)). Marilia tends to
produce the syllable adjacent to the stressed one, rather than the rightmost.
(227) SW1W2 target forms truncated to S
a. /"ko.ci.no/® [ko]
‘red-NEUTR’
b. /"ko.li.sa/ ® [go]
‘glue-1 PAST.SG’

(2;10.1)
(2;11.5)

(228) SW1W2 target forms truncated to SW1 words
a. /"e.va.le/® ["e.pi]
‘put-3 SG.PAST’
b. /"e.ka.na/® ["e.ka]
‘do-1 SG.PAST’
c. /"xti.pi.sa/® ["ti.pi]
‘hit-1 SG.PAST’
d. /"e.fa.Va/® ["e.va]
‘eat-1 SG.PAST’
e. /"va.la.ne/® ["Va.la]
‘put-3 PL.PAST’

(2;7.6)
(2;8.15)
(2;9.26)
(2;11.18)
(3;5.18)

(229) SW1W2 faithfully produced target words
a. /"pe.ksu.me/ ® ["pe.kTo.me] ‘play-1 PL.SUBJ’
b. /"far.ma.ko/ ® ["fa.ma.ko]
‘medicine’

(2;7.6)
(2;7.28)

W1SW2 input forms are truncated to iambic W1S (examples in (230))
forms as well as trochaic SW2 forms (examples in (231)). Iambic and
trochaic forms emerge during the same recording. However, iambic forms
occur more frequently. Faithful W1SW2 target forms occur again at the
same recording session at the age of 2;7.6 (examples in (232)).
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(230) W1SW2 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /xti."pa.o/® [di."ba]
‘hit-1 SG.PRES’
b. /pu."la.ca/® [pu."la]
‘bird-PL’
c. /pe."tru.la/® [pe."tul]
‘stone-DIM’
d. /va."stu.ne/® [va."tu]
‘hold-3 PL.PRES’
e. /ka."re.kla/® [ga."re]
‘chair’

(2;7.6)
(2;9.26)
(2;11.25)
(3;5.23)
(3;3.14)

(231) W1SW2 target forms truncated to SW2
a. /ma."ri.na/® ["li.na]
‘Marina-PR.NM’

(2;7.6)

(232) W1SW2 faithfully produced forms
a. /ma."ri.na/ ® [ma."li.na]
‘Marina-PR.NM’
b. /Da."ska.la/ ® [ja."ka.la]
‘teacher’
c. /ci."ri.a/® [ti."ri.a]
‘lady’
d. /vi."vli.o/® [vli."vli.o]
‘book

(2;7.6)
(2;7.22)
(2;9.26)
(2;10.1)

W1W2S target forms are truncated to W(1,2)S forms (examples in
(233)), but they are never fully realized.
(233) W1W2S target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /for.ti."Vo/® [bu."ko]
‘lorry’

(2;10.1)

All tetrasyllabic word types are targeted. W1SW2W3 are reduced to
iambic disyllabic W1S forms (examples in (234)) and trisyllabic
W1SW(2,3) forms (examples in (235)) more or less during the same period
they are also faithfully produced, as exemplified in (236).
(234) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to W1S
a. /pa."ti.sa.me/® [pa."ti]
‘step-1 PL.PAST’
b. /je."ne.Tli.a/® [je."le]
‘birthday’

(2;8.15)
(3;5.23)

(235) W1SW2W3 target forms truncated to W1SW(2,3)
a. /ka."te.vi.ce/® [ka."te.vi]
‘come down-3 SG.PAST’
b. /ma."ri.li.a/® [ma."ri.li]
‘Marilia-PR. NM’

(2;8.22)
(3;5.23)

(236) W1SW2W3 faithfully produced target words
a. /pa."re.la.si/ ® [va."le.la.i] ‘parade’

(2;8.15)
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Accordingly, W1W2SW3 targets are being truncated to disyllabic
W(1,2)S forms (examples in (237)) as well as trisyllabic W(1,2)SW3 and
W1W2S forms, as shown in (238) and (239), respectively. Surprisingly,
trisyllabic truncations emerge before disyllabic ones. Faithful productions
also occur before disyllabic truncations, as illustrated in (240) below.
(237) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)S
a. /pi.e."ro.tos/ ® [pi."lo]
‘pierrot’
b. /ksi.la."ra.ca/® [kla."ra]
‘stick- PL.DIM’

(3;1.2)
(3;1.24)

(238) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W(1,2)SW3
a. /le.ro."me.na/® [lo."me.na]
‘dirty- PL.NEUTR’
b. /me.li."ti.ni/® [fo."li.ni]
‘Melitini-PR.NM’

(2;7.22)
(2;7.28)

(239) W1W2SW3 target forms truncated to W1W2S
a. /pa.ta."ta.ca/® [pa.ta."ta]
‘chips’
b. /ka.tsa."ri.Da/ ® [ka.a."liÉ]
‘cockroach’
c. /lu.lu."Da.ca/ ® [lu.lu."DaÉ]
‘flower- PL.DIM.’
d. /ba.la."ri.na/® [pa.ra."li]
‘Ballerina’
e. /me.li."ti.ni/® [me.li."ti]
‘Melitini-PR.NM.’

(2;7.8)
(2;8.22)
(2,9.27)
(3;3.21)
(3;5.18)

(240) W1W2W3S faithfully produced forms
a. /Va.ri.fa."´a/® [Va.li.fa."´a] ‘carnation plant’
b. /pro.to.xro."a/® [po.to.xo."a] ‘new year’s day’

(2;8.7)
(2;10.1)

At the same time when Marilia produces truncations of trisyllabic
and tetrasyllabic targets, she accurately realizes five-syllable targets, more
specifically W1W2SW3W4 and W1W2W3W4S forms, as illustrated in (241)
and (242), respectively. The latter type is truncated at the age of 2;11.5.
W1W2W3W4S targets are never faithfully produced. However, they occur
truncated to W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S forms (examples in (243)). In all cases,
truncations may occur after faithfully produced forms are realized, even
though such a behavior is not expected within a restrictive stage-like
fashion of language development. Tableau 40 represents the ranking due
to which W1W2SW3W4 emerge correctly.
(241) W1W2SW3W4 faithfully produced target forms
a. /ka.se."to.fo.no/® [ka.e."to.fo.no] ‘cassette recorder’

(2;8.7)
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(242) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W(1,2)W(2,3)S
/a.e.ro."pla.no/ ® [a.lo."pla]
‘aeroplane’
(2;8.22)
(243) W1W2W3SW4 target forms truncated to W1W2W3S
/por.to.ka."la.Da/ ® [po.to.ka."laÉ]
‘orange juice’
(2;11.5)
(244) W1W2W3SW4 faithfully produced forms
a. /Te.sa.lo."ni.ki/® [Te.Ta.lo."ni.ki] ‘Thessaloniki-city name’
(2;11.5)
(245) W1W2W3W4S target forms truncated to W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S
/a.ne.mo.vlo."ja/ ® [mo.vlo."ja]
‘chicken pox’
(3;0.12)
Tableau 40
/ji.mna."sti.ri.o/
[ji.na."ti]
F[ji.na."ti.ri.o]
["ti.ri.o]
["ti.ri]

STRESSFAITH MAX-IO
**!
**!
***!

ALIGN-L ALIGN-R
**
**
**
**
*

W1W2W3SW4 target forms can be truncated to tetrasyllabic
W1W2W3S or trisyllabic W(1,2)W(2,3)S that retain either of the unstressed
syllable. Such forms conform to the rankings in (246) and (247) and tableaux 41 and 42, respectively. In ranking (244), CONTIGUITY, MAX-#σ,
and ANCHOR-R are of crucial importance. These constraints in combination with the satisfaction of STRESSFAITH lead to the production of
tetrasyllabic iambic forms.
(246) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, *2-PodPrWd, FTBIN, ΜΑΧ-#σ >>
MAX-IO, ALIGN-L, ANCHOR-R, CONTIGUITY
(247) STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, PARSE, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> ALIGN-L,
MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R, CONTIGUITY
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Tableau 41
/a.e.ro."pla.no/
["pla.no]
F[a.lo."pla]
[lo."pla.no]
[a.e.ro."pla.no]
[a.e.lo."pa]

STRESS ALIGNFAITH
R
*!
*!
*!

ΜΑΧ- *2-POD ALIGN- MAX- ANCHOR- CONT
#σ
PRWD L
IO
R
*!
***
*
**
**
*
*!
*
**
***
*!
***
*
*

Tableau 42
/por.to.ka."la.Da/
STRES ALIGN- CONT
SFAITH R
*!
[po.to.ka."la.Da]
*!
[to.ka."la.Da]
F[po.to.ka."laÉ]
[ka."la]
*!
["la.Da]

PARSE

MAX- MAX- ALIGN- ANCHOR#σ
IO
L
R
***
*!
*
**
*
***
*
*!
****
*
*
*!
****

The common characteristic of the data discussed above is that children preserve the stressed syllable regardless of the template the stressed
syllable fits into. In section 5.6.3 I examine cases in which the stressed
syllable is not preserved in children’s productions. Rather, in these forms
unstressed syllables or syllables consisting of unmarked segments of the
target forms survive. I suggest that segmental (un)markedness effects
influence the shape of the produced forms.
An input/output crosstabulation of Marilia’s data is provided in table
12.
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Table 12: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Marilia.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS

INPUT
Sw
wS Sww wSw wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll Total
2952
118
107
67
2
1
11
17
3275
66.2% 5.3% 12.7% 3.4% 1.0%
.5% 1.0%
8.7% 29.3%
83 1551
40
101
9
1.9% 69.7% 4.7% 5.2% 4.5%

Sww

9
.2%

wSw

13
.3%

wwS

12
6.4%

12
1.1%

4
2.1%

1
.1%

2
.1%

6 1118
2
20
.7% 57.5% 1.0% 10.7%

48
4.3%

5
.2%

4
.5%

21
3
1.9% 15.0%

544
64.5%

11
1.3%

wSww
wwSw

1
.0%

2
.1%

1
.5%

8
120
.4% 59.7%
5
.3%

2
1.1%

9
4.6%

161
1.4%

1
345
3
31
.5% 31.3% 15.0% 15.9%

391
3.5%

10
50.0%
3
.3%

517
531
60
496
64
11.6% 23.9% 7.1% 25.5% 31.8%

3
1.6%

29
2.6%

nil

878
19.7%

2
631
1.1% 57.2%

ww

2
.0%

w

1
.1%

12
65
134
.5% 7.7% 6.9%

6
3.1%

17
.2%

91
46.7%

98
.9%

1
23
1724
5.0% 11.8% 15.4%
1
5.0%

2
1725
1.0% 15.4%

1
.1%

3
.0%

2
.1%

Ss

2
.0%
1
.1%

Swsw

1
.5%
2
.1%

Ssw
SwSw
Other

5 1215
2.6% 10.9%
166
1.5%

1
.5%
1
.0%

1
5.0%

4456
2952

562
5.0%

3
1.5%

2
1.1%

> 4 syll.

1
.5%

136
72.7%

10
.5%

wwwS

2
1810
1.0% 16.2%

3
.1%

4
.5%

2224
118

844
107

1943
67

3
1.5%

1
.5%

5
.0%
3
.0%

2
1.0%

2
1.1%

1
.1%

1
5.0%

201
2

187
1

1104
11

20

2
1.0%

15
.1%

195 11174
17
3275

.5% 1.0%
8.7% 29.3%
Total 66.2% 5.3% 12.7% 3.4% 1.0%
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Marilia’s learning paths are given in (248) below. Marilia adopts 25
distinct developmental paths in her acquisition of stress. All these rankings differ minimally with respect to each other. The reason for employ-
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ing separate grammars is that the data discussed above do not and cannot
conform to one single ranking, because it is not only variable output
forms corresponding to the same input that arise but also various forms
targeting different word types. Truncated W2SW4 and W1W2S forms cannot rise due to a single ranking. To get both forms through a single ranking would imply that most constraints are unranked. However, such a
constraint ranking/grammar does not provide any insight as to how development proceeds. Moreover, this ranking would allow any variable forms
to surface. Given that variation does occur but, as the data show, it is
certainly restricted, I prefer to claim that multiple grammars are employed
to account for the produced forms as well as to restrict variation. Consequently, I argue that the model of multiple grammars undertaking unranked constraints is explanatorily more adequate and demonstrates that
development proceeds in terms of developmental paths. This is further
going to be discussed in 5.7.2.
(248) Marilia’s attested learning paths
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(/W1W2S/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L >> MAX-IO
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1S], *[SW(2,3)])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1SW(2,3)])
- SF, CONT, MAX-#σ, FTBIN, *2-PodPrWd >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
ANCHOR-R
(/W1W2SW3/® [W(1,2)S])
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- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, CONT, MAX-IO
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [W(1,2)SW3])
- SF, ANCHOR-R, *2-PodPrWd, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, ALR, CONT
- SF, FTBIN, *2-PodPrWd, CONT, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R MAX-#σ, *2-PodPrWd, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> MAX-IO,
ANCHOR-R

(/W1W2W3SW4) ® [W1W2W3S]

- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, PARSE >>MAX-IO, AL-L, ANCHOR-R,
CONT
(/W1W2W3W4S/® [W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN, *2-PodPrWd, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, AL-L,
MAX-#σ
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-IO,
{M}
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, AL-L >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
Stress shift to an edgemost syllable
- MAX-IO, AL-L >> SF, AL-R
- MAX-IO, AL-R >> SF, AL-L
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Faithful Productions
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R

5.6.2. Other attested patterns
In this section I provide data from a different category of forms, which I
treat as a ‘rest’ category. The reason for investigating these forms separately is that such forms do not surface in the ways described in 5.6.3.
What became obvious from the discussion in 5.6.3 was that the preservation of the stressed syllable irrespective of the template it fits in is the
major goal in child production. In other words, the syllable that is stressed
in the input is realized as being stressed in the output at all costs.
The fundamental characteristic of the forms discussed in this section
is that it is not the stressed syllable that surfaces as stressed in the output.
The reason why this happens is that children exhibit positional faithfulness and markedness effects, except for faithfulness to the stressed syllable. The patterns under investigation are, first, ‘constructed’ syllables
(section 5.6.2.1), second, disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed
syllables (section 5.6.2.2), third, stress errors (section 5.6.2.3) and, finally,
di- and trisyllabic truncations and fully produced forms with stress shifts
to an edgemost syllable (section 5.6.2.4). I will demonstrate that in these
cases there are factors additional to prosodic ones, namely segmental that
are involved in speech production. More specifically, it will be shown that
segmental (un)markedness and positional faithfulness may influence the
shape of the produced forms.
5.6.2.1. ‘Constructed’ syllables
What I call ‘constructed’ syllables are monosyllabic forms that do not
preserve any element of the syllable that is stressed in the input form. Put
differently, ‘constructed’ syllables do not keep any segmental constituent
of the stressed syllable, the onset, the coda or the nucleus. In such cases,
either unmarked segments of syllables other than the stressed one or segments (both consonant and vowels) occupying edgemost positions, are
retained. By ‘unmarked’ I mean underspecified in terms of Feature Geometry and Underspecification (see Kiparsky 1981, 1982c, 1985, Archangeli 1984, 1988, Pulleyblank 1986, Steriade 1987, Clements 1988,
among others). Unmarked segments tend to be easier to produce and, consequently, they are more frequently attested. Monosyllabic constructed
syllables are, naturally, inherently stressed.
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Melitini exhibits both segmental (un)markedness and positional faithfulness in her constructed monosyllabic productions. However, she shows
a clear preference for segmental (un)markedness. Consequently, in a form
such as (249a) the leftmost and rightmost segments are retained. The initial segment also happens to be the least marked in the input form. (249a)
can be seen as a form that respects both positional faithfulness and segmental (un)markedness scales. (249c), on the other hand, is an instance of
positional faithfulness.78
(249) Melitini
a. /ti."le.fo.no/® [toÉ]
b. /so.ko."la.tes/® [koÉ]
c. /vi."vli.o/® [vo]
d. /xar.to.pe."tse.ta/® [pe]

‘telephone’
‘chocolate-PL’
‘book’
‘napkin’

(1;07.05)
(1;11.22)
(2;01.24)
(2;02.03)

Bebis M also displays both patterns in his productions. An interesting
case is illustrated in (250b) where bidirectional manner and place consonant harmony occurs in order for the most natural, that is, the stop and
labial /b/ segment to occupy the onset position of the monosyllabic produced form. Bebis M’s data are comparable to those of Konstadinos (examples in (252)). Bebis T, on the other hand, only exhibits cases of segmental unmarkedness in his few cases of preservation of unstressed syllables (see examples in (251)).
(250) Bebis M
a. /ka.ra."va.ci/® [ka]
b. /a.fto."ci.ni.to/® [bi]
c. /Vra."fi.o/® [Va]
d. /"sku.pa/® [ba]

‘ship-DIM’
‘car’
‘desk’
‘broom’

(1;9.22)
(1;9.22)
(1;10.18)
(1;11.21)

(251) Bebis T
a. /"fra.u.la/® [la]
b. /"si.ko/® [ko]

‘strawberry’
‘fig’

(1;10/1;11.29)
(1;10)

78

I do not assume this to be a case where one of the cluster members of the medial syllable is retained. In terms of OT, this would presuppose the employment of constraints
that demand cluster reduction, but also the preservation of the labial segment. This
would lead to a noneconomical analysis. Rather, I prefer to assume that the initial segment is preserved, something that would simply require the recruitment of a positional
faithfulness constraint.
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(252) Konstadinos
a. /ka."ra.vi/® [ba]
b. /ma."no.lis/® [ma]
c. /xor."jo/ [xoÉ]
d. /ku.ku."va.ja/® [ku]
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‘ship’
‘proper name’
‘village’
‘owl’

(1;11.11)
(1;11.17)
(1;11.17)
(2;0.22)

Felina, (examples in (253)) and Dionisakis (examples in (254)) further exhibit cases of influence of segmental unmarkedness and positional
faithfulness in their monosyllabic constructed forms or retainment of unstressed syllables. What Felina and Dionisakis further demonstrate is that
when initial syllables are onsetless, as shown in (253b), (254d) and (254i)
they may not count as syllables of the word. It is the immediately following syllable that counts as initial; therefore, their onset is produced,
even when it is marked. Comparable data are provided from Sofia (examples in (255)), Stefanos (examples in 256)) and Stefanoulis (examples in
(257)).
(253) Felina
a. /ji."ri.zi/® [jiÉ]
b. /"e.Di.ra/® [Da]
c. /mi.xa."na.ci/® [fix]
d. /ku.ne."la.ci/® [ku]
e. /bo."ris/® [bo]

‘turn-3 SG. PRES.’ (1;11.7)
‘hit-1 SG. PAST’ (2;0.4)
‘motorbike-DIM’ (2;5.9)
‘rabbit-DIM.’
(2;8.27)
‘can-2 SG.PRES’ (2;10.6)

(254) Dionisakis
a. /ka.se."to.fo.no/® [no]
b. /ma."e.ri/® [li]
c. /bo."ri/® [bi]
d. /a.rku."Da.ci/® [Vu]
e. /xar."ti/® [xa]
f. /por.to."ka.´a/® [po]
g. /"e.fe.re/® [feÉ]

‘cassette-recorder’(2;1)
‘knife’
(2;2)
‘can-3 SG.PRES’ (2;3)
‘bear-DIM’
(2;3)
‘paper’
(2;3)
‘orange-PL’
(2;4.27)
‘bring-3 SG.PAST’(2;5.15)
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(255) Sofia
a. /"ku.kla/® [ka]
b. /po."li/® [pol]
c. /"fra.u.la/® [la]
d. /"li.Vo/® [lo]
e. /lu."lu.Dja/® [lul]

‘doll’
‘much’
‘strawberry’
‘little-ADV’
‘flower-PL’

(2;5.23)
(2;6.21)
(2;0.13/3;4)
(2;11.27)
(3;3.3)

(256) Stefanos
a. /Va.lo."pu.la/® [Vaf]
b. /"pa.o/® [po]
c. /pa."ta.tes/® [pat]
d. /pu."la.ca/® [pu]

‘turkey’
‘go-1 SG.PRES’
‘potato-PL’
‘bird-PL’

(2;3.26)
(2;5.1)
(2;5.8)
(2;5.23)

(257) Stefanoulis
a. /"to.ra/® [la]
b. /pu."la.ci/® [pu]
c. /pi."je.nu.me/® [bi]

‘now’
‘bird-DIM’
‘go-1 PL.PRES’

(2;1.2)
(2;3.17)
(2;4.21)

An interesting result stemming from the data of Ioanna and Marilia is
that such forms do not fade away as language acquisition proceeds. On
the contrary, they persist even during our final recording sessions. Such
data confirm the fact that grammars demanding positional faithfulness
and markedness effects to surface are activated. I refer to such grammars
as ‘hybrid’ or ‘peripheral’ grammars.79
(258) Ioanna
a. /va."si.lis/® [vaT]
b. /vi."vli.o/ ® [vi]
c. /pa."ra.Ti.ro/® [fa]
d. /"e.na/® [na]
e. /mi."kros/® [mi]

79

See 5.7.2. for more discussion.

‘proper name’
‘book’
‘window’
‘one’
‘small-MASC’

(2;6)
(2;8.11)
(2;10.7)
(2;11.10)
(3;3.28)
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(259) Marilia
a. /ku."ku.la/® [la]
b. /ja."tro/® [ja]
c. /jor.ti."no/® [ti]
d. /xar."ta.ca/® [xa]
e. /kor."De.la/® [kor]

CHAPTER 5
‘hood’
‘doctor-ACC’
‘festive’
‘paper-PL.DIM’
‘ribbon’

(2;8.7)
(2;8.22)
(2;11.12)
(1;11.17)
(3;5.18)

These examples indicate the activation of separate grammars, one
demanding well-formedness constraints being higher ranked and one demanding the recruitment of special, positional faithfulness constraints that
are higher ranked. What distinguishes these grammars from the grammars
needed for the data described in the previous section is that the grammars
employed here outrank STRESSFAITH, the constraint that requires the
preservation of the stressed syllable in the output form. STRESSFAITH was
crucial for the analysis of the data of the previous section. Given that
stressed syllables are not preserved in the pattern of ‘constructed’ or ‘invented’ forms, other factors must be taking over STRESSFAITH. These
facts will be analyzed in detail in section 5.7.2.
Dealing with data of the ‘rest’ category revealed that the acquisition
of stress cannot be attributed to purely prosodic factors. On the contrary,
it is crucial that the acquisition of prosody is looked at also from the angle
of the potential segmental effects on the produced forms. Put differently,
the shape of the realized forms is in many cases the result of the combined influence that segmental and prosodic factors may exercise on the
produced forms. In the cases discussed in (249) through (259) it was exemplified that segmental (un)markedness and positional faithfulness influenced the segmental make up of the produced forms.
In the analysis, it will be shown that such facts are interpreted by the
ranking of segmental constraints in position where their influence is more
apparent. More specifically, it will be shown that segmental (un)markedness and positional faithfulness may influence the shape of the produced
forms.
Such data force the activation of separate grammars, one of which
demands well formedness constraints being higher ranked in the cases
where unmarked segments surface in the output forms and one which
demands the recruitment of special, positional faithfulness constraints that
are higher ranked; this is, for example, the case with the preservation of
the leftmost segment irrespective of its degree of markedness.
Apart from the importance of constraints referring to segmental constituents, what distinguishes the grammars dealing with the ‘rest’ cases
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from the grammars employed to account for the purely prosodic facts, is
that the segmental constraints used to account for the ‘other’ patterns outrank STRESSFAITH, the constraint that requires the preservation of the
stressed syllable in the output form. STRESSFAITH was the most crucial
constraint to account for the child data. Nevertheless, given that stressed
syllables are not preserved in the pattern of ‘constructed’ forms, for example, other factors must be taking over STRESSFAITH.
In the analysis, markedness constraints appear as a general constraint
{M}. It is natural that different well-formedness constraints are responsible for the winning candidate for each category discussed and distinct
rankings are consequently activated. However, I will not recruit constraints referring to specific, for example, featural characteristics. In other
words, I will not make use of constraints promoting, for example, [-cont],
[-voi], and so on, segments.
The multiple grammars model implies that depending on the dynamics of each well-formedness constraint a distinct ranking must be motivated. I am not interested in providing each of these different rankings
here. I am rather interested in showing the general tendencies of
(un)markedness effects that children demonstrate. For relevant and more
detailed discussion on this issue, see Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a,b).
The extra constraints relevant for the current discussion are those provided in (260):
(260) {M}: Output segments respect sonority effects and markedness
scales. In other words, segments of the output must be as
unmarked as possible.
MAX-#C: Preserve the input initial consonant and its features in the
output (cf. Revithiadou and Tzakosta2004a,b).
ANCHOR-R-C#: Preserve the righmost consonant of the input in
the output.
ANCHOR-R-V#: Preserve the rightmost vowel of the input in the
output.
MAX-#C is essential for the cases where the initial segment is preserved no matter what the degree of markedness of its featural characteristics are. This constraint is a more specific version of MAX-#σ. The ANCHOR constraints are more specific versions of the general prosodic con-
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straint ANCHOR-R. A more specific segmental faithfulness constraint is
necessary in cases where only part of the righmost syllable, either the
nucleus or the coda, is preserved and not the whole syllable.
Consequently, in the cases where monosyllabic forms are produced
and the stressed syllable does not surface, STRESSFAITH is demoted below the well-formedness constraints {M}, and the alignment constraints
ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R. MAX-#σ is also highly ranked, since it is the rightmost syllable that surfaces. This is illustrated in the ranking (261) and
tableau 43.
(261) {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R >> STRESSFAITH,
FTBIN, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R, ANCHOR-R-C/V#
Tableau 43
/pe."Da.ci/
{M} MAX-#σ ALIGN-L ALIGNR
C [pe]
[pe."Da.ci]
[pe."Da]
["Da.ci]
["pe.Da]

*!
*!
*!
*!

*!
*!
*!

STRESS
FAITH
*

FTBIN MAX-IO
*

**

*!
*!
*!

*
*
*

It is worth noting that forms such as the fourth candidate ["Da.ci] is
considered to violate the {M} constraint, since the most unmarked segment of the input is not retained in the output. In cases where monosyllabic forms retaining the initial unstressed syllable are preserved irrespective of its segmental content satisfies the ranking in (262). This ranking
differs from the ranking in (261) with respect to the low ranking of the
{M} constraint, which promotes unmarked segments.
(262) MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, ALIGN-L, ALIGN-R >> STRESSFAITH,
FTBIN, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R, ANCHOR-R-C/V#, {M}
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Tableau 44
B. /mi."kros/
MAX-#σ
[mi."kros]
C [mi]
[kros]
["mi.kros]

ALIGNL
*!

ALIGNR

STRESS
FAITH
*

*!
*!

FTBIN MAXIO
*
*

*
*

*!

{M}
*
*
*
*

Finally, ‘constructed’ syllables respect a constraint ranking, which
demands preservation of edges and satisfaction of markedness scales.
This ranking is illustrated in (263) below. As displayed, the ranking for
‘invented/constructed’ syllables has to be different from those in (261)
and (262), since (261) and (262) do not derive ‘constructed’ syllables.
STRESSFAITH still remains low ranked.
(263) MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, ALIGN-R, ALIGN-L, {M} >> MAX-IO,
STRESSFAITH, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN
Tableau 45
/ti."le.fo.no/
[ti."le.fo.no]
["ti."le]
["le.fo]
F[toÉ]
[ti."le.fo]
["te.fo]

MAX- ANCHOR- ALIGN#C
V#
R
** !
*!
*!
*!
*!
*!

ALIGNL
*
*

*

MAX- STRESS
IO
FAITH
**
**
***
*
**

*

FTBIN

*

Table 13 below displays the number of monosyllabic truncations
broken down by child and total. Table 14 demonstrates the number and
rate of the emergent constructed syllables. Constructed syllables do not
exhibit very high percentages, however, I consider them to be significant
enough80 to activate distinct grammars. For example, Melitini, Dionisakis,
Sofia and Marilia exhibit rates higher than 3%.

80

I consider data that exhibit a percentage higher than 2% to provide evidence of consistent production in child speech and, consequently, to be statistically significant.
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Table 13: Monosyllabic truncations broken down by child (absolute, relative and cumulative
frequencies).
Name
Bebis M
Bebis T
Dionisakis
Felina
Ioanna
Konstadinos
Marilia
Melitini
Melitini (all)
Sofia Kappa
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Total

Frequency
1123
243
1092
1980
1372
467
1730
1272
51
1007
614
809
11760

Percent
9.5
2.1
9.3
16.8
11.7
4.0
14.7
10.8
.4
8.6
5.2
6.9
100

Cum. %
9.5
11.6
20.9
37.7
49.4
53.4
68.1
78.9
79.3
87.9
93.1
100.0

Table 14: ‘Constructed’ monosyllabic forms (absolute frequency, total monosyllabic truncations,
and percentage).
Name
Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Sofia
Ioanna
Marilia
Melitini (all)
Total

N
58
10
5
4
22
37
15
4
41
8
113
0
317

Monosyll.
truncations
1272
1123
243
467
1980
1092
614
809
1007
1372
1730
51
11760

Percent
4.56
0.9
2.05
0.85
1.11
3.39
2.44
0.50
4.07
0.58
6.53
0.0
2.70

5.6.2.2. Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
In disyllabic truncations of longer words where only unstressed syllables
are preserved, the most dominant patterns are the following; first, the first
two unstressed syllables may be preserved, one of which carries stress.
Stress can either be assigned on the initial or final syllable resulting in
trochaic or iambic feet. Such examples are illustrated in (264b), (264e),
(265a), (265b), (266f), (271a). Second, the rightmost and the syllable adjacent to it to the left may be preserved, especially in cases where stress
falls on the initial syllable of the target form or a syllable other than those
maintained. This is exemplified in (265d), (265e), (269d), (274e). Finally,
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the leftmost and rightmost syllables, that is, both the leftmost and rightmost unstressed syllables are preserved. Examples are demonstrated in
(264a). More examples of the attested patterns are provided in (264)
through (274) for all children.
(264) Melitini
a. /o."ri.ste/® ["o.te]
b. /so.ko."la.tes/® [ko."ko]
c. /ka.se."to.fo.no/® ["ka.i]
d. /ka.te."ve.ni/® [ka."te]
e. /ku.lu."ra.ca/® ["ku. 7lu]

‘welcome’
‘chocolates-PL’
‘tape recorder’
‘come down-3 SG.PRES’
‘biscuit-PL’

(1;10.31)
(1;11.22)
(2;0.26)
(2;0.26)
(2;1.1)

(265) Bebis M
a. /ma.ri."a.na/® [ma."liÉ]
b. /pa.te."lo.ni/® [ba."de]
c. /"e.pe.sa/® ["pe.a]
d. /"e.fi.Va/® ["fi.Va]
e. /"e.ka.na/® [ga.na]
f. /ka.tsa."ri.Des/ ® ["ka.ja]

‘proper name’
‘trousers’
‘fall-1 SG.PAST’
‘leave-1 SG.PAST’
‘do-1 SG.PAST’
‘cockroach-PL’

(1;9.22)
(2;2.12)
(2;2.12)
(2;3.19)
(2;5.21)
(2;9.25)

(266) Bebis T
a. /a.fto."ci.ni.to/® ["fa.vo]

‘car’

(1;11.10)

(267) Konstadinos
a. /fe."li.na/® ["fe.la]

‘proper name’

(2;0.15)

(268) Felina
a. /ve.la.ni."Dja/® [ve."la]
b. /xa.li."na.ri/® ["xa.ni]

‘oak tree’
‘rein’

(2;4.22)
(3;0.19)

(269) Dionisakis
a. /pa."do.fles/® ["pa.ne]
b. /po."Di.la.to/ ® ["la.to]
c. /fri.Va."a/® ["fi.Va]
d. /ku.ku."va.ja/® [ku."kuv]
e. /ma.ji."re.vo/® ["ma.vi]

‘slippers’
‘bicycle’
‘biscotte’
‘owl’
‘cook-1 SG.PRES’

(2;2)
(2;2.6)
(2;6.29)
(2;6.29)
(2;8.11)
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(270) Sofia
a. /ma.ka."ro.a/® ["pa.na]
b. /pe.ta."lu.Da/® ["pe.ta]

‘pasta’
‘butterfly’

(2;5.10)
(2;9.13)

(271) Stefanos
a. /ku.ku."va.ja/® ["ku.ku]

‘owl’

(2;3.12)

(272) Stefanoulis
a. /"e.pe.se/® ["pe.ce]
b. /ka."pe.lo/® ["ka.ru]

‘fall-3 SG.PAST’
‘hat’

(2;1.18)
(2;1.25)

(273) Ioanna
a. /a.fto."ci.ni.to/® ["ni.to]
b. /pe.ta."lu.Da/® ["pa.D«l]

‘car’
‘butterfly’

(2;7.1)
(3;3.15)

(274) Marilia
a. /lu.ku."ma.ci/® ["lu.ku]
b. /le.le."Da.cis/® [le."le]
c. /Da.xti."la.ci/® [Da."xti]
d. /ku.klo."Te.a.tro/® ["ku.kos]
e. /"e.ka.na/® ["ka.na]

‘sweet-DIM’
(2;7.28)
‘proper name’
(2;8.15)
‘finger-DIM’
(2;10.1/3;4.19)
‘puppet theater’
(2;11.18)
‘do-1 SG.PAST’
(3;1.2)

As already mentioned, three patterns of disyllabic truncations preserving the stressed syllable are attested. First, the first two syllables may
be preserved, second, the rightmost syllable and its adjacent to the left are
preserved, third, edgemost syllables, i.e. the leftmost and rightmost are
realized. Each type respects a different ranking basically emphasizing
positional faithfulness effects. For the first type, the dominant ranking is
one which faithfulness to the left edge of the word is required. Moreover,
given that the syllable, which is adjacent to the leftmost one, is also preserved, CONTIGUITY seems to be crucial and, therefore, highly ranked.
The ranking is illustrated in (275) and the evaluation process is exemplified in tableau 46 below.
(275) MAX-#σ, ALIGN-R, CONTIGUITY, FTBIN >> ALIGN-L,
STRESSFAITH, MAX-IO, ANCHOR-R
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Tableau 46
/ka.se."to.fo.no/
MAX- ALIGN- CONT ALIGN- STRESS
R
L
FAITH
#σ
*
*
C [ka."cet]
*!
*
[se."to]
*!
["to.fo]
**!
**
[ka.se."to.fo.no]
*!
**!
["to.fo.no]

MAX-IO
***
***
***
**

The second type demanding the rightmost unstressed syllable and its
adjacent syllable is forced by the ranking in (276). Its effects are further
shown in tableau 47.
(276) ANCHOR-R, ALIGN-L, CONTIGUITY, FTBIN >> ALIGN-R >>
STRESSFAITH, MAX-IO, MAX-#σ
Tableau 47
/"e.pe.sa/
C ["pe.a]
["e.pe.sa]
["e.pe]
[pe."sa]

ANCHOR- ALIGN- CONT ALIGN- STRESS
R
L
R
FAITH
*
*
**!
*!
*!
*

MAX- MAXIO
#σ
*
*
*
*

*

Finally, the third type where the leftmost and rightmost syllables are
preserved is motivated by the ranking in (277) and tableau 48 below, respectively.
(277) MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, ALIGN-L, FTBIN >> STRESSFAITH,
ALIGN-R, MAX-IO, CONTIGUITY
Tableau 48
/o."ri.ste/
[o."ri.ste]
C ["o.te]
["ri.ste]
[o."ri]

MAX- ANCHOR- ALIGN- STRESS
#σ
R
L
FAITH
*!
*!
*
*!
*!
*!

ALIGN- MAX- CONT
R
IO
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Table 15 displays the frequency rates of disyllabic truncations in general broken down by child and total. Table 16, on the other hand, displays
the rate of disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables only.
Table 16 further shows that not all children employ distinct grammars
requiring such forms to be produced. Melitini, Bebis M, Stefanos and
Marilia exhibit statistically significant rates. I assume the total result to
also be significant enough (statistically speaking) to activate separate
grammars.
Table 15: Disyllabic truncations broken down by child (absolute, relative and cumulative
frequencies).
Name
Bebis M
Bebis T
Dionisakis
Felina
Ioanna
Konstadinos
Marilia
Melitini
Melitini (all)
Sofia Kappa
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Total

Frequency
604
456
809
905
567
197
401
402
6
967
210
437
5961

Percent
10.1
7.6
13.6
15.2
9.5
3.3
6.7
6.7
.1
16.2
3.5
7.3
100.0

Cum.%
10.1
17.8
31.4
46.5
56.0
59.4
66.1
72.8
72.9
89.1
92.7
100.0

Table 16: Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables (absolute frequency, total
monosyllabic truncations, and percentage).
Name
Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Sofia
Ioanna
Marilia
Melitini (all)
Total

N
14
28
5
2
6
20
13
3
17
9
15
0
132

Monosyll.
truncations
402
604
456
197
905
809
210
437
967
567
401
6
5961

Percent
3.48
4.63
1.09
1.01
0.66
2.47
6.19
0.68
1.75
1.58
3.74
0.0
2.21
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5.6.2.3. Stress errors
I consider stress errors to take place in forms that have undergone stress
shift. Stress errors occurring in truncated forms where the stressed syllable is also produced or accurately realized forms have one major goal; to
make stress land on an edgemost syllable. The only exception found in
the Greek corpus of data is provided in (282), where the goal is apparently a different one; the accomplishment of a trochaic foot. In general,
stress errors do not give an indication as to which stress template is preferred; both iambic and trochaic minimal words are produced. This constitutes additional evidence that Greek child speech is not biased towards
any pattern. Greek children confuse the metrical structure of their input
forms, given its overall unpredictable nature, something that results in the
emergence of trochaic and iambic errored forms. It is worth mentioning
that other children, like Melitini, Bebis M and Marilia prefer to produce
iambs, others, like Konstadinos and Dionisakis prefer trochees, while
others, like Felina, Sofia and Ioanna recruit both patterns. Ample evidence is provided in the examples in (278) through (286) and representative selection of the correct candidate in rankings (287) and (288) and
tableaux 49 and 50, respectively.
(278) Melitini
a. /Da."ska.la/® [ka."la]

‘teacher-FEM’

(279) Bebis M
a. /"va.la.me/® [v«."la]
b. /"sta.vro/® [va."vo]
c. /"to.ra/® [to."laÉ]
d. /vra."o.li/® ["va.i]

‘put-1 PL.PAST’
‘Stavros-VOC’
‘now’
‘bracelet’

(1;9.22)
(1;10.18)
(2;4.27)
(2;10.23)

(280) Konstadinos
a. /pa.Vo."to/® [pa."Vu.to]
b. /po."la/® ["pu.la]

‘ice cream’
‘a lot of’

(1;11)
(1;11.11)

(281) Felina
a. /"e.kli.se/ ® [kli."Te]
b. /sxo.li."ko/® ["To.li]
c. /psi."lo/ ® ["fi.lo]
d. /"ska.la/ ® [ka."la]

‘shut-3rd SG.PAST’
‘school bus’
‘tall-NEUTR’
‘ladder’

(2;6.17)
(2;11.01)
(2;11.1)
(3;0.12)

(1;10.31/2;3.14)
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(282) Dionisakis
a. /pu."´a/® ["pu.la]

‘bird-PL’

(283) Sofia
a. /"ju.lis/® [pu."li]
b. /ku."vas/® ["ku.a]
c. /"e.vVa.la/® [e."vVaÉ]

(2;6.21)
‘Julie-GEN.SG’
‘basket’
(3;0.18)
‘take out-1 SG.PAST’ (3;5.29)

(284) Stefanoulis
a. /"pa.me/® [ta."me]

‘go-1 PL.PRES’

(2;6.23)

(285) Ioanna
a. /kal."tson/® ["ka.to]
b. /ra.fa."il/® ["a.li]
c. /vi."vli.o/® [vi."o]

‘tights’
‘rafail’
‘book’

(2;4.29)
(2;6)
(2;8.11)

(286) Marilia
a. /pa.ga.lo."xo.ri/® [ba.ka."lo]
b. /"ka.´a/® [ka."la]

‘name of a village’
‘Kalia’

(2;7.28)
(2;8.15)

(2;2.12)

(287) CONTIGUITY, ALIGN-R, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R >> STRESSFAITH,
ALIGN-L, MAX-IO
Tableau 49
/Da."ska.la/
["Da.la]
[Da."ska.la]
["ka.la]
C [ka."la]
[Da."la]

CONT ALIGN- ANCHOR- STRESS
R
R
FAITH
*!
*!
*
*!
*!
*
*!
*

ALIGN- MAXL
IO
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

(288) MAX-#σ, ALIGN-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R-V# >> CONTIGUITY,
STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, MAX-IO
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Tableau 50
/vra."o.li/
[vra."o.li]
C["va.i]
["o.li]
[o."li]

MAX- ALIGN- ANCHOR- CONT STRESS
#σ
L
V#
FAITH
*!
*!
*
*!
*!
*

ALIGN- MAXR
IO
*
*
*
*
*
*

5.6.2.4. Di-, trisyllabic truncations/faithfully produced forms with stress
shifts to an edgemost syllable
The difference between this pattern and the one dealt with in 5.6.2.3 lies
in the degree of production accuracy. To be more specific, I assume stress
errored forms to be forms that have undergone truncation and truncation
shift, while the pattern discussed in this section refers to forms that are
faithfully produced, with respect to the number of the produced syllables,
but stress is misplaced. This is the least extensively attested pattern. However, it is interesting because of the fact that stress shift is driven by the
necessity of stress to land on an edgemost syllable. Such facts confirm
claims based on theoretical analyses as well as psycholinguistic and/or
phonetic experimentation that word edges are prominent and, consequently, attract stress.
Such facts also motivate rankings in which STRESSFAITH is not relevant for the selection of the optimal candidate; rather, it is ALIGN constraints in the rankings that take over. This is further evidence that Greek
children do not have much difficulty assigning stress correctly, as the
majority of the provided data demonstrated, but, rather, discovering the
foot structure of the target language.
(289) Melitini
a. /vu."va.li/® ["bu.ba.li]

‘buffalo’

(1;7.14)

(290) Marilia
b. /ri."zo.Va.lo/® ["li.lo. 7Va.la]

‘rice pudding’

(2;8.15)

The patterns discussed above further confirm the fact that segmental
(un)markedness plays a role in the acquisition of prosody, even if it is
minimal. This is proved true in the child language of all languages studied
up to now (cf. Gnanadesikan 2004, for English). Except for preserving the
stressed syllable, children are interested in the well-formedness of their
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forms. This highlights the fact that even at advanced stages markedness
scales tend to exhibit minimal effects, which are interpreted in the emergence of hybrid co-grammars, which constitute linking paths between
initial grammars where markedness overrides faithfulness and advanced
stages where faithfulness overrides markedness.81
Positional faithfulness is also shown to be playing a crucial role.
Word-initial positions and edges in general are special in many ways, for
example, as being salient in perception and, by extension, in language
processing (cf. Smith 2002 and more references cited therein). Production
data from Greek child speech add to the bulk of empirical evidence in
support of this observation. Special positional faithfulness constraints
have been proposed in order to deal with the increasing evidence that
neutralization of featural contrasts primarily affects perceptually non-salient positions (Beckman 1998 et seq.). The fact that in children’s speech
faithful productions target prosodically salient positions and, in particular,
word-initial consonants suggests that a positional faithfulness constraint
needs to be added to the repertoire of our analytical tools. Naturally, such
faithfulness-oriented grammars generate variable output forms that are
different instantiations of positional faithfulness. The general picture that
the Greek child database provides is that children produce variable outputs for a given target form not only during the same recording session
but also throughout the acquisition process, in general.
We also saw fewer instances of faithfully (in terms of the produced
number of syllables) forms that undergo stress shift. The ranking these
forms conform to differs from the one that the fully produced forms follow. To be more specific, one of the ALIGN constraints occupies a high
position in the hierarchy, whereas STRESSFAITH is low ranked. In the
ranking in (291), MAX-IO absorbs the functions of other faithfulness constraints, such as CONTIGUITY or ANCHOR-R.
(291) MAX-IO, ALIGN-L, STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R

81

For extensive discussion on this issue see Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a,b)
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Tableau 51
/vu."va.li/
C[vu."va]
C ["va.li]
C[vu."va.li]
["bu.ba.li]

MAX-IO
*!
*!

ALIGN-L
*!

STRESSFAITH

ALIGN-R

*!

*!
*!
**!

*!

In case of a ranking where all constraints would be partially ranked,
as shown in tableau 51, the optimal candidate would not surface as the
only winner given that other candidates asign the same number of
violation marks. Consequently, constraints need to be ranked. This
ranking is illustrated in (292) and tableau 52, respectively. Moreover, a
ranking where all constraints are partially ranked renders the theory
overpowerful and does not make any theoretical predictions.
(292) MAX-IO, ALIGN-L >> STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R
Tableau 52
/vu."va.li/
[vu."va]
["va.li]
[vu."va.li]
C ["bu.ba.li]

MAX-IO
*!
*!

ALIGN-L
*!

STRESSFAITH

ALIGN-R

*!

*!
*!
**!

*!

Developmental patterns involving stress errors are characterized by
the high ranking of ALIGN constraints at the cost of STRESSFAITH. For
example, CONTIGUITY interacts with ALIGN-R in case iambs are preferred; CONTIGUITY and ALIGN-L are prevalent in case trochees are required to surface in the children’s forms. In these examples, as in those of
‘constructed’ syllables and disyllabic forms preserving only unstressed
syllables, STRESSFAITH is low ranked in the hierarchy.
Generally speaking, up to now we have seen multiple parallel cogrammars emerging purely at the level of prosody, that is, grammars that
demand the preservation of the stressed syllable, and co-grammars
emerging at the level of the interaction of prosodic and segmental factors.
The latter type of grammars demand well-formedness as well as the satisfaction of positional faithfulness in child productions. All these coemerging, overlapping co-grammars firmly support the idea of the multi-
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ple parallel grammars model, which will be advanced in detail in section
5.7.2.
5.7. General discussion
The data presentation in section 5.6 have demonstrated that Greek phonological development proceeds in multiple parallel ways. More specifically, children acquiring Greek L1 adopt distinct strategies and adopt
various developmental paths in the process of the acquisition of stress.
Naturally, truncation is one of the processes which fundamentally characterize children’s early utterances. However, truncated forms have not a
uniform shape throughout language development or even during the same
developmental time interval as these were defined in section 4.2.1.
Rather, many different stress patterns of various lengths may emerge
during the same period of time, even during the same recording session.
Truncated forms additionally co-emerge with faithfully produced forms.
For example, it was shown, that SW and WS target words are truncated to the stressed syllable before being faithfully produced. This process may go on even at advanced stages during which SW and WS forms
or longer input forms are truncated or accurately realized. Such facts illustrate that language development is not a process that proceeds in a linear or uniform way. Forms of various lengths may co-emerge and overlap
during the same developmental stages.
With respect to SW1W2 target forms the children under investigation
truncate them to both SW1 and SW2 forms before they realize them faithfully. Tables 17 and 18 below demonstrate the frequency rates of SW1 and
SW2 truncations, respectively. The production of SW1 and SW2 forms
correspond to two different models regarding how the expansion of truncated forms proceeds. The model proposed by Gerken (1994a,b, 1996),
on the one hand, suggests that children preserve the stressed and its adjacent syllable, while the model introduced by Echols and Newport (1992)
suggests that stressed and rightmost syllables are maintained. Tables 17
and 18 demonstrate that Greek children statistically favor Gerken’s
model. In OT terms, this means that the developmental path demanding
CONTIGUITY to be prevalent is preferred over the developmental path
requiring preservation of the stressed syllable.
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Table 17: Number of Sw1 truncations out of total number of Sw1w2 target forms per child, plus
percentage.
Name

N

Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Sofia
Ioanna
Marilia
Total

13
9
4
1
29
20
5
1
6
2
9
99

Sw1w2
trunc.
forms
17
13
6
1
29
26
5
1
12
4
9
124

Percent
76.5
69.2
66.7
100.0
100.0
76.9
100.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
100.0
79.83

Table 18: Number of Sw2 truncations out of Sw1w2 target forms per child, plus percentage.
Name

N

Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Sofia
Ioanna
Marilia
Total

4
4
2
0
0
6
0
1
6
2
0
25

Sw1w2
trunc.
forms
17
13
6
1
29
26
5
1
12
4
9
124

Percent
23.5
30.8
33.3
0.0
0.0
23.1
0.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
0.0
20.17

Generally speaking, Greek children initially truncate their input
forms to the stressed syllable only and then build their forms on this
stressed syllable. This results in the production of forms with variable
stress patterns. In other words, forms with an iambic, trochaic or ambiguous metrical structure, that is, structures that can be characterized as either
iambic or trochaic by the children, emerge even during the same developmental stages. However, in sections 5.6.2.1, 5.6.2.2 and 5.6.2.3 I discussed cases where it is syllables other than the stressed that may be preserved in the children’s forms. To be more specific, these patterns showed
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that it is edgemost unstressed syllables or syllables made up from
edgemost or unmarked segments that survive.82 Such patterns are attributed to the fact that Greek children build their feet from either the left or
the right side. In these cases, if the stressed syllable does not occupy an
edge, an unstressed syllable surfaces. Stress errors also occur in children’s
attempt to discover the metrical structure of the language being acquired.
Given the unpredictable nature of Greek stress, i.e. the fact that stress can
be assigned on any of the last three syllables of the word, children have
difficulty understanding whether the language being acquired is trochaic
or iambic. Given that children seem to build their feet from either side,
stress errors are expected to emerge.
What was also shown in the previous sections was that there is no indication for a trochaic bias in Greek child speech. To be more specific,
the claim here is that the preference for certain stress patterns, in this case
trochees, is imposed by the frequency of trochaic forms in the target
forms. In other words, it is not UG that forces trochees to occur, but,
rather, input frequency effects. Tables 19 and 20 display the frequency
rates of the output and input forms, respectively.

82

Anttila (2002) suggests that variation is related to markedness; in other words, variation arises in a situation where there are two equally marked alternatives available and
obligatory patterns in situations where there is one clearly least marked alternative available. Variation is not attributed to this fact in child Greek.
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Table 19: Frequencies of output forms and percentages for all children (absolute, relative and
cumulative percent).
OUTPUT
Sw
wS
Sw1w2
wSw
wwS
wSww
wwSw
wwwS
> 4 syll.
w
nil
ww
Ss
Swsw
Ssw
Sws
SwSw
other
Total

N
34013
15226
5537
12825
1463
1397
3079
114
703
28537
9291
104
241
228
199
197
107
685
113946

Percent
29.9
13.4
4.9
11.3
1.3
1.2
2.7
.1
.6
25.0
8.2
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.6
100.0

Cum. %
29.9
43.2
48.1
59.3
60.6
61.8
64.5
64.6
65.3
90.3
98.5
98.5
98.8
99.0
99.1
99.3
99.4
100.0

It is obvious that trochaic forms, such as SW ones, are more frequently attested in the output as well as the output. However, metrically
ambiguous forms, such as W1SW2, are more frequently attested than
clearly trochaic, for example SW1W2, or clearly iambic, such as W1W2S,
forms. Such rates further prove that Greek is trochaic in its nature.
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Table 20: Relative and absolute frequencies of input forms per child.

Name
Melitini

Sw
42.1%
5023
Bebis M
32.7%
3795
Bebis T
46.6%
1400
Konstadinos 31.4%
1419
Felina
37.9%
6206
Dionisakis
25.8%
3655
Stefanos
35.3%
1638
Stefanoulis 39.3%
3224
Sofia
46.4%
4859
Ioanna
34.3%
3981
Marilia
31.2%
4456
Melitini
39.3%
164
(all)
Total
36.8%
39820

wS
14.1%
1688
18.4%
2131
14.5%
436
14.3%
646
14.2%
2325
18.3%
2595
18.8%
874
17.9%
1467
14.7%
1540
17.2%
2001
15.6%
2224
13.2%
55
15.9%
17982

Sww
5.2%
623
6.2%
720
5.4%
162
9.7%
436
5.2%
851
8.7%
1232
6.1%
284
5.1%
416
4.8%
504
7.0%
818
5.9%
844
4.6%
19
6.2%
6909

wSw
12.6%
1499
14.7%
1701
14.4%
432
14.4%
650
13.8%
2264
14.7%
2085
14.2%
658
16.0%
1316
15.1%
1580
12.7%
1480
13.6%
1943
16.5%
69
14.4%
15677

Word type
wwS wSww wwSw wwwS Other83
Total
0.5% 1.2% 8.1% 0.2% 16.0% 100%
62
138
963
18
1927 11941
1.4% 1.9% 5.5% 0.2% 19.0% 100%
161
221
637
24
2204 11594
0.2% 0.8% 2.3% 0.0% 15.8% 100%
7
25
70
0
471
3003
1.2% 0.9% 7.6% 0.0% 20.5% 100%
53
40
344
1
924
4513
2.2% 1.7% 3.5%
0.2 21.3% 100%
366
271
580
39
3462 16364
1.1% 1.9% 4.4% 0.2% 24.9% 100%
155
263
601
24
3548 14158
1.0% 0.8% 4.1% 0.1% 19.6% 100%
46
37
190
4
909
4640
2.0% 1.5% 4.5% 0.1% 13.6% 100%
166
120
372
5
1126
8212
0.6% 0.8% 3.7% 0.1% 13.8% 100%
67
87
390
6
1438 10471
1.6% 1.6% 5.1% 0.2% 20.3% 100%
188
187
597
20
2336 11608
1.4% 1.3% 7.7% 0.1% 23.2% 100%
201
187 1.104
20
3300 14279
1.7% 1.0% 3.1% 0.5% 20.1% 100%
7
4
13
2
84
417
1.2% 1.3% 5.0% 0.2% 19.0% 100%
1479 1580 5861
163 21729 111200

In charts 1 through 10 presented below the attested realizations of all
word types investigated in this study are provided for all children and for
all developmental stages. What is evident for all word types is that the
stressed syllable is preserved in truncated and faithfully produced forms.
Another finding is that the fully faithful forms gather the highest percentage for all word types in the total. This implies that we started recording
the children when their development had already reached phases where
faithful forms had already started to emerge. The charts further illustrate
the more dominant patterns attested in child productions. The ‘nil’ percentage refers to input forms which were not attempted by the children.
The ‘other’ percentage refers to produced forms where the stressed syllable was not preserved, forms that have undergone stress errors, as well as
reduplicated and augmented forms. Reduplicated and augmented forms
are not dealt with in this study. Chart 1 demonstrates that monosyllabic
83

The primary source of ‘other patterns’ is monosyllabic content and function words.
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forms massively surface as such. However, it is interesting that ‘other’
patterns emerge; in such patterns augmented forms basically emerge.
Input: S
nil

Other
1487
2661

17616

#0#

Chart 1: Attested realizations of S input forms.

Charts 2 and 3 exhibit how disyllabic SW and WS forms are realized,
respectively. It is shown that faithful forms display the highest percentage, followed by monosyllabic truncated forms. Both word types exhibit
stress errors, i.e. trochaic forms are produced as iambic, and iambic forms
are produced as trochaic. This is shown by the ‘other’ category.
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Input: Sw

Other

nil
4927
#0#
4222

28378

#10#

Chart 2: Attested realization of SW input forms.

Input: wS
Other
#10#
#0#
4083

12080

#01#

Chart 3: Attested realizations of WS input forms.
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Charts 4, 5 and 6 display how trochaic (SW1W2), metrically ambiguous (W1SW2) and iambic (W1W2S) trisyllabic target forms are realized.
Trochaic and iambic forms exhibit rather expected patterns. More specifically, SW1W2 forms (chart 4) are mainly faithfully produced. When they
are reduced, truncated forms are mostly trochaic SW(1,2) forms. There is a
percentage of ‘other’ forms which are stress errored, augmented forms
etc. Iambic (W1W2S) forms (chart 6) exhibit comparable results. When
not faithfully realized, they are truncated to iambic W(1,2)S forms. The
percentage of ‘other’ forms includes, for example, errored, augmented
and forms where only unstressed syllables are preserved. Metrically ambiguous (W1SW2) forms (chart 5) provide the most interesting results.
Such forms are mostly faithfully realized. When they are truncated, they
exhibit both trochaic and iambic patterns. However the rate of trochaic
forms is double compared to that of iambs due to input frequency effects
(see tables 2 through 12).
Input: Sww

Other

nil
588

753
#10#
941

4627

#100#

Chart 4: Attested realizations of SW1W2 input forms.
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Input: wSw
Other
#10#

#0#
916

#01#

1530
938

2038

10255

#010#

Chart 5: Attested realization of W1SW2 input forms.

Input: wwS
#0#

Other

203

162

#01#
173

941

#001#

Chart 6: Attested realizations of W1W2S input forms.
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The picture is the same with metrically ambiguous W1SW2W3,
W1W2SW3 forms, and iambic W1W2W3S forms as illustrated in charts 7,
8 and 9, respectively. W1SW2W3 forms (chart 7) are faithfully produced
as well as truncated. Disyllabic truncated trochaic S1W and trisyllabic
metrically ambiguous W1SW(2,3) forms are more prevalent. Iambic truncations emerge but with a lower percentage, included in the ‘other’ category. W1W2SW3 target forms (chart 8) provide similar results. Finally,
W1W2W3S target forms (chart 9) do not display any surprising results in
the sense that, when not correctly produced, they are mostly truncated to
disyllabic W(1,2,3)S and trisyllabic W(1,2)W(2,3)S forms. Forms having undergone stress errors, as well as augmented forms and other patterns are
included in the percentage of the ‘other’ forms.
Input: wSww
#0#

Other

#010#

91
196

#100#

173
129

991

#0100#

Chart 7: Attested realizations of W1SW2W3 input forms.
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Input: wwSw
Other
nil
#10#

559
1260

413

#010#

307

888

#0#

2454

#0010#

Chart 8: Attested realizations of W1W2SW3 input forms.

Input: wwwS

Other
27
#01#
13

#0001#
73

50
#001#

Chart 9: Attested realizations of W1W2W3S input forms.
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Chart 10 collapses target forms consisted of more than four syllables.
Five-syllable input forms surface in various ways with respect to the
number of syllables and the stress pattern of the produced forms. More
specifically, five-syllabic input forms surface as monosyllabic, disyllabic
trochaic forms, trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic metrically ambiguous forms.
Faithful forms are also realized but in lower percentages. There are also
forms of the ‘nil’ and the ‘other’ category as described above.
Input: > 4 syllables

nil
Other

277
#0#

576
318

#10#

168

289

#00010#

328
210
#0100#

#0010#
246

#010#

279
#00100#

Chart 10: Attested realizations of input forms longer than 4 syllables.

Tables 1 through 5 in appendix 2 display the point in time when the
word types under investigation and their possible surface forms emerge
consistently. These tables provide further evidence for variability and the
extent to which overlapping patterns emerge in Greek child speech. They
illustrate all types of target forms, their faithful realization as well as the
truncation patterns attested in the database. There are two major conclusions one can draw from studying the tables presented in appendix 2; first,
truncated and faithfully produced forms of each intended word type overlap in the speech of each child separately (intra-child variation). Second,
truncated and faithfully produced forms of all intended word types overlap across children (inter-child variation).
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Such observations imply that establishing clear developmental stages
that children go through during the process of language acquisition is not
useful, if not impossible. The only conclusion one can reach given the
above findings and tables 1 to 5 in appendix 2 is that language development proceeds in a fashion that allows the emergence of many possible
patterns, given certain input forms. Variation and regressions to previous
phases are systematic. Children become slowly and gradually faithful to
their input due to positive evidence and the frequency of specific word
types in child-directed speech. This will also be discussed in section 5.7.1.
In other words, children gradually, but not always steadily, accomplish
their goal, which is to reach the final state of the adult grammar they aim
at.
In graphs 3 and 4a-k the number of syllables of the forms produced at
each developmental time interval and for each child are presented. The
findings consist of the following: first, not all developmental time
intervals are reported for all children. This is attributed to the fact that
each child was recorded at a different age and not for the same period of
time. Second, the emergence of mono-, di-, tri- and tetrasyllabic truncated
and faithful forms is not isomorphic in the sense that it is not the case that
the more children grow up the longer the words they produce are. What is
observed is that children may exhibit unexpected regressions to earlier
phases of development at a point when they are supposed to be capable of
producing longer forms. Naturally, percentages of regression or variation
vary as defined in chapter 4.
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All children
Rel. number of truncations (%)

100

80

60

N syll.
4

40

3
20

2
1

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Developmental time interval
Graph 3: Relative frequency of monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic truncated
and faithfully produced forms for all children as a function of developmental time interval.
b. Bebis M

a. Melitini
Rel. number of truncations (%)

100

80

60

N syll.
4

40

3
20

2
1

0
1

2

3

4

Developmental time interval

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Developmental time interval
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d. Konstadinos

c. Bebis T
Rel. number of truncations (%)

100
80

60

N syll.
4

40

3

20

2
1

0
1

1

2

2

Developmental time interval

Developmental time interval

f. Dionisakis

e. Felina
Rel. number of truncations (%)

100

80

60

N syll.
4

40

3
20

2
1

0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Developmental time interval

g. Sofia Kappa

8

2

3

4

5

6

Developmental time interval

h. Stefanos

Rel. number of truncations (%)

100

80

60

N syll.
4

40

3
20

2

0

1
3

4

5

6

7

8

Developmental time interval

3

4

5

Developmental time interval
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j. Ioanna

Rel. number of truncations (%)

100

80

60

N syll.
4

40

3
20

2

0

1
1

2

3

4

5

3

Developmental time interval

4

5

6

7

8

Developmental time interval

k. Marilia

Rel. number of truncations (%)

100
80

60

N syll.
4

40

3
20

2

0

1
5

6

7

8

Developmental time interval

Graphs 4a-k: Relative frequency of monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic truncated and faithfully produced forms for all children as a function of developmental time interval.

I assume the emergence of such variable patterns to imply that children have access to distinct developmental grammars to provide different
or multiple output forms. As will be argued in section 5.8, I assume, following Tesar and Smolensky (2000), that the acquisition process starts
with a sole ranking where markedness constraints totally outrank faithfulness constraints. Such a ranking facilitates language development and
solves the subset problem. In the process of phonological acquisition
children adopt multiple parallel grammars that leads them to the acquisition of the fully faithful forms. One question is how children know which
grammar will lead them to the final state of the grammar being acquired.
Apparently positive evidence and input frequency shows them the way.
Table 21 is an input/output crosstabulation for all children, where it is
shown that SW trochaic forms are more prevalent in the input and, conse-
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quently, in the output. It is also shown that stress errors occur in all word
types, especially metrically ambiguous. This provides evidence for the
fact that Greek children have great difficulty discovering the metrical
structure of their mother language, as well assigning metrical structure to
it.
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Table 21: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation for all children.

OUTPUT
Sw

INPUT
Sw
28378
71.3%

wS
Sww
wSw
1238
941
2038
6.9% 13.6% 13.0%

wSww
42
2.7%

wwSw
413
7.0%

wwwS
2
1.2%

>4 syll
289
10.7%

Total
33382
36.2%

938
173
6.0% 11.7%

62
3.9%

123
2.1%

13
8.0%

100
3.7%

15022
16.3%

WS

1433
3.6%

Sww

262
.7%

10
4627
.1% 67.0%

WSw

313
.8%

84
.5%

WwS

8
.0%

132
.7%

14
.2%

WSww

6
.0%

2
.0%

70
1.0%

53
.3%

WwSw

9
.0%

5
.0%

4
.1%

185
1.2%

12080
67.2%

100
1.4%

WwS
41
2.8%

137
.9%

15
1.0%

129
8.2%

35
.6%

2
1.2%

122
4.5%

5339
5.8%

92 10255
1.3% 65.4%

36
2.4%

173
10.9%

888
15.1%

2
1.2%

246
9.1%

12089
13.1%

52
941
.3% 63.6%

9
.6%

155
2.6%

50
30.7%

30
1.1%

1391
1.5%

1
.1%

991
62.7%

18
.3%

210
7.8%

1351
1.5%

12
.8%

10
.6%

2454
41.7%

4
2.5%

328
12.2%

3011
3.3%

13
.9%

1
.1%

3
.1%

73
44.8%

24
.9%

114
.1%

20
1.3%

54
.9%

3
1.8%

599
22.3%

692
.8%

91
5.8%

307
5.2%

4
2.5%

318
11.8%

10921
11.8%

14
.9%

1260
21.4%

2
1.2%

277
10.3%

7804
8.5%

1
.0%

97
.1%

WwwS
> 4 syll.

2
.0%

1
.0%

5
.1%

W

4222
10.6%

4083
22.7%

204
3.0%

Nil

4927
12.4%

Ww

75
.2%

12
.1%

4
.1%

5
.0%

Ss

91
.2%

51
.3%

8
.1%

24
.2%

Swsw

3
.0%

8
.1%

Ssw

5
.0%

Sws

1
.0%

SwSw

2
.0%

Other

83
.2%

34
.2%

33
.5%

45
.3%

Total

39820
100%

17982
100%

6909
100%

15677
100%

244
753
1.4% 10.9%

6
.0%

8
.1%
1530
162
9.8% 11.0%
314
2.0%

13
.9%

7
.5%

2
.1%

7
.1%

10
.4%

200
.2%

7
.0%

7
.4%

84
1.4%

32
1.2%

141
.2%

11
.2%

75
.5%

2
.1%

19
.3%

13
.5%

125
.1%

35
.5%

7
.0%

5
.3%

10
.2%

11
.4%

122
.1%

2
.1%

15
.3%

7
.3%

30
.0%

19
1.3%

20
1.3%

36
.6%

7
4.3%

74
2.7%

351
.4%

1479
100%

1580
100%

5881
100%

163
100%

2691
100%

92182
100%

46
3.1%

4
.0%

1
.6%
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In (293) I provide the word types that are faithfully produced by the
children. Word types are presented in descending frequencly order given
than not all children produce all word types.
(293) Word types faithfully produced by the children
- SW ® Me, BM, BT, K, F, D, S, I, Ma
- WS ® Me, K, F, D, St, I, Ma
- SW1W2 ® BT, K, F, S, I, Ma
- W1SW2 ® Me, BT, K, F, S, I, Ma
- W1W2S ® K, F, I
- W1SW2W3 ® BT, K, F, S, I, Ma
- W1W2SW3 ® Me, BM, BT, K, F, S, St, St/oulis, I, Ma
- W1W2W3S ® Me, I, Ma
- W1W2SW3W4 ® I, Ma
- W1W2W3SW4 ® Me, I, Ma
- W1W2W3W4S ® none
5.7.1. Revision of the trochaic bias
The data discussed in the previous section showed that truncation is the
major strategy Greek children turn to in order to acquire the accentual
system of their native language. This is not different from what children
acquiring other languages do. It was also illustrated that variation in the
produced forms is the main characteristic of Greek child speech. Given
the lexical character of the language and the variable positions stress can
be assigned to, children tend to truncate target forms primarily preserving
the stressed syllable in their outputs. Consequently, they lend an iambic
and/or trochaic stress pattern to the produced forms. For example, metrically ambiguous W1SW2 target forms are truncated to both iambic and
trochaic disyllabic forms.84
These iambic and trochaic patterns constitute different developmental
paths available to children while they acquire the stress system of their
language. Interestingly, most of the children tend to follow both of these
developmental paths. This underlines the fact that both inter- and intrachild variation, namely variation across children but also in the speech of
one and the same child, is observed. The statistical analysis presented in
84

Interestingly, this is also reported to hold for the Dutch Levelt & Fikkert and the Marten database investigated by Taelman (2004).
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section 5.7 highlights the fact that iambs appear frequently, but not as
frequently as trochees. This was shown in tables 2 through 12. Inputoutput crosstabulations for all children at all developmental time intervals
are additionally provided in tables 7 through 14 in appendix 2. These
tables describe the development of each word type.
These facts weaken the claims supporting the trochaic bias hypothesis. Generally speaking, the arguments for the trochaic bias do not seem
to hold for Greek child speech. More specifically, level stress does not
emerge in cases where words having non-trochaic stress are targeted. Additionally, stress reversals appear not only when children attempt iambic
forms, but also for trochaic forms. Moreover, children tend to truncate
both trochaic and iambic disyllabic input forms to monosyllabic ones.85
All these facts constitute evidence against the trochaic bias.
As already mentioned in section 5.4, Hayes (1995) argues for the existence of a trochaic bias in child speech, since more languages of the
world are trochaic rather than iambic. In this thesis, I claim that the trochaic bias is a characteristic of languages, which are trochaic in nature.
However, in Greek, which is considered to be a trochaic language the position of stress is determined by the lexicon, the trochaic bias is not validated by the child data. Languages with predictable word final stress, like
French, do not support the trochaic bias hypothesis either (cf. Braud
2003). If a trochaic bias existed, it should appear in all languages, irrespective of their accentual systems, trochaic or iambic, predictable or
lexical.
However, a prevalence of trochees over iambs is observed in the data
as indicated by tables 2 through 12. I argue that this happens due to input
frequency effects and not essentially to a UG imposition. As shown in
tables 2 through 12, children are mostly exposed to trochaic forms and,
consequently, they are expected to produce more trochaic than iambic
forms. Therefore, I would claim that a trochaic bias is not imposed by
UG, it is simply predicted by UG, which provides trochaic as well as
iambic structures.
5.7.2. Revision of a stage-like order of acquisition: The developmental
paths approach
As already discussed in section 5.5, most researchers working on acquisition adopted the idea that language development proceeds by means of
85

See also Taelman (2004) for a comparable account of the Dutch child data.
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distinct developmental stages. That is to say, some linguistic phenomena
appear more predominantly, i.e. they are more prevalent than others, at
certain stages and children seem to display a uniform behavior towards
them. This has primarily been argued for Dutch (cf. Fikkert 1994a, Lohuis-Weber and Zonneveld 1996) and English child data (cf. Demuth
1995, Demuth and Fee 1995).
The implications underlying a stage-like approach of acquisition are
the following: first, when children pass a specific stage they are considered to also overcome specific tendencies in their productions, namely,
they move from unmarked to more marked, or more faithful to their input
structures, and they tend to expand their productions. As a result, phenomena, which, for example, are prevalent at stage 1, are no longer dominant at stage 2 and sometimes not even documented. This further implies
that regressions to earlier stages of development are not allowed or expected by the stage-like model of language development.
Second, inter- and intra-child variation,86 which is extensive in Greek
child speech, does not seem to have been given much attention, perhaps
because variation is not predicted by a stage-like model. For example,
Dutch children seem to produce their first words in such a way as to fit a
trochaic template without exceptions.87 In general, the researchers who
follow a stage-like model fail to discuss and explain variation. Of course,
children eventually do better with respect to their targets. Linguistic
maturation, more attention to the input, and recognition of metrical
structures as more concrete units play a major role in phonological development.
Finally, stages are not necessarily followed by all children. Given
such drawbacks the question is what is the theoretical status of stages if
they are not followed by all children.
The Greek child data have shown that acquisition does not proceed in
a stage-like fashion. Put differently, variation is extensive, emerging
forms variably overlap, so that it is difficult to establish distinct develop86

I adopt Anttila’s (2002:210) definition of variation as being a one-to-one form-meaning relation of a special kind. We have variation when one meaning (M1) corresponds to
several forms (F1, F2).
87
Taelman (2004:136) in her innovative study of the Fikkert and Levelt Dutch child
database underlines the fact that there are considerable interindividual differences. She
provides additional support for the multiple grammars arguing that the stages only rarely
have the shape of a plateau. In sum, the only prosodic template which is evidenced by
the data is the monosyllabic prosodic template: the relaxation of the monosyllabic
template is counterbalanced by the gradual release of all other prosodic constraints.
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mental stages. Given the emergent variable patterns,88 i.e. monosyllabic,
disyllabic or polysyllabic forms, both trochaic and iambic, with stress
assigned to an edgemost syllable or not, a multitude of structures occurs
as parallel outputs in children’s productions during the same time intervals.
Therefore, due to the extensive inter- and intra-child variation I propose that learning does not consist of a series of linearly ordered grammars, each one corresponding to a clearly defined developmental stage.
Instead, I propose that acquisition proceeds through a system of multiple
parallel co-grammars, which together give rise to a pool of variable output productions for a given input string. In this system, certain blocks of
co-grammars are associated with certain developmental phases. In line
with this, the data I am concerned with here confirm that variation is systematic enough to motivate distinct rankings differing from each other
minimally or maximally.
The implication of such a claim is that language development does
not proceed in a strictly linear stage-like fashion as was considered till
now. Stages basically assume that phonological acquisition is characterized by uniformity in the produced forms. However, it should be kept in
mind that stages are convenient fictions used to describe periods of time
when some particular type of linguistic behavior is dominant. They facilitate theoretical generalization, but they are not necessarily real.
Child language variation has been studied mostly within the field of
sociolinguistics, beginning with Fischer’s (1958) work on variation
among school children. Early studies suggest that children acquire socially influenced variably patterns prior to adolescence and may participate in the process of language change (cf. Roberts 1996, also Roberts
2002, for a review). The study of child variation has basically focused on
adolescence, since, as Labov (1964), noted socially significant variation is
demonstrated during school age.
At the level of phonology, which most variation studies have focused
on, emphasis has been placed on consistency and categoricity. Intraspeaker variation is characterized in terms of its difference from adult
speech. For example, Ingram (1986:223) states that ‘as the child gets
away from the peculiarities of his own ‘little language’ his speech becomes more regular and a linguist can in many cases see reasons for his
distortions of normal words.’ Not much has been said about the influence
variation may have on the order of acquisition. A challenge in the explo88

See Stephany (1997) for relevant discussion.
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ration of child variation is the difficulty of distinguishing between variation that is socially motivated and one which is developmental in nature.
The present study aims at providing an insight into the role of variation in
phonological development.
Like child language variation, phonological adult speech variation
has been focused on the sociolinguistic external factors, such as sex, age,
style, register and social class that cause it. However, variation is said to
also be affected by internal factors, such as syntactic, morphological, phonological and lexical, as recent studies have demonstrated (cf. Anttila
1998, Anttila and Cho 1998, Boersma 1998, Boersma and Hayes 2001,
Demuth 1997, among others). In these studies, it was shown that phonological theory does not have to be restricted to explain categorical but not
quantitative regularities.
Within OT, the main trends of accounting for variation are, first, tied
violations, second, pseudo-optionality, third, the Multiple Grammars
Model, and, fourth, the approaches of stratified grammars and continuous
rankings (for extensive discussion, see Anttila 2002a). Here, I focus on
the Multiple Grammars Model and the Stratified Grammars and Continuous Ranking89 approaches that are more relevant to the present discussion.
The multiple parallel grammars model which is adopted in the
current study was first introduced by Kiparsky (1993). Kiparsky accounted for variation in terms of multiple grammars where constraints are
totally ranked. Anttila (1998, 2002a,b), on the other hand, accounts for
variation on the basis of one ranking where constraints can be unranked.
Here, I propose that children have access to multiple grammars in
parallel, in which unranked constraints also obtain. More specifically, I
propose a non-linear model of language development according to which
acquisition proceeds through a network of multiple parallel grammars,
where constraints may be partially ranked. In each stage, there may exist
a statistically predominant production pattern influenced by the most predominant core grammar.
Before I go into the details of the proposed model, let me first review
the models proposed to deal with variation, namely, the multiple parallel
grammars model (Kiparsky 1993) and the models of stratified grammars
(cf. Anttila 1998, Anttila and Cho 1998) and continuous ranking (Boer89

The continuous ranking analysis of variation is interconnected with the stochastic candidate evaluation assumed by the Gradual Learning Algorithm (GLA, Boersma 1998,
Boersma and Hayes 2001). Continuous ranking is motivated by the desire to enhance the
power of OT in the quantitative direction. The issue was discussed in more detail in
section 2.3.2.
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sma 1998, Boersma and Hayes 2001). The latter model was extensively
discussed in section 2.3.3. The approach introduced here is in line with
Anttila and Cho’s (1998) proposal of multiple grammars.
The Multiple Grammars Model (Kiparsky 1993) suggests that variation arises from the competition of distinct grammatical systems. In OT
terms, the multiple grammars model implies that a single individual
commands a set of distinct total constraint rankings. One can safely assume that each tableau stemming from the process of constraint permutation has the same possibilities to be selected. However, variation is not
free; the grammar pool available to the speaker, in our case the learner,
may be biased, for example quantitatively. Moreover, the multiple grammars model yields reasonable predictions at both the categorical and
quantitative domain.
The basic objections to the multiple grammars model have to do with
the fact that, first, the number of the possible grammars becomes implausibly large and, second, the model seems unconstrained because, if any
combination of grammars is possible, then there is the risk that any kind
of variation is possible (cf. Reynolds 1994, Orgun 1996, Inkelas 1998).90
However, it has already been mentioned that biased factors, such as frequency of the variable forms, may influence the emergence of certain
grammars.
In the stratified grammars model, on the other hand, variation is accounted for in terms of one single ranking, in which constraints are not
totally, but partially ordered. According to Anttila (2002b:21-22), ‘grammars are partial orderings of optimality-theoretic constraints [and] these
partial orders within a language are the possible subregularities (declensions, lexical exceptions, etc.) in that language.’ In reality, a general
grammar where unranked constraints are allowed subsumes more specific
grammars which are visualized as a ‘lattice diagram’ (cf. Anttila 1998,
Anttila 2002b).
The fact that constraints occupying one stratum are unranked with respect to each other provides an explanation as to why variable forms
emerge; given unranked constraints a decision cannot be reached as to
which form is the optimal candidate for a given input. Therefore, both
emerge. As Anttila (2002a,b) points out, a stratified grammar can be seen
from two points of view. First, if a stratified hierarchy is an ordered set of
constraint pairs, we have a single grammar, not multiple grammars. Second, a stratified grammar can be viewed as an instance of multiple gram90

But see van Oostendorp (1997) for a different opinion.
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mars. Thus, all stratified grammars are instances of the multiple grammars model.91 Here, I adopt the second perspective.
As already mentioned, in this thesis I suggest that the multiple
grammars model does not consist of total rankings, as initially proposed
(Kiparsky 1993). On the contrary, I propose that learning proceeds in
terms of distinct grammars consisting of a set of partially ranked or unranked constraints. These distinct grammars constitute different developmental paths that are at children’s disposal throughout the course of language development. To give an example, the shape of monosyllabic
forms provides evidence for the emergence of distinct developmental
paths. More specifically, in monosyllabic truncations it is either the
stressed syllable or unstressed and constructed syllables that respect
positional faithfulness and markedness scales that are preserved. The
emergence of such optimal forms is attributed to distinct developmental
paths that children may adopt in their phonological development which
are presented in tableaux 1, 43, and 45 rewritten here as tableaux 53, 54,
and 55, respectively. In these tableaux it is shown that instead of having
one ranking in which constraints are unranked or reranked every time a
variable form is produced, children employ different grammars consisting
of sets of partially unranked constraints provided by GEN. Consequently,
in tableau 53 it is STRESSFAITH that is highly ranked and promotes the
emergence of the stressed syllable. On the contrary, in tableaux 54 and 55
it is positional faithfulness and markedness constraints respectively that
are ranked higher than STRESSFAITH and, as a result, force the production
of syllables other than the stressed ones. The fact that variable
overlapping forms appear consistently further supports the argument for
having multiple parallel grammars instead of one ranking.
Tableau 53
/"Va.ta/
STRESSFAITH
["Va.ta]
[Va."ta]
F [Va]

91

*!

ALIGN-R
*!

ALIGN-L FTBIN MAX-IO
*!
*

*

Floating constraints and partially ordered grammars are further instances of the multiple grammars model. For more details see Reynolds (1994) and Anttila and Cho (1998),
respectively.
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Tableau 54
/pe."Da.ci/
{M} MAX-#σ ALIGN-L ALIGNR
C [pe]
[pe."Da.ci]
[pe."Da]
["Da.ci]
["pe.Da]

*!
*!
*!
*!

*!
*!

STRESS
FAITH
*

FTBIN MAX-IO
*

**

*!

*!

*
*
*

*!
*!

Tableau 55
/ti."le.fo.no/
[ti."le.fo.no]
["ti."le]
["le.fo]
F[toÉ]
[ti."le.fo]
["te.fo]

MAX- ANCHOR- ALIGN#C
V#
R
** !
*!
*!
*!
*!
*!

ALIGNL
*
*

*

MAX- STRESS
IO
FAITH
**
**
***
*
**

*

FTBIN

*

In the model adopted here, multiple grammars may differ minimally
or maximally; ‘minimally’ with respect to the fact that the ranking between two constraints may be crucial. For example, the ranking between
CONT and ANCHOR-R-IO results in different output shapes; one that
demands adjacent syllables or segments to be preserved and one which
requires the rightmost syllable or segment to surface. This is depicted in
tableaux 4 and 5 in 5.6.1.1. However, such grammars/rankings share certain characteristics: for example, the stressed nucleus/syllable is realized,
the template of the produced forms is trochaic, the length of the produced
forms is maximally disyllabic. In other words, these two developmental
paths differ only with respect to the ranking of CONT and ANCHOR-R.
The rest of the constraints occupy the same positions in the hierarchy.
On the other hand, grammars may differ ‘maximally’ in the sense
that they provide completely different optimal outputs; that is, the
position of the constraints is radically different in each hierarchy. For
instance, structures may surface due to grammars that do not share certain
characteristics. To be more specific, disyllabic outputs may, on the one
hand, respect the segmental composition of the trochaic template, part of
which is the stressed syllable (in the core grammars), or the stressed
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syllable may not be part of the very same template, which only satisfies
markedness considerations (peripheral grammars).
A question that arises with respect to the issue of multiple grammars
or co-phonologies is what is the starting point in the acquisition process,
in other words, what is the initial state of the child’s grammar. An additional question concerns how learning proceeds by means of parallel
grammars, as suggested in this study, what are the typological characteristics of these grammars and how are they interconnected to form developmental paths.
As I already discussed in chapter 2, inventories of entirely unmarked
structures are expected to be more easily processed in production and/or
comprehension but, of course, lack the range of distinctions required for
the expressiveness of adult language. Whether the child starts constructing grammar(s) from a set of unranked constraints (Tesar and Smolensky
1993, 1998; Boersma 1998) or from a ranking where MARKEDNESS >>
FAITHFULNESS (Tesar and Smolensky 2000), its job is to figure out possible ways, that is distinct learning paths (cf. Levelt and Van de Vijver
2004), that will gradually lead it to acquire the final grammar (Gfinal).
However, in this thesis I follow Tesar and Smolensky (2000) in arguing
that the initial state of the child’s grammar is characterized by one sole
ranking where markedness constraints outrank faithfulness constraints
and learning proceeds, at least to the immediately next phase, by means of
Constraint Demotion. The Constraint Demotion Algorithm (CDA) provides a definite solution to the subset problem and provides a clear answer as to how acquisition develops; moving from unmarked to marked
structures provided children are also exposed to positive evidence. This
topic was discussed in section 2.3.3.
The Gfinal is also highly variable. For the sake of the discussion, here I
assume that only one ranking holds for the final state where faithfulness
constraints generally outrank markedness constraints. In other words, I
assume that the final state of the grammar is the mirror image of the initial state of language acquisition where FAITHFULNESS >> MARKEDNESS.
What is crucial to keep in mind is that by saying that the the final state is
the mirror image of the initial state, I do not imply that all faithfulness
constraints are essentially ranked higher than markedness constraints.
What should be inferred from the ranking FAITHFULNESS >> MARKEDNESS is that child productions become faithful to their input and, consequently, more and more faithfulness constraints land at the higher stratum
in the children’s grammar.
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As will be further shown from the data analysis, child variation cannot be dealt with by means of only one ranking of unranked constraints;
the emergence of certain output forms of different shape demands the
activation of specific constraints, usually positional faithfulness constraints, which are not motivated by other output forms. Multiple grammars are essential in case variable forms targeting different input forms
overlap during the same time interval. Different grammars are further
motivated by the fact that different children adopt different strategies
during their linguistic performance.
To be more specific, the model of unranked constraints (cf. Anttila
1998, Boersma 1998) works best for variation regarding the possible surface structures of one and the same input form. However, it is difficult for
this approach to account for cases in which variable forms of various
lengths (i.e. number of syllables) targeting variable inputs emerge at the
same time. For example, co-emerging disyllabic truncations of trisyllabic
and tetrasyllabic target forms and disyllabic faithful productions are better
accounted for by means of co-phonologies and not on the basis of one
ranking where the crucial constraints are unranked. Apparently, the
former forms demand a constraint ranking where markedness constraints
outrank faithfulness constraints, whereas the latter forms require a ranking in which faithfulness is ranked higher.
By having such distinct grammars at the child’s disposal, it is easy to
explain why children favor certain forms; given positive evidence, the
child realizes that the latter ranking will lead it to the final state of the
adult grammar that it targets. In the course of the analysis, many more of
these facts will be addressed.
As I have already mentioned above, in this network of multiple parallel grammars there may be a core grammar or core grammars, which
may be statistically prevalent, but are not necessarily so. This depends on
the degree of frequency of certain emergent grammars. The core grammar
is not necessarily different at each phase of language acquisition. It may
be the same throughout phonological acquisition or it may change at each
phase or even group of phases depending on the acquisition tactics of
each child. This is better displayed in tables 7 through 14 in appendix 2.
However, the fact that children produce variable outputs for a given
input string suggests that alternative grammars, which are not as prevalent
statistically, also exert an effect. Such co-emerging grammars, known as
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co-grammars,92 or peripheral grammars are distinct constraint rankings
that are enforced in parallel with each other and with the core grammar.
Hence, a core grammar may be dominant throughout development, or the
core grammar may change at different time intervals. However, there may
be the case that there is no core grammar, only dominant co-grammars
that exhibit equivalent effects and frequency rates.
Another aspect of the importance of the co-phonologies model lies in
the fact that they exhibit typological characteristics of the target adult
grammar or any adult grammar. The co-grammars are interconnected
given that they differ minimally and, consequently, one may entail another or one may presuppose another.
With respect to the progress of acquisition, I argue that learning proceeds in three major phases. In the first phase, the child grammar is in a
state where all markedness constraints dominate all faithfulness constraints. This is the initial ranking proposed by Tesar and Smolensky
(2000). Given this initial ranking, we have an explanation as to how children proceed from unmarked and, consequently, easy to produce forms to
more marked and difficult structures.
As acquisition proceeds and Greek children gradually become faithful to their input, variable patterns emerge. To be more specific, children
target different word types, given they are also exposed to various words
types, and they produce various forms for different targets or for one and
the same target. For example, it is statistically proven (see tables 2
through 12 in 5.6.1. and 7 through 14 in appendix 2) that children truncate
different polysyllabic target forms to monosyllabic, disyllabic, trisyllabic
and even longer truncations at the same time interval. They further truncate their target forms to forms having different stress patterns, that is,
iambic, trochaic or ambiguous. They also tend to produce one and the
same target word in different ways even during the same recording
session.
Then, during the second developmental phase constraint permutation
results in a radical expansion of grammars. I assume that when we started
recording the children, this radical reranking had already taken place.
This is the reason why we do not find purely or only unmarked structures
in the Greek database. Constraint permutation provides a huge number of
grammars. This has a very important implication for OT: constraint permutation predicts the grammars of all possible languages of the world. In
92

Cf. Orgun (1996), Itô and Mester (2003), among others, for the issue of multiple cogrammars in adult speech.
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language acquisition, all possible rankings predict all possible developmental paths children follow in their task of acquiring the phonology of
their language. Two are the basic advancements of this phase: First, the
extensive development of multiple grammars and, second, the adoption of
the grammars that will eventually lead the child to the final adult state of
the target language. In this phase, grammars can be activated and deactivated at the same time. More specifically, grammars that were deactivated
in earlier time intervals may be activated in later time intervals resulting
in regressions in production. It is not necessary that grammars be abandoned gradually. There may be time intervals during which grammars are
activated and deactivated in parallel. Only in later stages are grammars
abandoned while those mostly connected with the final state grammar are
preserved.
The emergence of regressions is a basic characteristic of this second
developmental phase. Regressions refer to relapses to more primitive
structures during stages where children’s productions would be expected
to become more accurate rather than the other way around. For example,
children start producing monosyllabic truncations at a point when they are
considered to have acquired and been able to produce polysyllabic target
forms.
I do not consider regressions to be accidental or random mistakes. I
would rather claim that regressions constitute a very productive part of
the children’s ‘struggle’ to acquire their native language. Therefore, regressions to earlier phases of acquisition should be expected. This is
translated into the parallel emergence of distinct co-phonologies that can
be activated and deactivated during the second major developmental
phase. Then, positive evidence and frequency effects of the input on the
children’s output will eventually lead the children to the accomplishment
of the final state of the adult grammar.
Factorial typology, a key notion of OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993),
is considered to be a drawback for the theory because it renders the theory
over-powerful. In other words, OT seems to be able to explain everything
given that ‘anything goes’ and ‘everything is acceptable’. Within the
same limits, the multiple parallel grammars model seems to be even more
powerful. However, in reality this is not at all the case. For example, it is
possible that many different rankings provide one and the same optimal
output. This means that the number of grammars provided by factorial
typology essentially collapses to a smaller number. Additionally, the
Greek data showed that during the second major learning phase children
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adopt 30 grammars out of a total of 1.015.104.368.000 (!) grammars that
permutation of the 15 constraints used in this study provides.
This means that there is a mechanism collapsing, filtering and excluding a number of possible grammars from the inventory of grammars
children have access to. Moreover, not all children followed all of these
30 grammars, something that makes the system of multiple grammars
even simpler for each child. In chapter 5, it has been shown that children
employ grammars which are related to the first state of acquisition where
MARKEDNESS>>FAITHFULNESS and the final state where roughly FAITHFULNESS>>MARKEDNESS. As a result, the preferred grammars are those
that demand the preservation of, first, the stressed syllable, second,
edgemost syllables or segments and, third, respect markedness and prosodic or templatic effects. Consequently, grammars that demand medial
or unstressed or marked syllables or segments, ‘unnatural’ prosodic
structures or structures not existing in the target language, such as ternary
feet, to occur are excluded.
It is important to mention that the fully faithful or adult grammar is
also available to the child during this second phase where multiple grammars are generated, since it is one of the grammars provided by factorial
typology. In this second phase there is a grammar or grammars which are
statistically preferred. This statistical preference is also theoretically justified; the more properties a grammar shares with the final/adult state of the
grammar, the more likely it is to survive. Correspondingly, the more a
grammar deviates from the final state, the more prone it is to being abandoned. Given the large number of grammars available to the children, on
the one hand, and positive evidence, on the other, children abandon
grammars and gradually reach the final state of the grammar of the ambient language. Interestingly, not all children employ all grammars or the
same grammars or, even, the same number of grammars. I argue that the
number and the quality of grammars children adopt is attributed to the
input children are exposed to. Also, the older a child is at the time of being recorded the less grammars are found in his grammars inventory. On
the other hand, it is interesting that all children adopt the fully faithful
grammar of the adult state as well as the grammars that require the preservation of the stressed syllable or demand the satisfaction of positional
faithfulness and segmental and prosodic markedness.
Two interesting observations stem from the Greek data: First, the
number of accessed grammars may decrease as learning proceeds, leading
to the use of only one grammar, i.e. the fully faithful adult grammar.
More specifically, if learning proceeds without regressive steps, gram-
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mars are gradually filtered and left out from the multiple grammars’ inventory up to the point children reach the final state of the target grammar. However, if regressions to earlier stages of development occur, then
grammars may be activated and deactivated in parallel during this second
phase of development. This is possible until positive evidence and frequency effects of child-directed speech leads the child to the adoption of
the ‘correct’ final grammar. Both of these distinct developmental patterns
characterize the phonological development of Greek children.
In the third phase of their phonological development, Greek children
are considered to have reached the final state of the adult grammar. I accept that the final state is also characterized for extensive variation, however, I do assume that children target one grammar or ranking.
It is important to mention that the multiple parallel grammars model,
as it is developed here, concerns production and not perception. In other
words, in this thesis I have only dealt with the nature of production and
not perception/comprehension. However, it would be worth examining
whether perception/comprehension is also characterized by multiple
grammars. This would further explain the reasons why production is
characterized by such diversity.
In the current study, I also deviate from the traditional definition of
stage in L1 acquisition (Fikkert 1994a; Demuth and Fee 1995) that views
stages as developmental phases, which exhibit a unified linguistic behavior on the children’s part. Just like the stage-like model, I assume that as
long as children move from one developmental phase to another their
productions are expected to be less unmarked and more accurate and
faithful to their input. However, I argue that this does not happen in a
linear way. Rather, variable, ooverlapping patterns and regressions to
previous stages of language development occur extensively.
In this study I assume that a stage refers to a phase in language
acquisition associated with a set of grammars that share specific typological characteristics. This redefinition of the notion of ‘stage’ leaves room
for the occurrence of variation and regression. However, I retain the term
‘stage’ to refer to a developmental phase and to be in line with the acquisition literature.
The model of multiple grammars is illustrated in figure 1. The initial
state of the grammar Gi, or at least, what seems to be the initial state
when the recording sessions with the children under investigation started,
is one where STRESSFAITH together with other markedness constraints
outrank faithfulness constraints. The stressed syllable is faithfully and
predominantly retained from the very beginning.
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The grammars of the intermediate states of development occupy the
big central circle and are those where the stressed syllable is retained in
any template types, iambic, trochaic, metrically ambiguous, monosyllabic, disyllabic or longer and share many typological characteristics with
the more prevalent or vore grammar. The big circle further indicates that
the grammars contained in it are statistically prevalent.
The small peripheral circles contain grammars which are peripheral
to the core one and statistically less prevalent grammars. The leftmost
circle contains grammars where markedness constraints are more dominant. Such grammars provide outputs characterized by stress errors, preservation of unstressed syllables, augmented and reduplicated forms. The
rightmost circle contains grammars that exhibit positional faithfulness
effects. Such grammars provide outputs where initial or final segments/syllables are preserved irrespective of the degree of markedness of
their segmental content. It is worth noticing that the leftmost circle is bigger than the rightmost circle. This implies that the markedness grammars
of the leftmost circle are statistically more dominant than the positional
faithfulness grammars of the rightmost circle.

Figure 1: The Multiple grammars Model
Initial State of the grammar (Gi)
STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, ALIGN-L, FTBIN >>MAX-IO
Intermediate states

- {M}>>PF>>F>> …
- {M}, PF >> F >> …

..........
- STRESSFAITH, FTBIN,
ALIGN-R, ALIGN-L,
CONTIGUITY >> MAX-IO,
ANCHOR-R (W1SW2 as W1)
-

PF>>{M}>>F…
- PF>>F>>{M}...

STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-L,
ALIGN-R, FTBIN, ANCHOR-
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Final state of the grammar (Gf)
FTBIN, MAX-IO >> STRESSFAITH, ALIGN-R, ALIGN-L
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In (10) I provided the word types discussed in this study and the possible output patterns. In (294) I provide the actual patterns of the word
types given in (10) attested in the database. These attested patterns constitute the children’s developmental paths in their goal to faithfully produce their target words during the three major developmental phases, as
discussed in the next section. Finally, in (295) I provide the attested developmental paths/multiple grammars in descending frequency order.
There, it becomes evident that grammars that require the preservation of
the stressed syllable and the satisfaction of positional faithfulness and
segmental and prosodic markedness are adopted by all children. On the
contrary, grammars that demand the satisfaction of more subtle
distinctions are not followed by all children. The name of the children
following these developmental paths are indicated in the parentheses.
(294) attested output patterns of target forms
a. SW: S ® SW
b. WS: S ® WS
c. SW1W2: S ® SW1, SW2

® SW1W2

d. W1SW2: S ® W1S, SW2

® W1SW2

e. W1W2S: S ® W1S, W2S ® W1W2S
f. W1SW2W3: S ® W1S, W1SW2, SW2W3 ® W1SW2W3
g. W1W2SW3: W1S, W2S, SW3, W1W2S, W1SW3 ® W1W2SW3
h. W1W2W3S: W3S, W1W(2,3)S ® W1W2W3S


i. W1W2SW3W4: SW3, SW4, W1S, W2S, SW3W4, W1W2S, W2SW3W4
® W1W2SW3W4
j. W1W2W3SW4: SW4, W3SW4, W1W2S, W1W2W3S, W1W3SW4
® W1W2W3SW4
k. W1W2W3W4S: W2W3S, W2W4S ® W1W2W3SW4
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(295) Learning paths in descending frequency order
(/xxx/® [S])
- SF, AL-L, AL-R >> FTBIN, MAX-IO (all)
Faithful Productions
- SF, MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R (all)
(/SW1W2/® [SW1])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO >> ANCHOR-R (all)
Monosyllabic truncations exhibiting combined PF and Markedness effects
- {M}, MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAXIO
- MAX-#σ, MAX-#C, AL-L, AL-R >> SF, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-IO,
ANCHOR-R-C/V#, {M}
(all)
‘Constructed’ Syllables
- MAX-#C, ANCHOR-R-V#, AL-R, AL-L, {M} >> SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX#σ, FTBIN, MAX-IO (all)
Disyllabic truncations preserving unstressed syllables
- MAX-#σ, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, SF, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- ANCHOR-R, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R >> SF, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
- MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R, AL-L, FTBIN >> SF, AL-R, MAX-IO, CONT
(all)
Stress Errors
- AL-R, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> SF, AL-L, MAX-IO
- AL-L, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R-V#, FTBIN >> CONT, SF, AL-R, MAX-IO
(Me, BM, K, F, D, S, St/oulis, I, Ma)
(/W1SW2/® [W1S])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(Me, BM, K, F, S, St/oulis, I, Ma)
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [SW3])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(Me, BM, BT, K, F, D, S, I)
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(/W1SW2/® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> AL-R, MAX-IO
(Me, BM, K, F, S, St/oulis, I, Ma)

(/W1W2SW3/ ® [W(1,2)SW3])

- SF, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, CONT, Max-#σ >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
ANCHOR-R (Me, Fe, Di, So, St, Io, Ma)
- SF, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R, CONT >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ (Me, So, St, St/oulis, Io, Ma)
(/SW1W2/ ® [SW2])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> AL-R >> CONT, MAX-IO
(Me, BM, BT, S, St/oulis, I)
(/W1W2SW3/ ® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, CONT, AL-R, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(Me, F, S, I, Ma)
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, CONT, MAX-IO
(Μe, ΒΜ, So, Io, Ma)
(/W1W2SW3/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
(Me, K, F, I, Ma)
(/W1W2SW3W4/® [SW(3,4)])
- SF, AL-L, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN >> CONT, AL-R, MAX-IO

(BM, K, Fe, Io)
(/W1W2S/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L >> MAX-IO (K, F, Di, S,
Ma)
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L >> MAX-#σ, MAX-IO
(K, Fe)
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1SW(2,3)])
- SF, CONT, *2PodPRWD, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
ANCHOR-R (Me, Fe, I, Ma)
- SF, *2PodPRWD, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, ALR, CONT (Me)
(/W1SW2W3/® [W1S], *[SW(2,3)])
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R, MAX-IO (S, I, Ma)
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(/W1W2W3SW4/® [W3SW4])
- SF, FTBIN, CONT, *2PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO >> AL-L, AL-R,
MAX-#σ (BM, K, D)
(/W1W2W3W4S/® [W(1,2,3)W(2,3,4)S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, *2PodPRWD, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> AL-L, MAX-#σ,
MAX-IO (K, F, Ma)
(/W1SW2W3/® [SW2W3])
- SF, AL-L, ANCHOR-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-R, MAX-IO (S, I)
(/W1W2W3S/ ® [W3S])
- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, ANCHOR-R, CONT >>AL-L >> MAX-IO, MAX-#σ (Di,
Io)
(/W1W2W3S/ ® [W(1,2)W(2,3)S]
- SF, AL-R, *2PodPRWD, ANCHOR-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> AL-L >> MAXIO, CONT
- SF, AL-R, ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> CONT, MAX-IO (BM, K, Fe,
Io)
Stress shift to an edgemost syllable
- MAX-IO, AL-L >> SF, AL-R
- MAX-IO, AL-R >> SF, AL-L
(Me, Ma)
(/W1W2W3SW4/ ® [W1W(2,3)SW4]
- SF, AL-R, *2PodPRWD, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >> MAX-IO, AL-L, ANCHOR-R,
CONT (K, Di, Io)
(/W1W2SW3W4/® [W(1,2)S])
- SF, AL-R, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, CONT, MAX-IO
- SF, AL-R, CONT, FTBIN >> AL-L >> ANCHOR-R, MAX-#σ, MAX-IO (D)
(/W1W2SW3W4/® [W1W2S])
- SF, AL-R, *2PodPRWD, CONT, MAX-#σ, FTBIN >> AL-L, ANCHOR-R,
MAX-IO (F)
(/W1W2SW3W4/ ® [SW3W4]
- SF, AL-L, FTBIN, CONT, ANCHOR-R >> MAX-IO, AL-R (Di)
(/W1W2W3SW4/® [W1W2S]
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- SF, AL-R, FTBIN, MAX-#σ, *2PodPRWD >> MAX-IO, AL-L, ANCHOR-R,
CONT (Ma)

(/W1W2W3SW4/ ® [W1W2W3S]

- SF, AL-R, PARSE, FTBIN, MAX-#σ >>AL-L, ANCHOR-R, CONT, MAXIO(Ma)

The model of multiple parallel co-grammars was also adopted in
work by Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a,b). Their studies focus only on
intermediate stages of phonological development during which segmental
markedness is not as prominent as in earlier stages of acquisition. It is
demonstrated that children’s outputs preserving perceptually salient positions, i.e. stressed and/or edgemost syllables, are quantitatively more
prevalent than segmentally unmarked outputs. Revithiadou and Tzakosta
(2004a,b) illustrate that in Greek the vast majority of children’s productions arise from a stressed-syllable faithfulness (σ!-faithfulness) grammar
which favors templatic outputs that preserve the segmental content of the
stressed syllable in the target language.
These data further demonstrate that, besides the core grammar,
Greek L1 learners also make use of several parallel grammars, which are
not as prevalent as the core grammar. In such cases, production focuses
on the faithful preservation of the word-initial consonant, which is realized as the onset of the stressed nucleus of the target form. The monosyllabic and di-/trisyllabic truncations in (296a) and (296b), respectively, are
telling in this respect. In the examples in (296a and 296b), faithfulness to
the initial segment is pursued at all costs.
(296a) monosyllabic truncations
a. /Vli."ko/® [Vo]
‘sweet’
b. /por.to."ka.li/® [pa]
‘orange’
c. /bo."ri/® [bi]
‘can-3 SG’

D: 2;1.9
B2: 1;11.28
D: 2;8.16

(296b) di-/trisyllabic truncations
a. /kra."ta.o/® ["ka.o]
‘hold-1 SG’
b. /pi.e."ro.tos/® ["po.toT]
‘clown’
‘cracker-DIM’
c. /fri.Va."nu.la/® ["fu.la]
d. /Vu.ru."na.ci/® ["Va.ci]
‘pig-DIM’
e. /pe.ta."lu.Da/® [pe."lu.Da]
‘butterfly’
f. /fo.to.Vra."fi.es/® [fa."fi.eT] ‘photograph-PL’

F: 1;11.15
D: 2;3.28
D: 2;3.7
D: 2;3.14
F: 2;7.17
D: 2;4.5
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Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a,b) have further demonstrated that
besides the core grammar, Greek L1 learners also make use of several
parallel grammars, which are not as prevalent as the core grammar. In
such cases, production focuses on the faithful preservation of the wordinitial consonant, which is realized as the onset of the stressed nucleus of
the target form.
Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a,b) move one step further and argue
that Greek acquisition data further display that, as phonological acquisition proceeds and children display gradual faithfulness to the input, markedness exercises some degree of influence on the output forms. These
marginal markedness grammars are instances of the Emergence of the
Unmarked (McCarthy and Prince 1994) and, moreover, act as linking
paths between grammars of initial and more advanced stages of acquisition. The existence of what Revithiadou and Tzakosta called hybrid cogrammars conforms to the claim that children become gradually faithful
to their target grammars by demoting markedness constraints. With hybrid co-grammars, the whys and the hows of phonological acquisition
stop being an unsolved puzzle since they provide the appropriate ground
to explain why markedness effects are widely found in child data crosslinguistically.93 The constellation of grammars proposed by Revithiadou
and Tzakosta (2004a,b) is depicted in figure 2. Figure 2 basically demonstrates the transition from the first developmental phase to the second one,
which was signified by the big central circle in figure 1, where multiple
grammars emerge in parallel.
Figure 2: The network of multiple parallel grammars.
Initial Stage

Advanced Stage

Core Grammar

Markedness Grammars
M1 >> M2 … >> F, PF
M2 >> M1 >> F, PF

Parallel Grammar
M1 >> PF >> M2
M2 >> PF >> M1

Hybrid co-grammars

σ!-Faithfulness
Grammar
HF, F >> M1, M2
Positional Faithfulness

Grammars
PF1 >> HF >> M1, M2
PF2 >> HF >> M1, M2

93

For more discussion on the combined effects of segmental and prosodic effects in
acquisition the interested reader is referred to Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a,b).
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One of the goals of the present study is to show that variation is not
to be studied in isolation from a theory of Universal Grammar. On the
contrary, variation can bear on the discussion about the order of acquisition and enrich our theoretical claims about a theory of learnability. Differences reported among children or even within a child are broadly
compatible with any nativist-generative model and can test our theoretical hypotheses. It is a myth to insist that, because there is genetic predisposition to language, no differences should be expected between individuals or in the speech of one and the same person. It is also a myth to
believe that UG is incapable of capturing or explaining variable structures emerging in a language. Alternatively, nativist-generative approaches of language acquisition should be interested in studying variation and how it interacts with the various theoretical postulates associated
with different versions of a language acquisition theory.94
5.8. Conclusions

In this chapter the main characteristics of the acquisition of Greek stress
are presented. Given that Greek is a language with lexical accent, I was
interested in investigating whether a language with a highly morphological character is acquired in different ways compared to languages which
are not lexical in nature. The goals of this dissertation were initially addressed; first, the strategies Greek children adopt in the process of acquiring the stress system of a lexical language like Greek, second, the
contribution or influence of the trochaic bias and, finally, the order of
acquisition.
In section 5.6 the child data were presented in detail. There, it was
shown that the core property of Greek child speech is that children preserve the stressed syllable in their output forms and they expand their
forms on the basis of the stressed syllable. This results in the emergence
of templates of various lengths, which can be trochaic, iambic or metrically ambiguous. Interestingly, these variable templates may be overlapping, that is, they emerge during the same time intervals, or even during
the same recording sessions.
This indicates that phonological development does not proceed in a
uniform or linear way. This behavior on the children’s part lead me adopt
94

For an attempt to accommodate individual differences within the Principles and
Parameters Theory is provided, see Torrens (1992) for Spanish and Catalan child speech.
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the model of multiple parallel grammars in acquisition. According to this
model children follow distinct developmental paths, which result in the
emergence of various forms. Many different developmental paths may be
employed by one and the same child (intra-child variation) or different
paths may be adopted by different children (inter-child variation). The
Greek data demonstrated that Greek children usually adopt multiple paths
during their phonological development. In terms of OT, this is interpreted
in the activation of multiple parallel grammars/constraint rankings that
provide multiple outputs.
Finally, it was also shown that the trochaic bias is not as prevalent in
Greek as it is in other languages. Moreover, it was exemplified that any
preference for a trochaic pattern in child speech is not imposed by UG but
is motivated by trochaic frequency effects in the input. UG only provides
structures children can have access to; their frequency in the input/target
language is what activates them.

6.

Stress assignment at the interface of phonology
with morphology

6.1. Introduction

In this chapter I discuss how stress is assigned in morphologically
complex forms in child speech. My aim is to investigate whether children
behave differently with respect to morphologically complex words compared to monomorphemic words. In other words, I wish to investigate
whether morphology plays a role in the produced forms. The importance
of this chapter lies in the fact that it is crucial to find out how morphology
shows its effects in a language which is highly morphologized. It would
be interesting to see whether the subtle distinctions of the morphological
levels found in adult speech are attested in child speech as well.
The focus in this chapter is placed on derived and compound forms.
The reason why data from inflected (nouns) and conjugated forms (verbs)
are not examined is twofold; on the one hand, inflection is considered to
be more transparent as a process compared to derivation and compounding; consequently, I assume that data from inflection would not be more
informative than data from derivation and compounding. Nominal and
verbal stress in Greek, on the other hand, is characterized by different
properties, which cannot be dealt with in this thesis. This is a topic with
important implications for the theory of Greek stress that goes beyond the
scope of this study. Here, I only want to have an idea of the degree to
which morphology is involved in child speech, and, even, if it is acquired
at all. This chapter provides further support for the model of multiple parallel grammars. To be more specific, the fact that polymorphemic words
exhibit the same truncation patterns as monomorphemic words, namely
that they are truncated to monosyllabic, and disyllabic forms (both trochaic and iambic forms), before being accurately produced, implies that
children follow distinct developmental paths in the acquisition of morphologically complex words too.
One of the aims of this chapter is to investigate the degree to which
Headedness Theory or Theory of Head Dominance (hereafter HT or HD,
respectively), as proposed by Revithiadou (1999) for Greek adult language, also holds for Greek child language. The effects of HT are more
obvious in derivation, compounding and nominal inflection. Before I present the data, I review the notion of Prosodic Bootstrapping (in section
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6.2), then focus on the properties of derivation and compounding and
their differences from inflection (6.3.1), address the basic principles of
HT (6.3.2), and, finally, review the literature on the acquisition of Morphology (6.3.3). The concluding remarks are presented in section 6.4.
6.2. Prosodic bootstrapping

The notion that clues to morphological, syntactic or semantic structure
may be discovered in speech by applying prosodic principles is known as
the ‘prosodic bootstrapping hypothesis’. The term was introduced by
Pinker (1984).95 A compelling reason for considering the hypothesis of
Prosodic Bootstrapping is that it has the potential to significantly alter the
dialectic of the debate on what determines language acquisition. However, another factor that must be considered in evaluating hypotheses of
Prosodic Bootstrapping is that the plausibility of any such hypothesis
cannot be judged except with reference to a theory of the Grammar that is
being acquired.
The special role that prosody may play in the acquisition process was
already recognized in the so-called motherese language (cf. Gleitman,
Newport and Gleitman 1984, Fernald 1989, Fernald et al. 1989).
Motherese consists of very short utterances, which almost never contain a
true grammatical error. What differs between motherese and adult language is the restriction of the choices among the allowable structures and
contents. Hirsh-Pasek et al. (1987) showed that infants aged 0;7-0;10 are
sensitive to prosodic cues that would help them to segment the speech
stream into perceptual units that correspond to clauses. Furthermore,
Kemler-Nelson et al. (1989) show that infants’ sensitivity to segmentmarking cues in ongoing speech holds for motherese only; infants orient
longer to speech that has been interrupted at clausal boundaries than to
matched speech that has been interrupted at within-clause locations. The
prosodic qualities of motherese therefore provide infants with cues to
units of speech that correspond to grammatical units. In another study,
Grieser and Kuhl (1988) demonstrate that tonal languages, such as Mandarin, suggest that motherese may exhibit universal prosodic features.
What is common in most acquisition studies is that children start acquiring a language by perceiving the stressed syllable. Acoustic salience
95

For a general discussion of bootstrapping, see also Karmiloff and Karmiloff-Smith
(2001).
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is an important cue for speech segmentation. Stress is a property of the
speech stream that infants are sensitive to at a very young age (Morgan
and Saffran 1995, Jusczyk 1997); between one and four months infants
are sensitive to changes in stress patterns (Jusczyk and Thompson 1978,
Hirsch-Pasek et al. 1987, Jusczyk 1993, 2001, Jusczyk et al. 1992, Jusczyk et al. 1993, Harford and Demuth 1999, Nazzi et al. 2001).
These findings are further supported by studies on children learning
English, who use stress rhythm in segmentation 96 , children learning
French and other languages with syllable rhythm (Alegria et al. 1982,
Content et al. 1986, Wauquier-Gravelines to appear), and children learning Japanese, who use moras for purposes of speech segmentation.97 According to Cutler (1996), an ability to process rhythm is inborn. By using
this ability, infants are able to overcome the segmentation problem and
hence take their first step towards compilation of their own lexicon.98
Demuth (1996a,b) contends that the varying shapes of children’s
early productions reflect sensitivity to the prosodic word structure of languages, conforming to linguistically specified notions, which are defined
in terms of the prosodic hierarchy (see also Dresher 1996). Demuth assumes that limitations of children’s early word shapes reflect neither perceptual nor representational deficiencies but rather systematic phonological constraints on output forms.99 Children achieve accurate representations of words in their languages very early in acquisition.
An alternative possibility is that young children might exploit lowlevel phonetic and distributional properties of words and syllables in input
speech to assign these elements to basic grammatical categories. Morgan,
Shi and Allopena (1986) suggest that the statistical, syntactic and semantic characteristics of content words and function words universally tend to
result in these words having constellations of distinctive phonological and
hence perceptual characteristics.
96

See Peters (1985), Gerken et al. (1990), Gerken (1991), (1994a), (1994b), Bortfeld and
Morgan (1995), Newsome and Jusczyk (1995), Shady, Gerken and Jusczyk (1995),
Cutler (1996), Cutler and Otake (1996), Mehler et al. (1996), Sebastián-Gallés (1996).
97
Ramus (2002) conducted an experiment where he tested the influence of rhythm on
language discrimination. More specifically, Dutch and Japanese newborn children exposed to resynthesized stimuli with artificially monotonized intonation patterns were
able to discriminate between the two languages, but the effect was weaker than when
intonation was present. This may be evidence for the fact that the correlation between
intonation and rhythm facilitates speech processing.
98
See also Christophe and Dupoux (1996) and Keller and Alexopoulou (1999) for
comparable accounts.
99
See a comparable account by Goad and White (2003) on L2 inflection.
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The studies by Morgan et al. (1986) and Selkirk (1996) concern the
question how children start to represent lexical and functional items as
members of distinct grammatical classes, given that it is difficult to account for the appearance of functional items in children’s productions.
Selkirk (1996) provides a novel theoretical treatment of grammatical
function morphology in terms of prosodic words. She shows how the prosodic distinction between weak and strong forms of grammatical function
words in English can be handled by appealing to three different types of
morpho-syntactic input structures, all with the same ranking of prosodic
constraints. It has long been known, however, that functional items do not
appear as a class in children’s repertoire, but rather emerge one by one, in
orders that vary across languages but that tend to be stable within languages (Brown 1973, Slobin 1982).
Karmiloff and Karmiloff-Smith (2001) claim that this dispreference
for producing function morphemes may be due to the fact that children
have processing limitations and, consequently, drop parts of the sentence
when it becomes too long. In this case, it is function words that are omitted from children’s speech. Perhaps this happens because unbound
grammatical markers demand deeper processing than content words.
Generally speaking, word and phrase segmentation makes particular
use of prosody, labelling words as members of lexical categories. Segmentation depends on the recognition of function morphemes, and hierarchical structuring of utterances. Gerken (1996) notes that early acquisition
of syntax proceeds contemporaneously with the acquisition of native language phonology. As emphasized here, learners will not only need some
knowledge of native language phonology but will also need to be able to
integrate diverse forms of phonological and other linguistic information to
bootstrap into grammar. In the same line of argumentation, Guasti and
Nespor (1996) argue that the phonological shape of an utterance conveys
information about its syntactic structure.100
Carpenter (2003) examines whether function words and unstressed
syllables that would be described as being part of the same prosodic context, i.e. have the same metrical pattern, are deleted or preserved at the
same rate. The results of her study give comparable results as that of
Gerken (1996), in the sense that children are indeed sensitive to whether
100

Crisma and Tomasutti (2000) arrive at the same results regarding article omission in
Italian child language but from a different point of view. More specifically, even though
Crisma and Tomasutti start out with a syntactic analysis of the phenomenon under investigation, they conclude that article omission is a surface phenomenon, which can
completely be accounted for by a set of phonological constraints.
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an unstressed syllable is a function word or part of a lexical word. However, the results of individual children show that some children omit the
function word at a higher rate, some omit the lexical syllable more often,
while others show varying patterns of partial acquisition.
Lléo and Demuth (1999) arrive at similar results in a comparative account of Germanic and Romance languages. Their study shows that, despite the fact that grammatical function morphemes appear at a different
stage for Germanic and Romance languages, they occur only as long as
they meet the prosodic constraints of the child’s grammar at a given point
in development.101
Additional evidence for the role of prosody in speech segmentation
comes from tonal languages. Hua and Dodd (2000) showed that in the
speech of 129 children (between 1;06-4;06) acquiring Mandarin Chinese,
tones were acquired first. Tone errors were rare, possibly due to the fact
that tone has the capacity to differentiate lexical meaning.
To sum up, the studies mentioned above underline the fact that prosody plays a fundamental role as well as facilitates the acquisition of
other grammatical modules of the target language.
6.3. The Phonology-Morphology interface
6.3.1. Derivation, compounding, inflection: definitions
According to Booij (2000), derivation involves the formation of new
forms by means of affixation, that is, the attachment of bound morphemes
to stems. The word classes that can be extended by derivation are the
open or lexical classes of a language: nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Booij includes conversion in the broader process of derivation because conversion is functionally similar to derivation. The defining criterion for compounding – as opposed to derivation – is that in compounding
two different free forms are combined to form a new form. Headedness
plays a role in compounding. For example, Dutch compounds are mainly
right-headed. The rightward constituent is the head and hence it determines the semantic class, the syntactic category, and - in the case of
nouns - the gender of the compound. To sum up, the difference between
101

There are researchers who argue that phonology does not mirror syntactic structure,
as seen in various cases of non-isomorphism between the two reported in the literature
(cf. Selkirk 1984, Nespor and Vogel 1986). Rather, phonology has been commonly assumed not to determine the syntax of a sentence (Zwicky and Pullum 1986)101 except for
some cases (Zec and Inkelas 1990, Golston 1995). However, the studies discussed above
do not assume that phonology and syntax are isomorphic.
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derivation and compounding, at least for Greek, is that the first involves
the combination of bound and free forms, whereas the latter involves the
combination of free forms.102
Inflection, on the other hand, is of two types; inherent and contextual.
Inherent is the kind of inflection that adds morphosyntactic properties
with an independent semantic value to the stem of the word, whereas
contextual inflection is required by the syntactic context but does not add
information.
Even though there are researchers such as Bybee (1985) and Plank
(1994), who argue that there is no sharp distinction between derivation
and inflection, or Dressler (1989), who argues that inflection and derivation should be seen as the opposing endpoints of a continuum103, ranging
from prototypical inflection to prototypical derivation, I follow Booij
(2002) who draws a clear-cut non-continuous distinction between derivation and inflection.
According to Booij (2002) the formal base for derivation is normally
(but not always) the stem of a word, i.e. the word minus its inflectional
affixes. Derivation may change syntactic category, unlike inflection.
Moreover, inflection is obligatory, unlike derivation. Furthermore, full
productivity has also been claimed to be characteristic for inflection. This
is also the reason why inflection is considered to be more transparent
(semantically) than derivation.
Finally, it has been assumed that there are psycholinguistic differences between inflection and derivation: outputs of derivational properties
will be readily stored in the lexicon, whereas inflectional forms need not
be stored and can be computed on line because they are transparent and
formed by productive processes. However, other researchers hypothesize
that speakers also store regularly inflected forms as separate entries in the
lexicon, especially in the case of high-frequency forms (Stemberger and
MacWhinney 1986). If this hypothesis is true, high-frequency lexical
items should have lower error rates on inflections than low-frequency
lexical items will (Stemberger and MacWhinney 1986). This is shown to
be the case for errors on irregular inflected forms in naturally occurring
speech errors. Internal linguistic evidence for storage of certain types of
inflectional forms is also found in plural nouns and different stems of the
irregular verbs. Another hypothesis with respect to the differences be102

However, Booij (2000) claims that it is not only free forms that participate in compounding.
103
See also Anastasiadi-Simeonidi (2004) for an account supporting the morphological
continuum based on Greek data.
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tween inflection and derivation is that inflection is peripheral to derivation (as suggested by the framework of Split Morphology. For further
information, see Perlmutter 1988, Anderson 1992).
6.3.2. Morphological headedness and its relation to the Greek child data
The question that constitutes the core of the theory of Morphological
Headedness (Revithiadou 1999) is whether it is the rich morphology of
fusional languages, such as Greek, that brings the inherent accentual
properties of morphemes and eventually the dependence of prosody on
morphological structure to light. Related to this issue is the question how
correct accentuation is derived in more intricate metrical constructions as
well as what happens when two or three marked morphemes are present
in the word. The above questions underline the fact that lexical accent,
morphological structure and, particularly, the notion ‘head of the word’
are vital components for the accentuation of head-dependent systems, like
Greek and Russian (Revithiadou 1999:171-172).104
According to Revithiadou (1999), when a conflict arises among lexical accents for prominence, the accent of the ‘morphological head’ of the
word wins. When such conflicts arise, prosody is determined by morphology: the head(most) accent wins, i.e. prominence is assigned to the
lexical accent carried by the head of the morphological structure.105 Researchers such as Dresher and van der Hulst (1998) point out that the notion ‘head’ is a central linguistic concept, given that it is the element that
shows the greatest degree of complexity allowed by the grammar. The
interface of Phonology with Morphology in Greek is then expressed by
means of a theory of head dominance, which is translated into the ranking
in (297) below.106
104

A comparable fusional system is Hebrew. For an account, see Graf (2000).
Another theory on stress assignment at the interface of Phonology with Morphology
is the Theory of Antifaithfulness (TAF) (Alderete 1999, 2001).
106
Booij (2000) doubts whether the notion of headedness, which is necessary in syntax
and seems to have some role in compounding, is an insightful notion for the analysis of
derivation. In syntax, the notion of ‘head’ is defined quite differently; not in terms of
location (left or right), but in terms of structure: the head of an XP is the X0 of that XP.
In the analysis of compounds, the most syntax-like kind of word formation, the notion
‘head’ has the advantage that a substantial set of properties of the whole compound is
predicted on the basis of the independently determinable properties of one of its constituents, its head, which also occurs as an independent word. Booij (2000) argues, however, that in the case of affixes there is no independently given specification of its categorial value, and hence we first have to encode the categorical properties that affix,
which are then percolated to the dominating node of the whole complex word. DiSciullo
105
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Head dominance

HEADFAITH >> FAITH
Accents provided by morphological heads must be given priority over
other accents in the word.107 Headedness refers to the ability of a morpheme to determine the word’s syntactic category. A derivational suffix
that changes the base it is attached to from nominal to adjectival is considered to be a head. However, roots rather than inflectional suffixes are
heads in inflected words because they determine the syntactic category of
the whole form (Zwicky 1985, Scalise 1988b, among others). In the acquisition literature, inflectional affixes are considered to never serve as
heads of feet (Bernhardt and Stemberger 1998). Assigning primary stress
to the morphological head means that the inherent accentual properties of
roots outrank the inherent properties of inflectional suffixes in inflectional
constructions, but submit to the inherent metrical information of derivational suffixes in derived constructions.
Αccording to Revithiadou (1999), οne of the advantages of HT is that
it restates and redefines McCarthy and Prince’s (1995b) metaconstraint
ROOTFAITH >> SUFFIXFAITH as a positional faithfulness ranking, where
the more specific HEADFAITH is ranked above the general FAITH. This
approach offers a uniform account for the accentuation of inflected and
derived words. Crucially for the theory, when the root is the head of the
word, both head dominance and McCarthy and Prince’s metaconstraint
make the same predictions, but when derivational suffixes are involved,
only the former approach proves to be empirically correct. When deriva-

and Williams (1987), on the other hand, substitute the notion of head with that of relativized head (headF), according to which the head of the word is the rightmost element
marked for the feature F. This new notion of head permits the possibility that words may
have two heads, a headF1 and a headF2, where F1 and F2 are different features. Inflected
structures, for instance involving inflectional suffixes do not determine the syntactic
category of the word. Consequently, the head of the grammatical class must be the root,
while the inflectional suffix will still be the head of inflectional features such as case,
number and so on.
107
Crosswhite et al. (2003) provide a psycholinguistic account of the morphological
effects found in default stress patterns of Russian, thus giving additional support to the
Headedness theory.
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tional suffixes have head status, they are expected to preserve their inherent accent.108
Interestingly, in head-dependent systems, and, when the head is accentless, prosodic principles and inherent accentual properties of other
constituents take control of accentuation and determine stress. In head
stress systems, the prosody-morphology interface is expressed in a more
direct way; heads are always prominent, even when they lack inherent
accentual properties (Revithiadou 1999:24). In other words, it is the head
accent that outweighs all other accents in a word and not just the accent of
the root. Inflectional suffixes succumb to a constituent that is stronger and
more important in the morphological structure, namely the root. This
further implies that when two accents occur in a word, the accent introduced by the morphological head is prosodically prominent.
A second merit of the theory of head dominance is that it justifies to
some extent the existence of lexical accentuation. Lexical accentuation is
the tool by which the prosody-morphology mapping is performed and not
an accidental property of these languages. Only accented morphological
heads are visible to prosody. Lexical accentuation has a specific purpose
in lexical accent systems: it gives parsing cues for the morphological organization of the word (Revithiadou 1999: 210).109
Ralli (1988), Ralli and Touradzidis (1992) and Nespor and Ralli
(1996) first proposed for Greek that roots as well suffixes, inflectional
and derivational, have stress properties, but it is the head of the word that
determines word stress.110 However, it is not clear in these analyses what
the head of the word is. The head is defined only by the location of stress
in a word. With respect to derivational suffixes, Revithiadou assumes that
most of them are either stressed or determine stress location on some preceding or following syllable, respectively. Contra Malikouti-Drachman
and Drachman (1989) who consider stems to be deprived of any stress
108

Scalise (1986) makes an even stronger claim; derivational suffixes always change the
syntactic category of the base.
109
Another account of Greek stress within Optimality, specifically Correspondence
Theory, is made by Appousidou (2003), who tries to show that no reference to the morphological class of ‘word’ is needed for the Greek data to be explained. This account is
not without problems, though. She proposes a MAX(HEAD/TAIL) constraint according to
which a specification for a foot head/tail in the input surfaces as a foot head/tail in the
output, and an INPUTHEAD#OUTPUTHEAD constraint, according to which a foot head in
the input may not become a tail in the output. Nevertheless, in the evaluation of the
candidate forms, one needs to assume morphological categories in order to get the correct output.
110
See also Ralli and Tourantzidis (1992) and Nespor and Ralli (1996).
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properties, with some exceptions, Revithiadou proposes stems to be inherently marked for certain stress properties.
In HT, prosodic faithfulness and structural constraints take charge of
accentuation only when the head of the word is unmarked. But heads are
not obligatorily stressed. This is the reason why Greek is considered a
head-dependent system with lexical accents.111 A welcome result of head
dominance is the accentual stability within the paradigm. If marked heads
prevail, inflected words with marked roots have immobile stress, as opposed to words of unmarked heads, which display accentual alternations.
Another important aspect of head dominance is that prosodic structure
provides cues for the morphological organization of the word and not for
word boundaries, as is in the case of fixed stress systems.
In his criticism of HT, Ussishkin (2000) claims that the theory does
not hold for Hebrew verbal paradigms.112 In Hebrew, verbs suffixed with
vowel-initial suffixes undergo vowel deletion. He points out cases of inflectional paradigms in which inflectional affixes appear to be heads in
the HT, exactly as one would expect. Ussishkin further argues that the
FAITH-AFFIX approach targets morphology as a whole, not only derivational morphology. The most critical constraint for his analysis is the
MAX-AFFIX constraint (Ussishkin 2000:114ff). Rather than resulting
from templatic requirements, Ussishkin argues that templatic effects in
Modern Hebrew are a case of fixed prosody, a term which refers to the
disyllabic nature of surface forms in the verbal paradigm of the language.
Nevertheless, Ussishkin seems to forget Revithiadou’s claim that prosodic
structure provides cues for the morphological organization of the word
and not for word boundaries, as in the case of fixed stress systems, like
Hebrew.
Irrespective of this criticism, one of the most important contributions
of HT is that it enriches Universal Grammar with a family of head constraints, which are part of a broader family of interface constraints. Another crucial claim made by Revithiadou, relevant to the analysis of the
Greek child data that follows, is that given the fact that prosodic structure
is built on morphological information, we expect that the acquisition of
morphological information provides sufficient clues to the Greek learner
to construct prosodic structure (Revithiadou 1999:175). We will account
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See Nespor and Ralli (1996) for a relevant account.
It is worth mentioning that HT is applied to the nominal system of Greek. As in Hebrew, the picture seems to be different for verbs.
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for such and comparable facts in Greek child language in the rest of this
chapter.
6.3.3. Morphology in the acquisition literature
In his innovative work on the initial stages of a child’s first language,
Brown (1973) points out that children do not generalize across morpheme
or sentence boundaries. While there can be large variation in the incidence of a particular morpheme in its non-obligatory contexts, variation is
limited to the obligatory contexts. Children do not supply new morphemes at random. Also, by the age of three, children have scanned productive control of inflectional morphology (Brown 1973). Smith’s (1973)
subject, Amahl, on the other hand, had no contrast at all between singular
and plural even at the age of 2;2. Some morphology seems to be learned
considerably later than this age.
In the remainder of this section I review the cross-linguistic studies
that investigate the role of morphology in acquisition and the degree to
which morphology seems to play an influential role.
Additional evidence comes from Berko’s (1958) study, in which children were asked to inflect words; for example, children were asked to say
the nonsense word wug in the plural, but even four-year-olds did particularly poorly on the Wug test. Apparently, many of the children around this
age do not possess full, active command over the patterns of alternation in
English inflectional suffixes; Inflectional morphology is expected to develop even more slowly in languages like Greek, which have a very rich
morphological system compared to that of English.113
With respect to the formation of adjectives, Berko (1958) shows that
although the adults were uniform in their application of -er and -est to
form the comparative and superlative, children did not seem to have these
patterns under control unless they were given both the adjective and the
comparative form. Likewise, derivation is a process little used by children
at this period when the derivational endings would compete with the inflectional suffixes they are in the process of acquiring. Instead, they combine words, using the primary-tertiary accent pattern commonly found in
words like ‘blackboard’. Cazden (1968) has demonstrated that plurals
appear before possessives, and each appears first in particular linguistic
contexts. Present progressives appear before pasts and present indicatives.

113

Studies with the same findings are those of Baker and Derwing (1982) and Derwing
and Baker (1986).
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In Hebrew, Berman and Armon-Lotem (1997) found that 75% of 120
verbs they tested have no suffix, or as the authors phrase it, they are stemlike forms. Thus, the high percentage of suffixless verbs in the children’s
early productions does not reflect their frequency in adult language use.
The 25% occurrence of suffixed forms are rote-learned unanalysed forms,
that is, the use of suffixes is not productive; these tokens do not constitute
morphological paradigms.
Pye (1983) argues that syllable structure and stress rules are of primary importance in morphological development. This is a clear instance
of prosodic bootstrapping. The children he studied always observed the
syllable divisions (boundaries) in their words, not the morpheme boundaries.114
The precedence of phonology over morphology was also displayed in
an experiment by Smith-Lock and Rubin (1993) where it was shown that
children perform significantly better on phonological than on morphological tasks when identifying errors. The researchers proposed that the
results can be attributed to the differences in the type and location of linguistic information to be analysed and to differences in memory demands
in the task.
Stemberger and Bernhardt (1996) further show how phonological
factors can affect the shape and even the presence of inflectional affixes.
Phonological effects of this type on morphology arise spontaneously
within connectionist models (cf. Rumelhart and McCleland 1986). When
the child cannot produce a sequence in an adult-like fashion, the sequences can be avoided in a number of ways; first, the sequence may be
reduced (by deletion of one or more segments), second, it may be augmented (generally via insertion of a vowel), or, third, one or both segments within the sequence may undergo substitution, with alteration of
one or more syllables.
Demuth (2001) argues that Spanish children’s early awareness of different levels of prosodic structure is reflected in the shape of the child’s
early polymorphemic utterances.115 This is due to the different prosodifi114

For a more detailed discussion concerning the influence of phonology in the acquisition of morphology, see section 6.1 above on Prosodic Bootstrapping.
115
In the same line of argumentation, Matthei (1989) shows that word-level phonological constraints operate in multi-word utterances. Selection and avoidance patterns as well
as the child’s modifications of adult forms indicate the presence of a syllable sequencing
constraint in the child’s grammar: an initial syllable must begin with a consonant the
sonority value of which is not less than that of the following syllable. The same constraint governs the form of the child’s early word combinations.
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cation of different types of grammatical categories. For example, when
the pronoun is stressed, it functions as an independent PW that would
combine with a verb at the level of the phonological phrase.
Adam (2002:100) argues for Hebrew that phonological knowledge reflected in the child’s production suggests access to some morphological
knowledge, even before this knowledge has a surface manifestation. This
is in line with the argumentation used by some syntacticians (Demuth
1992, 1994, Hyams 1992). The absence of inflectional suffixes can be
understood as the consequence of an initial ranking in which the morphological constraints referring to the suffixes are ranked below the phonological constraints. She further argues, based on the acquisition of alternating paradigms, that the prosodic and morphological paths are interwoven all along the course of acquisition.
However, Adam does not provide further evidence as to why and how
children acquire the morphology of their language before it is phonetically manifested. Production data only do not provide enough evidence
for claims on the acquisition of morphology or its influential role. Berman’s (1985) study, on the other hand, shows that children learning Modern Hebrew fail to achieve productive command over some parts of the
non-concatenative morphology before they reach the age of four to five.
The above findings from normal speech are supported by data from
children with specific language impairment (SLI). Owen, Dromi and
Leonard (2001, and references therein) studied a group of children with
SLI who acquired Hebrew as their mother tongue. What was exhibited in
these children’s data is that children with SLI were more likely to make
phonological errors that neutralized important morphological distinctions
in Hebrew than non-impaired children.
The subjects in a study by Snow et al. (1980) were tested on their
knowledge of morphophonological rules, not on their knowledge of
which contexts required the provision of certain morphological markers.
The findings suggest that the frequency and the semantic role of the morphological marker in question may help to determine the speed with
which it is acquired, such that the basic means for marking plural was
learned before those for the less frequent and less obligatory agentive or
diminutive, and the rather frequent diminutive was learned before the less
frequent agentive.
Stemberger and Bernhardt (1996) argue that in slips of the tongue by
adult native speakers of English affixes116 are more likely to be lost than
116

Without making a distinction between prefixes and affixes, though.
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equivalent material in base-final position, suggesting a general weakness
of affixes. However, if the affix is present, it is less likely to be mispronounced than the same base-final segments. Stemberger (1984) attributes
this to the high frequency of affixes, which lead to a greater accuracy of
phonological encoding.
With respect to compounding, Dalalakis and Gopnik (1995) reported
that Greek subjects suffering from Developmental Language Impairment
(DLI) often fail to produce compounds. Their DLI subjects could not reliably find bound roots in the experimental tasks and, consequently, could
not construct morphologically complex words. This led the researchers to
claim that their patients could only store polymorphemic lexical items as
unanalyzed chunks, i.e. without the internal word structure hypothesized
for normal subjects. In other words, impaired subjects could not extract
bound morphemes and represented them as abstract entities.
English and Chinese normally developing children, on the other hand,
understand and produced novel compounds quite early in development,
that is, around their second year of life. Compounds are easier to acquire
and produce when they are morphologically simple, as was shown in an
experimental task conducted by Nicoladis and Hui Yin (2002).
Tzakosta and van de Weijer (to appear) observe that children do pay
attention to heads, phonological, morphological, semantic at different
phases of language development. More specifically, before the stage of
faithfull production and during the stages of extensive truncation, forms
are subject to truncation taking phonological or prosodic headedness into
account. Attention to phonological edges is also crucial. Morphological
and semantic headedness seem to play less of a role during initial stages,
but they take over in the acquisition process in later stages.
To sum up, the findings of the studies reviewed above highlight the
precedence of phonology over morphology in acquisition and the rather
limited role of morphology at least before the age of 3;5.
6.3.4. Morphophonological interactions in Greek child speech
In the following sections of this chapter I deal with the acquisition of derived and compound forms found in Greek. In other words, I examine
how derived and compound forms surface in child speech. What I am
primarily interested in is the type of affixes and compounds most frequently reported and the degree of interaction between phonology and
morphology. Put differently, I am concerned with the influence of phonology and/or morphology on the produced forms and, consequently, the
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extent to which certain heads, phonological and/or morphological, are
more dominant over others in the forms that children produce.
6.3.4.1. Derived forms
In order to facilitate the study of derived forms I provide a list of affixes
found in Greek child language (table 1). The list includes only suffixes
since, as mentioned above, cases of prefixation and/or infixation do not
occur in the database at all. This suffixation-prefixation and suffixationinfixation asymmetry is also reported in my work on clitics (Tzakosta
2003b, 2004a,b).
In the same table, the unmarked form/case of the suffix is provided in
the leftmost column. I assume a suffix to be unmarked on the basis of
segmental and prosodic unmarkedness as well as frequency effects. In
other words, certain suffixes are considered to be unmarked if they are
more frequently targeted or produced. In an experimental task that BerkoGleason (1978) conducted, children tended to derive words applying suffixes that are more frequently used by adults. The same seems to be the
case in Greek child speech. That is, Greek children tend to produce forms
they are more frequently exposed to. In general, the nominative case of
neutral suffixes tends to be more unmarked. The second and third columns provide the genitive singular and the nominative plural respectively.
The genitive and nominative forms constitute separate allomorphs of the
unmarked form and, consequently, distinct percentages are provided for
each allomorph.
In total, seventy-five allomorphs are listed, seven of which are excluded from being studied separately, given the fact that they overlap
structurally with other allomorphs. As a result, I will consider 68 different
suffixes. Finally, the rightmost column presents the gender and function
of the target suffix. Crucially, the gender of the suffix determines the
gender of the derivation as a whole. Suffixes are presented alphabetically,
given that there is no list of affix frequency for Greek adult language
(Ralli p.c.).
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Table 22: affixes investigated for Greek child speech.
Affixes/ nom. sg.
["a.ci]
["a.Da]
["a.ra]
[a."ra.ci]
["a.ri.ci]
["a.ri.ko]
["a.ri.kos]
["a.ris]
["dzis]
["dzu]
["ja.ris]
[i."ci]
[i."ko]
[i."kos]
["i.tsa]
["o.la]
["tis]
["tu]
["u.la]
[u."la.ci]
["u.li]
["u.lis]
["u.li.ko]
[u."li.tsa]

Gen.sg.
[-]
["a.Das]
["a.ras]
[-]
[a.ri.cis]
["a.ri.ku]
["a.ri.ku]
["a.ri]
["dzi]
["dzus]
["ja.ri]
[i."cis]
[i."ku]
[i."ku]
["i.tsas]
["o.las]
["ti]
["tus]
["u.las]
[-]
[-]
["u.li]
["u.li.ku]
[u."li.tsas]

Nom. Pl.
["a.ca]
["a.Des]
["a.res]
[a."ra.ca]
["a.ri.ces]
["a.ri.ca]
["a.ri.ci]
["a.ri.Des]
["dzi.Des]
["dzu.Des]
["ja.ri.Des]
[i."ces]
[i"ka]
[i."ci]
["i.tses]
["o.les]
["ti.Des]or["ta.Des]
["tu.Des]
["u.les]
[u."la.ca]
["u.´a]
["u.li.Des]
["u.li.ka]
[u."li.tses]

Gender/function
Neutral/diminutive
Feminine
Feminine
Neutral
Feminine
Neutral
Masculine
Masculine
Masculine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine
Neutral
Masculine
Feminine
Feminine
Masculine
Feminine
feminine/diminutive
Neutral
neutral/diminutive
masculine/diminutive
Neutral
Feminine

Note that the list in table 22 is not exhaustive. For instance, I do not
include (families of) affixes longer than those provided in the list, or
recursive ones, since these types are not expected to occur before the simpler ones I examine here. I expect that recursive suffixes, for example
suffixes such as /"u.li.ko/, which consist of the combination of two suffixes, i.e. /"u.la/ and /i."ko/, will exhibit extremely low percentages.
It is also crucial to define the properties of suffixes included in the
corpus of suffixes under investigation. In nominals, derivational suffixes
are always stressed, while inflectional sufixes are by definition unstressed, unless otherwise required by the base (see discussion on HT in
section 6.3.2). For example, the word /ba.lo.ma."tis/-‘cobbler’, in which
‘tis’ is stressed, is derived, while the word /"pse.ftis/-‘liar’, in which stress
does not fall on ‘tis’, is not derived, i.e. it is monomorphemic. It should
also be kept in mind that for ease of analysis I consider inflected words to
be monomorphemic and derived/compound words to be polymorphemic.
Moreover, I consider only trisyllabic and longer words to be derived. Di-
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syllabic words ending in what seems to be a stressed suffix, are not derived forms, because this disyllabic template is filled in only by the derivational suffix. This implies that there is no base to which the suffix attaches. Consequently, I consider these disyllabic words to be monomorphemic and to consist of only a stem.
From (298) to (308) below, I provide cases of derived forms produced by each child. Morphological boundaries are indicated in the input
form. As in the previous chapter, all examples from each child are presented chronologically starting with the youngest child, Melitini, ending
with the oldest child, Marilia, at the point when data started being collected. As shown in (298), Melitini exhibits very few cases of derived
forms. Melitini tends to produce only monomorphemic words, even if
they are polysyllabic.
Most children produce diminutive suffixes, since they are exposed to
diminutive forms adults also produce. Interestingly, the very few cases of
derived forms that Melitini produces are not diminutives. The suffix that
is actually found in her data is the suffix ["dzis], which assigns active
mood. This suffix is faithfully realized, even at the cost of the base, as
shown in (298a), and stress is correctly assigned to the suffix and the last
syllable when the output form is more faithful to the input in terms of the
number of syllables, as demonstrated in (298b). Melitini realizes this
specific suffix after the age of 2;0, but, given that her data are very sparse,
she does not provide enough evidence as to whether morphological
factors play a crucial role in her productions. In other words, it is not clear
whether morphology is really acquired or, if acquired, plays an influential
role.117
Peters (1997) argues that phonological units such as the syllable and
the foot can act as a stepping-stone to working out the structure and
placement of morphemes. However, she admits that her data are not
enough to draw on firm conclusions.
Moreover, Aksu-Ko and Slobin (1985) in their work on the acquisition of Turkish report that sometimes children tend to retain the rhythmic
picture of a complex verb by inserting morphemes which sound like passive or causative particles but which are, in fact, meaningless. They point
out that this ‘unmotivated analysis of words into combinable syllables (is)
an obvious prerequisite to the discovery of productive morphology’
117

A common assumption in acquisition is that a young child directly stores perceived
forms in her lexicon, without taking into account any morphologically related forms (cf.
Boersma and Levelt to appear for discussion, and also Goad 1998, for adult SLI data).
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(Aksu-Ko and Slobin 1985:848). If ‘unmotivated’ is taken to mean that
certain parts of child productions have no meaning but their presence is
prosodically driven, it is not clear to me how prosody contributes to the
acquisition of morphology. Aksu-Ko and Slobin’s ideas seem to be
contradicting, since they should develop their claims as to how meaning
is activated by prior prosodic identification and Morphology emerges
where child speech is meaningless.
(298) Melitini
a. /pa.´a.#"dzis/® ["ji]
b. /pa.´a.#"dzis /® [o.i."ji], [pa.´a."ji]

‘scrap dealer’
‘scrap dealer’

(2;1.24)
(2;2.3)

Bebis M, on the other hand, produces basically diminutive forms,
except for the cases exhibited in (299j), (299k), and (299m) where he
produces augmentatives. He displays extensive use of diminutive suffixes, the ["a.ci] suffix in particular, both in the singular and the plural. He
starts producing derived forms at the age of 1;9.22 and he realizes the
derivational suffixes almost always correctly.
Derivational suffixes are produced even in the case of disyllabic truncations of longer words. That is, the derivational suffix he produces is the
material the disyllabic template, trochaic or iambic, is filled with. In
(299b), (299c), for instance, the suffix is realized as a disyllabic minimal
prosodic word, since the main word stress falls on the penultimate syllable of the target form. This behavior is expected given that the main stress
of the word falls on one of the syllables of the suffix. As a result, the suffix is preserved even at the expense of (part of) the base. However, there
are also instances in which the suffix is produced not fully with respect to
its segmental content, as shown in (299a), (299c), (299g). In these cases,
marked segments are substituted by less marked ones. Velars, for example, are typically substituted by coronals, even if the former are more
marked with respect to their manner of articulation.
(299) Bebis M
a. /pa."p#a.ca/® [a."pa.Ta]
b. /e.le."n#i.tsa/® ["i.ta], ["ni.ca], ["ni.a]
c. /ko.ri."ts#a.ca/® ["ta.ta]
d. /pa."p#a.ci/® [ba."ba.ti]
e. /ka.ra.me."l#i.tses/® [aÉ.me."liÉ.ce]
f. /a.lo."V#a.ci/® ["a.i]

‘duck-PL.DIM’
‘PR.NM’
‘girl-PL.DIM’
duck-SG.DIM’
‘sweet-PL.DIM’
‘horse-DIM’

(1;9.22)
(1;9.22)
(1;9.29)
(1;11.21)
(2;0.6)
(2;0.6)
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h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.

/ci."l#i.tsa/® [ci."li.ta]
/ku."kl#i.tsa/® [ku."ci.ca]
/ka.ra."v#a.ci/® [kaÉ."va.ci]
/pi."st#o.la/® [bi."to.la]
/ka.la.bur.#"dzis/® [ka.la.bu."ji]
/kal."ts#u.les/® [ka."tu.le]
/kar."D#u.la/® [kaÉ."Du.la]
/pa.pa.Va."l#a.ci/® [pa.pa.ka."la.ci]
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‘belly-DIM’
‘doll-DIM’
‘boat-DIM’
‘pistol-AUGM’
‘wag’
‘sock- PL.DIM’
‘heart-DIM’
‘parrot-DIM’

(2;2.18)
(2;5.7)
(2;7)
(2;7)
(2;7.9)
(2;7.21)
(2;9.12)
(2;9.12)

The same observations hold for the data of Bebis T. Bebis T also
produces basically diminutive forms, by attaching primarily the ["a.ci]
suffix and secondarily the ["u.la], ["u.lis] suffixes to the base. Bebis T produces derived forms before the age of 2;0. Most of these forms, with the
exception of the example in (300k), are truncated to a disyllabic trochaic
minimum, a template which is essentially filled in by the disyllabic derivational suffix, given that it carries the main stress of the word. Consequently, in many cases the base is almost completely deleted (examples in
300a-f, 300h-i, 300l).
It seems that Bebis T, and most children between the age of 2;0 and
3;6, pursue the realization of accentual heads of the target word rather
than morphological or, even less often, semantic heads. In other words,
children tend to ‘build’ their production upon or around the stressed syllable, which is maintained, rather than the morphological or semantic
components of the target word. As a result, Bebis T has the same output
for words with different meaning, as the examples in (300a), (300b) and
(300c), (300d) demonstrate. This further supports the claim made by Tzakosta and van de Weijer (to appear) that children pay attention first to
phonological heads, then to morphological heads and finally to semantic
heads.118
(300) Bebis T
a. /pa."p#a.ci/® ["pa.ci]
b. /pu."l#a.ci/® ["pa.ci]
c. /a.lo."V#a.ci/® ["a.ci]
d. /po.do."k#a.ci/® ["a.ci]
e. /a.fto.ci.ni."t#a.ra/® ["ta.ra]
f. /a.fto.ci.ni."t#a.ra/® [a."ta.ra]
118

‘duck-DIM’
‘bird-DIM’
‘horse-DIM’
‘mouse-DIM’
‘car-AUGM’
‘car-AUGM’

(1;10)
(1;10)
(1;11.07)
(1;11.07)
(1;11.10)
(1;11.10)

The database has not been coded for phonological and/or morphological heads.
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/kar."t#u.la/® ["tu.la]
/xri."st#u.li/® ["tu.li]
/ksi.la."r#a.ci/® ["a.ci]
/Va."t#u.la/® [Va."tu.la]
/pe."D#a.ca/® ["Da.ca]

‘card-DIM’
‘Christ-DIM’
‘stick-DIM’
‘kitten’
‘child- PL.DIM’

(1;11.29)
(1;11.29)
(2;1.5)
(2;1.5)
(2;1.5)

The examples from Melitini, Bebis M and Bebis T further demonstrate that, since most of the produced suffixes are disyllabic and stressed
on the prefinal syllable, the realized template is essentially trochaic.119
Explaining the data in an OT account implies that a phonological
constraint demanding faithfulness to the stressed syllable has to be highly
ranked throughout the children’s morphophonological development, irrespective of what position the rest of the constraints have in the hierarchy
(tableaux 56, 57, 58). It is important to keep in mind that if morphology
were to play any role, it would require the employment of specific morphological constraints. However, the fact that we can account for the
Greek facts on purely phonological grounds supports the claim that morphology is not influential.120
The constraints that are necessary for the account of the data discussed above are drawn from the pool of the markedness, faithfulness and
alignment constraint families. They are introduced in (301) below:
(301) Set of constraints
FTBIN: Feet are binary at any level of analysis (Prince and Smolensky
1993). This constraint is violated by monosyllabic forms.
ALIGN- "σ-L/R: The stressed syllable is aligned with the left/ right edge
of a word. This constraint is split up into two constraints,
namely:
ALIGN-"σ-L and ALIGN-R: Especially in the case of disyllabic
truncations or fully produced forms, the ranking of one of these

119

Such facts do not support the trochaic bias, given the trochaic stress pattern of the
target form. A trochaic bias should hold even with forms characterized by an iambic
pattern.
120
Data from inflected forms produced by Greek children further support this claim
(Stephany 1997).
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constraints higher than the other results in iambic or trochaic
forms.
STRESS FAITH: An input stressed element must have as its output
correspondent a stressed element (Pater 1998, also adopted by
Kehoe 1999/2000). This constraint is violated when a syllable
other than the stressed one in the input attracts stress in the
output.
ANCHOR-RIGHT I-O: Elements at the right edge of the input word and
the output word stand in correspondence (Pater 1998, also
adopted by Kehoe 1999/2000).
I-O CONTIGUITY: Elements that stand in correspondence in the input
must also stand in correspondence in the output. In other words,
no elements should be ‘skipped’ (McCarthy and Prince 1994).
MAX: Elements of the input must be preserved in the output. In other
words, deletion is disallowed (McCarthy and Prince 1995b)

The occurrence of monosyllabic output forms given a trisyllabic morphologically complex input form is illustrated in tableau 56 below.
Tableau 56121
/pa.´a."dzis/
[i."ji]
C ["ji]
[pa.´a."dzis]
[pa."´a.dzis]

STRESSFAITH ALIGN-R ALIGN-L
*!

FTBIN
*

*!

*!

MAX-IO
*
**

**!
*!

As shown in tableau 56, when monosyllabic truncations emerge,
STRESSFAITH is indeterminately ranked with both alignment constraints,
since, as long as the stressed syllable is preserved, alignment is vacuously
satisfied. The ranking between alignment constraints becomes relevant in
disyllabic and longer truncations.
For Melitini, Bebis M and Bebis T MAX-IO is promoted in advanced
stages (tableaux 57, 58) when their output forms are more faithful to the
121

FTBIN is satisfied as long as child productions are not monosyllabic.
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input, but STRESSFAITH always remains high ranked. As shown in the
tableaux, phonological constraints are enough to account for the data, that
is, there is no need to recruit constraints referring to morphological categories as well. This implies that morphology is not ‘visible’.
Tableau 57
/ko.ri."tsa.ca/
STRESSFAITH
[ko.ri."tsa.ca]
[ko."ri]
C ["ta.ta]
[ri."ta]

*!

ALIGN-L
**!
*

FTBIN

ALIGN-R
*

MAX-IO
**
**
**

*
*!

Tableau 58
/Va."tu.la/
STRESSFAITH FTBIN
C [Va."tu.la]
["tu.la]
[Va."tu]
["Va.tu]
[Va]

*!
*!

*!

MAX-IO
*!
*!
*!
*!*

ALIGN-L
*

ALIGN-R
*
*

*
*

Konstadinos provides the same findings as Bebis T (see examples in
(302)). For instance, derivational suffixes are correctly realized and stress
is correctly assigned, irrespective of whether Konstadinos’ forms are
truncated or faithfully produced. It is worth mentioning that Konstadinos
has full and truncated forms in his inventory at the same period of time.
His data argue against the establishment of developmental stages and the
need for a stage-like progression during phonological development.
(302) Konstadinos
a. /por.to.ka."l#a.ci/® [po.to.po.ta."la.ci]
b. /mi.xa."n#a.ra/® [mi.xa."na.ra]
c. /e.le."n#i.tsa/® [vi."vli.ca]
d. /a.fto.ci.ni."t#a.ra/® ["a.ra]
e. /for.ti."V#a.ra/® [f«.ti."Va.ra]
f. /pa.ra.mi."T#a.ca/® [fa.i."fa.ca]
g. /sci."l#a.res/® [c#i."la.res]

‘orange-DIM’
‘motorbike-AUGM’
‘proper name-DIM’
‘car-AUGM’
‘lorry-AUGM’
‘fairy tales-DIM’
‘dog-PL’

(1;11)
(2;0.1)
(2;0.9)
(2;0.15)
(2;0.22)
(2;1.6)
(2;0.6)
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Generally, Felina exhibits variable data, as the examples in (303) demonstrate. She displays trochaic as well as iambic patterns, monosyllabic
truncations preserving the stressed syllable, and, finally, monosyllabic
truncations preserving a syllable other than the stressed one. It is crucial
to keep in mind that Felina is one of the children that produce iambic
forms extensively. In other words, Felina is one of the children that follow both developmental paths, namely the one that demands preservation
of the trochaic template and the other that allows the retention of an
iambic form.
Felina gives no hints as far as the acquisition of morphology is concerned for one more reason; if the data discussed above gave the impression that stress was preserved because the derivational suffix was preserved, Felina’s data come to undermine this hypothesis. She produces
both iambic and trochaic forms in which the derivational suffix may be
preserved but is not necessarily preserved. Consequently, Felina’s data
gives us important information about the acquisition of morphology and
the preservation of stress. The stressed syllable is preserved at the cost of
the base or the derivational suffix. Apparently, what counts as important
is the retainment of phonological headedness rather than any other type of
headedness.
(303) Felina
a. /pa."p#a.ci/® [pa."pa.ci]
b. /a."ft#a.ci/® ["pa.ci]
c. /pa."t#a.ci/® ["ta]
d. /pa."p#a.ci/® [pa."pa]

‘duck-DIM’
‘ear-DIM’
‘plate-DIM’
‘duck-DIM’

(1;11.7)
(1;11.15)
(1;11.28)
(1;11.28,
(2;0.4)
‘dog-DIM’
(2;0.4)
e. /sci."l#a.ci/® ["la]
f. /pro.va."t#a.ci/® [bo."ta.ci]
‘sheep-DIM’
(2;0.20)
g. /ko."t#u.la/® ["tu.la]
‘hen-DIM’
(2;0.27)
h. /pe."D#a.ci/® [pe]
‘child-DIM’
(2;4.15)
i. /kar."D#u.la/® [ka."Du]
‘heart-DIM’
(2;5.9)
j. /mi.xa."n#a.ci/® [fix], [xa."na]
‘motorbike-DIM’ (2;5.9)
k. /po."D#a.ra/® [po."Da.ra]
‘leg-AUGM’
(2;6.24)
l. /vro."m#a.ri.kos/® [vo."me.ri.ko]
‘dirty’
(2;8.15)
m. /var."k#u.la/® [vra."ku]
‘boat-DIM’
(3;0.12)
n. /a.lo."V#a.ci/® [a.lu."rats]
‘horse-DIM’
(3;0.19)
o. /a.vV#u."la.ca/® [a."vVa.ca]/ [a.vu."la.ca] ‘egg- PL.DIM’ (3;1.19)
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The observations one can make in more detail with respect to Felina’s data are the following; first, the stressed syllable, which is part of
the derivational suffix, is preserved. Interestingly, it is not always the
derivational suffix that is produced intact. As a result, we have disyllabic
trochaic productions where the derivational suffix is faithfully maintained, as shown in (303b), (303g), but also disyllabic iambic truncations
where the base and the suffix are only partly realized, as demonstrated in
(303d), (303i-j), and (303n).
There are also cases, where only the stressed syllable of the word is
retained, as in (303c), and (303e). Additionally, there are cases (see also
section 5.6.2) where an unstressed syllable is preserved (examples in
(303h), and (303j)). These data show that the preserved unstressed syllable occupies an edge position in the input form, exhibiting positional
faithfulness. However, unstressed syllables surfacing in monosyllabic
truncations are inherently stressed. Some of the developmental paths
Felina follows are exhibited in tableaux 59 and 60A and B.
Tableau 59
/sci."la.ci/
STRESSFAITH ALIGN-L ALIGN-R
C["la]
["la.ci]
[la."ci]
[sci."la.ci]

FTBIN

MAX-IO

*

**
*
*

*!
*!

*!
*!

*!

Tableau 60
A. /ko."tu.la/
[ko."tu.la]
[ko."tu]
C["tu.la]
[ko]

STRESSFAITH ALIGN-L FTBIN
*!
*!

ALIGN-R
*
*

*!

*!

MAX-IO
*
*
**

B. /kar."Du.la/
[kar."Du.la]
["Du.la]
C[ka."Du]
[la]

STRESSFAITH ALIGN-R FTBIN ALIGN-L MAX-IO
*!
*
*!
*
*
*
*!
*!
**
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Clearly, Felina does not display a stage-like progression in her development. In other words, while she produces disyllabic words at the age of
1;11.7, she tracks back to earlier stages (in particular, the so-called subminimal one) with the production of monosyllabic forms at the age of
2;0.4, 2;4.15, and 2;5.9. If we assume a stage-like acquisition process,
such forms are not expected to appear out of the context of the specific
stage that demands monosyllabic truncations of longer words. In general,
the emergence of monosyllabic, disyllabic and longer truncations of polysyllabic input words requires an account of the acquisition process in
terms of developmental paths rather than a stage-like progression. This
topic was extensively discussed in the previous chapter.
In Dionisakis’ speech the derivational suffix is retained under all circumstances, that is, when he truncates to disyllables (304d, 304f, 304h,
304l, 304n) or trisyllables (304b, 304c), or when he faithfully produces
the target forms (304a, 304c, 304e, 304g, 304i-k, 304m, 304o-s). The
main stress of the word, which is carried by the suffix, is always correctly
realized. Dionisis, like all other children, does not provide evidence for
any morphological principles that define or govern his productions. It
seems that Dionisis, like all children dealt with, stores polymorphemic
words as whole unanalyzed chunks and produces them under the
influence of phonological principles only.
(304) Dionisakis
‘mop-DIM’
a. /sku."p#a.ci/® [ku."pa.ni]
b. /pa.na."j#i.tsa/® [e."i.ta]
‘virgin Mary-DIM’
c. /mi.xa."n#a.ci/® ["la.ci]/ [i.li."la.ci]
‘machine-DIM’
d. /mi.xa."n#u.la/® ["ku.la]
‘motorbike-DIM’
e. /a.Der."f#u.la/® [e.i."fu.la]
‘sister-DIM’
f. /ko.ko."r#a.ca/® [ko."va.ca]
‘roster-DIM.PL’
g. /e.la."f#a.ca/® [u.fo."ra.ca]
‘deer-DIM’
h. /sci."l#a.ca/® ["na.ca]
‘dog-DIM.PL’
i. /Te.#"u.li/® [e."u.li]
‘god-DIM.ACC’
j. /xri."st#u.lis/® [xa."tu.liT]
‘Christ-DIM’
k. /e.kli."s#u.la/® [e.i."Tu.la]
‘church-DIM’
l. /fri.Va."n#u.la/® ["fu.la]
‘biscuit-DIM’
m. /stra.ti.o."t#a.ci/® [ta.ci.a."ta.ci]
‘soldier-DIM’
n. /Vu.ru."n#a.ci/® ["Va.ci]
‘pig-DIM’
o. /ma.ska."r#a.Des/® [Va.Va."ra.Des], [ka.ka."ra.Des]
‘disguised man-PL’

(2;1)
(2;1)
(2;1)
(2;1.16)
(2;1.23)
(2;2)
(2;2.6)
(2;2.6)
(2;2.24)
(2;2.24)
(2;2.24)
(2;3.7)
(2;3.7)
(2;3.14)
(2;3.28)
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/Du."l#i.tsa/® [Du."li.tsa]
/a.fto.ci.ni."t#a.ra/® [a.fo.ci.ni."ta.ra]
/kli."D#a.ci/® [ciDÉ], [ci."Da.ci]
/mi."kr#u.li.ko/® [mi."ku.li.ko]

‘job-DIM’
‘car-AUGM’
‘key-DIM’
‘small-DIM’

(2;5.8)
(2;7.27)
(2;7.27)
(2;8.11)

The data from Sofia and Stefanos (examples in (305) and (306), respectively) do not change the picture until now, namely that derivational
suffixes are fully realized and part of the base is deleted. Stress is correctly assigned, but there is no evidence for the acquisition or conscious
use of derivation. Both children start producing derived forms relatively
late: Sofia after the age of 2;2 and Stefanos after the age of 2;4, and their
data are very few. Stefanoulis, on the other hand, does not have data of
derived forms in his corpus.
(305) Sofia
a. /ko.ri."ts#a.ci/® [ko."ko.ci]
b. /kal."ts#a.ci/® ["ka.ci]

‘girl-DIM’
‘sock-DIM’

(2;2.28)
(2;5.10)

(306) Stefanos
a. /a.fto.ci.ni."t#a.ra/® [a."ta.la]
b. /fe.ga."r#a.ci/® [e."ga.ci]

‘car-AUGM’
‘moon-DIM’

(2;4.3)
(2;5.16)

Ioanna, on the other hand, provides data comparable to Felina’s; she
realizes both iambic and trochaic forms, but the stressed syllables are always faithfully preserved (examples in (307)). Finally, Marilia provides
very few instances of derived forms. This is rather strange, especially if I
assume a morphology-based account. Given that Marilia was the oldest
child when we started collecting her data, one would expect her to
produce morphologically complex words. This does not happen, though
(examples in 308). Like all other children, none of these two girls’ data
need to be accounted for in terms of morphological constraints.
(307) Ioanna
‘tooth-DIM’
a. /Do."d#a.ci/® ["da.ti]
b. /u."r#i.tsa/® [u."ri.ta]
‘tail-DIM’
c. /pe."D#a.ci/® ["Da.ti]
‘child-DIM’
d. /Va.la."t#a.ci/® [a.la."taÉ]
‘milk-DIM’
e. /ka.za."n#a.ca/® [ma.De.pu."na.ca] ‘toilet cistern’
f. /"pi.D#a.ros/® ["pi.Da.ros]
‘jump-AUGM’

(2;4.3)
(2;4.3)
(2;5.19)
(2;5.24)
(2;9.22)
(2;11)
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/pu."l#a.ci/® [bu."la.ti]
/ar.ku."D#i.nos/® [ku."Di.no]

(308) Marilia
a. /ksi.la."r#a.ca/® [kla."ra]
b. /ka.re."kl#a.ci/® [va.ra."pla.ti]
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‘bird-DIM’
‘bear’

(2;11.10)
(2;11.10)

‘stick-DIM.PL’
‘chair-DIM’

(3;1.24)
(3;5.18)

Percentages of derived and compound forms attested in Greek child
language are provided in the following tables. The data and the theoretical
claims discussed above are verified by the percentages presented in tables
23 to 26. Table 23 is a crosstabulation of the full and truncated derived
forms attested in the database. The order in which the suffixes and their
percentages are listed is arbitrary. The first row, ‘no suffix’, provides the
percentage of the simplex forms found in the database. It becomes obvious that monomorphemic forms are far more frequent compared to polymorphemic forms; this is one more piece of evidence for my claim that
morphology does not play a capital role in the acquisition process at least
before the age of 3;6.
Table 23: Affix Crosstabulation of truncated outputs.
Suffixes
No_suffix
"a.ci
"a.ca
"u.lis
"u.li
"u.la
"u.las
"u.les
"u.´a
"u.li.ci
"u.li.ko

full form
79503
80.3%
1443
67.2%
626
72.6%
32
69.6%
25
71.4%
348
75.8%
3
60.0%
32
91.4%
1
100.0%
2
100.0%
3
60.0%

truncated
19516
19.7%
704
32.8%
236
27.4%
14
30.4%
10
28.6%
111
24.2%
2
40.0%
3
8.6%

2
40.0%

Total
99019
100%
2147
100%
862
100%
46
100%
35
100%
459
100%
5
100%
35
100%
1
100%
2
100%
5
100%
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Table 23: continued
Suffixes
"u.li.ka

full form

u."la.ci

8
47.1%
6
10.2%
77
30.1%
4
57.1%
14
66.7%
13
68.4%
14
93.3%
4
80.0%
35
66.0%
6
100.0%
4
57.1%
113
76.4%
2
50.0%
1
100.0%

u."la.ca
"i.tsa
"i.tsas
"i.tses
"o.la
"o.las
"o.les
"a.ra
"a.res
"a.ris
"a.ri
"ja.ris
"a.ri.kos
"a.ri.ka
a."ra.ci
a."ra.ca
"tis
"ti
"tu
"tus
"tu.Des
"dzis
a.Das

30
65.2%
14
63.6%
12
85,7%
1022
83.0%
12
92.3%
1
100.0%
1
33.3%
1
50.0%

truncated
1
100%
9
52.9%
53
89.8%
179
69.9%
3
42.9%
7
33.3%
6
31.6%
1
6.7%
1
20.0%
18
34.0%
3
42.9%
35
23.6%
2
50.0%
1
100.0%
16
34.8%
8
36.4%
2
14.3%
209
17.0%
1
7.7%
1
100.0%
2
66.7%
1
50.0%

Total
1
100%
17
100%
59
100%
256
100%
7
100%
21
100%
19
100%
15
100%
5
100%
53
100%
6
100%
7
100%
148
100%
4
100%
1
100%
1
100%
46
100%
22
100%
14
100%
1231
100%
13
100%
1
100%
1
100%
3
100%
2
100%
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Table 23: continued
Suffixes
"a.Des
i."kos
i."ci
i."ko
i."ka
Total

full form
14
73.7%
31
77.5%
14
87.5%
5
55.6%
83476
79.8%

truncated
5
26.3%
2
100.0%
9
22.5%
2
12.5%
4
44.4%
21179
20.2%

Total
19
100%
2
100%
40
100%
16
100%
9
100%
104655
100%

Table 24 is a crosstabulation of the truncation percentages of derived
forms presented in descending order of susceptibility to truncation. Out of
the 68 allomorphs defined in the study, only 40 allomorphs are attested,
i.e. 28 allomorphs of the intended forms never occurred even once.
Clearly, some suffixes are highly prone to truncation, whilst others are
resistant to or never lead to any kind of truncations. Interestingly, for
many suffixed forms the likelihood of getting truncated does not differ
from that of non-suffixed forms. This further supports the idea that the
data under discussion need not be accounted for by resorting to morphological constraints.
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Table 24: Suffixes attested in the corpus in descending order of susceptibility to truncation in the
child’s output.
Suffix
"u.li.ka
"a.ri.ka
"tu.Des
i."kos
u."la.ca
"i.tsa
"dzis
u."la.ci
"Ja.ris
"a.Das
i."ka
"i.tsas
"a.ris
"u.las
"u.li.ko
a."ra.ca
a."ra.ci
"a.ra
"i.tses
"a.ci
"o.la
"u.lis
"u.li
"a.ca
"a.Des
"u.la
"a.ri
"i.ci
"o.les
No_suffix
"ti
"tis
i."ko
"u.les
"tu
"o.las
"u.´a
"u.li.ci
"a.res
"a.ri.kos
"tus

%-Trunc
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
89.8
69.9
66.7
52.9
50.0
50.0
44.4
42.9
42.9
40.0
40.0
36.4
34.8
34.0
33.3
32.8
31.6
30.4
28.6
27.4
26.3
24.2
23.6
22.5
20.0
19.7
17.0
14.3
12.5
8.6
7.7
6.7
.0
.0
.0
.0
.0

%-Full
.0
.0
.0
.0
10.2
30.1
33.3
47.1
50.0
50.0
55.6
57.1
57.1
60.0
60.0
63.6
65.2
66.0
66.7
67.2
68.4
69.6
71.4
72.6
73.7
75.8
76.4
77.5
80.0
80.3
83.0
85.7
87.5
91.4
92.3
93.3
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

N
1
1
1
2
59
256
3
17
4
2
9
7
7
5
5
22
46
53
21
2147
19
46
35
862
19
459
148
40
5
99019
1231
14
16
35
13
15
1
2
6
1
1

Table 25 provides the relative frequencies in percent of suffix families. Each family includes at least one unmarked suffix as well as its allomorphs, i.e. three allomorphs in total. For instance, the ‘"u.la’ family includes the unmarked suffixes (a) ‘"u.lis’, ‘"u.la’, ‘"u.li’, (b) ‘"u.li.kos’,
‘"u.li.ci’, ‘"u.li.ko’, (c) ‘u."la.ci’, (d) ‘u."li.tsa’ and their allomorphs. The
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‘"a.ris’ family includes the ‘"a.ris’ and ‘"ja.ris’ suffixes and their allomorphs. The percentages are presented in ascending order. The row ‘no
suffix’ lists the percentage of non-affixed forms found in the database,
which is much higher than that of polymorphemic forms.122
Table 25: Percentage of truncated and full realizations, plus total number of occurrences, per
suffix family.
Suffix family
"DZIS
"I.TSA
A."RA.CI
"A.CI
"U.LA
"A.RA
"A.DA
"A.RIS
I."KOS
"O.LA
No suffix
"TIS

%-Trunc
66.7
66.5
35.3
31.2
30.8
30.5
28.6
25.5
25.4
20.5
19.7
16.9

%-Full
33.33
33.45
64.71
68.76
69.17
69.49
71.43
74.53
74.63
79.49
80.29
83.10

N
3
284
68
3009
665
59
21
161
67
39
99019
1260

Finally, in table 26 I have counted the number of suffixed versus nonsuffixed input (adult) forms, and cross-tabulated these against the output
forms. I have done this for all eight time-intervals.

122

See Dalalakis (1997) for a relevant account of Diminutive Formation in Developmental Language Impairment data.
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Table 26: Absolute and relative frequency of adult forms with and without suffix, crosstabulated
against child forms with and without suffix, at each of eight developmental time intervals.
Stage
1

Adult form
no suffix
suffix
Total

2

no suffix
suffix
Total

3

no suffix
suffix
Total

4

no suffix
suffix
Total

5

no suffix
suffix
Total

6

no suffix
suffix
Total

7

no suffix
suffix
Total

8

no suffix
suffix
Total

Child form
no suffix
13453
99.4%
284
36.2%
13737
96.0%
13277
99.4%
292
36.7%
13569
95.9%
13455
99.1%
279
36.7%
13734
95.8%
13151
99.3%
229
33.0%
13380
96.0%
13463
99.3%
222
32.0%
13685
96.0%
13606
99.5%
306
41.8%
13912
96.6%
13468
99.2%
235
33.6%
13703
96.0%
13552
99.5%
188
28.7%
13740
96.3%

Total
suffix
75
.6%
500
63.8%
575
4.0%
79
.6%
503
63.3%
582
4.1%
121
.9%
481
63.3%
602
4.2%
94
.7%
464
67.0%
558
4.0%
91
.7%
472
68.0%
563
4.0%
71
.5%
426
58.2%
497
3.4%
112
.8%
465
66.4%
577
4.0%
63
.5%
468
71.3%
531
3.7%

13528
100%
784
100%
14312
100%
13356
100%
795
100%
14151
100%
13576
100%
760
100%
14336
100%
13245
100%
693
100%
13938
100%
13554
100%
694
100%
14248
100%
13677
100%
732
100%
14409
100%
13580
100%
700
100%
14280
100%
13615
100%
656
100%
14271
100%
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When the adult input form contains no suffix, the output form erroneously contains a suffix (as automatically recognized by the algorithm,
but also checked by me) in between 0,5 and 1 percent of the cases. However, when the input form does contain a suffix, it fails to show up in the
children’s output form in between 29 and 41 percent of the cases. It seems
to be the case that the incidence of suffixed forms increases somewhat
with time, as quantized into the consecutive eight ‘stages’, but the effect
is rather irregular. In the first three periods nothing interesting seems to
happen. From then onwards, the incidence of suffixed forms increases
more or less steadily, which does not necessarily imply increasing awareness of morphology on the part of the child, but there is a curious momentary relapse, that is, regression to previous stages as evidenced in
period 6.
To sum up, a general but very important observation, which was
already made for purely phonologically conditioned truncations, seems to
hold; children adopt different learning paths in their morphophonological
development. Regressions can hardly be accounted for in terms of an
approach based purely on stages. In other words, the acquisition process
of Greek children does not seem to be fully compatible with a stage-like
progression.
6.3.4.2. Compound forms
Nespor and Ralli (1996) and Nespor (1999) recognize three types of compounds in Greek adult language:

a) [stem + stem] compounds, for example, anthó#kipos ‘flower garden’,
consisting of ánthos ‘flower’ and kípos ‘garden’ tiró#pita ‘cheese pie’,
consisting of tirí ‘cheese’ and píta ‘pie’, kukló#spito ‘doll’s house’, consisting of kúkla ‘doll’ and spíti ‘house’. Compounds of this type have a
thematic vowel, usually [o], which links the first and the second member
of the compound, and which also carries the stress of the word.
b) [stem + word] compounds, for example, kreat#agorá123 ‘meat market’, consisted of kréas ‘meat’ and agorá ‘market’, taramo#saláta ‘fish
roe salad’, consisted of taramás ‘fish roe’ and saláta ‘salad’. In this type

123

The [t] of kreat#agorá is part of the stem, which in Greek is extracted from the genitive of the singular, if the inflectional suffix is omitted. [t] acts in this case as a linking
consonant.
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of compounds of this type stress falls on the ‘strong’ part of the compound, namely the word.
c) [word + word] compounds, for instance, nómos plésio ‘law’, atomikí
vómva ‘atomic bomb’. In [word + word] compounds each part of the
compound carries its own stress.
Nespor (1999) argues that the lack of inflection in the first type of
compounds shows that the compounds’ first members are not words, but
rather stems; additionally, the vowel [o] at the end of the first member is
the so-called ‘linking vowel’, which is inserted in many languages after a
compound initial stem when the latter ends with a consonant. The different stress patterns exemplified in the three compound types correlate with
the fact that in the first two types of compound, the two members are
mapped onto just one phonological word; compounds of the third type,
instead, each member forms a separate constituent. In compounds of the
second type primary stress is assigned where stress of the second constituent falls.
From (309) to (315) I provide data on compounds found in the speech
of the eleven Greek children under investigation. In general, we find
compounds of the first two types as defined by Nespor and Ralli (1996)
and Nespor (1999). However, compounds of the third type are the least
frequently attested in the Greek database which underlines the difficulty
that children have in acquiring their language. Compounds of the third
type are the least frequently attested in adult Greek too.
Table 27 is a list of the types of compounds found in the database
(leftmost column) and their token frequency (rightmost column) with the
percentage of the compound type relative to the total number of
compound tokens in the database (N=57). Compound constituents are
separated by slashes and linking vowels are put in parentheses.
Compound members are coded in the input in the same way as derived
forms.
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Table 27: Compound types and their token frequencies as attested in the database.
Compound-type
/ka.se."t-(o)-.fo.no/ - 1st
/tra.pe.z-(o)-."ma.di.lo/ - 1st
/xar.t-(o)-."ma.di.lo/ - 1st
/xar.t-(o)-."ma.di.la/ - 1st
/xar.t-(o)-.pe."tse.ta/ - 2nd
/xar.t-(o)-.pe."tse.tes/ - 2nd
/ra.Di.-("o)-.fo.no/ - 1st
/o.Do."d-(o)-.vur.tsa/ - 1st
/za.xa.r-(o)-.pla."sti.o/ - 2nd
/psa."r-(o)-.su.pa/ - 1st
/te."tra-.Vo.no/ - 1st
/ku.kl-(o)-."Te.a.tro/ - 2nd
/o."n-an.Tro.pos/ - 2nd
Total

Translation
‘tape recorder’
‘table cloth’
‘handkerchief’
‘handkerchiefs’
‘paper napkin’
‘paper napkins’
‘radio’
‘toothbrush’
‘sweet shop’
‘fish soup’
‘square’
‘muppet theater’
‘snowman’

N
8
10
6
1
8
1
1
1
2
2
5
11
1

57

Percentage
14.0%
17.5%
10.5%
1.8%
14.0%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
3.5%
3.5%
8.8%%
19.3%
1.8%

100%
(0.05% of
the total
forms)

Melitini targets compounds of the first two types but produces only
one token faithfully. The member of the compound that carries stress
seems to be less prone to deletion in Melitini’s output. However, this is
less obvious because Melitini was very young when she attempted to produce compounds (see example 309a).
(309) Melitini
‘tape recorder’
a. /ka.se."t-(o)-.fo.no/® [ka."cet]
b. /xar.t-(o)-."ma.di.lo/® [ba."ba.di.lo]‘handkerchief’
c. /xar.t-(o)-.pe."tse.tes/® [pe."ce.te] ‘napkin-PL.’
d. /xar.t-(o)-.pe."tse.ta/® [pe], [ka.«.pe."ce.ta]
‘napkin’

(1;10.31)
(2;1.24)
(2;2.3)
(2;2.3)

Bebis M and Bebis T produce compounds of the first and second type,
respectively. Bebis M who starts producing compounds at a relatively late
age, that is, after 2;4.20, realizes them relatively faithfully in terms of
their prosodic structure. In the data of Bebis T, on the other hand, who
was recorded for a short period of time and at a relatively young age, only
one token of the second type of compounds is found to have undergone
extensive mutation of both its members. In Bebis T’s data, part of the
compound member that carries stress is preserved in a disyllabic trochaic
template. Apparently, Bebis M and Bebis T satisfy phonological rather
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than morphological principles governing child speech. That is, stressed
and rightmost syllables tend to be preserved. There is hardly any further
evidence that morphology is actively involved.
Finally, Konstadinos and Felina display no compound data, confirming the rare occurrence of compounds in child speech. Generally
speaking and, as already mentioned for derivation, there is no reason to
employ constraints that refer distinctly to compounding in order to provide an OT account of the facts discussed. Purely phonological constraints suffice to explain the data under investigation, as demonstrated in
tableaux (61), (62) below, where faithfulness is shown to be accomplished gradually. In other words, there is no reason to employ morphologyspecific constraints, since the children do not provide any evidence that
they produce morphological categories consciously.
(310) Bebis M
a. /ka.se."t-(o)-.fo.no/® [a."to.fo.no], [«."to.fo.no]
‘tape recorder’ (2;7.21)
b. /tra.pe.z-(o)-."ma.di.lo/® [a.to."ba.di.lo], [to."ma.di.lo]
‘table cloth’
(2;8.26)
(311) Bebis T
a. /xar.t-(o)-.pe."tse.ta/® ["pe.ta]

‘paper napkin’

(2;1.5)

Tableau 61
/xar.to.pe."tse.ta/
FORMS/CONS
C["pe.ta]
[pe."tse.ta]
[to.pe."tse]
[xar.to.pe."tse.ta]

STRESSFAITH FTBIN ALIGN-L
*!
*!*
*!**

ALIGN-R
*
*

MAX-IO
***
**
**

*

Tableau 62
/tra.pe.zo."ma.di.lo/
FORMS/CONS
STRESSFAITH
[tra.pe.zo."ma.di.lo]
[to."ma.di]
C[to."ma.di.lo]

FTBIN

ALIGN-L

***!
*
*

MAX-IO

ALIGN-R

***!
**

**
*
**

Additionally, Dionisakis deletes different parts of the same compound
every time he attempts it, but stress is always correctly assigned (312a-d).
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In general, the stressed and rightmost syllables tend to be preserved in
Dionisakis’ data, confirming Echols and Newport’s hypothesis that
children tend to produce stressed and rightmost syllables (1992) (see
section 3.2 for a more detailed discussion). Dionisakis provides evidence
that Greek children preserve not only rightmost but also leftmost syllables.124 Syllables seem to be preserved as long as they are stressed or occupy edge positions in case they are unstressed, irrespective of which
edge.
(312) Dionisakis
a. /o.Do."d-(o)-.vur.tsa/® [o.vo."vo.vu.ta] ‘toothbrush’
b. /tra.pe.z-(o)-."ma.di.lo/® [Do."ma.lo], [ter."ma.di.lo]
‘table cloth’
c. /ka.se."t-(o)-fo.no/® ["to.ro]
‘tape recorder’
d. /za.xa.r-(o)-.pla."sti.o/® [pa."Tti.o], [ta.la.ta."ti.o]
‘sweet shop’

(2;3.21)
(2;4.27)
(2;6.15)
(2;7.27)

The rest of the children, Sofia, Ioanna and Marilia, also produce compounds of the first and the second type but not of the third type (see examples in 313, 314 and 315, respectively). Stefanos and Stefanoulis do
not exhibit compounds in their data. In Sofia’s, Ioanna’s and Marilia’s
productions the stressed syllable is correctly realized, edgemost syllables
are preserved, and, generally, the member of the compound that carries
the main stress of the word is retained. In cases such as (315a) (from
Marilia’s data), stress errors occur due to extensive truncation, but again
stress lands on an edge syllable. This type of error is driven by the phonological principle that demands edges to be strong positions in a word
and, consequently, attract stress. This principle is supported by phonetic
evidence and psycholinguistic experimentation (cf. Smith 2002, and
more references therein).
(313) Sofia
a. /xar.t-(o)-.pe."tse.ta/® [pe."pe.ti]
b. /o."n-an.Tro.pos/® [xa."a.ko.mo]
c. /xar.t-(o)-."ma.di.lo/® ["ma.di.lo]
d. /tra.pe.z-(o)-."ma.di.lo/® ["ma.ti.o]

124

‘napkin’
‘snow man’
‘handkerchief’
‘table cloth’

See Revithiadou and Tzakosta (2004a,b) for comparable results.

(2;10.15)
(2;10.15)
(3;5)
(3;5.29)
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(314) Ioanna
a. /tra.pe.z-(o)-."ma.di.lo/® ["a.Di.lo], [ka."ta.Di.lo]
‘table cloth’
(2;6)
‘fish soup’
(2;11.25)
b. /psa."r-(o)-.su.pa/® [pa."ro.pu.la]
c. /te."tra.-Vo.no/® ["ka.xo.no], ["ta.Vo.no], [e."ta.Vo.no], [te."ta.Vo.no]
‘square’
(3;04.26)
(315) Marilia
a. /ku.kl-(o)-."Te.a.tro/® [ku.ko."Te.a.to], ["ku.kos], [ko."Te.a.to]
‘muppet show’ (2;11.05/ 2;11.18))
b. /ka.se."t-(o)-.fo.no /® [ka.e."to.fo.no]
‘tape recorder’ (3;1.2)
Table 28 provides information and percentages of the frequency of
the compounds found in the Greek database for each child. It is obvious
from the findings of both tables that compounding is far less pervasive
than derivation. Given our claim that there is no evidence that morphology is acquired, one of the reasons for this behavior is that compounds are
longer forms in terms of number of syllables and, consequently, more
difficult for children to produce faithfully.
6.4. General discussion and conclusions

In this chapter I discussed the interface of phonology with morphology in
connection to the acquisition of polymorphemic words. I specifically focused on the examination of derived and compound forms. The findings
have demonstrated that the production of structures satisfying prosodic
principles constitutes the children’s primary goal. Put differently, children
tend to become gradually faithful to their inputs on the basis of phonological factors only. Children build their productions upon the stressed
syllable, regardless of the template the stressed syllable fits into. Morphological constituents, on the other hand, are not consistently produced.
Derivational suffixes, for example, are totally or partially realized depending on the prosodic template that is dominant at several phases of
phonological development. It seems that target forms are stored as unanalyzed chunks. Generally, longitudinal production data do not provide
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sufficient evidence as to whether morphology plays an influential role or
whether morphological constituents are consciously produced.125
Table 28: Number of compounds per child. Token frequency and output forms are listed, plus
frequency relative to compound tokens.
Name
Melitini

Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis

Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Sophia

Ioanna

Marilia

Total

125

Compounds
/xar.to.pe."tse.ta/® [pe], [ka.«.pe."e.ta]
/xar.to.pe."tse.tes/® [pe."ce.te]
/ka.se."to.fo.no/® [o.xo."fo.fo.no]
[ka.Te."to.fo], ["fto.vo.vo], [ka."ce.fo.no]
/xar.to."ma.di.lo/® [ba."ba.di.lo]
/ka.se."to.fo.no/ ® [a."to.fo.no], [«."to.fo.no]

N
2
1
4

Percent
3.5
1.6
7.0

1
2

1.6
3.5

/tra.pe.zo."ma.di.lo/ ® [a.to."ba.di.lo], [to."ma.di.lo]
/xar.to."ma.di.la/ ® [a.to."ma.di.la]
/xar.to.pe."tse.ta/ ® ["pe.ta]
none
/psa."ro.su.pa/ ® [psa."ro.su.pa]
/o.Do."do.vur.tsa/®[o.vo."vo.vu.ta]
/tra.pe.zo."ma.di.lo/ ® [Do."ma.lo], [ter."ma.di.lo]
/ka.se."to.fo.no/ ® ["to.ro]
/za.xa.ro.pla."sti.o/® [pa."Tti.o], [ta.la.ta."ti.o]
/ra.Di."o.fo.no/® [a.Di."o.fo.no]
none
none
/xar.to.pe."tse.ta/® [pe."pe.ti], [pe]
/o."nan.Tro.pos/®[xa."a.ko.mo]
/xar.to."ma.di.lo/® ["ma.di.lo]
/tra.pe.zo."ma.di.lo/® ["ma.ti.o]
/tra.pe.zo."ma.di.lo/®
[ka."ta.Di.lo], ["a.Di.lo], [ti.ma.di."na.li]
/xar.to."ma.di.lo/® [a."da.di.lo], [a.Di."da.Di.lo],
[a.to."ma.di.lo]
/psa."ro.su.pa/® [pa."ro.pu.la]
/te."tra.Vo.no/® ["ka.xo.no], ["ta.Vo.no], [e."ta.Vo.no],
[te."ta.Vo.no]
/ku.klo."Te.a.tro/® [ku.ko."Te.a.to],
[ko."Te.a.to], ["ku.kos]
/ka.se."to.fo.no/® [ka.e."to.fo.no]

2
1
3

3.5
1.6
5.3

1
1
2
1
2
1

1.6
1.6
3.5
1.6
3.5
1.6

3
1
1
3
3

5.3
1.6
1.6
5.3
5.3

4

7.0

1
5

1.6
8.8

11

19.3

1
57

1.6
100.0

Gatherocole et al. (1999) provide ways of ascertaining knowledge of morphology
without using experimental paradigms or perception studies.
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As far as derived forms are concerned, children tend to produce diminutive forms at a high rate. This is not random, given that children are
frequently exposed to diminutive forms during the acquisition process.
Theoretically speaking, Ralli (1998) has claimed that diminutive suffixes
are very transparent and, generally, behave like inflectional suffixes. Put
differently, Ralli argues that in lexical phonology diminutive suffixes
have a position at the same level as inflectional suffixes and, therefore,
they are as productive as inflectional suffixes.126 Compound forms with
the prefix ‘ksana-’ as their first constituent, for example, behave exactly
the same way (Ralli 2002). However, given that phonology determines
children’s productions extensively even when polymorphemic words are
attempted, this does not explain why other derivational suffixes having
the same prosodic structure, as diminutive suffixes do not behave in the
same way.
Compound forms, on the other hand, are infrequently produced. My
main explanation of that fact is that compounds are longer in terms of
their prosodic shape and the number of syllables they consist of; consequently, they are difficult targets. Table 5 of appendix 2 displays input
frequency rates where the types of words the children under examination
tend to mostly listen to during their interaction with adults are presented.
In this table it is demonstrated that children are never exposed to fivesyllable target forms and very rarely to tetrasyllabic forms. This implies
that they are not exposed to compound forms, which are essentially
longer than monomorphemic words, due to their morphological complexity. This further induces the poor production on the children’s part. 127
Diminutives, on the other hand, are usually trisyllabic and are, as a result,
easier targets.
In her study of the emergence of plurals in the speech of adults with
SLI, Goad (1998) showed that plurals seem to resemble compounds both
morphologically and prosodically. Such forms are stored as unanalysed
126

See Anastasiadi-Simeonidi (2004) for an interesting account of the status of diminutive suffixes.
127
Fikkert (2001), on the other hand, argues that compounds enter her stage 3 (the stage
of the S(W)SW) template) a bit earlier than monomorphemic words with a similar prosodic pattern. The fast progress of compounds is caused by the fact that children analyze
compound words as two separate (prosodic) words, each of which may consist of maximally one foot, whereas monomorphemic words with a similar prosodic pattern are
analysed as one prosodic word, with a length limitation of one foot. However, Fikkert
does not provide an explanation as to why this happens for compounds and not for
monomorphemic words, since both word types have the same prosodic shape.
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chunks or they are more frequently found than other grammatical forms,
because they resemble compounds.
Data from inflected (nouns) and conjugated forms (verbs) are not
considered in this study. The examination of nominal and verbal inflection is a topic with important implications for Greek stress that goes beyond the scope of this thesis. Moreover, following Ralli (1988), I assume
that inflected forms are more transparent than derived or compound
forms. Consequently, data from inflection would not provide different
insights from derivation and compounding regarding the role of morphology in child speech. Inflectional transparency may also be the reason why
inflected forms may appear earlier or on a more frequent basis. However,
this is an issue that awaits further research.
Additional support for my claims is provided by work by Kehayia
(1997). Kehayia (1997) showed that on-line processing experiments with
English-, French- and Greek-speaking normal and SLI individuals that
regularly inflected words do not contain internal morphological structure.
Generally, production data cannot provide clear indications as to the point
in time when morphology becomes really productive and is acquired.
Prosody seems to dominate children’s productions. Perception and production experiments with older children will make it possible to account
for these facts as well the order of acquisition of morphological constituents or categories. This issue also awaits further research.
Moreover, given the claims of HT, Greek children are expected to
build their productions on the morphological heads of the targeted words.
This does not seem to be the case at least for the type of the data used in
this study. HT makes subtle distinctions at the morphological level that
Greek children do not seem to be able to distinguish. For example, children do not seem to be able to segment target forms into their morphological constituents.128 Here, it was shown that purely phonological constraints, for example, constraints referring to phonological heads, were
enough to account for the data. However, more refined experimental
studies might be able to demonstrate whether and, if so, the degree to
which morphology influences children’s productions. Such experiments
would further show the point in time morphology becomes clearly or actively influential and productive in child speech.
Finally, the OT analysis of chapter 6 provides further support for the
above claims as well as the model of multiple parallel grammars. More
specifically, polymorphemic words are truncated in the same way as
128

See Taelman (2004) for a comparable conclusion regarding the Dutch child data.
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monomorphemic words and are governed solely by prosodic principles.
As was shown in this chapter, polymorphemic forms may be truncated to
the same patterns monomorphemic forms are. This points to the fact that
children follow distinct but parallel developmental paths in the acquisition
of morphologically complex words, too.

7.

Conclusions and future research

This dissertation has focused on the acquisition of stress in Greek L1. One
novel aspect lies in the fact that it investigates phonological development
in a language characterized by a lexical stress system. In such languages,
the position of stress is determined by the phonology-morphology interface. In other words, morphological structure and headedness crucially
decide where stress is assigned. The sole phonological condition is that
stress has to fall on one of the last three syllables of the word. Except for
the ‘trisyllabic window’, stress assignment is highly unpredictable.
The major goal was to demonstrate that the acquisition of stress in
lexical accent systems proceeds differently compared to languages with
less complex accentual systems. The child data revealed that the basic
goal of Greek children is the preservation of the stressed syllable irrespective of the prosodic template it fits into. Consequently, massive
variation is attested in the sense that the stressed syllable is found in both
trochaic and iambic productions throughout language learning. In the data
presentation and discussion in chapter 5, it was shown that except for SW,
WS, SW1W2, W1W2S and longer target words which are stressed on the
final syllable and can be perceived as either trochaic or iambic respectively, all other word types are perceived as metrically ambiguous. Put
differently, tetrasyllabic and longer target words stressed on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable can be assigned a trochaic or iambic
foot structure. Ambiguous perception of the metrical structure is supported by the fact that such forms are truncated to iambs or trochees or
both iambs and trochees. This variability in truncated forms lasts until the
end of the recording sessions.
Variable patterns in Greek child speech challenge the idea of the trochaic bias. According to the trochaic bias hypothesis, there is a universal
tendency for disyllabic trochees to be the unmarked stress pattern in child
speech cross-linguistically. Theoretically, this is interpreted in a ranking
where TROCHEE >> IAMB. The trochaic bias is supported by data where it
is shown that WS target forms are truncated to S during earlier stages of
development while SW are faithfully produced from the very beginning.
Stress errors favoring trochaic structures and the production of WS target
forms with level stress, i.e. stress on both syllables, further support the
existence of the trochaic bias.
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Greek does not provide evidence for any of these assumptions. First,
both SW and WS forms are truncated to S forms; second, metrically ambiguous forms are truncated to both iambs and trochees; third, stress errors do not favor trochees, namely both trochees and iambs are the product of stress errors. Finally, forms with level stress do not emerge. The
trochaic bias hypothesis is basically supported by languages which are
trochaic in nature. Interestingly, Greek, which is also a trochaic language,
does not provide evidence for the trochaic bias. Moreover, child data from
French, a language with phrase-final stress, demonstrate that children
preserve the stressed syllable in truncated and faithfully produced forms
in word-final position. Stress errors favoring trochaic structures are not
reported in child French.
The production of multiple truncated outputs as well as faithfully
produced forms during the same phases of phonological development led
me to the conclusion that children employ multiple parallel grammars
while acquiring language. This implies that language development does
not proceed in a strictly stage-like fashion as was assumed until now.
Stages basically assume that phonological acquisition is characterized by
uniformity in the produced forms. Stages are convenient conventions used
to describe periods of time when some particular type of linguistic behavior is dominant. They facilitate theoretical generalization, but they are
not necessarily real. The Greek data do not support the stage-like model
of acquisition.
The multiple parallel grammars model was first introduced by Kiparsky (1993). Kiparsky accounted for variation in terms of multiple grammars where constraints are totally ranked. Anttila (1998, 2002a,b), on the
other hand, accounts for variation on the basis of one ranking where constraints can be unranked. Here, I propose that children have access to
multiple grammars in parallel, in which unranked constraints also obtain,
an approach which is in line with Anttila and Cho’s (1998) proposal of
multiple grammars.
In the model I adopt, multiple grammars may differ minimally or
maximally; ‘minimally’ with respect to the fact that ranking between two
constraints may be crucial. For example, the ranking between CONT and
ANCHOR-R-IO results in different output shapes; one that demands adjacent syllables or segments to be preserved and one which requires the
rightmost syllable or segment to surface. However, such forms share certain characteristics: for example, the stressed syllable is realized, the template of the produced forms is trochaic, the length of the produced forms
is maximally disyllabic. In other words, these two developmental paths
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differ only with respect to the ranking of CONT and ANCHOR-R. The rest
of the constraints occupy the same position in the hierarchy. The grammars may differ ‘maximally’ in the sense that they provide completely
different outputs; that is, the position of the constraints is radically different in each hierarchy. For instance, structures may surface due to grammars that do not share certain characteristics. To be more specific, disyllabic outputs may, on the one hand, respect the segmental composition of
the trochaic template, part of which is the stressed syllable (in the core
grammars), or the stressed syllable may not be part of the very same template, which only satisfies markedness considerations (peripheral grammars).
Furthermore, I argue that learning proceeds in three major phases. In
the first phase, the child grammar is in a state where all markedness constraints dominate all faithfulness constraints. This is the initial ranking/
grammar proposed by Tesar and Smolensky (2000). Given this initial
ranking, we have an explanation as to how children proceed from unmarked and, consequently, easy forms to produce structures to more
marked and difficult structures.
Then, during the second developmental phase constraint permutation
results in a radical expansion of grammars. When we started recording the
children, we assume that this radical reranking had already taken place.
This is the reason why we do not find purely or only unmarked structures
in the Greek database. Constraint permutation provides a huge number of
grammars. This has a very important implication for OT: constraint permutation predicts the grammars of all possible languages of the world. In
language acquisition, all possible rankings predict all possible developmental paths children follow in their task of acquiring the phonology of
their language.
Factorial typology, a key notion of OT (Prince and Smolensky 1993),
is considered to be a drawback for the theory because it renders the theory
over-powerful. In other words, OT seems to be able to explain everything
given that ‘anything goes’ and ‘everything is acceptable’. In reality this is
not at all the case, though. It is possible that many different rankings
provide one and the same optimal output. This means that the number of
grammars provided by factorial typology essentially collapses to a smaller
number.
The Greek data showed that children adopt 30 grammars out of a total of 1.015.104.368.000 (!) grammars that permutation of the 15 constraints used in this study provides. This means that there is a mechanism
collapsing, filtering and excluding a number of possible grammars from
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the inventory of grammars children have access to. In chapter 5, it was
shown that children employ grammars which are somehow related to the
first state of acquisition where MARKEDNESS>>FAITHFULNESS and the
final state129 where roughly FAITHFULNESS>>MARKEDNESS. As a result,
the preferred grammars are those that demand the preservation of, first,
the stressed syllable, second, edgemost syllables or segments and, third,
respect markedness and prosodic or templatic effects. Consequently, excluded grammars are those that demand the production of marked structures, namely medial or unstressed or marked syllables or segments, or
‘unnatural’ prosodic structures such as ternary feet.
It is important to mention that the fully faithful or adult grammar is
also available to the child during this second phase where multiple grammars are generated, since it is one of the grammars provided by factorial
typology. Language development proceeds as follows: during this second
developmental phase there is a grammar or grammars which are statistically preferred. This statistical preference is also theoretically justified;
the more properties a grammar shares with the final/adult state of the
grammar, the more likely it is to survive. Correspondingly, the more a
grammar deviates from the final state, the more prone it is to being abandoned. Given the number of grammars available to the children, on the
one hand, and positive evidence, on the other, children abandon grammars
and gradually reach the final state of the grammar of the ambient language. Interestingly, not all children employ all grammars or the same
grammars or, even, the same number of grammars. I argue that the number and the quality of grammars children adopt is attributed to the input
children are exposed to.
Two interesting observations stem from the Greek data: First, the
number of accessed grammars may decrease as learning proceeds, leading
to the use of only one grammar, i.e. the fully faithful adult grammar.
More specifically, if learning proceeds without regressive steps, grammars are gradually filtered and left out from the multiple grammars’ inventory up to the point children reach the final state of the target grammar. However, if regressions to earlier stages of development occur, then
grammars may be activated and deactivated in parallel during this second
phase of development. This is possible until positive evidence and frequency effects of child-directed speech leads the child to the adoption of

129

The adult output is defined here as the final state of the target grammar. In that sense,
the ranking F>>M means faithfulness of the child output to the adult output.
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the ‘correct’ final grammar. Both of these distinct developmental patterns
characterize the phonological development of Greek children.
In the third phase of their phonological development, Greek children
are considered to have reached the final state of the adult grammar. I accept that the final state is also characterized for extensive variation, however, I do assume that children target one grammar or ranking.
The model of multiple parallel grammars developed here has important implications for language acquisition in particular and phonological
theory in general. First, it makes crucial assumptions about language development, given new evidence from Greek child speech. Second, the
model suggests that language acquisition proceeds on the basis of an inventory of parallel co-emerging grammars provided by factorial typology.
Here, I proposed a restricted number of grammars accounting for the acquisition of stress on the basis of stress faithfulness as well as partial
markedness and positional faithfulness effects. An interesting challenge
for the model is to test whether the same number of grammars would account for segmental as well as prosodic phenomena in an attempt to unify
and explain the consistency in the (co-) emergence of certain phonological phenomena in child speech. One of this is the role of segmental selection in truncated forms, a topic that was briefly dealt with in this study
(see also Tzakosta to appear). Other phenomena involve the study of the
role vowel quality plays in stress placement, child language reduplication
and phenomena emerging at the interface of phonology with morphology
(cf. chapter 6) and syntax. These issues are left for future research.
The analysis advanced here assumes multiple grammars co-existing
in language production. The model has important implications for perception, since it makes the prediction that perception may be characterized by multiple grammars as well. It is necessary that more cross-linguistic production data and experimental perception studies be conducted
in order to test whether perception is organized in the same fashion as
production. The model needs to be tested further on the basis of data from
other aspects of acquisition such as bilingual acquisition, adult and child
second language acquisition and Specific Language Impairment.
Last but not least, the model of multiple parallel grammars could
provide a unified account of synchronic, diachronic and language change
phenomena. Given such a framework, synchrony and diachrony could be
studied in parallel, since synchronic phenomena could be seen as the
product of competing or co-emerging diachronic effects. At the same
time, language change could be seen as a process taking place at multiple
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levels or as the result of multiple co-existing phases in language evolution.
Except for the phonological level, the model of multiple parallel
grammars was also tested in a brief study of the acquisition of stress at the
phonology-morphology interface. In chapter 6 only derived and compound forms were considered. Data from inflected forms (nouns) and
conjugated forms (verbs) were not accounted for, basically for two reasons. First, given that inflected forms are considered to be more transparent than derived or compound forms, I assume that data from inflection
would not be more informative than data from derivation and compounding. Second, nominal and verbal stress in Greek is characterized by
different properties, which cannot be dealt within this thesis. This is a
topic with important implications for the theory of Greek stress that go
well beyond the scope of this study. Here, I only wanted to give an idea of
the degree to which morphology may be involved in the child language of
a system which has rich morphology. Chapter 6 provides further support
for the model of multiple parallel grammars. To be more specific, the fact
that polymorphemic words exhibit the same truncation patterns as monomorphemic, namely they are truncated to monosyllabic forms, and disyllabic, (both trochaic and iambic), before being accurately produced implies that children follow distinct developmental paths also in the acquisition of morphologically complex words.

Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch)
Het onderwerp van deze dissertatie is de verwerving van klemtoon in het
Grieks. Een nieuw aspect hiervan is dat de fonologische ontwikkeling
wordt onderzocht in een taal die een lexicaal-accentsysteem heeft. In
zulke talen wordt de plaats van de klemtoon in het woord door de interactie van fonologie en morfologie bepaald. Met andere woorden, morfologische structuur en hoofdigheid bepalen waar de klemtoon valt. In het
Grieks is de enige fonologische conditie op de plaats van klemtoon dat
die op een van de drie laatste syllaben in het woord moet vallen; met uitzondering van deze conditie is klemtoon bijzonder onvoorspelbaar.
Het belangrijkste doel van dit werk is om te laten zien dat de verwerving van klemtoon in een lexicaal-accentsysteem anders verloopt dan in
een taal met een minder complex klemtoonsysteem. De kindertaaldata
laten zien dat de Griekse kinderen vooral gestuurd worden door de noodzaak om de beklemtoonde syllabe te behouden in hun eigen uitingen, onafhankelijk van het soort templaat waarin deze syllabe past. Er is daarom
een grote mate van variatie in hun productie, omdat deze beklemtoonde
syllabe zowel in trocheïsche and jambische voeten geproduceerd wordt in
alle stadia van de taalontwikkeling. De data laten verder zien dat alle
woordtypen als metrisch ambigu geïnterpreteerd worden, behalve vormen
van het type SW, WS, SW1W2, W1W2S en langere woorden, die ofwel
trocheïsch ofwel als jambisch worden waargenomen. Met andere woorden, woorden van vier syllaben of langer die accent hebben op de voorlaatste of voor-voorlaatste lettergreep, kunnen ofwel een trocheïsche ofwel een jambische voet toegekend krijgen. Het idee dat zulke vormen op
verschillende wijzen geïnterpreteerd kunnen worden, wordt ondersteund
door het feit dat zulke vormen getrunceerd worden tot ofwel een troche??ïsche ofwel een jambische voet: deze variatie wordt tot in de laatste
fase van de dataverzameling gevonden.
Deze variabele patronen in de Griekse kindertaal ondermijnen het
idee van een trocheïsche voorkeur. Volgens een theorie die een troche??ïsche voorkeur onderschrijft, is er een universele voorkeur voor trocheeën van twee syllaben lang, die men dus ook in kindertaalsystemen
van de verschillende talen van de wereld zou verwachten. In de theorie
wordt dit uitgedrukt door een constraint hiërarchie aan te nemen waarin
het constraint TROCHEE hoger geplaatst is dan de constraint IAMB. Het
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idee van een trocheïsche voorkeur wordt ondersteund door taaldata
waarin vormen van het type WS ingekort worden tot S gedurende vroege
stadia van taalontwikkeling, terwijl SW vormen zonder problemen vanaf
het begin worden geproduceerd. Ook fouten met betrekking tot klemtoontoekenning en de productie van WS vormen met gelijke mate van
klemtoon op beide syllaben ondersteunen een theorie waarin trocheïsche
voorkeur een rol speelt. De feiten uit het Grieks bieden evenwel geen
ondersteuning voor de geclaimde universaliteit van deze ordening. In de
eerste plaats worden zowel SW als WS vormen tot S ingekort; in de
tweede plaats worden vormen die metrisch ambigu zijn tot jambes óf tot
trocheeën ingekort; in de derde plaats leiden klemtoonfouten niet meer
dan verwacht tot trocheeën, en in de laatste plaats komen er geen vormen
met gelijke mate van klemtoon voor. Het lijkt erop dat de trocheïsche
voorkeur vooral een rol speelt in talen die zelf trocheïsch zijn, maar dan
nog moeten we vaststellen dat het Grieks, dat zelf een trocheïsche taal is,
een uitzondering vormt op deze generalisatie.
Het voorkomen van outputvormen die op verschillende manieren zijn
ingekort in dezelfde fase van fonologische ontwikkeling, wijst erop dat
kinderen meerdere parallelle grammatica’s tot hun beschikking hebben
gedurende de periode waarin zich hun taal ontwikkelt. Dit wijst erop dat
taalontwikkeling hier niet in scherp afgebakende stadia verloopt, zoals
voor andere talen dan voor het Grieks veelal wordt aangenomen. Zulke
stadia zouden inhouden dat fonologische verwerving gekenmerkt wordt
door een zekere mate van uniformiteit in de productie van kinderen. Deze
visie is mogelijk bruikbaar voor de verwerving andere talen dan het
Grieks, maar schiet tekort als verantwoording van de Griekse verwervingsdata.
Het idee van parallelle grammatica’s werd door Kiparsky (1973)
geïntroduceerd. Kiparsky kon op deze manier taalvariatie beschrijven,
door middel van meerdere grammatica’s waarin alle constraints op een
bepaalde wijze geordend waren. Anttila (1998, 2002a,b) stelde een andere
manier voor om variatie te verklaren, namelijk door één hiërarchie van
constraints aan te namen waarin bepaalde constraints niet geordend waren. In deze dissertatie stel ik voor om de variatie die in kindertaal voorkomt ook te verklaren aan de hand van één hiërarchie waarin sommige
constraints ongeordend kunnen blijven. Dit voorstel volgt het voorstel van
Anttila en Cho (1998) van meerdere, parallelle grammatica’s.
In de versie van het model dat ik gebruik, kunnen parallelle grammatica’s minimaal of maximaal van elkaar verschillen. Ze kunnen ‘minimaal’ verschillen met betrekking tot het feit dat de ordening van twee
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constraints cruciaal kan zijn, bijv. het feit dat een verschil in ordening
tussen de constraints CONT en ANCHOR-R-IO in verschillende outputs
resulteert (een met behoud van syllaben of segmenten, en een waarin de
rechterzijde van het woord beschermd wordt tegen inkorting). Zulke vormen hebben zekere overeenkomsten, zoals het feit dat de beklemtoonde
syllabe behouden blijft, dat de geproduceerde vormen een trocheïsche
vorm aannemen en dat de lengte van het geproduceerde woord maximaal
disyllabisch is. Met andere woorden: deze twee ontwikkelingspaden verschillen alleen met betrekking tot de positie van deze twee constraints, en
de andere constraints nemen dezelfde positie in de hiërarchie in. De
grammatica’s kunnen ook maximaal verschillen in de zin dat ze geheel
verschillende outputs kunnen opleveren, namelijk wanneer bepaalde
constraints erg in positie verschillen. In dat geval kunnen oppervlaktestructuren verschijnen die niet veel overeenkomsten vertonen, bijvoorbeeld in het geval dat sommige outputs de segmentele samenstelling en de
positie van de beklemtoonde lettergreep in het trocheïsche templaat respecteren (zoals in de ‘core’ grammatica’s), terwijl in andere outputs de
beklemtoonde lettergreep geen deel uitmaakt van hetzelfde templaat zodat
alleen aan gemarkeerdheidcondities wordt voldaan (zoals in meer perifere
grammatica’s).
Ik stel voor dat acquisitie in drie ruwe fases verloopt. In de eerste
fase wordt de kindergrammatica gekenmerkt door een hiërarchie waarin
alle getrouwheidscondities worden gedomineerd door gemarkeerdheidcondities. Dit is de zogenaamde beginhiërarchie die voorgesteld is door
Tesar en Smolensky (2000), en die een verklaring oplevert waarom
kinderen met eenvoudige, ongemarkeerde vormen beginnen, en later in
meer complexe, gemarkeerde vormen overgaan. In de tweede fase wordt
de ordening van de verschillende constraints in de hiërarchie veranderd,
wat tot een radicale expansie leidt in de verzameling van alle mogelijke
grammatica’s. Ik neem aan dat zelfs in de vroegste taaluitingen in de
Griekse data deze expansie al had plaatsgevonden, en dat de reden is dat
we geen ‘pure’, ongemarkeerde vormen vinden in de database. De radicale expansie van de verzameling mogelijke grammatica’s komt overeen
met de premisse van de Optimaliteitstheorie (Prince en Smolensky 1993)
dat mogelijke grammatica’s mogelijke talen van de wereld beschrijven
(volgens het principe van de factorial typology); op dezelfde wijze
beschrijven mogelijke grammatica’s mogelijke kindertaalsystemen. Het
zou kunnen dat een dergelijke voorspelling, met zijn onbegrensde
mogelijkheden, te sterk is voor de talen van de wereldmet inbegrip van
kindertaalsystemen. In werkelijkheid is dit echter niet het geval. Het is
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bijvoorbeeld mogelijk dat verschillende ordeningen in dezelfde output
resulteren, zodat verschillende hiërarchieën in werkelijkheid gelijkwaardig zijn.
De Griekse data laten zien dat de kinderen een beperkt aantal grammatica’s volgen. Dit betekent dat sommige mogelijke grammatica’s samengenomen, of uitgesloten of uitgefilterd worden uit de verzameling
van alle mogelijke grammatica’s. Hoofdstuk 5 liet zien dat beginnende
sprekers grammatica’s aannemen die voortkwamen uit de beginhiërarchie, waarin gemarkeerdheidcondities getrouwheidscondities domineren,
en uit de eindhiërarchie, waarin deze relatie (ruwweg) omgekeerd is. Het
resultaat is dat de grammatica’s die een rol spelen behoud van de beklemtoonde syllabe beregelen, en ten tweede syllabes of segmenten die
aan de rand van een uiting voorkomen. Ook respecteren deze grammatica’s gemarkeerdheid en prosodische templaten. Bijgevolg worden
grammatica’s verworpen die vereisen dat bijvoorbeeld onbeklemtoonde
syllabes of segmenten in het midden van een woord behouden blijven, of
die ternaire voeten vereisen. Het is hierbij belangrijk te bedenken dat de
helemaal getrouwe (‘volwassen’) grammatica ook beschikbaar is gedurende deze fase, waarin meerdere grammatica’s naast elkaar bestaan, omdat deze immers ook een grammatica is die door constraintpermutatie
wordt opgeleverd. Taalontwikkeling schrijdt in deze optiek voort doordat
een of meerdere grammatica’s statistisch gezien prevaleren boven andere:
hoe meer eigenschappen een grammatica gemeen heeft met de volwassen
grammatica, hoe waarschijnlijker het is dat deze grammatica zal persisteren, en hoe meer een grammatica afwijkt van de uiteindelijke doelgrammatica, des te waarschijnlijker het is dat deze opgegeven zal worden.
Op basis van positieve evidentie geven kinderen grammatica’s op en bereiken zo langzaam de doelgrammatica van de taal die verworven wordt.
Niet alle kinderen zullen dezelfde grammatica(’s) (blijven) gebruiken; dit
is afhankelijk van de specifieke input waaraan ieder kind wordt blootgesteld.
Twee observaties komen uit de data naar voren: het aantal beschikbare grammatica’s gaat omlaag gedurende acquisitie, wat uiteindelijk
leidt tot één grammatica, de ‘volwassen’ doelgrammatica. Als taalontwikkeling een voortschrijdend proces is zonder stappen terug, worden
grammatica’s langzaam uitgefilterd en afgeschaft, totdat de doelgrammatica bereikt is. Als regressies echter wel nodig zijn om ‘stappen terug’
te beschrijven – die inderdaad gevonden worden –, dan worden grammatica’s niet voorgoed afgeschaft gedurende dit proces, maar is het beter
om te spreken van activering en de-activering van grammatica’s gedu-
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rende deze fase van ontwikkeling. Uiteindelijk zullen de taaldata en het
effect van de frequentie van de juiste vormen het kind de weg wijzen in
de richting van de doelgrammatica.
In de laatste fase van taalontwikkeling hebben de Griekse kinderen
de uiteindelijke doelgrammatica bereikt. Hoewel ook deze gekenmerkt
wordt door een belangrijke mate van variatie, neem ik aan dat de
taalleerders hier één grammatica in de vorm van een hiërarchie van
constraints beheersen.

Περίληψη στα ελληνικά (Summary in Greek)
Η παρούσα διδακτορική διατριβή εστιάζει το ενδιαφέρον της στην
κατάκτηση του τονισµού της ελληνικής ως µητρικής γλώσσας (L1). Η
βασική της πρωτοτυπία έγκειται στο γεγονός ότι πραγµατεύεται τη
φωνολογική ανάπτυξη µιας γλώσσας η οποία χαρακτηρίζεται από λεξικό
τονισµό. Σε γλώσσες µε λεξικό τονισµό η θέση του τόνου καθορίζεται
από την αλληλεπίδραση δύο επιπέδων της γραµµατικής, της φωνολογίας
και της µορφολογίας. Με άλλα λόγια, η µορφολογική δοµή, πιο
συγκεκριµένα, η µορφολογική κεφαλή µιας λέξης, επηρεάζει τη θέση του
τόνου, δηλαδή καθορίζει που τονίζεται η λέξη. Η µοναδική φωνολογική
συνθήκη που ισχύει και ορίζει τη θέση του τόνου είναι ότι ο τόνος πρέπει
να πραγµατώνεται σε µια από τις τελευταίες τρεις συλλαβές της λέξης.
Γενικότερα, η θέση του τόνου δεν είναι προβλέψιµη.
Ο µείζων στόχος αυτής τη µελέτης είναι να αποδείξει ότι η
κατάκτηση του τονισµού σε συστήµατα µε λεξικό τονισµό προχωρά και
ολοκληρώνεται µε διαφορετικό τρόπο σε σύγκριση µε γλώσσες µε
λιγότερο πολύπλοκα συστήµατα τονισµού. Ο ελληνικός παιδικός λόγος
αποκαλύπτει ότι ο βασικός στόχος των παιδιών που κατακτούν την
ελληνική ως µητρική γλώσσα είναι η διατήρηση της τονισµένης
συλλαβής στις πραγµατώσεις τους ανεξάρτητα από την προσωδιακή
φόρµα (το προσωδιακό καλούπι) που περιλαµβάνει την τονισµένη
συλλαβή. Αυτό έχει ως αποτέλεσµα την εκτετάµενη ποικιλία των
πραγµατούµενων τύπων. Λόγου χάριν, η τονισµένη συλλαβή είναι
δυνατόν να παράγεται τόσο σε τροχαϊκούς όσο και σε ιαµβικούς τύπους
καθ’ όλη τη διάρκεια της διαδικασίας της γλωσσικής κατάκτησης. Στο
κεφάλαιο 5, καταδεικνύεται ότι εκτός από τις ‘καθαρές’, από µετρική
άποψη, τροχαϊκές SW130 και SW1W2 και ιαµβικές WS και W1W2S δοµές
και τύπους που συνίστανται από περισσότερες από τρεις συλλαβές και
τονίζονται στη ληκτική συλλαβή, όλοι οι υπόλοιποι τύποι λέξεων
εκλαµβάνονται ως µετρικά αµφίσηµοι. Για να το θέσουµε διαφορετικά,
σε τετρασύλλαβους και άλλους πολυσύλλαβους τύπους που τονίζονται
στην παραλήγουσα ή στην προπαραλήγουσα είναι δυνατό να αποδοθεί
είτε τροχαϊκή είτε ιαµβική µετρική δοµή. Η άποψη περί αµφίσηµης
αντίληψης της µετρικής δοµής ορισµένων από τους υπό πραγµάτωση
130

Το κεφαλαίο S σηµατοδοτεί ισχυρές/ τονισµένες συλλαβές, ενώ το κεφαλαίο W µη
ισχυρές/ άτονες συλλαβές. ∆ιατηρώ τον ίδιο κώδικα µε αυτόν του αγγλικού κειµένου για
λόγους συνοχής του κειµένου.
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τύπους ενισχύεται επιπλέον από το γεγονός ότι αµφίσηµοι τύποι
περικόπτονται τόσο σε τροχαίους όσο και σε ίαµβους. Αυτή η ποικιλία
στους περικεκοµµένους τύπους εµφανίζεται σε όλες τις συνεδρίες
ηχογράφησης των παιδιών.
Η ποικιλία που παρατηρείται στην παραγωγή των δεδοµένων του
παιδικού λόγου της ελληνικής θέτει υπό αµφισβήτηση την άποψη ότι τα
παδιά προτιµούν τους τροχαίους πόδες διαγλωσσικά. Σύµφωνα µε αυτή
τη θέση, υπάρχει µια γενετική, καθολική προδιάθεση υπέρ των
δισύλλαβων τροχαϊκών δοµών στον παιδικό λόγο σε όλες τις γλώσσες
κατά την περίοδο της κατάκτησής τους. Σε θεωρητικό επίπεδο, αυτή η
θέση εκφράζεται φορµαλιστικά µε µια ιεραρχία στην οποία ο τροχαϊκός
ρυθµός υπερτερεί του ιαµβικού ρυθµού, δηλαδή ΤΡΟΧΑΙΟΣ >> ΙΑΜΒΟΣ.
Η θέση αυτή περί της προτίµησης των τροχαϊκών ποδών υποστηρίζεται
διαγλωσσικά από δεδοµένα στα οποία φαίνεται ότι ιαµβικοί WS τύποιστόχοι περικόπτονται µόνο στην τονισµένη συλλαβή κατά τη διάρκεια
των πρώιµων σταδίων της φωνολογικής ανάπτυξης. Αντιθέτως, τροχαϊκοί
SW τύποι πραγµατώνονται µε πιστότητα ήδη από πρώιµα στάδια
ανάπτυξης. Λάθη τονισµού (stress errors), στα οποία προτιµώνται
τροχαϊκές δοµές, καθώς και η παραγωγή WS τύπων µε επίπεδο τονισµό
(level stress), δηλαδή τονισµό που αποδίδεται και στις δύο συλλαβές,
επιπλέον στηρίζουν την υπόθεση για την προτίµηση των τροχαίων.
Τα ελληνικά δεδοµένα, ωστόσο, δεν στηρίζουν εµπειρικά καµία από
τις παραπάνω υποθέσεις. Καταρχήν, και οι τροχαϊκές SW και οι ιαµβικές
WS δοµές περικόπτονται στην τονισµένη συλλαβή. Επιπλέον, µετρικά
αµφίσηµοι τύποι περικόπτονται τόσο σε ίαµβους όσο και σε τροχαίους.
Επίσης, λάθη τονισµού δεν ευνοούν τροχαϊκούς τύπους, δηλαδή και
τροχαίοι και ίαµβοι είναι εξίσου προϊόντα λαθών τονισµού. Τέλος, τύποι
µε επίπεδο τονισµό δεν απαντούν στα ελληνικά δεδοµένα. Η υπόθεση
περί προτίµησης των τροχαίων ενισχύεται από γλώσσες που είναι
τροχαϊκές. Είναι ενδιαφέρον ότι τα ελληνικά, αν και κατά βάση γλώσσα
τροχαϊκής µετρικής δοµής, δεν δείχνουν να ευνοούν ξεκάθαρα τους
τροχαίους. Από δεδοµένα του παιδικού λόγου της γαλλικής, µιας
γλώσσας µε ληκτικό τονισµό, προκύπτει ότι τα παιδιά διατηρούν την
τονισµένη συλλαβή σε περικεκοµµένους και σωστά πραγµατούµενους
τύπους στο τέλος της λέξης. Λάθη τονισµού που ευνοούν τροχαϊκές
δοµές δεν αναφέρονται στα γαλλικά, κάτι που θα αναµενόταν, αν η
υπόθεση για προτίµηση των τροχαίων διαγλωσσικά ήταν βάσιµη.
Η παραγωγή πολλαπλών περικεκοµµένων τύπων, καθώς και σωστά
πραγµατούµενων τύπων κατά τη διάρκεια των ίδιων φάσεων
φωνολογικής ανάπτυξης της ελληνικής, οδήγησαν στο συµπέρασµα ότι
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τα παιδιά επιστρατεύουν πολλαπλές παράλληλες γραµµατικές κατά τη
γλωσσική κατάκτηση. Αυτό υπονοεί ότι η γλωσσική ανάπτυξη δεν
προχωρά µε καθαρά ‘σταδιακό’ τρόπο, όπως είχε υποστηριχθεί µέχρι
τώρα. Τα στάδια προϋποθέτουν ότι η φωνολογική κατάκτηση
χαρακτηρίζεται από οµοιοµορφία στους παραγόµενους τύπους. Είναι
περισσότερο 'συµβατικά κατασκευάσµατα' που χρησιµοποιούνται, για να
περιγράψουν χρονικές περιόδους κατά τη διάρκεια των οποίων
συγκεκριµένοι τύποι γλωσσ(ολογ)ικών συµπεριφορών υπερέχουν στις
πραγµατώσεις των παιδιών. ∆ιευκολύνουν τις θεωρητικές γενικεύσεις,
αλλά δεν είναι κατ’ανάγκην υπαρκτά ή πραγµατικά.
Το µοντέλο των πολλαπλών παράλληλων γραµµατικών (multiple
parallel grammars) αρχικά εισήχθη στη γλωσσολογική θεωρία από τον
Kiparsky (1993). O Kiparsky ερµήνευσε τη γλωσσική ποικιλία µε βάση
παράλληλες γραµµατικές όπου οι περιορισµοί είναι ιεραρχηµένοι µε
τέτοιο τρόπο, ώστε κάθε περιορισµός να καταλαµβάνει ένα επίπεδο στην
ιεραρχία. Ο Anttila (1998, 2002a,b), από την άλλη µεριά, εξετάζει την
ποικιλία µε βάση µια γραµµατική στην οποία κάποιοι περιορισµοί είναι
δυνατό να ιεραρχούνται στο ίδιο επίπεδο. Με άλλα λόγια, οι περιορισµοί
είναι δυνατόν να είναι µερικώς ιεραρχηµένοι. Σ’αυτήν τη µελέτη
προτείνεται ότι τα παιδιά έχουν παράλληλη πρόσβαση σε πολλαπλές
γραµµατικές στις οποίες οι περιορισµοί δεν είναι απαραιτήτως
ιεραχηµένοι ο ένας σε σχέση µε τον άλλο. Η προτεινόµενη ανάλυση
ευθυγραµµίζεται µε την πρόταση των Anttila και Cho (1998) περί
πολλαπλών γραµµατικών.
Στο µοντέλο που υιοθετείται είναι δυνατόν οι πολλαπλές γραµµατικές
να διαφέρουν σε βαθµό ελάχιστο ή µέγιστο. ∆ιαφέρουν σε βαθµό
ελάχιστο, όταν η ιεραρχία ανάµεσα σε δύο µόνο περιορισµούς είναι
καθοριστική όσον αφορά την τύχη των υποψήφιων τύπων και την
επιλογή του βέλτιστου εξαγόµενου. Για παράδειγµα, η ιεράρχηση
ανάµεσα στους περιορισµούς CONT(IGUITY) και ANCHOR-R-IO έχει ως
αποτέλεσµα την παραγωγή διαφορετικών βέλτιστων εξαγόµενων τύπων
ανάλογα µε το ποιος περιορισµός βρίσκεται πιο υψηλά στην ιεραρχία.
Έτσι, αν ο περιορισµός CONT είναι πιο υψηλά ιεραρχηµένος, ο βέλτιστος
τύπος είναι αυτός που διατηρεί γειτνιάζοντα τεµάχια ή συλλαβές.
Αντίθετα, όταν ο περιορισµός ANCHOR-R-IO είναι πιο υψηλά
ιεραρχηµένος, το βέλτιστο εξαγόµενο είναι αυτό στο οποίο διατηρούνται
η τονισµένη και ακραία προς τα δεξιά συλλαβή. Ωστόσο, τέτοιοι
εξαγόµενοι τύποι µοιράζονται κάποια κοινά χαρακτηριστικά. Για
παράδειγµα, η τονισµένη συλλαβή πραγµατώνεται σωστά, η µετρική
φόρµα των παραγόµενων τύπων είναι πιστή προς το εισαγόµενό τους,
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είναι δηλαδή τροχαϊκή, ή, αντιστοίχως, ιαµβική, το µέγεθος των
παραγόµενων τύπων είναι κατά το µέγιστο δισύλλαβο. Με άλλα λόγια,
αυτά τα δύο αναπτυξιακά µονοπάτια (developmental paths) διαφέρουν
µόνο ως προς τη θέση των περιορισµών που αποφασίζουν για το βέλτιστο
εξαγόµενο στην ιεραρχία. Οι υπόλοιποι περιοριορισµοί καταλαµβάνουν
την ίδια θέση και στις δύο ιεραρχίες.
Από την άλλη πλευρά, οι ιεραρχίες/ γραµµατικές είναι δυνατόν να
διαφέρουν στο µέγιστο δυνατό βαθµό όσον αφορά το ότι είναι δυνατό να
παράγουν δύο εντελώς διαφορετικά εξαγόµενα. Πιο συγκεκριµένα, δύο
γραµµατικές παράγουν ριζικά διαφορετικούς βέλτιστους εξαγόµενους
τύπους, όταν και η θέση των περιορισµών σ' αυτές είναι ριζικά
διαφορετική. Τέτοιοι διαφορετικοί εξαγόµενοι τύποι προκύπτουν χάρη σε
γραµµατικές που δεν µοιράζονται κοινά τυπολογικά χαρακτηριστικά. Για
παράδειγµα, κάποιες γραµµατικές δείχνουν ότι δισύλλαβες πραγµατώσεις
είναι δυνατό να µη διατηρούν την τεµαχιακή σύνθεση του προσωδιακού
καλουπιού της λέξης-στόχου, όπως αναµένεται να γίνεται στις πυρηνικές
γραµµατικές. Επίσης, είναι πιθανό η τονισµένη συλλαβή να µην
πραγµατώνεται σωστά και η τεµαχιακή της σύνθεση να υπόκειται στις
κλίµακες µαρκαρίσµατος (στις περιφερειακές γραµµατικές).
Επιπλέον, προτείνω ότι η κατάκτηση προχωρά µέσω τριών κύριων
φάσεων. Στην πρώτη φάση, η παιδική γραµµατική είναι σε ένα επίπεδο
στο οποίο όλοι οι περιορισµοί µαρκαρίσµατος υπερισχύουν έναντι όλων
των περιορισµών πιστότητας. Αυτή η µορφή της γραµµατικής αντιστοιχεί
στην ιεραρχία ΜΑΡΚΑΡΙΣΜΑ >> ΠΙΣΤΟΤΗΤΑ που προτείνουν οι Tesar
και Smolensky (2000). Με δεδοµένη αυτή την αρχική µορφή της
γραµµατικής, έχουµε µια ερµηνεία όσον αφορά το πως τα παιδιά
προχωρούν από πιο αµαρκάριστες σε πιο µαρκαρισµένες δοµές και, κατά
συνέπεια, από ‘εύκολες’ στην εκφορά τους δοµές σε πιο σύνθετες και
‘δύσκολες’. Στη συνέχεια, κατά τη διάρκεια της δεύτερης αναπτυξιακής
φάσης η αλληλεπίδραση των περιορισµών έχει ως αποτέλεσµα µια
‘έκρηξη’ στις γραµµατικές που είναι διαθέσιµες στο παιδί, στις οποίες οι
περιορισµοί υπόκεινται σε µερική ή πλήρη επαναδιάταξη. Θεωρώ πως,
όταν άρχισε η διαδικασία µαγνητοφώνησης των παιδιών, αυτή η ριζική
επαναδιάταξη είχε ήδη λάβει χώρα. Αυτός είναι ο λόγος για τον οποίο δεν
παρατηρούµε αµιγώς ή µόνο αµαρκάριστες δοµές στην ελληνική βάση
δεδοµένων.
Όπως ήδη ανέφερα, η αλληλεπίδραση των περιορισµών παράγει έναν
τεράστιο αριθµό γραµµατικών. Από αυτό προκύπτει κάτι πολύ σηµαντικό
για τη Θεωρία του Βέλτιστου: η αλληλεπίδραση των περιορισµών
προβλέπει τις πιθανές γραµµατικές όλων των γλωσσών του κόσµου. Στη
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γλωσσική κατάκτηση, όλες οι πιθανές ιεραρχίες προβλέπουν όλα τα
πιθανά αναπτυξιακά µονοπάτια που ακολουθούν τα παιδιά στο στόχο
τους να κατακτήσουν τη φωνολογία της µητρικής τους γλώσσας.
Η τυπολογία των περιορισµών, µια έννοια-κλειδί της Θεωρίας του
Βέλτιστου, θεωρείται ως µειονέκτηµα για τη θεωρία, επειδή την καθιστά
‘παντοδύναµη’. Με άλλα λόγια, η Θεωρία του Βέλτιστου φαίνεται ικανή
να ερµηνεύσει οτιδήποτε, δεδοµένου ότι οτιδήποτε µπορεί να γίνει
αποδεκτό. Στην πραγµατικότητα, όµως, αυτό δεν είναι καθόλου δυνατό.
Για παράδειγµα, είναι πιθανό διαφορετικές ιεραρχίες να παράγουν ένα
και το αυτό βέλτιστο εξαγόµενο. Αυτό σηµαίνει ότι ο αριθµός των
γραµµατικών που παράγεται από την τυπολογία των περιορισµών
αναγκαστικά φιλτράρει και µειώνει τον αριθµό των πιθανών
γραµµατικών.
Τα ελληνικά δεδοµένα δείχνουν ότι τα παιδιά υιοθετούν 30 από τις
συνολικά 1.015.104.368.000 (!) γραµµατικές που προκύπτουν από την
αλληλεπίδραση 15 περιορισµών. Αυτό σηµαίνει ότι υπάρχει ένας
µηχανισµός ο οποίος φιλτράρει και αποκλείει ένα σηµαντικό αριθµό
πιθανών γραµµατικών από το σύνολο των περιορισµών στις οποίες τα
παιδιά έχουν πρόσβαση.
Στο κεφάλαιο 5, αποδεικνύεται ότι τα παιδιά χρησιµοποιούν
γραµµατικές που συνδέονται κατά κάποιο τρόπο µε το αρχικό στάδιο της
κατάκτησης, όπου οι περιορισµοί µαρκαρίσµατος είναι υψηλότερα
ιεραρχηµένοι από τους περιορισµούς πιστότητας, και το τελικό στάδιο131,
όπου οι περιορισµοί πιστότητας κυριαρχούν επί των περιορισµών
µαρκαρίσµατος. Αυτό έχει ως αποτέλεσµα οι προτιµώµενες γραµµατικές
να είναι αυτές που, πρώτον, απαιτούν τη διατήρηση της τονισµένης
συλλαβής, δεύτερον, των ακραίων συλλαβών ή τεµαχίων και, τρίτον,
ικανοποιούν τις κλίµακες µαρκαρίσµατος και την προσωδία. Κατά
συνέπεια, οι γραµµατικές που αποκλείονται είναι αυτές που απαιτούν την
παραγωγή µαρκαρισµένων δοµών, δηλαδή των ενδιάµεσων ή άτονων ή
µαρκαρισµένων συλλαβών καθώς και τεµαχίων ή µη φυσικών
προσωδιακών δοµών, όπως είναι οι µη διττοί πόδες (ternary feet).
Είναι σηµαντικό να τονιστεί το γεγονός ότι η γραµµατική των
ενηλίκων είναι επίσης διαθέσιµη στα παιδιά κατά τη διάρκεια της
δεύτερης φάσης της κατάκτησης, δεδοµένου ότι είναι µία από τις
γραµµατικές που παρέχονται από την τυπολογία των περιορισµών. Η
131

H σωστή πραγµάτωση του εξαγόµενου του ενήλικα ορίζεται ως το τελικό στάδιο της
γραµµατικής των παιδιών. Μ’αυτή τη λογική, η ιεραρχία ΠΙΣΤΟΤΗΤΑ >>
ΜΑΡΚΑΡΙΣΜΑ δηλώνει πιστότητα του εξαγόµενου του παιδιού στο εξαγόµενο του
ενήλικα.
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γλωσσική ανάπτυξη προχωρά ως εξής: κατά τη διάρκεια της δεύτερης
φάσης υπάρχει µία γραµµατική ή γραµµατικές οι οποίες είναι στατιστικά
προτιµητέες. Αυτή η στατιστική προτίµηση στηρίζεται και θεωρητικά:
όσο περισσότερες ιδιότητες µοιράζεται µια γραµµατική µε το τελικό
στάδιο της υπό κατάκτηση γραµµατικής, τόσο περισσότερες πιθανότητες
έχει να επιβιώσει. Αντιστοίχως, όσο περισσότερο µια γραµµατική
αποκλίνει από το τελικό στάδιο, τόσο πιο επιρρεπής είναι στο να
εγκαταλειφθεί εκ µέρους των παιδιών. ∆εδοµένου του αριθµού των
γραµµατικών που είναι διαθέσιµες στα παιδιά, από τη µια µεριά, και της
θετικής ένδειξης (positive evidence), από την άλλη, τα παιδιά σταµατούν
να χρησιµοποιούν συγκεκριµένες γραµµατικές και βαθµιαία φτάνουν στο
τελικό στάδιο της γραµµατικής της γλώσσας-στόχου. Είναι ενδιαφέρον το
γεγονός ότι δεν παρατηρείται να εγκαταλείπουν όλα τα παιδιά όλες τις
γραµµατικές ή τις ίδιες γραµµατικές ή τον ίδιο αριθµό γραµµατικών.
Υποστηρίζεται ότι ο αριθµός και η ποιότητα των γραµµατικών που τα
παιδιά υιοθετούν εξαρτάται από το εισαγόµενο στο οποίο τα παιδιά
εκτίθενται.
∆ύο ενδιαφέρουσες παρατηρήσεις προκύπτουν από τα ελληνικά
δεδοµένα: πρώτον, ο αριθµός των δυνάµει προσβάσιµων γραµµατικών
είναι δυνατόν να µειωθεί, καθώς προχωρά η κατάκτηση, µε αποτέλεσµα
τη χρήση µιας µόνο γραµµατικής, δηλαδή της πλήρως πιστής στο
εισαγόµενο γραµµατικής. Πιο συγκεκριµένα, αν η µάθηση προχωρά
χωρίς παλινδροµήσεις σε προηγούµενες φάσεις της γλωσσικής
κατάκτησης, οι γραµµατικές φιλτράρονται και αποκλείονται σταδιακά
από τον κατάλογο των πολλαπλών γραµµατικών µέχρι τα παιδιά να
φτάσουν στο τελικό στάδιο της γραµµατικής-στόχου. Ωστόσο, αν
παλινδροµήσεις σε προηγούµενα στάδια της ανάπτυξης συµβαίνουν, τότε
γραµµατικές είναι δυνατόν να ενεργοποιούνται ή να απενεργοποιούνται
παράλληλα κατά τη διάρκεια της δεύτερης φάσης. Αυτό είναι πιθανό να
συµβαίνει µέχρι η θετική ένδειξη και η συχνότητα εµφάνισης
συγκεκριµένων δοµών στο εισαγόµενο να οδηγήσει το παιδί στην
υιοθέτηση της ‘σωστής’ τελικής γραµµατικής. Και οι δύο αυτές
αναπτυξιακές οδοί χαρακτηρίζουν τη φωνολογική ανάπτυξη των παιδιών
που κατακτούν την ελληνική ως µητρική.
Στην τρίτη φάση της φωνολογικής κατάκτησης, θεωρείται ότι τα
παιδιά έχουν φτάσει το τελικό στάδιο της γραµµατικής των ενηλίκων.
Αποδέχοµαι ότι το τελικό στάδιο επίσης χαρακτηρίζεται από εκτεταµένη
ποικιλία, ωστόσο, θεωρώ ότι τα παιδιά στοχεύουν µια γραµµατική ή
ιεραρχία.
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Το µοντέλο των πολλαπλών γραµµατικών που αναπτύσσεται σ’αυτή
τη µελέτη κάνει σηµαντικές προβλέψεις για τη γλωσσική κατάκτηση πιο
συγκεκριµένα και τη φωνολογική θεωρία γενικότερα. Πρώτον, κάνει
σηµαντικές υποθέσεις για τη γλωσσική ανάπτυξη σύµφωνα µε τα νέα
δεδοµένα από τον ελληνικό παιδικό λόγο. ∆εύτερον, το µοντέλο
προτείνει ότι η γλωσσική κατάκτηση προχωρά µε βάση έναν κατάλογο
παράλληλων συνεµφανιζόµενων γραµµατικών που προκύπτουν από την
τυπολογία των περιορισµών. Στην µελέτη προτείνεται ένας
περιορισµένος αριθµός γραµµατικών σχετικών µε την κατάκτηση του
τονισµού στα ελληνικά που συνδυάζουν πιστότητα στον τονισµό,
κλίµακες µαρκαρίσµατος και πιστότητα σε συγκεκριµένες θέσεις. Μια
ενδιαφέρουσα πρόκληση για το µοντέλο είναι να εξεταστεί αν ο ίδιος
αριθµός γραµµατικών θα µπορούσε να ερµηνεύσει τεµαχιακά και
προσωδιακά φαινόµενα σε µια προσπάθεια να ενιαιοποιηθεί και
ερµηνευθεί η συνέπεια και η συνέχεια στη συνεµφάνιση συγκεκριµένων
φωνολογικών φαινοµένων στον παιδικό λόγο. Ένα τέτοιο φαινόµενο
αφορά την επιλογή τεµαχίων σε περικεκοµµένους τύπους, ένα πεδίο
έρευνας µε το οποίο ασχολήθηκα µάλλον ακροθιγώς σ’αυτήν τη µελέτη.
Άλλα φαινόµενα αφορούν τη µελέτη του ρόλου της ποιότητας του
φωνήεντος στη θέση του τόνου, τον παιδικό αναδιπλασιασµό και
φαινόµενα που εµφανίζονται στο διεπίπεδο της φωνολογίας µε τη
µορφολογία (κεφάλαιο 6) και τη σύνταξη. Αυτά τα θέµατα είναι
αντικείµενα περαιτέρω έρευνας.
Η ανάλυση που προωθήθηκε στη συγκεκριµένη µελέτη αφορά
πολλαπλές γραµµατικές που συνεµφανίζονται στη γλωσσική παραγωγή
(production). Το µοντέλο, ωστόσο, κάνει ενδιαφέρουσες προβλέψεις για
την αντίληψη του λόγου, καθώς προβλέπει ότι και η αντίληψη
(perception) είναι δυνατόν να χαρακτηρίζεται από πολλαπλές
γραµµατικές. Η µελέτη περισσότερων διαγλωσσικών δεδοµένων
παραγωγής λόγου και πειραµατικών µελετών αντίληψης λόγου θα
αποκαλύψουν αν η αντίληψη είναι οργανωµένη µε τον ίδιο τρόπο, όπως
και η παραγωγή. Το µοντέλο πρέπει επίσης να εξετασθεί µε δεδοµένα
από όλες τις όψεις της γλωσσικής κατάκτησης, όπως για παράδειγµα της
κατάκτησης στα δίγλωσσα παιδιά, της κατάκτησης δεύτερης γλώσσας
(L2) από παιδιά και ενήλικες και από δεδοµένα παιδιών και ενηλίκων µε
γλωσσικά προβλήµατα.
Τέλος, το µοντέλο των πολλαπλών γραµµατικών θα µπορούσε να
παρέχει µια ενιαία ανάλυση φαινοµένων της συγχρονίας, της διαχρονίας
και της γλωσσικής αλλαγής. Στο πλαίσιο αυτού του µοντέλου, η
συγχρονία και η διαχρονία θα µπορούσαν να µελετηθούν παράλληλα,
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καθώς τα συγχρονικά φαινόµενα µπορούν να ιδωθούν ως προϊόν
ανταγωνιζόµενων ή συνεµφανιζόµενων διαχρονικών επιδράσεων.
Παράλληλα, η γλωσσική αλλαγή µπορεί να ιδωθεί ως µια διαδικασία που
λαµβάνει χώρα σε πολλαπλά επίπεδα ή ως αποτέλεσµα πολλαπλών
συνεµφανιζόµενων φάσεων της γλωσσικής εξέλιξης.
Εκτός από το φωνολογικό επίπεδο, το µοντέλο των πολλαπλών
γραµµατικών εφαρµόστηκε σε µια σύντοµη µελέτη της κατάκτησης του
τονισµού στο διεπίπεδο φωνολογίας-µορφολογίας. Στο κεφάλαιο 6, το
ενδιαφέρον επικεντρώθηκε µόνο σε σύνθετους και παραγόµενους τύπους.
∆εδοµένα από την κλίση ονοµατικών και ρηµατικών τύπων δεν
ελήφθησαν υπόψη για δύο λόγους. Πρώτον, η κλίση θεωρείται πιο
διαφανής ως διαδικασία σε σχέση µε την παραγωγή και τη σύνθεση,
εποµένως θεωρώ ότι δεδοµένα από την κλίση θα είχαν περισσότερη
πληροφοριακή βαρύτητα από τα δεδοµένα της παραγωγής και της
σύνθεσης. ∆εύτερον, ο τονισµός των ονοµατικών και των ρηµατικών
τύπων χαρακτηρίζεται από διαφορετικές ιδιότητες που δεν µπορούν να
γίνουν αντικείµενο µελέτης στην παρούσα εργασία. Αυτό είναι ένα θέµα
µε σηµαντικά παρεπόµενα για τη θεωρία του τονισµού στα ελληνικά και
γενικότερα δεν εµπίπτει στο ερευνητικό πεδίο της παρούσας διατριβής.
Εδώ, απλώς θέλησα να δώσω µια εικόνα του βαθµού στον οποίο η
µορφολογία είναι δυνατό να επηρεάζει τον παιδικό λόγο µιας γλώσσας
που χαρακτηρίζεται από πλούσια µορφολογία. Το κεφάλαιο 6 ενισχύει
περαιτέρω το µοντέλο των πολλαπλών γραµµατικών. Πιο συγκεκριµένα,
το γεγονός ότι πολυµορφηµατικές λέξεις επιδεικνύουν τις ίδιες µορφές
περικοπής µε τις µονοµορφηµατικές, δηλαδή περικόπτονται σε
µονοσύλλαβους και δισύλλαβους τύπους, τόσο τροχαίους όσο και
ίαµβους, πριν αρχίσουν να πραγµατώνονται σωστά, ενισχύει τη βασική
πρόταση της παρούσας µελέτης, ότι δηλαδή τα παιδιά ακολουθούν
διάφορα αναπτυξιακά µονοπάτια και στην κατάκτηση µορφολογικά
σύνθετων λέξεων.
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Appendix 1
Table 1: The vowel system of Greek.

Manner of
articulation
Close
Close-mid
Open

Place of articulation
front
central
back
i
u
e
o
a

Table 2: The consonant system of Greek.

Manner of
articulation
Plosive
Fricative
Affricate
Nasal
Approximant
Lateral
Trill

labial
[–voi]
[+voi]
[–voi]
[+voi]
[–voi]
[+voi]

labiodental

Place of articulation
dental alveolar palatal

p
b
f
v

m

T
D

t
d
s
z
ts
dz
n
l
r

c

velar


J

k
g
x
V



N

j
´

Appendix 2
Table 1: Point in time (year;month.day) when disyllabic target forms start occurring systematically,
broken down by child and by combination of (adult) input > (child)output form. When no output form
is explicitly specified, it is identical to the input form, i.e. correctly reproduced.
Name
Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Sofia
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Ioanna
Marilia

Sw
>S
1;08.31
1;09.22
1;10.00
1;11.00
2;09.19
3;00.19
2;10.15

Sw

2;03.17
3;03.28
2;08.05

2;01.08
2;04.03
2;07.06

1;09.17
1;09.22
1;10.00
1;11.11
2;00.04
2;04.01
2;11.15

wS
>S

wS
1;07.05

1;10.00
1;11.00
2;09.19
2;01.09

2;00.01
2;01.04
2;04.27
2;04.09

3;02.13
2;10.01

2;04.03
2;07.06

Table 2: Point in time when trisyllabic target forms start occurring systematically (further see Table 1).
Name
Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Sofia
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Ioanna
Marilia

Sw1w2
>S

2;00.15
2;00.13
2;05.16
3;03.08
2;10.01

Sw1w2
> Sw1
1;07.14
2;02.25
1;11.07
1;11.00
2;00.13
2;02.00
3;05.00
2;03.26
2;06.23
2;06.00
2;07.06

Sw1w2

1;11.07
1;11.00
2;00.27
2;04.27

w1Sw2
>S

1;11.21

w1Sw2
> w1S
1;07.14
1;11.14

w1Sw2
> Sw2
1;07.14
1;11.18

2;00.22
1;11.28
2;01.00
2;05.10

1;11.00
1;11.21
2:01.00
2;02.28
2;03.12
2;00.03
3;04.26
2;07.06

2;03.29
2;08.28
2;07.06

2;11.00
2;07.06

w1Sw2

w1w2S
>S

w1w2S
> w1S

w1w2S
> w2S

w1w2S

1;11.11
2;04.15
2;02.00

2;00.15

2;01.04

1;11.00
2;05.16

2;08.15

2;10.01

1;07.14
1;11.07
1;11.11
2;09.19
2:04.17

2;09.07
2;07.06

2;02.00

2;09.07

Table 3: Point in time when tetrasyllabic target forms start occurring systematically (further see Table 1).
Name
Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Sofia
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Ioanna
Marilia

w1Sw2w3 w1Sw2w3 w1Sw2w3
> Sw(2,3)
>S
> w1S

2;00.30
2;09.19

w1Sw2w3
> w1Sw(2,3)
2;02.03

w1Sw2w3
> Sw2w3

w1Sw2w3 w1w2Sw3 w1w2Sw3 w1w2Sw3 w1w2Sw3
>S
> w(1,2)S > Sw3
> w1w2S
1;10.18
1;07.14
1;07.14
1;09.29
1;11.01

2;00.01

2;00.22
2;08.15
2;07.14

2;01.16

2;10.06
2;06.15
2;11.27

2;07.01
2;10.01

3;04.26
2;08.22

2;07.01
2;08.15

2;04.00
3;01.02

2;01.21
1;11.08
2;00.01
2;05.10

w1w2Sw3
> w(1,2)Sw3
1;07.14
1;09.29

1;11.11
2;09.05

3;00.24
2;07.08

2;03.14
2;02.28
2;01.25
2;03.26
2;04.29
2;07.08

w1w2Sw3
1;08.10
2;03.04
1;11.00
2;09.19
2;05.08
2;05.16
2;05.24
2;04.29

Table 4: Point in time when tetrasyllabic target forms start occurring systematically (further see Table 1).
Name
Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Sofia
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Ioanna
Marilia

w1Sw2 w1Sw2w3
w3 > s > w1s

2;03.00

w1Sw2w3
> sw(2,3)
1;10.14
2;08.10

w1Sw2w3
> w1Sw(2,3)
1;10.31

1;11.11

1;11.11
2;07.03

w1Sw2w3
> Sw2w3
2;08.10

2;04.05
1;10.14
2;08.10

w1Sw2
w3

w1w2Sw3
>S

2;03.00
1;10.31

2;08.10

w1w2Sw3
> w(1,2)S
1;10.14
2;08.10

w1w2Sw3
> Sw3
1;10.31

1;11.11

1;11.11
2;07.03

w1w2Sw3
> w1w2S
2;08.10

w1w2Sw3
> w(1,2)Sw3

2;04.05
1;10.14
2;08.10

w1w2Sw3

2;03.00
1;10.31

2;08.10

Table 5: Point in time when pentasyllabic target forms start occurring systematically (further see Table 1).
Name
Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Sofia
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Ioanna
Marilia

w1w2Sw3w4 w1w2Sw3w4 w1w2Sw3w4 w1w2Sw3w4
> w(1,2)S
> Sw(2,3)
> Sw3w4
>s

w1w2Sw3w4
> w(1,2)Sw(3,4)

w1w2Sw3w4 w1w2Sw3w4
> w1w2S
> w(1,2)Sw3w4

1;10.26
2;00.30
2;07.27

w1w2Sw3w4
> w1w2Sw(3,4)
1;10.14
2;08.10

w1w2Sw3w4
> w(1,2)Sw3w4

w1w2Sw3w4
> w1w2Sw3w4

2;04.00

1;11.11
2;06.24
2;07.27

2;11.21
2;04.05

1;10.14
2;08.10

2;08.28
2;08.07

Table 5: Continued.
Name

w1w2w3Sw4
>S

Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos
Felina
Dionisakis
Sofia
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
Ioanna
Marilia
Name

w1w2w3S w4
> w(1,2,3)S

w1w2w3Sw4 > w1w2w3Sw4
> w(1,2,3)Sw4
Sw4
1;10.31
1;11.01
1;10.09
1;11.17

w1w2w3Sw4
> w1w2S

w1w2w3Sw4
> w2w3S

w1w2w3Sw4
> w1w2w3 S

2;0.01

w1w2w3Sw4
> w(1,2)w(3,4)S

1;11.11

2;04.05

2;11.25
2.11.05
w1w2w3Sw4
> w(1,2)w(3,4)Sw4

Melitini
Bebis M
Bebis T
Konstadinos 1;11.17
Felina
Dionisakis
Sofia
Stefanos
Stefanoulis
2;09.07
Ioanna
Marilia

w1w2w3Sw4
> w1w2w3Sw4
2;00.06

w1w2w3w4S
>S

w1w2w3w4S w1w2w3w4S
> w(1,2)w,3,4)S > Sw(2,3)

1;11,11

3;01.03
2;11.05

2;00.01

w1w2w3w4S
> w1w2w(3,4)

w1w2w3w4S
> w(1,2)w3w4S

w1w2w3w4S

Table 6: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Melitini (all).
INPUT
Sw
99
60.4%
4
wS
2.4%
2
Sww
1.2%
1
wSw
.6%
wwS

OUTPUT
Sw

wS
1
1.8%
45
81.8%

Sww

wSw
3
4.3%

wwS

wSww

46
66.7%

2
15.4%
6
85.7%

2
100%
3
75.0%

1
1.4%

wwSw

10
76.9%
1
7.7%
1
25.0%

3
42.9%
1
14.3%

4
100%

1
14.3%
7
100%

> 4 syll.

Nil

9
16.4%

18
26.1%
1
1.4%
1
14.3%

Ss
Swsw
Total

>4 syll
2
28.6%

2
10.5%

22
13.4%
36
22.0%

wwwS

17
89.5%

wSww

w

wwSw

164
100%

55
100%

19
100%

69
100%

7
100%

13
100%

2
100%

Total
103
30.3%
51
15.0%
19
5.6%
49
14.4%
8
2.4%
5
1.5%
11
3.2%
4
1.2%
51
15.0%
37
10.9%
1
.3%
1
.3%
340
100%

Table 7: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Developmental time interval 1.
INPUT
Sw
4373
80.3%
172
WS
3.2%
42
Sww
.8%
36
WSw
.7%
WwS

OUTPUT
Sw

WSww
WwSw

wS
163
8.3%
1246
63.1%
5
.3%
12
.6%

1
.0%
2
.0%

Sww
115
15.4%
7
.9%
487
65.3%
5
.7%
1
.1%
8
1.1%
1
.1%

wSw
508
26,5%
101
5,3%
18
,9%
1005
52,4%
7
,4%
11
,6%
20
1,0%

wwS
1
1.4%
14
19.2%
1
1.4%
4
5.5%
44
60.3%
1
1.4%
3
4.1%

wSww
7
6.0%
2
1.7%
9
7.8%
19
16.4%
70
60.3%
2
1.7%

wwSw
100
10.4%
13
1.3%
8
.8%
96
10.0%
11
1.1%
2
.2%
192
19.9%

> 4 syll.

Nil
Ww
Ss

2
16.7%

5
41.7%

4
33.3%

WwwS

W

wwwS

332
6.1%
444
8.2%
11
.2%
17
.3%

501
25.4%
28
1.4%
4
.2%
13
.7%

19
2.5%
94
12.6%
1
.1%

2
,1%
190
9,9%
37
1,9%
4
,2%

2
2.7%

3
2.6%
2
1.7%

6
.6%
56
5.8%
463
48.0%

1
8.3%

>4 syll
91
18.8%
29
6.0%
16
3.3%
35
7.2%
3
.6%
20
4.1%
16
3.3%
5
1.0%
25
5.2%
12
2.5%
216
44.5%
1
.2%
3
.6%

Total
5358
45.7%
1586
13.5%
581
5.0%
1205
10.3%
83
.7%
113
1.0%
236
2.0%
9
.1%
33
.3%
1113
9.5%
1287
11.0%
17
.1%
37
.3%

Table 7: continued
2
.3%
1
.1%
2
.3%

Swsw
Ssw

1
.0%

Sws
SwSw
Other
Total

12
.2%
5443
100%

3
.2%
1975
100%

3
.4%
746
100,0%

3
,2%
6
.3%

1
.9%

1
.9%
116
100%

9
.9%
2
.2%
2
.2%
1
.1%
3
.3%
964
100%

wSww
4
2.4%
6
3.6%
21
12.7%
22
13.3%
1
.6%
96
58.2%

wwSw
71
9.8%
9
1.2%
8
1.1%
158
21.7%
21
2.9%
5
.7%

2
2.7%
2
.1%
4
.2%
1918
100%

1
1.4%
73
100%

3
.6%
4
.8%

12
100%

6
1.2%
485
100%

18
.2%
14
.1%
6
.1%
3
.0%
33
.3%
11732
100%

>4 syll
46
18.0%
10
3.9%
9
3.5%
27
10.6%
2
.8%
20
7.8%

Total
4276
36.1%
1821
15.4%
633
5.3%
1624
13.7%
154
1.3%
141
1.2%

Table 8: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Developmental time interval 2.

OUTPUT
Sw
WS
Sww
WSw
wwS
wSww

INPUT
Sw
3532
67.1%
161
3.1%
39
.7%
38
.7%
3
.1%
2
.0%

wS
134
5.7%
1515
64.7%
3
.1%
15
.6%
18
.8%
1
.0%

Sww
145
16.5%
13
1.5%
534
60.8%
17
1.9%
5
.6%
12
1.4%

wSw
334
16.5%
80
3.9%
16
.8%
1339
6.0%
10
.5%
5
.2%

wwS
10
5.5%
25
13.7%
3
1.6%
7
3.8%
88
48.4%

wwwS
2
14.3%
1
7.1%
6
42.9%

Table 8: continued
1
.0%

wwSw

33
1.6%

wwwS

1
.0%

2
.2%
4
.5%
7
.8%

4
.2%
135
6.7%
40
2.0%
2
.1%
6
.3%
1
.0%
19
.9%
2
.1%

4
.2%
2343
100%

3
.3%
879
100%

4
.2%
2030
100%

> 4 syll.
w
Nil
ww
Ss

502
9.5%
946
18.0%
13
.2%
15
.3%

583
24.9%
61
2.6%
7
.3%

Swsw
Ssw

2
.0%

Sws

1
.1%
18
2.0%
118
13.4%

1
.5%
1
.5%
26
14.3%
3
1.6%

5
3.0%
4
2.4%
1
.6%

273
37.6%
2
.3%
8
1.1%
20
2.8%
132
18.2%

1
7.1%
3
21.4%

36
14.1%
30
11.8%
13
5.1%

1
.5%
2
1.2%
14
7.7%

2
1.2%

3
1.6%
182
100%

1
.6%
165
100%

15
2.1%
2
.3%
1
7.1%

SwSw
Other
Total

8
.2%
5261
100%

3
.4%
727
100%

40
15.7%

14
100%

2
.8%
3
1.2%
2
.8%
1
.4%
2
.8%
12
4.7%
255
100%

349
2.9%
6
.1%
54
.5%
1318
11.1%
1314
11.1%
15
.1%
31
.3%
23
.2%
29
.2%
28
.2%
2
.0%
38
.3%
11856
100%

Table 9: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Developmental time interval 3.

OUTPUT
Sw
wS
Sww
wSw
wwS
wSww
wwSw

INPUT
Sw
3644
6.5%
144
2.7%
47
.9%
51
1.0%
2
.0%
1
.0%
1
.0%

wS
110
4.5%
1700
69.9%
1
.0%
17
.7%
22
.9%
1
.0%

Sww
103
12.7%
9
1.1%
616
76.2%
20
2.5%
1
.1%
16
2.0%
1
.1%

wSw
220
10.4%
117
5.5%
21
1.0%
1459
68.7%
6
.3%
7
3%
36
1.7%

wwwS
> 4 syll.
w
nil
ww
Ss
Swsw

603
11.3%
798
15.0%
11
.2%
6
.1%

547
22.5%
24
1.0%
1
.0%
5
.2%

1
.%
11
1.4%
16
2.0%

1
.0%
209
9.8%
23
1.1%

1
.1%
2
.2%

4
.2%
1
.0%

wwS
3
2.1%
18
12.3%
3
2.1%
96
65.8%
1
.7%
1
.7%
15
10.3%
3
2.1%

wSww
7
3.2%
5
2.3%
24
10.8%
19
8.6%
103
46.4%
1
.5%
3
1.4%
51
23.0%
3
1.4%
1
.5%

wwSw
35
5.5%
15
2.3%
4
.6%
162
25.4%
13
2.0%
2
.3%
337
52.7%
1
.2%
4
.6%
24
3.8%
10
1.6%
4
.6%
15
2.3%

wwwS
1
7.1%
3
21.4%
1
7.1%
6
42.9%

1
7.1%
2
14.3%

>4 syll
24
7.0%
12
3.5%
23
6.7%
47
13.6%
5
1.4%
31
9.0%
60
17.4%
3
.9%
48
13.9%
66
19.1%
11
3.2%

3
.9%

Total
4147
34.4%
2023
16.8%
737
6.1%
1778
14.8%
151
1.3%
160
1.3%
438
3.6%
6
.0%
57
.5%
1528
12.7%
888
7.4%
12
.1%
21
.2%
21
.2%

Table 9: continued
Ssw
Sws

1
.0%

8
1.0%

12
.6%
1
.0%

Total

13
.2%
5322
100%

4
.2%
2432
100%

3
.4%
808
100%

7
.3%
2124
100%

wSww
5
2.1%
9
3.8%
17
7.2%
28
11.9%
3
1.3%

wwSw
35
5.8%
18
3.0%
4
.7%
125
20.9%
26
4.3%

5
3.4%

SwSw
other

1
.5%
4
1.8%
222
100%

2
.3%
1
.2%
5
.8%
5
.8%
639
100%

1
.7%
146
100%

14
100%

3
.9%
2
.6%
2
.6%
5
1.4%
345
100%

17
.1%
18
.1%
8
.1%
42
.3%
12052
100%

>4 syll
23
6.7%
22
6.4%
15
4.4%
26
7.6%
5
1.5%

Total
3811
33.3%
2067
18.1%
696
6.1%
1721
15.1%
251
2.2%

Table 10: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Developmental time interval 4.

OUTPUT
Sw
WS
Sww
WSw
WwS

INPUT
Sw
3297
70.4%
170
3.6%
36
.8%
45
1.0%
2
.0%

wS
120
4.9%
1685
69.1%
3
.1%
11
.5%
21
.9%

Sww
129
16.0%
8
1.0%
594
73.5%
7
.9%
2
.2%

wSw
194
9.5%
120
5.9%
23
1.1%
1471
72.2%
5
.2%

wwS
8
3.1%
32
12.3%
3
1.2%
8
3.1%
175
67.3%

wwwS
3
10.7%
1
3.6%
12
42.9%

Table 10: continued
WSww
WwSw

1
.0%
1
.0%

1
.0%

2
.2%
1
.1%

8
.4%
21
1.0%

WwwS
> 4 syll.
W
Nil
Ww
Ss
Swsw

1
.0%
671
14.3%
437
9.3%
3
.1%
10
.2%
3
.1%

553
22.7%
32
1.3%
2
.1%
4
.2%

32
4.0%
15
1.9%
1
.1%
4
.5%
2
.2%
5
.6%

Ssw
Sws
SwSw
Other
Total

9
.2%
4686
100%

5
.2%
2437
100%

6
.7%
808
100%

2
.8%
1
.4%

144
7.1%
24
1.2%

17
6.5%
1
.4%

1
.0%

2
.8%

9
.4%
2
.1%
2
.1%
14
.7%
2038
100%

144
61.3%
1
.4%
4
1.7%
14
6.0%
4
1.7%

10
1.7%
40
6.7%
7
1.2%

6
2.6%
235
100%

2
.3%
8
1.3%
4
.7%
1
.2%
3
.5%
5
.8%
599
100%

8
3.1%
3
1.2%
260
100%

4
.7%
307
51.3%
9
32.1%
2
7.1%
1
3.6%

28
100%

41
11.9%
58
16.9%
2
.6%
85
24.7%
43
12.5%
4
1.2%

8
2.3%
1
.3%
1
.3%
1
.3%
9
2.6%
344
100%

200
1.7%
392
3.4%
12
.1%
102
.9%
1515
13.2%
524
4.6%
6
.1%
23
.2%
19
.2%
16
.1%
17
.1%
6
.1%
57
.5%
11435
100%

Table 11: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Developmental time interval 5.
INPUT
OUTPUT
Sw
WS
Sww
WSw
WwS
WSww
WwSw
WwwS
> 4 syll.
W
Nil
Ww
Ss

Sw
wS
Sww
wSw
wwS wSww
3330
156
125
207
6
5
74.4% 6.9% 12.3% 10.2% 2.5% 2.2%
193
1581
3
148
18
5
4.3% 70.4%
.3% 7.3% 7.5% 2.2%
36
1
605
21
3
12
.8%
.0% 59.5% 1.0% 1.2% 5.2%
38
14
10
1431
6
24
.8%
.6% 1.0% 70.5% 2.5% 10.4%
17
5
163
1
.8%
.2% 67.6%
.4%
2
7
160
.2%
.3%
69.3%
1
28
3
.0%
1.4%
1.3%
3
1
1.2%
.4%
1
2
.1%
.9%
418
435
24
140
24
11
9.3% 19.4% 2.4% 6.9% 10.0% 4.8%
420
28
235
24
3
1
9.4% 1.2% 23.1% 1.2% 1.2%
.4%
15
.3%
14
9
1
4
4
1
.3%
.4%
.1%
.2% 1.7%
.4%

wwSw wwwS >4 syll
27
33
3.6%
8.0%
22
1
14
2.9% 2.9% 3.4%
3
21
.4%
5.1%
116
33
15.4%
8.0%
24
8
5
3.2% 23.5% 1.2%
2
49
.3%
11.8%
380
56
50.5%
13.5%
19
55.9%
7
1
132
.9% 2.9% 31.9%
44
29
5.8%
7.0%
100
1
10
13.3% 2.9% 2.4%
1
.1%

Total
3889
34.0%
1985
17.3%
702
6.1%
1672
14.6%
223
1.9%
220
1.9%
468
4.1%
23
.2%
143
1.2%
1125
9.8%
822
7.2%
15
.1%
34
.3%

Table 12: continued
WwSw

3
.1%

16
.9%

WwwS
> 4 syll.
W
Nil
Ww
Ss

581
446
12.8% 19.8%
301
29
6.6% 1.3%
9
2
.2%
.1%
10
7
.2%
.3%

1
.1%
74
7.9%
191
20.3%
1
.1%

Swsw
Ssw

2
.0%
3
.1%

Sws
SwSw
Other
Total

1
.0%
5
.1%
4530
100%

6
.3%
2254
100%

2
.2%
3
.3%
5
.5%
941
100%

93
5.2%
139
7.8%

3
1.5%
3
1.5%
8
3.9%

1
.1%
1
.1%
6
.3%

1
.5%

338
39.1%

2
.9%
4
1.9%
2
.9%

8
.9%
66
7.6%
286
33.1%

39
12.5%
14
4
58.3% 1.3%
110
35.4%
52
16.7%
11
3.5%

9
1.0%
5
.6%
1
.1%
2
.2%
3
.3%
865
100%

1
.3%
7
2.3%
1
.3%
1
.3%
1
.3%
7
2.3%
311
100%

1
.5%
2
.9%
4
2.0%

5
2
.3% 1.0%
1781
205
100% 100%

1
.5%
2
.9%
212
100%

2
8.3%
24
100%

400
3.6%
21
.2%
121
1.1%
1324
11.9%
959
8.6%
11
.1%
20
.2%
18
.2%
18
.2%
12
.1%
5
.0%
37
.3%
11123
100%

Table 13: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Developmental time interval 7.
INPUT
Sw
wS
3487
234
66.6% 11.9%
261
1268
WS
5.0% 64.3%
18
Sww
.3%
39
9
WSw
.7%
.5%
9
WwS
.5%
WSww

OUTPUT
Sw

WwSw

Sww
wSw
108
282
13.7% 15.2%
20
133
2.5% 7.2%
598
16
75.9%
.9%
11
1209
1.4% 65.0%
6
.3%
7
4
.9%
.2%
1
17
.1%
.9%

WwwS
> 4 syll.
W
Nil
Ww
Ss
Swsw

1
1
.0%
.1%
585
413
11.2% 20.9%
811
29
15.5% 1.5%
7
3
.1%
.2%
11
2
.2%
.1%

1
.1%
13
1.6%
18
2.3%
1
.1%

1
.1%
167
9.0%
8
.4%
1
.1%
2
.1%

wwS wSww
6
3
2.6% 1.6%
19
3
8.2% 1.6%
1
21
.4% 11.4%
5
25
2.2% 13.6%
121
1
52.2%
.5%
122
66.3%
1
1
.4%
.5%
3
1.3%
2
1.1%
69
2
29.7% 1.1%
1
1
.4%
.5%

wwSw wwwS >4 syll
55
1
25
10.0% 3,7% 8.9%
22
1
7
4.0% 3,7% 2.5%
2
11
.4%
3.9%
83
1
29
15.0% 3,7% 10.3%
21
2
6
3.8% 7,4% 2.1%
3
17
.5%
6.0%
305
3
33
55.3% 11.1% 11.7%
18
7
66.7% 2.5%
6
105
1.1%
37.2%
35
16
6.3%
5.7%
4
8
.7%
2.8%

1
.5%

3
1.1%
1
.4%

8
1.4%

Total
4201
37.7%
1734
15.6%
667
6.0%
1411
12.7%
166
1.5%
153
1.4%
361
3.2%
28
.3%
117
1.1%
1300
11.7%
880
7.9%
12
.1%
18
.2%
10
.1%

Table 13: continued
Ssw
Sws

1
.1%
5
.6%

8
.4%
2
.1%

1
14
3.7% 5.0%
27
282
100% 100%

9
.1%
12
.1%
1
.0%
55
.5%
11135
100%

3
1.3%

4
.5%
788
100%

4
.2%
1860
100%

3
1.3%
232
100%

wwS wSww wwSw wwwS >4 syll
2
10
60
21
1.4% 4.7%
7.7%
8.2%
20
18
14
2
14.3% 8.4%
1.8%
.8%
3
20
4
19
2.1% 9.3%
.5%
7.5%
2
14
72
29
1.4% 6.5%
9.2%
11.4%
103
10
4
1
73.6%
1.3% 40,0%
.4%
144
16
67.0%
6.3%

Total
3834
33.6%
1893
16.6%
750
6.6%
1267
11.1%
137
1.2%
176
1.5%

SwSw
Other
Total

18
.3%
5238
100%

4
.2%
1972
100%

2
1.1%
184
100%

2
,4%
1
.2%
5
.9%
552
100%

Table 14: OUTPUT/INPUT Crosstabulation-Developmental time interval 8.

OUTPUT
Sw
WS
Sww
WSw
WwS
WSww

INPUT
Sw
wS
3304
159
67.9% 6.8%
198
1515
4.1% 65.2%
14
2
.3%
.1%
24
7
.5%
.3%
1
11
.0%
.5%

Sww
wSw
110
168
11.9% 8.9%
31
95
3.4% 5.0%
670
18
72.7%
.9%
14
1105
1.5% 58.3%
1
6
.1%
.3%
9
7
1.0%
.4%

Table 14: continued
WwSw

2
.0%

1
.0%

14
.7%

WwwS

1
.7%
1
.7%

> 4 syll.
W
Nil
Ww
Ss

530
605
10.9% 26.1%
770
13
15.8%
.6%
6
.1%
8
4
.2%
.2%

13
452
1.4% 23.9%
66
19
7.2% 1.0%
1
2
.1%
.1%
1
2
.1%
.1%

3
2.1%

1
322
.5% 41.2%
5
50,0%
2
.9%
2
.9%

5
.3%

1
.0%

1
.1%
2
.2%

Sws

4
.2%
2322
100%

3
.3%
922
100%

2
.1%
1895
100%

2
1.4%

1
.5%

3
2.1%
140
100%

3
1.4%
215
100%

SwSw
Other
Total

7
.1%
4864
100%

1
10,0%

1
.4%

Swsw
Ssw

5
.6%
22
2.8%
258
33.0%

26
10.2%
3
1.2%
58
22.7%
70
27.5%
4
1.6%

9
1.2%
1
.1%
2
.3%
2
.3%
1
.1%
782
100%

1
.4%
2
.8%
2
.8%
10
255
100% 100%

367
3.2%
9
.1%
65
.6%
1698
14.9%
1130
9.9%
9
.1%
16
.1%
9
.1%
8
.1%
10
.1%
2
.0%
25
.2%
11405
100%
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